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by
Paolo Casciola
When the Yugoslav left oppositionist Ante Ciliga arrived at the Verchne-Uralsk isolation prison early in the Summer of 1930, he discovered that a Trotskyist organization existed therein: the Collective of Bolshevik-Leninists. A discussion had been started in January that year about Stalin's turn to forced collectivization of agriculture and accelerated industrialization, which was strictly related to the adventurist "third period" policy followed by the Comintern on the international level. As a result of the debate, three tendencies had taken shape within the organization. According to Ciliga the "right" and "center" tendencies held that, in implementing his first five-year plan Stalin was in fact pursuing the same policy advocated by the Left Opposition; thus, while criticizing Stalin's methods, they argued that it was the duty of Trotskyists to support the Kremlin's official economic policy. Contrary to them, the "left" tendency was in favour of reforming Soviet economy from below, i.e. through a revival of workers democracy and a split in the party (1). Another account, largely dissimilar from Ciliga's, was given in November 1930 by two Soviet Trotskyists who described the "left" tendency as an ultraleftist grouping increasingly wavering toward the positions of the "Democratic Centralists" led by Sapronov (2).

Political discussion between the tendencies was carried on through two factional organs: The Emprisoned truth (Collection on current events, according to Yakovin and Ardashelya) and The Militant Bolshevik which became the Bolshevik-Leninist when a split took place in the organization by mid-1931. Those "journals" were issued on a monthly or bimonthly basis and were made up by several handwritten notebooks. Only three copies of every issue of the journals were "published", one for each wing of the prison. All new issues (or, to say it better: all new bundles of notebooks) were circulated from one cell to another, thereby ensuring the continuation of internal discussion among Trotskyist prisoners, most of whom were to be killed by Stalin's henchmen during the gloomy years of the Great Terror. It is not excluded however, that those Verchne-Uralsk samizdats outlived the men and women who had produced them before disappearing at the midnight of the century, and that they are still buried in some dusty Russian archives. Anyway they left a trace in the above-mentioned testimonies.

The same holds true for another Trotskyist periodical which was published in Spain during the civil war period. It was a French-language bulletin called Le Soviet, issued in Barcelona by the Grupo (or Celula) Le Soviet, a tiny group of dissident Trotskyists led by an Italian, Nicola Di Bartolomeo (Fosco), and affiliated to the French organization led by Raymond Molinier. It was Fosco's companion, Virginia Gervasini (Sonia), who typed some fifteen carbon copies of the bulletin on tissue paper and sketched the journal's heading with a paint-box and painter's brush. This happened in 1937 (3). News about the existence of that grouplet and its bulletin appeared in the

3 Interview by the author with Virginia Gervasini, January 23, 1983.
French Molinierite press, *La Commune* and *La Vérité* thus leaving a trace in history; no copies of *Le Soviet* have been located anywhere so far.

Such lack of original sources stands as a major obstacle to those interested in reconstructing the history of certain Trotskyist groups - a history of men and women who have been persecuted, witchhunted, and sometimes killed by Stalinist, fascist, and "democratic" regimes. One of the main aims of this repertory of Trotskyist periodicals is precisely to help demolishing this type of obstacles. Whatever its shortcomings, it is certainly bound to become for a long time an irreplaceable reference guide for scholars and activists throughout the world.

It should also be observed that, to this day, no studies have been devoted to Trotsky's conception of the revolutionary press. Following Lenin's footsteps, Trotsky regarded the paper both as a collective propagandist and agitator, and as a collective organizer, i.e. a key tool by which the party can build itself and address the workers and the proletarian masses as a whole. In Trotsky's opinion, the paper is "the face of the party" and workers "will judge the party on the basis of the paper" (4). Differently from the theoretical cadre journal which "unfolds for its readers all the steps of Marxist analysis", the (mass) paper "presents only its results, basing itself at the same time on the immediate experience of the masses themselves", without renouncing "the slogans which are dictated by the objective situation" (5).

In the main programmatic document of the *Fourth International*, Trotsky had clearly stated the alternative character of the political prognosis concerning the USSR: "either the bureaucracy, becoming ever more the organ of the world bourgeoisie in the [degenerated] workers state, will overthrow the new forms of property and plunge the country back to capitalism; or the working class will crush the bureaucracy and open the way to socialism" (6). The former possibility actually came true in 1989-90 and is now taking the form of an ongoing attempt by relevant sections of the old Stalinist bureaucracy to transmute themselves into a national bourgeois class. Most of Trotsky's epigones of today have been taken by surprise by these developments, and some intellectuals went so far as declaring that, being essentially a critique of Stalinism, Trotskyism has therefore lost its *raison d'être*.

Such balance-sheet of Trotskyism, however, is false to the core insofar as Trotskyism cannot be reduced to consistent anti-Stalinism. Nor did Trotsky confine himself to reasserting the basic tenets of revolutionary Marxism and to defending the heritage of Bolshevism, but decisively developed it

---

5 Trotsky, Leon: *What is a "mass paper"?* (November 30, 1935), in: *ibidem*, p. 98.
in other crucial areas: the theory of permanent revolution, the analysis of fascism and Bonapartism, the struggle against popular frontism, and the elaboration of a transitional program which epitomized the long collective experience of revolutionists.

Trotskyism first emerged in 1923 as a faction within the Bolshevik party, fighting for party democracy and for an internationalist perspective as against growing bureaucratization and Stalin's Thermidorian theory of socialism in one country. It came to light in direct continuity with the traditions of Russian Bolshevism, i.e. against the political degeneration introduced by Stalinism into the socio-economic structure of the Soviet workers state and into the ranks of the proletariat. Trotskyism later became a separate international current in April 1930, acting for some three years as an expelled faction of the Comintern.

Differently from the Third International, however, the Fourth did not come out of a successful proletarian revolution, but from a period of terrible defeats of the world proletariat. It was in fact by mid-1933, after Hitler's victory in Germany, that Trotsky definitely gave up the policy of reforming Stalin's Comintern and resolved to build a new international which would overcome the historical crisis of the mankind, that is, the crisis of the revolutionary leadership of the working class.

Throughout the 1930s, the Fourth Internationalist movement had to face serious problems, both objective and subjective. As a propaganda organization, it derived its strength from programmatic clarity and an intensive cadre-building work. But the slenderness of its links with the working class and the prevailing petty-bourgeois social composition of its national sections hindered its further development and made it permeable to political pressures coming from alien class forces. Trotsky was always uneasy about the bad social composition of the movement and recognized the necessity to proletarized it. While acknowledging the unavoidableness of the a disconnection between the social composition of the revolutionary organization and its declared program in the initial stages of party building, he time and again pointed to the necessity to steadfastly aim at overcoming that state of affairs by testing the members of petty-bourgeois origin through the adoption of a concrete working-class orientation.

All attempts in that direction, however, were mostly unsuccessful. Notwithstanding the impact of the bloody defeats suffered by the revolution in Austria, France, Spain, and above all the USSR, the workers were not inclined to quit their traditional social-democratic and Stalinist organizations which by their reformist policies had brought about those very defeats. This forced Trotskyists to swim against the stream, even with regard to the proletarian masses.

The Fourth International was eventually founded in September 1938, on the eve of the outbreak of the Second World War. During the war, Trotskyists continued to be attacked by all governing regimes. This meant a protracted wave of arrests and murders of cadres and leaders - including Trotsky himself - which in addition to the difficult conditions created by the war and the absence
of a functioning international leadership, decisively weakened the young movement, leaving the door wide open to various sectarian and opportunist deviations.

While criticizing and correcting many of these political deviations, thereby revealing its revolutionary vitality, the Fourth International was not able to seize the revolutionary opportunities brought out by the final stages of the Second World War. Furthermore, it proved unable to correctly assess the post-war counterrevolutionary reality - marked by the development of imperialism's productive forces and the expansion of Stalinism - and wavered from empty "orthodoxy" to utter revisionism. This ushered in a mortal crisis of the International early in the 1950s and a 40-year long period of splits that shattered the "Trotskyist movement" into a series of competing fragments having no mass basis and no real following among the working class (7).

Finally it should be mentioned that, despite its many flaws, the left wing of the movement strove hard to maintain a weak but real political continuity with genuine Trotskyism all along that period, with the aim of rebuilding the Fourth International. By doing that, it has been keeping alive the feeble flame of hope for all those who work, suffer, and struggle for a better world.

Paolo Casciola

Foligno, July 1992

---
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1. GENERAL

The present bibliography is the product of many years of research, correspondence and acquisition. However, it does not at all aspire to be a "final" or "definite" bibliography. It is rather a first attempt than an exhaustive work. Anyway, it is hopefully offered to be of some assistance in guiding scholars, students, and others to some of the main sources of research in the field of Trotskyism. The prospective user of the Trotskyist press will encounter great difficulty in tracing the often rare and sometimes obscure material in most libraries (1). Thus, by providing locations for most of the items recorded in the bibliography, it is intended to avoid time-consuming and ineffective searches. Despite its selectivity and inevitable shortcomings it is hoped that the present bibliography will be welcomed as a useful contribution to the study of one of the most durable and genuine socialist movements of our century.

Serials may be regarded as a sort of collective memory; by supplying this repertory of serials brought forth by the Trotskyist movement it has also been intended to guard against the loss of memory which we are witnessing ubiquitously.

The following chapters of the introduction will provide some substantial information about the selection criteria, the structure and bibliographic style of the bibliography, the sources used and the difficulties faced with compiling it.

2. WHAT IS MEANT BY "TROTSKYIST"? (ORGANIZATIONS DEALT WITH)

The present bibliography deals with the serial publications of those organizations, parties, groups, grouplets and sects - organized on both national and international level - which claim adherence to the theories and politics of Leon Trotsky (1879-1940). After having been exiled from the USSR in 1929 Trotsky considered it as his primary task to organize an international movement around the body of ideas which he had elaborated since 1922/23 when he became leader and spokesman of the Left Opposition struggling against the rise of the Stalinist bureaucracy. Trotsky himself as well as his sympathizers within the Russian and foreign communist parties during the 1920s used the terms Bolshevism-Leninism or (International) Left Opposition when speaking of their current. At the very beginning the International Left Opposition (2) regarded itself as a faction of the Comintern (Third International) - although most of the members and sympathizers of the Opposition had been expelled during the late 1920s - , an attitude which was altered only in 1933 (3) when Trotsky came

---

1 See also footnote 39, at the end of the introduction.
2 The formal launching of the ILO and the creation of certain organizational structures occurred only in 1930; actually it did exist from 1926/27, i.e. there were caucuses, currents and factions formed by sympathizers of Trotsky and the Russian Opposition in most of the then communist parties of various countries,
3 After the desastrous defeat of the Communist Party of Germany and the whole labour movement when Hitler seized power.
to the conclusion that the Comintern could no longer be reformed and thus a new, i.e. a Fourth International had to be built up (4). As a consequence the International Left Opposition was renamed International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) in 1933 and Movement for the Fourth International in 1936, before the Fourth International was formally proclaimed in September 1938. Without any claim for completeness, the basic elements of What can be labeled Trotskyism (or Bolshevism-Leninism, or Fourth Internationalism) during the last decade before the assassination of Trotsky can be summed up as follows (5):

* the politics of permanent revolution as based upon Trotsky's theory of combined and uneven development;
* the total rejection of Stalin's theory of socialism in one country;
* the characterization of the Stalinist USSR as a degenerated workers' state to be reformed only by means of a political revolution of the working class;
* the unconditional defence of the USSR against interior and international counter-revolution and imperialist aggression;
* loyalty of the policies adopted by the first four world congresses of the Comintern, especially to the tactics of the workers' united front;
* the rejection of the Comintern's people's front policy as well as of its ultraleft sectarianism (theory of "social fascism" etc.);
* the politics of transitional demands;
* the rejection of all forms of reformism and "third camp" policies;
* the validity of the Leninist party model including democratic centralism and the right to form factions and platforms;
* revolutionary defeatism of the proletariat in case of imperialist war.

During the 1930s it was one of the main efforts of Trotsky to create a movement which would be at least able to maintain the traditions of revolutionary Marxism and proletarian internationalism in a period of unprecedented defeats of the labour movement internationally (e.g. China 1927, Germany 1933, Spain 1936/39, etc.) (6). There may be doubts whether this purpose was achieved by

---


6 Trotsky himself regarded his efforts for the maintenance of the revolutionary traditions and for the construction of the Fourth international - against all odds - of greater importance than all his other numerous activities (historiographic, literary etc.), nay, of greater relevance than his triumphs during the Russian revolution and the civil war (see for example Trotsky, Leo: Tagebuch im Exil. Köln 1979, p. 72-74.) - the posterity, e.g. Isaac Deutscher, his biographer, often judged differently on this evaluation.
the *Fourth International*, but it is a fact that Trotskyism has survived as an idea as well as a political movement for many decades. From its very beginnings the Trotskyist movement was suffering not only from repression and persecution of various kinds (7) (especially during World War II) but also from innumerable splits, from dissension and from sharp ideological struggles. Thus a bibliography like the present is at the same time a bibliography of Trotskyist factionalism, of mainstream as well as of dissident Trotskyism. Particularly the question of the social nature of the USSR and the question whether or not revolutionary Marxists should defend the USSR unconditionally again and again caused vitriolic inner-Trotskyist struggles and splits. Perhaps even more factional fights were over tactical questions, for instance about *entryism* (8) as well as over purely personal rivalries between certain leaders or want-to-be leaders.

Most of the Trotskyist groups, parties and currents which have existed during the last 40 years have considered themselves being the only true representatives of the (onetime) *Fourth International* whereas they more or less regarded all other Trotskyist groups and tendencies as heretics, renegades or even as traitors (9); thus we expect many objections to the selection criteria raised by such groups.

Regarding the question which titles should be included into the bibliography and which should be omitted, some pragmatism was our line; generally spoken we recorded the serials of those organizations, which:

* were in agreement with the main elements of Trotsky's basic ideas (as mentioned above) during the 1930s whether or not being rooted in the organizational framework of the *International Left Opposition*;
* were in accordance with Trotsky's strategy of the construction of a *Fourth International* notwithstanding the point of time to launch it;
* are supporters of the *Fourth International* whether or not actually affiliated to it.


8 That means, the tactic "which consists of penetration by Trotskyists of non-Trotskyist political parties [...] of the abandonment by Trotskyists of the attempt to build their own independent parties in favour of secretly entering into social democratic or orthodox communist parties [...] adopted in the 1930s in France, Chile, and in the United States For almost 20 years, from the end of the 1940s until 1968, entryism was the recommended policy of the International Secretariat (from 1963 the USFI) for its affiliated groups in Western Europe. it has been adopted to the greatest extent in Britain Entryism is basically a solution to the problems created by the weakness of Trotskyism and its lack of direct appeal for the working class. [...] The purposes of entryism are first, to reach the largest number of working class people through whichever is their biggest political party [...] I second [...] to try to exploit left-inclined sections of opinion, to move them further left [...] and thirdly [...] to recruit sympathetic individuals to their own clandestine organization which may at some stage decide that it is strong enough, or the time is ripe, for it openly to declare its identity." Cf Shipley, *Peter: Trotskyism - 'entryism' and permanent revolution. London, etc.*, 1977, p. 9-10 (*Conflict studies ; 81 *)

9 We wonder Trotsky would have to say he was no Trotskyist when taking into consideration many of his self-proclaimed heirs.
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It should be noted that there have been several splits, reunifications, regroupment processes and the like in the *Fourth International* and within almost all national groups and organizations since 1953 (or even since 1940 if you like). As a result we now have some 20 (many of them very tiny) international bodies which are claiming for the *fourth International* label or which are claiming to build, to rebuild, to recreate or to reform the (onetime) *Fourth International* (10).

For the purposes of the present bibliography it was of no relevance to which of those international bodies a certain group is in solidarity or to which it is affiliated.

It should be noted, too, that there have also been included publications of some groups which have never been affiliated (11) to any of the *Fourth Internationals* or which abandoned one or two of the principles of Trotskyism (as mentioned above) (12).

Included are also publications of some organizations which later disaffiliated from the *Fourth international* or which swore off Trotskyism totally (13).

On the other hand, publications of certain organizations which have sometimes been referred to as Trotskyist have been omitted, for example the *POUM* (14) or the movement headed by cult-leader *Lyndon Hermyle LaRouche* (15) although his NCLC originated from a dissident tendency within

---


11 Some of those groups remained unaffiliated for legal I reasons, for example the Socialist Workers Party [USA] which was prohibited to affiliate pursuant to the Voorhis Act, passed by US Congress in 1940. Nevertheless the SWP was one of the most predominant forces within the world Trotskyist movement for several decades.

12 As for example the International Socialists, one of the major Trotskyist groups in Great Britain, led by Tony Cliff, founded in the late 1940s. The group's name has been changed several times, since 1977 they have called themselves Socialist Workers Party. From its very beginning the IS took a state-capitalist point of view concerning the question of the character of the USSR, which was shared by a dozen of groups abroad.

13 As for example the just mentioned Socialist Workers Party [USA] or the Australian party of the same name which disaffiliated definitively from the Fourth International (United Secretariat) in 1990 and in 1985 respectively after having gradually abandoned Trotskyism during the early and mid-1980s.

14 The abbreviation stands for Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista, a party which gained considerable influence in Catalonia during the mid-1930s and which was joined by parts of the then Spanish section of the International Communist League. The POUM was considered by Trotsky as a "centrist" organization. Tosstorff, Reiner: *Die POUM im spanischen Bürgerkrieg. Frankfurt a.M.*, 1987 can be considered as the scholarly standard work on the POUM.


XVI
American Trotskyism; publications issued by Bordigist (16) groups have been excluded, too. After all there remained those doubtful cases which had to be decided arbitrarily. For some of them, special notes can be found in the entries or in the index of organizations respectively.

Summing up the selection principles one might say that the bibliography covers all those organizations which are claiming adherence to Trotsky and to the traditions his authority stands for, considering themselves as affiliates of a Fourth International either already existing or still to be built up. Some of the organized Trotskyists however will be inclined to classify most groups dealt with as ostensibly Trotskyist at best.

3. WHAT IS MEANT BY "SERIALS"? (TYPES OF MATERIAL DEALT WITH)

The present bibliography deals -with the Trotskyist press, i.e. with serials published by various national and international bodies claiming adherence to Trotskyist positions. After having discussed some of the problems raised by the term "Trotskyist" -we would now like to give a definition of what we understand by "serials". In accordance with the Anglo-American cataloguing rules (AACR 2) (17) a serial is a publication, whether in printed form or not, issued in successive parts usually bearing numerical and/or chronological designations and intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials include journals, newsletters, periodicals, newspapers and numbered monographic series; a series consists of books or pamphlets bearing an individual title proper in addition to the collective title of the series as a whole.

Many of the organizations treated in this bibliography produce various types of serials for various purposes, e.g. newsletters for agitation, theoretical papers and internal organizational bulletins. Other types of papers are for example press services, educational bulletins, translation services and scholarly journals. All these - and of course a few other - types of serials are dealt with in the present bibliography. However, there is a great variety of other papers which, though be labeled "serials" or "press" by definition, have been - as a rule - neglected because they belong to the following types of material: newsletters of a purely local relevance, local factory bulletins, campus and school papers, rank-and-file bulletins, election specials, Mayday newspapers, handouts, circulars to branches, financial reports, minutes of proceedings and the like.

16 Amadeo Bordiga (1889-1970) was the leader of a left faction within the Italian Communist Party. This group was expelled from the PCI in 1930. Bordiga's adherents sided with Trotsky's International Left Opposition for a short time but soon disaffiliated. Small groups of Bordigists have been active in Italy, Belgium, France and some other countries for many years.

MENTION should be made of two types of publications treated in the bibliography although for obvious reasons (18) there cannot be made any claim for completeness: internal bulletins and (numbered monographic) series. Although the term internal bulletin indicates that such a paper is produced for internal use only (i.e. for members or perhaps sympathizers), the compilers consider internal bulletins as a subject of their work yet. A considerable number of internal bulletins although mostly as scattered issues - can be found in some libraries and archives. These bulletins are of greatest relevance for serious research on the politics and history of Trotskyist organizations. On the other hand it is evident that many of those internal materials which have found way into archives or related facilities are subject of more or less restricted access. Additionally some of the still existing organizations prefer to keep them under lock and key, with the consequence that they could not be recorded.

With regard to numbered monographic series treated in this bibliography it should be noticed that for various reasons no attempt has been made to list them completely. Addedly a few series have been included which have not been published by Trotskyist groups altogether but rather by publishing houses more or less related to them. Unnumbered series (19) have been generally excluded.

4. TIME UNDER REPORT

With regard to the years under report the items listed are ranging from 1927 to 1991; however a very few serials launched only in 1992 have been included, too.

5. LANGUAGE COVERAGE

Please notice that only European languages have been taken into account (20), i.e. English, French, German, Spanish, Catalan, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Flemish, the Nordic languages, Finnish, Hungarian, and the Slavonic languages; altogether 28 languages. Excluded are the following European languages: Basque, Greek, Turkish, Latvian, Lithuanian, Estonian, Slovak. Yiddish language publications are included whereas Hebrew are not.

---

18 See chapter 7 of the introduction.
19 For example the famous Education for socialists series issued by the Socialist Workers Party [USA].
20 With the exception of one title in Chinese language (but with English parallel title and with contributions in English, too) and one other in Japanese language (with English parallel title, too).
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The following table shows the distribution of items according to languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>35,1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>22,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>18,5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>8,4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>4,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>2,4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>2,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>1,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>1,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 other languages (21)</td>
<td>3,7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

With regard to the places of publication the following regions have been taken into consideration: Europe, North America (incl. Mexico), Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, altogether 34 countries. There are of course a few items which were published in other regions, like India, Japan, Hong Kong. Excluded is any material from Latin America”. The following table shows the distribution of items according to the countries in which they are published:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>20,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>13,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>10,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>10,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4,6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>4,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>4,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>3,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>3,6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>2,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2,7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>2,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2,0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1,8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21 These other languages are (in alphabetical order): Afrikaans, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (see note above), Czech, Esperanto, Finnish, Flemish, Hungarian, Icelandic, Interlinguistic, Japanese (see note above), Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovene, Ukrainian, and Yiddish.

22 We feel very sorry for this shortage particularly because of Latin America’s strong tradition on Trotskyism, but it proved impossible to obtain suitable data for bibliographical record within reasonable time.
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Sweden ................ ........ .......... 1,5 %
Ireland ................................................. 1,2 %
South Africa ........................................
India ....................................................
19 other countries (23)......................... 6,7 %

7. SOURCES, WORKING METHODS, OBSTACLES

In preparing the present bibliography information and advice was sought from many sources: libraries, archives, documentation centres, printed or microfiched library catalogues, bibliographies and similar repertoires of all kind as well as online and offline databases. Furthermore some 900 letters of query as well as questionnaires were sent to Trotskyist organizations, individuals involved, libraries and various research facilities (24). The widespread secondary literature on Trotsky(ism) was examined all the same but decided more or less useless with regard to our purposes.

We collected all information valuable with a database software especially created for bibliographic and/or library concerns called ALLEGRO-C. It is developed by a team of the Braunschweig Technical University headed by Mr. Eversberg.

We generally endeavoured to record all papers after personal examination but as a matter of fact, it proved impossible to trace every issue of every title, and often there was great difficulty in obtaining accurate data (25). Quite apart from the fact that - of course with a few exceptions - the Trotskyist press should generally spoken be characterized as "hard-to-find literature", the compilers were faced with a lot of difficulties and obstacles hardly to overcome, only some of which should be mentioned here:

* unfortunately for a bibliographer Trotskyist organizations can be very chaotic when it comes to numbering or even naming their publications;
* Trotskyist organizations, or at least a considerable part of them, did not deposit free copies of their papers at national libraries, special libraries or similar repositories. Thus

23 These other countries are (in alphabetical order): Algeria, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Japan, Luxemburg, Norway, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Sri Lanka, Uruguay, USSR.
24 The main sources of information are listed at the end of the volume under the heading "Appendix 2 : List of literature, sources, persons & groups consulted". Please note that under the sub-heading "Individuals" only those persons are listed who provided extensive assistance or to whom we owe special thanks. Note, too, that some people preferred not to be mentioned here. [Please note: This appendix is not included in this PDF file.]
25 Thus for example, some 200 or even 300 titles had to be excluded from this repertory because we failed to locate considerable parts of them or because too many bibliographic data were unobtainable.
many of their publications can only be found, if at all, by chance or by the good-will of private collectors;
* Trotskyist organizations often suffered, just as mentioned above, from repression: in many countries they were - particularly during the 1930s and during the years of the Second World War - victims of both fascist and Stalinist bloody persecution, and even in the Western democracies they often became victims of governmental repression or at least of spying and diversion (26). As a consequence Trotskyists often had to work illegally or at least semi-illegally and this may explain why so many Trotskyist papers are not to be found in public libraries and archives and it may also explain the distrust - or even agentophobia - of so many Trotskyists;
* besides the obviously mainstream works there are a lot of episodic, short-run papers, some of which never got beyond issue #1;
* some papers announced and advertised actually never appeared;
* a considerable number of papers emerged from Trotskyists' (hidden) work inside other bodies of the Left (larger socialist, social-democrat, communist parties as well as youth organizations and national liberation movements);
* another serious obstacle the compilers have been faced with was the non-cooperation, ignorance, stubbornness and idleness of so many of the persons, groups and even institutions addressed (27). Thus we can but wholeheartedly give our assent to the following statement from the pen of W. Goldwater: "Many individuals and groups which have been chiefly involved, and from whom much of the information must be sought, not only fail to assist in supplying this information, but to a large extent refuse it and hinder its being obtained. Some individuals have denied having been involved in the publication of the very periodicals which list them as editors; some organizations have denied the existence of their organs, and being confronted with copies have denied any knowledge of them" (28). In retrospect, we can but say that the Trotskyist press is a bibliographer's nightmare.

8. SOME NOTES ON RELATED WORKS

After all, the warrant of the present bibliography is founded on the fact that it represents a pioneering work; however, there are some related repertories, some of them complementing or amending the present work or being complemented or amended by it. What follows is a listing of those (partly unpublished) studies and bibliographic repertories dealing with Trotskyist serials:

27 Thus for example a considerable number of our letters remained unanswered, even if the persons or groups involved were addressed two, three or even seven times!
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* J. Pluet-Despatin's repertory of the French Trotskyist press (29) covering serials published between 1926 and 1968. Pluet-Despatin analysed all titles listed (some 200) personally and she provided exhaustive and detailed entries. Some locations were supplied, too. The work does not consider internal bulletins;

* A.M.R. Penn's work is a master thesis from 1979 (30) which deals with the press of the British Trotskyists from 1932 to 1956. Penn provides exhaustive descriptions of some 20 titles mentioning some other 25 titles for which no descriptions are given. The thesis has remained unpublished until now;

* another unpublished work about serials (as well as books and pamphlets) issued by British Trotskyist groups was compiled by Barry Buitekant (31), covering the years 1932 to 1976. It lists tables of contents and provides author and subject index to some 30 serials, including some internal bulletins;

* M. Pfeffer submitted a master thesis about "Unser Wort" ["Our word"], being the most important organ of the German Trotskyists during the 1930s (32);

* L. Sinclair (1909-1990) not only published his well-known "Trotsky: a bibliography" in 1972 (new ed.: 1989) but left behind an unpublished bibliographical work which proved extremely useful with regard to our bibliography, because it indexes internal and discussion bulletins issued by the International Left Opposition (and of the International Communist League, the Movement for the Fourth International, and the Fourth International respectively) as well as by most of its various national affiliates during the 1930s (33). The bibliography covers some 200 papers and provides tables of contents added by an index of persons, subjects, organizations and countries. Most of these bulletins were extremely shortliving, often erroneously numbered; they are scattered and hardly to locate in libraries and archives. Though Sinclair's bibliographical data descriptions are very concise this unpublished work is absolutely indispensable for research on the early history of the Fourth International;

31 Buitekant, Barry: A bibliography of Trotskyist books, journals and pamphlets published in Britain between 1932-1976 located in, the archives of Socialist Platform Ltd. London, s.d. [214 p.] [Unpubl. ms.] It was prepared as part of a course at North East London Polytechnic.
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* very recently in New York started a project for computer-aided cataloguing and indexing of the bulletins issued by the Socialist Workers Party [USA] and its precursors (32);

* reference should be made to the recently published monumental work of R.J. Alexander on the history of the international Trotskyist movement from its beginning to 1985 which mentions a lot of Trotskyist serials, too, though its bibliographical data are quite scanty and sometimes useless;

* mention must also be made of a series called Les cahiers du C.E.R.M.T.R.I. (36) issued by the Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches sur les Mouvements Trotskyste et Révolutionnaires Internationaux (Paris). Many of the hitherto published issues of the series consist of indices or tables of contents to certain Trotskyist serials, including internal bulletins and the like. For a complete list of works consulted please refer to Appendix 2.

9. ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL. MAIN PART AND INDICES

The present bibliography is arranged into the following parts: main part or bibliography proper, three indices, two appendices.

The main part or core of the bibliography is the alphabetical listing (filed word by word) of the serials included. Heading is by title proper or by name of issuing body (see next chapter). Main entries containing full bibliographic description as well as numerous cross-references of variant titles, parallel titles, abbreviated titles etc. are filed alphabetically according to the order of letters in the Roman alphabet, titles using non-Latin characters have been transliterated. User's access to the main part is by serial title or - in case of unspecific generic titles - by corporate body's name. Further possibilities of access are provided by the three indices following the main part:

1. The index of organizations which lists alphabetically all Trotskyist groups, parties etc. which are mentioned as issuing bodies within the main part. The index consists of "main entries"(37) and numerous cross-references (variant forms, abbreviations, foreign language forms of name etc.).

---

37 As a rule, main entry is under the "official" or common form of a group's name, probably provided by the compilers with additional data (in square brackets) in order to facilitate filing and in order to make distinctions between two or more bodies using identical denominations. Special branches of an organization (e.g. "Central Committee") are cross-referenced or - in case of international bodies - filed as the following example shows: "Fourth International [Posadist] / International Secretariat".
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Main entries of international bodies are generally under their English name.

2. The index of affiliations lists international bodies. Since most of the Trotskyist groups are affiliated to (or in solidarity with) one of the international bodies listed in this index, their publications have been assigned to them accordingly. Titles which ceased publication prior to 1953 are of course not recorded in the index of affiliations.

3. The index of ISSN offers access to the main part if the ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) of a journal is known by the user. However most of the Trotskyist serials are lacking ISSN.

It applies to all three indices that numbers behind the index term refer to the running numbers used in the main part of the bibliography. The index of ISSN however provides additionally title proper.

At the end of the volume two appendices are to be found: first, a List of abbreviations and symbols (with several sub-divisions) and second, a List of literature, sources, persons and groups consulted (with several sub-divisions, too).

10. CONSTRUCTION OF ENTRIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC STYLE

Concerning the question of how detailed the title description should be, the compilers sought for a well-balanced and pragmatic way, based upon the International Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials (ISBDS). However, in many cases not all the bibliographic details necessary were available (see above).

All entries consist of two main sections: 1) the bibliographic description (or body of the entry) containing data on title, issuing group, place of publication, and duration; 2) the bibliographic notes containing (optionally) additional bibliographic data as well as statements about the language and country (of publication) of a title, about the international affiliation of the issuing group and last but not least statements on locations.

It follows some necessary remarks with regard to bibliographic style of the entries and to some peculiarities.

a) Remarks concerning the body of the entry:

* Main entry heading can be a title (title proper) or corporate body plus title proper. In case of unspecific generic titles (e.g. "Bulletin" or "Bulletin intérieur") corporate body as heading is preferred. In those cases, cross-references are provided for the respective titles. If title proper and corporate body's name are grammatically combined (e.g. "Bulletin of the ...") main entry is made under title, cross-referenced with the name of issuing body;
* cross-references are also provided in cases of parallel titles, short-term variant titles and in all other cases where it seems appropriate;
* main entry heading is (optionally) followed by subtitle(s) preceded by " : " (as a rule,
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unspecific subtitles are omitted);
* title proper or subtitle is followed by statement of authorship, i.e. the name of the issuing group as it appears in the respective serial; missing authorship statements are indicated by "---", variations in corporate author by "[later:]"; each variation is listed in the index of organizations (see above);
* statement of authorship is followed by place of publication which is followed by duration, i.e. dating of the serial; data on duration and suspension are given by years only, optionally more detailed data is provided in the bibliographic notes section (see below). Statement of authorship, place(s) of publication and data on duration are separated from each other by "@ ".

Some peculiarities should be noted:
* Periodicals which change their names - one of the most characteristic traits of many Trotskyist serials - are generally listed under each name and in a special bibliographic note the title of the preceding or following serial is mentioned;
* square brackets within the body of the entry indicate data supplied by the compilers;
* numbers and symbols in titles and corporate bodies' names are expanded (following the language of the respective title), articles at the beginning of the heading are printed but neglected in filing;
* question marks (mostly put in square brackets) indicate that the authenticity or correctness of the respective data is questioned;
* if the serial is a current publication the year of the first issue is given only followed by a dash (e.g. 1980 - ). This of course refers to the time of the editorial deadline; further information is to be found in a respective bibliographic note (e.g. "Current in 1991"). If definitive information about the first or last issue is wanting, data is provided with "[?]", indicating that an intelligent guess has been made or the term "located" is used (e.g. "1960 - 1980 located" means that issues appearing between 1960 and 1980 could have been traced but no authoritative evidence could be found as to whether the serial has ceased publication in 1980 or has been published beyond that year). It should also be mentioned that volume designations have generally been omitted and that separate sequences of numbering (such as "new series") have generally been indicated by "[n.s.]";
* last but not least it should be noted that data on frequency, printer or publisher, page size, average number of pages, duplication methods as well as names of editors or other persons responsible are generally not provided.

b) Remarks concerning the bibliographical notes section

The notes section provides supplementary information to the description of the serial, primarily information about the duration, the bibliographical relationships to other titles, and locations. The sequence of the notes is standardized, e.g. the ISSN is given always at the very beginning of the notes section whereas the locations are provided at the very end. Numbers in " <> " after titles
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of serials refer to running numbers in the present bibliography. Some peculiarities should be considered with regard to certain types of bibliographic notes:

* Notes on duration/dating: they provide numbers and dates of first and last issues known; irregularities, errors and other peculiarities in the numbering are noted, too. All volume and issue designations are generally given as "vol." and "no." respectively. For the usage of the term "located" see above;
* notes concerning indices and tables of contents are provided in those cases where indexing information could be found; please note that annual indices have not been included;
* further notes are made concerning serial titles which have merged into or have been unified with another one and concerning serials which succeed or continue another one. That means that the whole variety of bibliographical relationships between certain serials is shown by these notes which as a rule are prefaced with standardized terms (e.g. "Continues:" , "Incorporated in:" etc.);
* notes on supplements. Supplements, particularly supplements to Trotskyist serials, are indeed a bibliographer's nightmare. There is a great variety of "supplements", including a lot of "pseudo-supplements", i.e. serials which are published and sold separately but nevertheless are designated by the publishers as "supplement" to another paper, mostly for legal reasons. On the other hand there are a lot of real pull-out supplements, too, and last but not least there are innumerable single supplements lacking any individual numbering or the like which have generally not been mentioned but in a formal statement within the note on duration. Genuine supplements have been entered separately, with a reference to the parent serial and vice versa;
* further notes concern reprints (please note that no microform editions are included), circulation (mostly based on publishers' information, thus taken with care), addresses and prices (in case of current serials only);
* a serial's language is indicated by a 3-letter code, a serial's country of publication by a 2-letter code. The issuing group's affiliation(s) (38) is/are indicated by an abbreviation, too. For detailed explanation see "Appendix 1".
* at the very end of the notes section there are locations (holding statements) expressed by means of symbols arranged alphabetically". In case of current serials, locations may have

38 See also our remarks concerning the index of affiliations, above.
39 Please note that not all of the institutions listed have substantial collections of Trotskyist serials. Please note, too, that indicating a given institution as location does not necessarily mean that its holding of the serial in question is complete. There are indeed papers which are so scattered and rare that even if you consider all collections given as location you will not see a complete set of the serial. It should finally be noted that only part of the institutions listed as locations was searched systematically; thus it might be possible that an institution listed 100 times as location is in fact in possession of another 10 Trotskyist serials for which it has not been indicated as location. Generally spoken, most holdings are not sufficiently sorted to be of use. Only a few of the libraries and archives considered for this repertory held between 10% and 20% of the titles listed (at least uncomplete sets): CER, HIL, ING, UMI, TL, BDIC, APO; some (Continued...)
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been omitted (or not yet found). A missing location statement (in case of a non-current serial) means either that no publicly accessible location could be verified but only private collectors who preferred to be kept unmentioned or that the compilers for the very exception gathered data from secondary sources; but this occured to less than 1,5% of the titles altogether.

11. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Concluding this introduction we are left with the pleasant duty to express our thanks and great respect to all those persons who contributed in many ways to the success of the project, for instance by providing bibliographical information and addresses or by supplying xerocopies or originals of rare items. Obviously it is not possible to list them all. However we feel bound to express our thankfulness to some people of various countries whose assistance and advice were indeed unique in one way or another; we address our gratefulness to: Barry Buitekant (London), Henning Dahl-Arnold (Berlin), Louis Eemans (Paris), Christer Franzén (Saltsjö-Boo), Ludwik Hass (Warsaw), John Heckman (New York), Baruch Hirson (London), Mieke Ijzermans (Amsterdam), Frank Lovell (New York), Molly Molloy (Stanford), John Percy (Mel-bourne), Herman Pietersen (Amsterdam), Dorothy Swanson (New York), and last but not least to Paolo Casciola (Foligno) who not only extensively supplied data and copies of Italian papers but who additionally provided the preface to the volume. A special note of thanks is due to Klaus G. Saur for undertaking the publication of this work which is dedicated to the memory of the late Louis Sinclair (1909-1990), the unique collector and bibliographer of Trotsky's literary heritage.

W. & P. Lubitz

Berlin-Schmargendorf, June 1992

39 ( ... Continued)

other institutions held between 5% and 10%, for example BN, SP, ABA, HUL and CUL (the abbreviations used here are explained in Appendix 1, at the end of the volume). It should be mentioned, too, that for example in the Zeitschriftendatenbank [database of serials, an online database listing more than 500,000 titles available in German libraries] less than 8% of the titles listed in our repertory (as of december 1991) were recorded.
Main Part

(Bibliography Proper)
<0001> A gauche @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Fougeres @ Fougeres @ 1984 - 1986
ISSN 0298-2897
Began with no. 28 (Oct. 1984), continuing predecessor's numbering @ perhaps ceased
Continues: Parole de taupe [1167]
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<0002> Acção comunista : órgão comunista-internacionalista; [n.s.]: revista de crítica marxista-revolucionária @ ---; [later:] Liga Comunista Internacionalista (Organização simpatizante da Quarta Internacional) @ Lisboa @ 1973 - 1974 located; [n.s.] 1976
[First series] began with no. 1 (Oct. 1973) @ [n.s.] totally no. 1/2 - 4 publ.
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNP; HIL

<0003> Acción comunista : revista marxista independiente @ Acción Comunista @ Liège ; Fr anfkt a.M. @ 1965 - 1977
Language(s): Spa Country: BE
Location(s): BBF; PP]

<0004> Action ouvrière : tribune libre de la classe ouvrière @ ---; [later:] Organisation Socialiste Internationale, Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale, Comité International; [later:] Organisation Socialiste Internationale, Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de R éconstruction) @ Bruxelles @ 1980 -
Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1980) @ current in 1991
Address: Rue H. Vieuxtemps 5, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0005> L'Action socialiste @ Fédération Bruxelloise du Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire, Section Belge de la IVe Internationale @ La Louvière @ 1939 - 1940
Only 2 issues (Dec. 1939 - June 1940) located: one designated as no. 43 (Dec. 1939, perhaps a short-living continuation of "La Lutte ouvrière" <0955>), the other designated as no. 2
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): IISG; TL

<0006> Action socialiste @ Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse, Section Suisse de IV e Internationale (Centre International de Reconstitution); [later:] Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs (OST ex-GST), Section Suisse de IVe Internationale (Centre International de R éconstruction) @ Genève @ 1981 -
Current in 1991
Address: Case postale 153, 1211 Genève 16, Switzerland
Price: SF 1,50/no
Language(s): Fre Country: CH Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): SLB; Ssa

<0007> L’Action socialiste révolutionnaire : hebdomadaire de doctrine et de combat @ Action Socialiste Révolutionnaire @ Brux elles @ 1933 - 1936
Continued by: La Lutte ouvrière <0955
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): CER; IISG

<0008> Action Socialiste Révolutionnaire: Bulletin intérieur @ [Bruxelles ?] @ 1936
Total no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (June) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.2
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): HIL; IISG

The Activist
see: Party forum <1160>
Actual
see: Combate <0335>

Actualité
see: Trotskyisme <1729>

<0009> Advance @ Socialist Labour Mov ement @ Christchurch @ [1966]-
Only 1 issue (undated) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ

<0010> L’Affiche rouge @ [Ligue Communiste] @ Paris @ 1973 located
Totally no. 2 (Jan./Feb.) - 4/5 (July/Aug.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER

<0011> Africa in lotta : pubblicazione bimestrale marxista revolucionaria @ [Gruppi Comunisti Riv oluzionario] @ Milano @ 1976
Only no. 1 (Nov.) publ. @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CSPT

<0012> Africa in struggle : revolutionary Marxist journal - black Africa @ International Marxist Group , Africa Commission @ London @ 1975 - 1978
Totally no. 1 (1975) - 7 (Oct./Dec. 1978) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; CUL; NLS

<0013> The African flame @ --- @ London @ 1981 located
Only no. 1 (March) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): SP

<0014> Against the current @ Workers Power; [later:] Solidarity @ New York, NY; [later:] Detroit, Mich. @ 1980 - 1985; [n.s.]: 1986 -
ISSN 0739-4853
From 1986 incorporates: Changes <0298> ; Socialist Unity <1525>
Circulation: 2,700 (1989)
Address: 7012 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48210, USA
Price: $ 12,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUU; HUL; HUL; IUL; KSRL; LC; NUL; NYPL; PC(WL); PRL; UCB; UL; UM; WSU

<0015> Aktion : für den Aufbau der sozialistischen Arbeiterpartei in ganz Deutschland @ Sozialistische Liga, Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Arbeiterliga (Vierte Internationale) @ Hamburg @ 1982 - 1984 located
Totally no. 1 (Febr. 1982) - 11 (May 1984) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): APO; PC(WL); TAm

<0016> Alianza obrera : boletin sindical de la LCR en Tenerife @ Liga Comunista Revolucionaria (IV Internacional) @ Tenerife @ 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Sept.) - 2 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNS

Alliance européenne des travailleurs
see: Informations ouvrières <0629>

<0017> L’Alliance ouvri ère & [et] paysanne : organe de militants trotskystes caribéens @ Groupe Trotskyste Antillais, 4e Internationale, CIR @ P ointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe @ 1980 -
ISSN 0766-9836
Current in 1988
Address: 4e rue Assainissement 25, 97110 Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe
Price: FF 3,-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BN; CER

<0018> L’Alliance ouvrière et paysanne @ Mouve-
ment pour un Parti des Travailleurs @ LePuy @ 1987 - ISSN 0993-3662
Began with no. [1] (Nov. 1987) @ current in 1989
Suppl: to: Informations ouvrières <0629>
Address: APID, 14 rue Meynard, 43000 LePuy, France
Price: FF 30,-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

**<0019> Alliance ouvrière et paysanne : bulletin d'information et de discussion @ Comités Départementaux du MPPT de l'Aisne, du Nord, de l'Oise, du Pas-de-Calais et de la Somme @ Saint-Quentin @ 1988 - ISSN 1146-7207**
Current in 1988
Address: 52 rue Boucher-de-Perthes, 02100 Saint-Quentin, France
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BN

**<0020> Alternative socialista @ Liga Internacional de los Trabajadores (Cuarta Internacional) ; P artido Obrero Socialista de México ; P artido Obrero Internacionalista (Cuarta Internacional) de los Estados Unidos @ México, D.F. @ 1983 - 1985 located
Totally no. 1 [June/July 1983] - vol. 3, no. 6 (Febr./March 1985) located
Continues: Strategia socialista [not included into the bibliogr.]
Span ed.: Correo internacional <0382>
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): UTA

**<0021> Alternative socialista @ [Partido Socialista dos Trabalhadores] @ Lisboa @ 1989 (?) -
Current in 1990
Suppl.: Desastecavel
Address: João Pascal, Rua da Atalaia 178-4, 1200 Lisboa, Portugal
Price: Ecr. 600,-/yr.
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): IWL

**<0022> American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky: Bulletin @ New York, NY @ 1937
Only no. 1 (Jan.) publ.
Continued by: News bulletin <0199>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): GUL; IISG

**<0023> American Committee for the Fourth International [*1940]: International bulletin @ New York, NY @ 1940 - 1941
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1940) - 2 (1941) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.13
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; HUL; TI; UMI

**<0024> The American socialist @ Socialist Union of America @ New York, NY @ 1954 - 1959
ISSN 0517-4872
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1954) - vol. 6, no. 12 (Dec. 1959) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; CUL; IC; NYPL; PRL; PUL; SUL; TL; UC; YUL

**<0025> Analysis : a survey of contemporary events @ [Socialist League of Africa] @ [Johannesburg] @ 1958
Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (May) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: SA
Location(s): IIS; PC(BR); PC(WL)

**<0026> L'Antidote @ Groupe de Rennes de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Rennes @ 1966; 1968
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC

La Antorcha
see: Torch <1706>

**<0027> La Antorcha @ Izquierda Comunista (Sección Española de la Liga Comunista Internacionalista, B.L.) @ Madrid @ 1934 located
Totally no. 1 (May) - 5 (Aug.) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP
Location(s): FFI; IISG; NYPL
AOP
see: L'Alliance ouvrière et paysanne <0018>

**<0028> L'Apprenti enchainé @ Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Metz @ [1968]
Only no. 1 [Jan.] publ.
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC

**<0029> Arbeidermakt @ Arbeidermarktgakrupa @ Oslo @ 1982 -
Current in 1990
Address: Postboks 6577, Rodellekka, 0501 Oslo 5, Norway
Price: Nkr. 50,-/4 no.
Language(s): Nor Country: NO Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA

**<0030> Arbeideroffensiv @ Trotskystisk Komite (Fjerde Internasjonalen i Norge) @ Oslo @ 1983 located
Only no. 1 (May) located
Continued by: Militant <1043>
Language(s): Nor Country: NO Affiliation(s): ILRFI
Location(s): AAB

Arbeidersbrieven aan socialisten
see: Brieven aan sociaal-democraten <0163>

**<0031> Arbeidersjeugd @ Leninistische Jeugd Garde @ Amsterdam @ 1937 - 1940
Continues: De Roogdrist @ 1941
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): IISG; RUL

**<0032> Arbeiter und Soldat : Organ für proletarisch-revolutionäre Sammlung Vierte Internationale @ ---; [1944:] Bund der Kommunisten-Internationalen (Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale) @ [Paris] @ 1943 - 1944
Partly with subtitle: Organ für proletarische Sammlung
Totally no. 1 (July 1943) - 3 (Sept. 1943) + 1 unnumbered issue (May 1944) + 2 spec.no. (June/July 1944) publ.
Circulation: 5,000-10,000
Literature: Plut op.cit. p. 97-99
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFB; BF; CER; DBF; IISG; PC(WL)
Arbeiter- und Soldaten-Räte
see: Le Soviet <1895>

**<0033> ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt @ Gruppe ArbeiterInnens tandpunkt, vereinigt mit der SOAL
Salzburg, Österreichische Sektion der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale; [later:] Gruppe ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt, Österreichische Sektion der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale @ Wien @ 1989 -
Began with no. 20 (Sept. 1989), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Arbeiterstandpunkt <0040>
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: ES 3,-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL)

**<0034> Arbeiterkampf : revolutionär-marxistisches Organ (IV. Internationale) @ ---; [later:] R evolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der IV. Internationale, Österreichische Sektion; [later:] Internationale T endenz der Revolutionären Marxisten (Österreichische Gruppe);
Arbeiterkampf / Flugschrift @ Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der IV. Internationalen; [later:] Internationale Tendenz der Revolutionären Marxisten (Österreichische Gruppe) @ Wien @ 1966 - 1970
Other title: Arbeiterkampf-Flugschrift @ partly with subtitle: für Arbeiter/Linke Revolutionärer Sozialismus
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 1963) - vol. 17, no. 73 (Oct./Dec. 1979) and no. 74 (Jan. 1980) - 82 (June 1981) + spec.no. publ. @ partially designated as n.s.
Language(s): Ger
Location(s): APO; DBF; DBl; DSB; ÖNB; ÖSi; SSA; TAM
Arbeiterkampf-Flugschrift see: Arbeiterkampf / Flugschrift <0035>

Arbeiterkampf-Flugschrift @ Bulletin der Liga der Internationalen Kommunisten (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <0189>

Arbeiterkampf-Schriftenreihe @ Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der IV. Internationalen (Österreichische Sektion) @ Wien @ 1973 located
Totally vol. 1 - 3 located, no. 2 and 3 undated
Language(s): Ger
Country: AT Affiliation(s): IRMA
Location(s): APO
Arbeiterkampf-Schriftenreihe see: Arbeiterkampf / Flugschrift <0035>

Die Arbeitermacht @ Kampfbund zur Befreiung der Arbeiterklasse @ Wien @ 1934 - 1943
Other title: Arbeitermacht @ Kampfbund zur Befreiung der Arbeiterklasse @ Wien @ 1934 - 1943
Language(s): Ger
Location(s): APO; DOW
Arbeitermacht @ Gruppe Arbeitermacht; [later:] Gruppe Arbeitermacht, Westdeutsche Sektion der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale @ [5.1.]; [later:] Bremen @ 1984 - 1990
Totally vol. 1 (July 1984) - vol. 6, no. 12 (March 1990) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Incorporated in: Arbeitermacht <0039>
Language(s): Ger
Country: DE Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL); TAM
Arbeitermacht see: Arbeiterkampf / Flugschrift <0035>

Arbeitermacht : trotzkistisches Bulletin der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale in der DDR [later dropped] @ Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt (AST); [later:] Gruppe Arbeitermacht (Ost)); [later:] Trotzkistische Tendenz in der PDS; [later:] Gruppe Arbeitermacht; [later:] Gruppe Arbeitermacht, Deutsche Sektion der LRIK @ Wien; [later:] Berlin @ 1990 - No. 1 subtitled: marxistisches Bulletin ...
Began with no. 1 (ca. Feb. 1990) @ current in 1991
Incorporates: Arbeitermacht <0038>
Address: Postlagerkarte 130934 E, 1000 Berlin 120, Germany
Price: DM 0.30/nu.
Language(s): Ger
Country: DE Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL)
Arbeitermacht see: Spartakist <1667>

Arbeiterstandpunkt @ Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt @ Wien @ 1985 - 1989
Some issues publ. in conjunction with "Schriftenreihe der Gruppe Arbeitermacht" <1452> (parallel numbering)
Continued by: Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt <0033>
Language(s): Ger
Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): ÖNB; PC(WL)

Die Arbeiter-Stimme : Organ für die Werkätigen Österreichs @ Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition); [later:] Linksopposition @ Wien @ 1927 - 1933
Other title: Die Arbeiterstimme; [later:] Arbeiterstimme @ partly with subtitle: für die Werkätigen Österreichs @ Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition)
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1927) - vol. 7, no. 134 (Aug. 1933) + some spec.no. publ.
Language(s): Ger
Country: AT
Location(s): IIG; ÖNB
Arbeiterstimme @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten), IV. Internationale; [later:] Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten), Deutsche Sektion der Posidistischen IV. Internationalen; [later:] Posadistische Kommunistische Partei, Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationalen (Trotzkisten-Posadisten) @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1969 - 1988
Continued by: Marxismus heute <0974>
Language(s): Ger
Country: DE Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): APO; BIML; BSD; DBF; DBL; SSA; SUBF; TAM; UMI
Arbeiterstimme see: Arbeiterkampf / Flugschrift <0035>

Das Arbeiterwort @ proletarische Aktion der Schweiz und sozialistische Arbeitervor, [later:] Sozialistischer Arbeiterbund @ Zürich @ 1952 - 1969
Totally vol. 7, no. 7 (Jan. 1952) - vol. 25, no. 3 (Oct. 1969) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: Trotzkistische Aktion <1254>
Language(s): Ger
Country: CH Affiliation(s): IC<1>; IC<2>
Location(s): GER; DBF; SLB
Arbeiterwort see: Arbeiterstimme <0043>

Der Arbeitslose: Zentralorgan der Arbeitslosen Steirermarks @ --- @ Graz @ 1927
Organ of the "Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition)" @ Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb.) - 3 (Feb.) publ.
Continued by: Der Mahnru <0963>
Language(s): Ger
Country: AT
Location(s): UBG
Arbeiterstimme see: Das Arbeiterwort <0043>

Arbejder solidarity @ Revolutionære Socialister @ København vn @ 1985 - ISSN 0902-5219
First no. publ. with title: Rød solidaritet
Current in 1990
Address: Stodsgade 11/13, 2200 København N, Denmark
Language(s): Dan
Country: DK
Location(s): ABA; KBA
Arbejder solidarity see: Det Ny arbejderblad <1122>

Arbejderpolitik @ marxistisk tidsskrift @ --- @ København vn @ 1940 - 1941
Issued by "Revolutionære Socialister" together with some non-Trotskyst groups
Totally vol. 1 with no. 1 - 5 + 2 spec.no. (Jan./Feb. 1941) publ.
Continued by: Frihed <0561>
Language(s): Dan
Country: DK
Location(s): ABA
Arbejderpolitik see: Arbejder solidarity <0045>

Arbejderpolitik @ Revolutionære Socialister @ København vn @ 1946
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 4 publ.
Continued by: Det Ny arbejderblad <1122>
Language(s): Dan
Country: DK
Location(s): ABA
Arbejderpolitik see: Arbejder solidarity <0045>

Arbejderpolitik @ marxistisk tidsskrift @ --- @ Rønne @ 1947 - 1948
Totally vol. 1, no. 2 (1947) - 3/4 (Jan./Feb. 1948) located
Continued by: Arbejderpolitik <0049>
Language(s): Dan
Country: DK
Location(s): ABA; HIL
Arbejderpolitik see: Arbejder solidarity <0045>
<0049> Arbejderpolitik : marxistisk tidsskrift @ Samarbejdsomtøen for Venstresocialistisk Ungdom og Revolutionære Kommunister @ København vn @ 1949 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 6 publ. Continues: Arbejderpolitik @ 0048 Continues and continued by: Det Ny arbejderblad @ 1122 Location(s): Dan Country: DK Language(s): Dan Affiliation(s): ABA; CER; HIL

Arbejdersolidaritet see: Arbejder solidaritet @ 0045

Arbejderstrid see: Lutte ouvrière @ 0957

Arbetarmakt see: Työväenvalta @ 1750

Arprekorr see: Spartakist @ 1667

<0050> Arte y cultura @ [Liga Comunista, Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional] @ [S. I.] @ 1976 - 1977 located Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1976) - 17 (1977) located Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): FPI

<0051> Asia Pacific solidarity @ Committee Against Repression in the Pacific and Asia @ Ha ymarket, NSW @ 1985 - 1986 Began with no. 19 (March 1985), continuing predecessor’s numbering Continues: CARPA bulletin @ 0282 Language(s): Eng Country: AU

<0052> Asian Marxist review : theoretical organ @ Revolutionary Communist League and Socialist Labour League, Sri Lanka and Australian Sections of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ Marrickville, NSW @ 1978 located ISSN 0810-1817 Only no. 1 (Oct./Nov. 1978) located @ probably ceased Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<3> Location(s): NLA

<0053> Asian socialist forum pamphlet @ Colombo @ [1972 ?] located Only no. 1 [undated] located Language(s): Eng Country: SL Location(s): SP

Associazione Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino di informazione della Associazione Politico Culturale Quarta Internazionale see: Bollettino di informazione della Associazione Politico Culturale Quarta Internazionale @ 1984

<0054> Associazione Voce Operaia: Bollettino internazionale @ Voce Operaia @ Foligno @ 1992 - Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1992) @ current in 1992 Address: Via F. Scarpelli 7, 06034 Foligno, Italy Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): LCC Location(s): CSPT; PC(WL)

ATC see: Against the current @ 0014

<0055> Aufbruch @ Sozialistische Liga (SL); [later:] Sozialistische Liga, Internationale Arbeiterliga - 4. Internationale @ Berlin @ 1891 - Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1991) @ current in 1991 Continues: Der Maurerspecht @ 1022 Continues: Gegenstimmte @ 0586 Address: PLK 022354 C, 1000 Berlin 65, Germany Price: DM 20,-/yr Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IWL Location(s): PC(WL)

<0056> Aufruf zum Sozialismus : sozialistisch-kommunistisches Propaganda- und Kampfblatt @ Politische Arbeitsvereinigung @ Zürich @ 1946 - 1947 Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1946) - 3 (May 1947) publ. Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): BSD; SSA

<0057> Aujourd’hui @ [Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Paris @ 1968 Probably totally no. 1 (May 29) - 10 (June 10) publ. @ some issues missing Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse @ 0067 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC

<0058> La Aurora @ Fracción Trotskysta del Grupo Comunismo; [later:] Organización Trotskyista, Sección Española de la Liga de R reconstrucción de la IV Internacional; [later:] Partido Obrero Revolucionario Español, Sección Española de la Liga Internacional (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional) @ Barcelona @ 1971 - Began with no. 1 (March 1971) @ current in 1991 Address: Aussiaas March 22-p2, 08010 Barcelona, Spain Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): IRLFI Location(s): CER; FPI

<0059> Auslandsvtretung der Deutschen und Österreichischen Linken: Internationales Bulletin @ Paris @ 1936 Totally 2 unnumbered issues (March/Apr. and May) publ. Continues and continued by: Der Funke @ 0065 Language(s): Ger Country: FR Location(s): DBF; DBL; IISG

<0060> Australasian Spartacist @ Central Committee of the Spartacist League of Austr alia and New Zealand; [later:] Spartacist League of Austr alia and New Zealand, Section of the International Spartacist Tendency; [later:] Spartacist League of Austr alia and New Zealand, Section of the International Communist League (Fourth International); [later:] Spartacist League of Australia, Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) @ Sydney, NSW @ 1935 - 1973 Location(s): Aujourd'hui @ Paris @ 1984 - 1989 located At the beginning with subtitle: a monthly organ of revolutionary Marxism for the rebirth of the Fourth International Began with no. 1 (July 1973) @ current in 1991 Continues: Revolutionary communist bulletin @ 1365 ; Spartacist leaflets @ 1643 Address: Spartacist ANZ Pub. Co., GPO Box 3475, Sydney, NSW 2001, Australia Price: Aus.$ 5,-/yr Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): APO; PC(WL); HRL; SLNSW; UCL; UMI

<0061> Australian Marxist bulletin : Militant’s theoretical magazine @ --- @ Parramatta, NSW @ 1986 - Subtitle varies Issued by Australian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency" No. [4] unnumbered @ current in 1990 Address: PO Box 1256, Parramatta, NSW 2124, Australia Price: Aus.$ 3,-/no Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): CWI

<0062> Der Ausweg @ Pariser Gruppe der IKD [Internationalen Kommunisten Deutschlands] @ Paris @ 1935 Only no. 1 (July) located Language(s): Ger Country: FR Location(s): AAB; PC(WL)

<0063> Autre chose @ Jeunesse Communistes Révolutionnaires @ Paris @ 1986 - 1989 located Parity unnumbered @ partly designated as "nouvelle série" Continued by: L'égalité @ 0463 Partly with suppl.: Aux bidasses @ 0064 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER
<0064> Aux bidasses : bulletin révolutionnaire des soldats @ LCR - JCR [Ligue Communiste Rév oulutionnaire ; Jeunesse Communistes Rév oulutionnaires] @ Montreuil @ From 1989 located @ From Sept. 1989 located @ unnumbered issues @ current in 1991 Partly suppl. to: Rouge <1437> ; Autre chose <0063> Address: LCR, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93100 Montreuil, France Price: F 1 / 70c Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI

<0065> L'Avance socialiste : pour l'unité PS-PCF et le socialisme @ --- @ P aris @ 1982 - 1986 located Issued by French sympathizers of the British "Militant Tendency" Totally no. 1 (June/July 1982) - 13 (Oct./Nov. 1986) located Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): BN

<0066> L'Avant-garde : une revue marxiste rév oulutionnaire @ Groupe d'Action Ouvrière @ Bruxelles @ 1945 - 1946 located Subtitle varies Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1945) - 3 (1946) located Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): CER; HIL; IISG

<0067> Avant-garde jeunesse @ Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Paris @ 1966 - 1968 Totally no. 1 (May/June 1966) - 14 (May 1968) suppl. publ. @ two issues publ. after prohibition of the journal in June 1966, one of them titled: La Nouvelle avant-garde Continued by: Rouge <1437> Suppl.: L'Apprenti <0026>; L'Apprenti enchaîné <0028>; Aujourd'hui <0057>; La Cloche <0321>; La Cloche <0320>; La Daile <0420>; L'Étincelle <0489>; L'Étincelle <0486>; L'Étincelle <0487>; L'Étincelle <0488>; L'Étincelle <0485>; L'Étincelle <0398>; Le Militant <1038>; October <1128>; October <1129>; Que faire <1285>; Spartakus <1172>; Spartakus <1671> Further suppl. (mostly school and college papers, partly unnumbered and undated) : Clarté (Rome); L'Étincelle (Nice); L'Étincelle (Rouen); L'Insurgent (Paris); La Méthode (Cannes, Nice); October (Nanterre); Le Piedestal (Le Mans); Le Raton laveur (Cannes); Spartakus (Paris) Literature: Pluot op. cit. p. 164-178 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC; BP; CDI; IISG

<0068> Avant-garde ouvrière : bulletin sympathisant avec le Comité International de la IV e Internationale @ Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires] @ Paris @ 1979 ISSN 0221-5365 Totally no. 1 (Sept.) - 4 located Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC Location(s): BN

<0069> Avanti : revolutionäres, internationalistische Zeitung @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Sozialist*Innen; [later:] Gruppe Revolutionäre Sozialist*Innen, Vierte Internationale @ Berlin @ 1990 - Subtitle varies, later dropped Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1990) @ current in 1991 Address: Avanti c/o Inprintor, Postfach 110328, 1000 Berlin 11, Germany Price: DM 16 / 50c Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL)

<0070> Avanzada de Madrid @ Comité Local de Liga Comunista (Organización Simpatizante de la IV Internationale) @ Madrid @ 1974 - 1976 located Totally no. 5 (Aug. 1974) - 13 (1976) located Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): FPI; HIL


<0072> Azania frontline : newsletter @ Azania (South Africa) Libet ation Support Committee @ London @ 1983 - 1988 Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1983) - 23 (1988) publ. From no. 24 incorporated in: Frontline worker <0572> Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; PC(WL)


<0074> The Azanian labour journal @ --- @ Johannesburg @ 1988 - Current in 1991 Address: PO Box 11039, Johannesburg 2000, South Africa Language(s): Eng Country: SA

<0075> De Baanbreker @ Revolutionnair-Socialistische Partij @ Amsterdam @ 1929 - 1935 Semi-tr Trotskyist organ Totally vol. 1 - 6 publ. Continues: Solidariteit <1576> Continued by: De Nieuwe falke <1104> Circulation: 2.000 (1934) Language(s): Nde Country: NE Location(s): IISG

<0076> Bandera roja @ Grupo Comunista Internacionalista @ México, D.F. @ 1974 - 1976 located Last 2 issues publ. jointly with "El Socialista" <1559> Suppl.: Bandera roja / Suplemento <0077> Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER

<0077> Bandera roja / Suplemento @ Grupo Comunista Internacionalista @ México, D.F. @ 1974 ? located Totally no. 1 - 7 (undated) located Suppl. to: Bandera roja <0076> Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL

<0078> Bandera socialista @ Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores (Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional); [later:] Partido Revolucionario de las y de los Trabajadores (Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional) @ México, D.F. @ 1976 - Current in 1989 Continues: Bandera roja <0076> ; El Socialista <1559> Address: Avenida Xola 181, Colonia Alamos, CP 03400, México D.F., México Price: MP 500,-/no. Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER; UMI

Bandera socialista / Folleto see: Bandera socialista / Folletos <0079>

<0079> Bandera socialista / Folletos @ [Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores, Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional] @ México, D.F. @ 1978 ? - ?

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
Other titles: Bandiera socialista / Folletto ; Folletos bandera socialista
Only some scattered issues located @ mostly undated @ doubtful
whether continued to be publ.
Language(s): Spa  Country: MX  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<0080> Bandiera rossa @ Comunisti Rivolluzionari (IV Internazionale); [later:] Gruppi Comunisti Riv oluzio-
naire, Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale; [later:] Lega Comunista Rivolluzionaria, Sezione Italiana della
Quarta Internazionale; [later:] Associazione Quarta Internazionale; [later:] Associazione Pollitico-Culturale
Quarta Internazionale @ Roma; [later:] Milano @ 1950 - 1972; [n.s.] 1972 - 1979; [n.s.] 1979 -
(First series) totally "no. unico" (Apr. 1950) and vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1950); vol. 23, no. 2=255 (Febr. 1972) publ.; [n.s. 1972-1979] totally
no. 1 (March 1972) - 5 (March 1979) publ.; [n.s. 1979-] began with
no. 1 (May 1979) @ current in 1991.
Continues: 4a [Quarta] Internazionale <1278>;
[n.s. 1972-1979 and n.s. 1979-] partly with suppl.: Bandiera rossa sud
[unnumbered, but dated; at the same time suppl. to "Rosso" <1420>];
Bandiera rossa in fabbrica; Bandiera rossa studenti ; La Tarpa rossa
<1688>; [n.s. 1979-] 1981 with suppl.: Inprecor / [Italitan edition]

<0084> Barricada @ Comité Central Unificado de las
Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias @ [S.i.] @ 1978 -
1981 located
Totally 6 issues publ. between May 1978 and Apr. 1981 + 1 spec.no. (Nov. 1978) located
Continues: Joven revolucionario <0808>;  ; Octubre <1132>
Language(s): Spa  Country: SP  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL); TL

<0083> Barricades @ Jeunesse des Communistes
Révolutionnaires @ P aris @ 1978 - 1984 located
Totally no. 0 (Jan. 1978) - 43 (1984) located
Language(s): Fre  Country: FR  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER

<0087> Barrikade : revolutionär-sozialistische
Jugendzeitung @ Barrikade @ Ludwigshafen; [later:]
Mannheim @ 1989 - 1991
Continued by: Roter Mauwurf [not included into the bibliogr., starting
Jan. 1992]
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0088> La Batalla : por la convergencia de los
revolucionarios @ Partido Revolucionario de los Trabaja-
dores; [later:] Partido Revolucionario de las y de los
Trabajadores @ México, D.F. @ 1982/83 -
Began with no. 1 (Dec./Jan. 1982/83) @ irregular vol.-numbering @
current in 1989
Address: Avenida Xola 181, Colonia Alamas, C.R 03400, México, D.F.,
Mexico
Language(s): Spa  Country: MX  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BSB; HIL

<0089> Battle of ideas @ International Marxist
Group @ London @ 1976 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (1976) - 6 (March 1977) publ.
Suppl. to: Red weekly <1316>
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUL; SP

<0090> T.I.B. Battler @ Socialist Workers' Action
Group; [later:] International Socialists @ Melbourne,
Vic. @ 1972 - 1985
ISSN 0314-4291
Totally 1 (Nov. 1972) - 175 (May 1985) publ. @ partly with vol.-
numbering
Continued by: The International socialist <0714>
Circulation: 1.500 (1977)
Language(s): Eng  Country: AU  Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): NLA; SLV; UMI
Bdi see:  Bollettino di dibattito internazionale <0135>
BDR see: Bulletin des diffuseurs de Rouge <0196>

<0091> Beiträge zur Geschichte der interna-
tionalen Arbeiterbewegung @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M.; @
1975 i.e. 1976 - 1978
Series issued by ISP-Verlag, a Trotskyist publishing house closely
associated with "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten"
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1975 i.e. Jan. 1976) - 7 (1978) publ. @ 2nd ed. of
no. 1 publ. in 1986
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BSB; DBF; PC(WL); SUBH

<0092> Beiträge zur Strategie und Taktik der
internationalen Arbeiterbewegung @ Spartacus -
Kommunistische Jugendorganisation; [later:] Interna-
tionale Kommunisten Deutschlands; Kommunistische
Jugendorganisation Spartacus @ Berlin @ 1970 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 5 publ.
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL)

<0093> Beiträge zur Theorie und Praxis des
revolutionären Sozialismus @ Gruppe Sozialistische
Aktion @ Wien @ 1976
Only no. 1 (July) located @ probably ceased with no. 1 @ no. 1 was
preceeded by two issues of an internal discussion bulletin probably
titled: Theorie und Praxis [not located], probably publ. in 1975 and
1976
Continued by: Theorie und Praxis <1699>
Language(s): Ger  Country: AT  Location(s): ONB
Beiträge zur Zeit see:  Pro und contra <1237>
Betrieb + [und] Gewerkschaft
see: Reihe Betrieb + [und] Gewerkschaft <1318>

<0094> Betriebs-Revolte @ Arbeitsgemeinschaft Trotzkiistischer Gewerkschafter (A TG) @ Wien @ 1968
Only vol. 1, no 1 (Aug./Sept.) located @ probably modest
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; ÖNB

BG
see: Reihe Betrieb + [und] Gewerkschaft <1318>

BI
see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional: B[ole]tín (internal) <0599>

<0095> Bibliothèque de La lutte de classes @ [Opposition Communiste] @ P aris @ 1928 located
Only no. 1 located
Continued by [?]: Bibliothèque de l’Opposition Communiste <0096>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN

<0096> Bibliothèque de l’Opposition Communiste @ Paris @ 1930 located
Only no. 2 located
Continues [?]: Bibliothèque de La lutte de classes <0095>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN

BIDOM
see: Bulletin in defense of Marxism <0219>

<0097> Bilan et perspectives @ [Ligue Communiste] @ [Paris] @ 1971 - [1972] located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1971) - 5 (undated) located
Partly suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER

<0098> Biuletyn informacyjny @ Komitet Koordynacyjnego Studenctów Europy Wschodniej @ P aris @ 1971 - 1972
Totally 4 or 5 no. publ.
Language(s): Pol Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<0099> Biuletyn na lewo @ Grupa Polskich Mark-sistów Rewolucjonistów @ Paris @ 1973 - 1977 located
ISSN 0163-8350
Title varies: Na lewo
Totally no. 1 - 5 located
Language(s): Pol Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER; PC(WL)

<0100> Biuletyn wewnętrzny @ Nurt Lewicy Rewolucjonistycznej @ Warszawa @ 1990 -
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1990) @ current in 1991
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Affiliation(s): USFI

<0101> Bjulaten’ Četvertogo Internacionala @ Internacionalnyj Komiit Četvertogo Internacionala @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1990 -
ISSN 1055-2650
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1990) @ current in 1991
Address: Labor Publications Inc., PO Box 33323, Detroit, Mich. 48232, USA
Price: $ 5,-/no.
Language(s): Rus Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): HUL; PC(WL)

<0102> Bjulaten’ Oppozicii (Bol’sevikov-Lenin-cov) @ Paris; [later:] Berlin; [later:] P aris; [later:] Zürich; [later:] Paris; [later:] New York, NY @ 1929 - 1941
Partially with parallel title: Bulletin de l’Opposition (Bolscheviks-Leninistes); Bulletin of the Opposition (Bolshevik-Leninists); Bulletin der Opposition (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)
Totally vol. [1, no. 1/2 (July 1929) - vol. 12, no. 87 (Aug. 1941) publ. Organ of Leon Trotsky and the Bol’shevik-Lenin{oppozitsija} in Russian language after Trotsky’s expulsion from the USSR, 1929
Language(s): Rus Country: US
Location(s): ABA; BFF; BL; BN; CER; HIL; HUL; ISG; LC; NSUB; NYPL; OSI; PC(WL); SPKB; SUBB; SUBF; UBD; TEL; YUL

<0103> Bjulaten’ Spartakovcev = Spartacist @ --; [later:] Internacional’naja K ommunističeskaja Liga (IV Internacional’naja) @ New York, NY; [later:] Moskva @ 1990 -
At the beginning perhaps printed in Germany
First issue unnumbered, designated as “0sen” [=Autumn] 1990 @ current in 1991
Address: Spartakovce SSSR, 121019 Moskva, p-19,aja 19, USSR
Price: varies
Language(s): Rus Country: SU Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PC(WL)

Black and white, unite and fight for a workers world
see: Workers world <1883>

<0104> Black dwarf @ --- @ London @ 1968 - 1970
ISSN 0006-4157
Totally vol. 13, no. 1 (June 1968) - vol. 14, no. 37 (Sept. 1970) + pre-issue (May 1968) publ., continuing the vol.-numbering of a periodical of the same name which ceased publication in 1824
Continued by: Red mole <1310>
Paper of the New Left in Great Britain, strongly influenced by the "International Marxist Group"
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; BLO; HPSS; LC; LSE; SUBF; UC; UU

<0105> Black history and the class struggle : a Spartacist pamphlet @ [Spartacist League] @ New York, NY @ 1983 -
First issue unnumbered @ current in 1991
Address: Spartacist Publ. Co., Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10016, USA
Price: $ 1,-/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

<0106> Le Bolchevik @ Ligue Trotskyiste de France, Section Sympathisantes de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale; [later:] Ligue Trotskyiste de France, Section de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale; [later:] Ligue Trotskyiste de France, Section de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Quatrième-Internationale) @ Paris @ 1976 -
ISSN 0395-4269
Began with no. 1 (1st quarter 1976) @ current in 1991
Address: BP 135-12, 75463 Paris Cedex 10, France
Price: FF 5,-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): APO; BN; CER; PC(WL); PRL; UMI

<0107> El Bolchevique @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista, Sección Mexicana de la IV Internacional @ México, D.F. @ 1939
Continued by: Lucha obrera <0927>
Language(s): Spa Country: MX

<0108> El Bolchevique @ Frente Revolucionário de los Trabajadores; [later:] Partido Obrero Internacionalista, Cuarta Internacional; issued in solidarity with the Liga Internacional de los T trabajadores, Cuarta Internacio nal @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1980 - 1987
Totally no. 1 (1980) - 36 (Oct. 1987) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
From Jan./Feb. 1988 incorporated in: Working class opposition <1184>
Circulation: 2.500 (1981)
Language(s): Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): ICR [-1981]; IWL
<0125> Boletín internacional de discusión trotskista @ Movimiento por una Internacional Comunista Revolucionaria @ Frankfurt [a.M.] @ 1986
Only 1 unnumbered issue (Nov.) publ.
Language(s): Sp Country: DE Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): PC(WL)

<0126> Boletín internacional de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda @ Secretariado Administrativo de la O. de Izd. [Oposición de Izquierda] @ Madrid @ 1933 located
Only no. 1 (Sept.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.151
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Location(s): FPI; HIL; PC(WL)

Boletín interno
see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico]: Boletín interno <0597>

Boletín interno
see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional: B[olletín] [i]nterno <0599>

Boletín interno
see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]: Boletín interno <0911>

Boletín interno
see: Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín interno <1175>

Boletín interno de discusión e información
see: Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín interno <1175>

<0127> Boletín interno de información @ Buro Latino-Americano de la IV Internacional @ [S.l.] @ 1956 located
Only vol. 3, no. 1 (May) located
Language(s): Spa Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDI

<0128> Boletín interno del Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista), Sección Española de la IV [Cuarta] Internacional @ [S.L.] @ 1968 located
Only no. 4 (July) located
Suppl. to: Lucha obrera <0930>: Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): Fl(P) Location(s): FPI

<0129> Boletín interno del Secretariado Internacional de la Cuarta Internacional @ [S.I.] @ 1951 located
Totally 2 unnumbered issues (Sept.-Oct.) located
Language(s): Spa Location(s): BDI

<0130> Boletín latinoamericano @ LCR, Liga Comunista Revolucionaria, IV Internacional @ Madrid @ 1978 - 1979 located
Totally no. 3 (June/July 1978) - 6 (May 1979) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL

<0131> Boletín obrero @ Liga Obrera Marxista @ México, D.F. @ 1970 - 1981 located
Totally no. 3 - 153 located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

<0132> Bollettino comunista @ Opposizione Italiana (Frazione del PCI), aderente all’Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale @ P aris @ 1933
Totally no. 15 (Apr.) - 16 (June) publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.104

Continues: Bollettino dell’Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) <0134>
Reprint: Milano: Feltrinelli, 1967; Roma: Controcorrente, 1977 with title: All’Opposizione nel PCI con Trotsky e Gramsci / a cura di Roberti Massari
Language(s): It Country: IT Location(s): BFF; CSPT; IISG; PC(WL)

<0133> Bollettino della Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della IV [Quarta] Internazionale @ Roma @ 1975 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (May 1975) - 16 (May 1977) publ.
No. 15-16 suppl. to, then incorporated in: La Classe <0314>: Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): RMF Location(s): ASS; BFF; CDP; CSPT; PC(NN)

<0134> Bollettino dell’Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) @ Nuova Opposizione Italiana, Fr azione del PCI, aderente all’Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale @ Parí @ 1931 - 1933
No. 1 - 7 with title: Bollettino dell’Opposizione Comunista Italiano (PCI) Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1931) - 14 (March 1933) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.98-104
Continued by: Bollettino comunista <0132>
Reprint: Roma: Controcorrente, 1977 with title: All’Opposizione nel PCI con Trotsky e Gramsci / a cura di Roberti Massari
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): RMF Location(s): BFF; BNI; BSMC; CSPT; IISG; PC(WL); TL

Bollettino dell’Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) see: Bollettino dell’Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) <0134>

<0135> Bollettino di dibattito internazionale @ [Associazione Quarta Internazionale] @ Milano @ 1990
7 - Other title: Bdi
Issued during the discussion period in preparation of the World Congress of the Fourth International (United Secretariat) @ for 13th World Congress totally no. 1 (June 1990) - 14 (March 1991) publ. @ current in 1991
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CSPT

<0136> Bollettino di discussione precongressuale @ Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria, Quarta Internazionale @ Milano @ 1988 located
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CSPT; PC(WL)

Bollettino di informazione
see: Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino di informazione <0604>

<0137> Bollettino di informazione della Associazione Politico Culturale Quarta Internazionale @ Milano @ [1989]; @ 1990
Issue “1” publ. twice (one undated [1989], one dated Jan. 1990) @ current in 1990
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CSPT

<0138> Bollettino di Spartaco @ Lega Trotskyista d’Italia, Tendenza Spartachista Internazionale @ Milano @ 1983
Only no. 1 (May) publ.
Language(s): It Country: IT Location(s): CSPT

<0139> Bollettino d’informazione @ Bolschevichi-Leninisti Italiani aderenti alla IV a Internazionale @ P aris @ 1936
Totally no. 1 (June) - 2 (Aug.) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.277-278
Language(s): It Country: IT Location(s): BFF; CSPT; HIL; TL
Bollettino internazionale
see: Associazione Voce Operaia: Bollettino internazionale <0054>

<0140> Bollettino internazionale : per la ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale @ Comitato di Collegamento Trotskyista Internazionale (T.I.L.C.) ; a cura della Lega Operaria Rivoluzionaria, Sezione Italiana del T.I.L.C. @ Milano @ 1982 located
Only no. 1 (Sept.) located @ no. 1=no. 21 of "Il Militeante" <1052>
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): TILC
Location(s): CSPT

Bollettino interno
see: Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino interno <0605>

Bollettino interno
see: Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d'Italia della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino interno <1177>

<0141> Bollettino "interno" della corrente bolscevico-leninista internazionalista @ Gruppo Nastra Parola del Partito Socialista Italiano (PSI) @ Parigi @ 1936 located
Only no. 2 (Feb.) + suppl. located
Language(s): It Country: FR
Location(s): BFF; CSPT

<0142> Bollettino sindacale @ Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari (IV Internazionale) @ [S.I.] @ 1951 - 1954 located
Totally no. 3 (Oct. 1951) - 11 (Apr. 1954) located
Language(s): It Country: IT
Location(s): BFF; CSPT

<0143> Bollettino trotskista : organo di agitazione @ Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Quarta Internazionale; [no. 5] Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista aderente al Comitato di Collegamento Trotskyista Internazionale (per la Ricostruzione della IV Internazionale) @ Genova @ [1976]; 1978 - 1980 Spelling of the title varies: Bollettino trotskista
First issue unnumbered and undated @ totally no. 1 [May 1976] - 5 (May 1980) located
Suppl. to: Il Militeante <1052>
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): TILC
Location(s): ASS; CSPT

Bollettino trotskista
see: Bollettino trotskista <0143>

<0144> Bolschewik @ Linke Opposition der K.P.S.; [later:] Linke Opposition der K.P.S. (Bolschewiki-Leni- nisten), Sektion der Internationalen Linken SOPosition der K.I.; [later:] Linke Opposition der KPS (Bolschewiki- Leninisten), Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition; [later:] Linke Opposition der K.P. Schweiz; [later:] Linke Opposition der Kommunistischen Partei der Schweiz @ Zürich @ 1931 - 1933
Totally Nov. 1931 - Summer 1933 publ.
Continues: Mitteilungen der Linke Opposition der Kommunistischen Partei der Schweiz @ Zürich @ 1933
Partey der Schweiz <1057>
Continued by: Marxistische Aktion <1005>
Language(s): Ger Country: CH
Location(s): SSA; TL

<0155> Der Bolschewik @ Organ der ILO @ --- @ [S.I. (Ruhra area)] @ 1933
Clandestine organ of German Trotskyists affiliated with ILO
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0146> Bolschewik @ Revolutionäre Kommunisten; [later:] Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs; [later:] Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs (Trotzkisten), (Sektion der Werdenden IV. Internationale); [later:] Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs, Sektion der Werdenden IV. Internationale @ Wien @ 1936 - 1937
Totally no. 1 (Feb. 1936) - 13 (Jan. 1937) + 2 spec. no. (June and July 1936) publ. @ no. 3 and 5 missing
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): CER; DOW

<0147> Bolschewik : theoretics Bulletin = bulletin théorique @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (LCR), Luxemburgische Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Luxembourg @ 1972 - 1974
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ., mostly undated
Contributions partly in German, partly in French
Language(s): Ger; Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNLI; CER; HIL

<0148> Bolschewik @ Gruppe Spartakus, Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Bolschewistischen Tendenz @ Berlin @ 1992
Began with (unnamed) "1. Mai-Ausgabe" (Apr. 1992) followed by no. 1 (May 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: M. Martin, Postfach 210524, 1000 Berlin 21, Germany
Price: DM 10.-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

Bolschewiki-Leninisten Österreichs; Mitteilungen der Bolschewiki-Leninisten
see: Mitteilungen der Bolschewiki-Leninisten <0156>

<0149> Bolshevik Faction in Britain: Information bulletin @ [London ?] @ 1979 located
Only no. 3 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0150> Bolshevik newsletter @ Bolshevik Club @ Wellington @ 1989
Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1989) @ current in 1990
Address: PO Box 7076, Wellington South, New Zealand
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ Affiliation(s): ICR

<0151> Bolshevikan-Leninist @ Bolshevik Leninist Party of India; [later:] Bolshevik Mazdoor P arty of India @ Bombay @ 1943 - 1945 located
Only 3 issues located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): HIL

<0152> Bolshevikan-Leninist Party of India: International bulletin @ Bombay @ 1946 - 1951 located
Totally Sept. 1946 - May 1951 located @ partly with vol.-numbering @ some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): BDZC; HIL

<0153> Bolsjevik @ Bolsjevikgruppen @ Lund @ 1970
Totally no. 1 - 2 publ.
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): KBS

<0154> Bolszewik @ Zwiźzek Komunistów Internac- jonalistów Po [ski] @ Łódź @ 1934
Only no. 5 (Oct./Nov.) located
Language(s): Pol Country: PL
Location(s): HIL

<0155> Brecha @ Grupo Comunista Internacionalista @ México, D.F. @ 1971 located
Totally no. 2 (Sept./Oct.) - 3 (Nov./Dec.) located
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<0156> La Brèche : organa mensuel @ Ligue Marxist Révolutionnaire; [later:] Ligue Marxist
Révolutionnaire, Section Suisse de la IV e Internationale; [later:] Parti Socialiste Ouvrier, Section Suisse de la IV e Internationale [later dropped] @ Lausanne; [later:] Genève; [later:] Lausanne @ 1969 - Subtitle varies
Began with no. 0 @ current in 1990
Index for no. 0/108. Lausanne, 1975. 64 p.
Suppl.: Brèche-documents
Circulation: 3.500 (1988)
Address: Rue de la Borde 11, 1018 Lausanne, Switzerland
Price: SF 55.-/yr
Language(s): Fr Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APo; BFf; CEr; sLB

La Brèche @ Groupe Marxiste Internationale - 4e Internationale [later dropped] @ Bruxelles @ 1973 - 1977 [?]
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1973) - 20=n.s. 3 (Oct. 1976) located @ some issues missing @ some issues designated as "nouvelle série"
Language(s): Fr Country: BE
Location(s): CEr; hIL; PC(NN)

La Brèche @ Fédération 44 de la Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Nantes @ 1989 - ISSN 1147-7768
Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1989) @ current in 1990
Address: CERMO, 6 rue Clemence-Fayer, 44000 Nantes, France
Price: FF 30,00/yr
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): sBN

Brèche-documents
see: Brèche <0156>

Breche @ Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga; [later:] Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga (RML - IV Internationale); [later:] Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei, IV Internationale; [later:] Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei (SAP), Schweizer Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Zürich @ 1971 - 1988
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1971) - vol. 17, no. 331/332 (March 1988) + suppl. publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Continued by: Breche-Magazin <0160>
Circulation: 2.000 (1988)
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APo; Bsd; PC(WL); sLB; TAM

Breche-Magazin @ Sozialistische Arbeiter/-innen-Partei (SAP - 4. Internationale) @ Zürich @ 1988 -
Began with vol. 17, no. 1=333 (May 1988), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1990
Continues: Breche <0159>
Suppl.: Dossier
Address: Postfach 299, 8031 Zürich, Switzerland
Price: SF 55,00/yr
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL); sLB

La Bretagne rouge @ Section de l'Ouest du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (IVe Internationale); [later:] Parti Communiste Internationale, IV e Internationale @ [Breist] @ 1941 - 1942; [n.s.] 1944 located
Subtitle varies
Most issues unnumbered
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.79-80
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

Brieven aan een jeugdvriend @ [Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front] @ Amsterdam @ 1940 - 1941
Totally no. 6 (Dec. 1940) - 14 (July 1941) located
Circulation: 800
Language(s): Ds Country: NE
Location(s): rod

Brieven aan sociaal-democraten @ [Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front] @ 's-Gravenhage @ 1940 - 1941
Title varies: Socialistische brieven; Arbeidersbrieven aan socialisten Totally no. 1 (Summer 1940) - 23 (Oct. 1941) publ.
Bulletin
see: Gruppe Vierte Internationale: Bulletin <0602>

Bulletin

Bulletin
see: Independent Communist League: Bulletin <0617>

Bulletin
see: Initiativeausschuss für eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation: Bulletin <0843>

Bulletin
see: International Campaign against Repression: Bulletin <0683>

The Bulletin
see: International Group [*1961]: The Bulletin <0692>

Bulletin
see: Liaison Committee for Reconstruction of the 4th [Fourth] International in Canada: Bulletin <0904>

Bulletin
see: Militant Tendency: Bulletin <1051>

Bulletin
see: Resistance: Bulletin <1326>

Bulletin
see: Revolutionary Marxist Group: Bulletin <1380>

The Bulletin
see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944], British Section of the Fourth International: The Bulletin <1385>

Bulletin
see: Socialist Alliance: Bulletin <1494>

Bulletin
see: Workers League [USA]: Bulletin <1843>

<0170> Bulletin books @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1971
Only no. 1 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>

<0171> Bulletin d’agitation-propagande @ [Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste] @ P aris @ 1937
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Table of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #52. Paris, 1989
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER, PC(WL)

Bulletin de discussion
see: Fourth International / International Secretariat: Bulletin de discussion <0541>

Bulletin de discussion
see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]: Bulletin de discussion <1168>

<0172> Bulletin de documentation pour l’agit-prop de la région parisienne @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr française de la IV Internationale @ Paris @ 1950 located
Totally no. 1 (May) - 6 (Sept.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

<0173> Bulletin de la Conférence Mondiale Ouverte pour l’International Ouvrière @ Paris @ 1991
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1991) @ current in 1991
German ed.: Bulletin der Offenen Weltkonferenz für die Arbeiternationale <0191>
Engl. ed.: Bulletin of the Open World Conference for the Workers International <0254> @ partially publ. in other languages, too
Address: Bulletin ... c/o MPPT, 35 Boulevard de Strasbourg, 75010 Paris, France
Price: FF 20.-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): PC(WL)

<0174> Bulletin de la Fraction Marxiste-Révolutionnaire pour la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale @ Roma @ 1978
Only 1 unnumbered issue (Febr.) publ.
Continued by: En route <0468>
Language(s): Fre Country: IT Affiliation(s): RMF Location(s): IISG; PC(NN); PC(WL)

<0175> Bulletin de la Gauche Communiste @ Paris @ 1931
Issued by a dissident group of the Ligue Communiste (Opposition)
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 4/5 (June) located
Continued by: Le Communiste <0360>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BFF; BN; CER; NYPL; TL

Bulletin de la LCI
see: Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) <0178>

<0176> Bulletin de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) @ Secrétariat International @ Bruxelles @ 1933 - 1934
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1933) - 4 (June 1934) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.156-158
Continues: International Left Opposition: Bulletin international <0697>
Continued by: Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) <0178>
Suppl.: Documents et discussions <0444>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): ABA; HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0177> Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes @ Bruxelles @ 1932 - 1939
Totally vol. 1 - 8 publ.
Continues: Bulletin de l’Opposition Communiste, Groupe de Bruxelles <0181>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): BFB; BFF; BGA; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0178> Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) @ Secrétariat International @ Amsterdam @ 1935 - 1936
Totally no. 1 (May 1935) - 7/8 (May 1936) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.206-210 / Tables of contents in:
Les cahiers du CERMTRI #52. Paris, 1989
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER, PC(WL)

Continues: Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) <0176>
Continued by: Service d’information et de presse de la LCI(B-L) <1468>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): ABA; CER; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0179> Bulletin de la 4ème [Quatrième] Internationale : revue théorique mensuelle @ Comité Européen du Secrétariat International [de la Quatrième Internationale] @ [S.l.] @ 1939
Totally no. 1 (June) - 4 (Sept.) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.351
Continued by: Bulletin du Comité pour la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale <0209>
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.68-69
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BDIC; BN; HIL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0180> Bulletin de liaison Afrique @ Commission Afrique du Secrétariat International de la IV e Internationale (Centre International de R reconstruction) @ Paris
Location(s): CER; HIL
Bulletin des informations du militant
see: L’information du militant <0626>

<0197> Bulletin des Internationalen Komitees der IV. [Viereten] Internationale @ Paris @ 1954 located
Totally no. 2 (Apr.) - 4 (Sept.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): BDIC; CER; IISG

<0198> Bulletin des Kommunistischen Kollektivs Wien @ Kaltenleutgeben; [no. 3:] Wien @ [1975 - 1976] located
Totally no. 1 - 3 (undated) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): APO

<0199> Bulletin d’information du Groupe "La Vérité" du Parti Socialiste Ouvrier et Payssan @ Paris @ 1939 located
Totally no. 1 (July) - 2 (Aug.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): IISG

<0200> Bulletin d’information et de presse sur l’URSS @ Secrétariat International de la Ligue des Communistes-Internationaux (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) @ [Paris] @ 1936 located
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2/3 (May) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclar op.cit. p.219-220 ; Tables of contents in:
Les cahiers du CERMTRI #52. Paris, 1989
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HIL; HUL; IISG; TL

Bulletin d’information intérieur du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Sect[ion] Fr[ançaise] de la IV [Quatrième] Internationale)
see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]: Bulletin intérior [1172]

<0201> Bulletin d’information sur la Chine @ Secrétariat International de la 4e Internationale @ [S.l.] @ 1951 located
Only no. 1 (March) located
Language(s): Fre
Location(s): PRL

<0202> Bulletin d’informations de la Ligue Communiste @ C(omité) C[entral] Provisoire de la L.C. @ Paris @ 1934 located
Totally no. 12 (Sept.) - 13 (Oct.) located, continuing predecesor’s numbering
Continues: Bulletin d’informations et de discussions de la Ligue Communiste <0240>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL; TL

<0203> Bulletin d’informations des Communistes Internationales (adhérents au Parti Socialiste SFIO) @ Paris @ 1934 located
Only no. 2 (Nov.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclar op.cit. p.184
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; HUL

<0204> Bulletin d’informations et de discussions de la Ligue Communiste @ Paris @ 1934 located
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ.
Continued by: Bulletin d’informations de la Ligue Communiste <0202>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL; TL

Bulletin du CLER
see: Révoltes <1335>

<0205> Bulletin du Comité de Liaison pour la Reconstruction de la 4ème [Quatrième] Internationale au Canada @ Toronto, Ont. ; Montréal, Que. @ 1973 - 1975 located
Totally no. 1 (Autumn 1973) - 4/5 (Apr. 1975) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CE; PC(WL)

<0206> Bulletin du Comité du Plan Fouche @ Paris @ 1967 located
Only no. 2 (ca. Jan. 1967) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

<0207> Bulletin du Comité d’organisation pour la Reconstruction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale (CORQI) @ Paris @ 1971 - 1973 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0208> Bulletin du Comité International de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale @ Paris @ 1953 - 1954 located
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1953) - 5 (Dec. 1954) located
Designated as "édition française"
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): ABA; CER; CSP; PC(WL); PRL

<0209> Bulletin du Comité pour la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale @ [S.l.] @ 1940 located
Only no. 2 (Sept.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclar op.cit. p.351
Continues: Bulletin de la 4ème [Quatrième] Internationale <0179>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BN

Bulletin du Groupe Communiste Internationale (pour la Construction de la 4ème Internationale)
see: Contre le courant <0376>

<0210> Bulletin du Secrétariat Européen de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale @ [Paris ?] @ 1944 - 1946 located
Totally June 1944 - 12 (March 1946) + 1 spec.no. (Jan. 1945) located
Continued by: Fourth International / International Secretariat: Bulletin interieur <0542>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER; HUL; IISG

<0211> Bulletin du Syndicat Démocratique Renault @ [Union Communiste (Trotskyste)] @ [S.l.]; [later:] Paris @ 1947 - 1950 located
Totally June 1947 - Sept. 1950 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; IISG

<0212> Bulletin éducatif de la Jeunesse Communiste Internationale @ Paris @ 1946 located
Only no. 1 (March) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<0213> Bulletin für socialistisk politik @ Internationella Socialister, Svensk Sektion a.f. Fjärde Internationals Återuppbryggnadscentrum @ Bromma @ 1982 - 1987 ISSN 0284-0693 located
First issue publ. with title: Socialistisk politik
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): AABS; KBS

<0214> Bulletin for socialist self-management @ Revolutionary Marxist Tendency @ London @ 1972 - 1973 located
<0215> Bulletin français de la Section Bolchevique-Léniniste d’Espagne (pour la 4e [Quatrième] Internationale) @ Barcelona @ 1937
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.287
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IRMA
Location(s): BL; CUL; HPSS

<0216> Bulletin Group: Bulletin @ [Bulletin Group] @ Oxford @ 1974 - 1975 located
Issued by British adherents of the “Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International”
Totally no. 3 - 4 and no. 6 (Aug. 1974) - 8 (1975) + 1 spec. issue located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; HIL; SL;

<0217> Bulletin Group: Internal bulletin @ [Bulletin Group] @ [S.I.] @ 1975 - 1976 located
Issued by British adherents of the “Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International”
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1975) - July 1976 located @ some issues unumbered @ some issues without title
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0218> Bulletin hétédomadaire d’information @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr française de la 4e Internationale @ Paris @ 1944 located
Only no. 4 (Dec.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

Bulletin IDOM see: Bulletin in defense of Marxism <0219>

Bulletin IDOM see: In defense of Marxism <0616>

Bulletin in defense of Marxism see: In defense of Marxism <0616>

<0219> Bulletin in defense of Marxism @ Expelled members of the Socialist W orkers Party (USA); [Later:] Expelled members of the Socialist W orkers Party, Fourth International ist Tendency; [Later:] Fourth Internationalist Tendency @ New York, NY @ 1983 - 1990
Continued by: In defense of Marxism <0616>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL; PC(WL); SHS; TL; UMI; WSU

Bulletin intérieur see: Action Socialiste Révolutionnaire: Bulletin intérieur <0008>

Bulletin intérieur see: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) pour la Construction de la 4e [Quatrième] Internationale @ 0224>

Bulletin intérieur see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la 4e Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <0343>

Bulletin intérieur see: Comité des Communistes Internationalistes de France: Bulletin intérieur <0344>

Bulletin intérieur see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <0345>


Bulletin intérieur see: Fourth International / United Secretariat: Bulletin intérieur <0547>

Bulletin intérieur see: Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche: Bulletin intérieur <0593>

Bulletin intérieur see: Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]: Bulletin intérieur <0805>


Bulletin intérieur see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium], Section Belge de la 4e Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <1171>

Bulletin intérieur see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]: Bulletin intérieur <1172>

Bulletin intérieur see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]: Bulletin intérieur <1173>

Bulletin intérieur see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérent au Centre pour la 4e Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <1174>

Bulletin intérieur see: Section Belge de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste. Ancienne Opposition Communiste de Gauche: Bulletin intérieur <1462>

Bulletin intérieur see: Section Belge de l’Opposition Communiste Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <1463>

<0220> Bulletin intérieur au parti et aux jeunes-ses communistes @ Ligue Communiste (Opposition)
@ Paris @ 1931 located
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2 (Apr.) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.77
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): HUL

<0221> Bulletin intérieur aux membres du GBL @ --- @ Paris @ 1935 - 1936
Organ of Groupe “La Commune” = Groupe Frank-Molinier
Totally 3 unnumbered issues (Dec. 1935 - Jan. 1936) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER; IISG
see: Fourth International / United Secretariat: Bulletin intérieur <0547>

Bulletin intérieur international
see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: Bulletin intérieur international <1069>

Bulletin international
see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Bulletin international <0696>

Bulletin international
see: International Left Opposition: Bulletin international <0697>

Bulletin international
see: Youth Bureau of the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists): Bulletin international <1915>

<0233> Bulletin international de discussion trotskyste @ Mouvement pour une Internationale Communiste Révolutionnaire @ London @ 1987
Only no. [1] (May) publ.
Engl. ed.: International Trotskyist discussion bulletin <0724>
Language(s): Fre Country: GB Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): PC(WL)

Bulletin international de la Ligue Internationale de Reconstruction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale
see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Bulletin international <0696>

Bulletin international de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche = Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition
see: Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition <0758>

<0234> Bulletin international de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche = Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition @ Secrétariat Administratif International de l’Opposition de Gauche (Bolcheviks-Léninistes); [later:] Secrétariat International de l’Opposition de Gauche (Bolcheviks-Léninistes); [n.s.] 1933 [n.s.] no. 4 publ. with title: Bulletin international de l’Opposition de Gauche Internationale (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) @ some issues publ. without parallel title
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1930) - 14 (March 1932) and no. 16 (May 1932) - 19 (Dec. 1932) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Febr.) - 4 (May) publ. @ no. 15 not publ.
Continued by: International Left Opposition: Bulletin international <0697>
German ed.: Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition <0758>
Designated as "Édition française"
No. 1 partly in German
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER; HIL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

Bulletin international de l’Opposition de Gauche Internationale (Bolcheviks-Léninistes)
see: Bulletin international de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche = Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition <0234>

Bulletin international de socialistes révolutionnaires
see: International bulletin of revolutionary socialists <0677>

<0235> Bulletin international des jeunes @ Bureau International des Organisations Révolutionnaires des Jeunes @ Stockholm @ 1935
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.38
German ed.: Internationales Jugend-Bulletin <0759>
Engl. ed.: International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations: International bulletin <0682>
Language(s): Fre Country: SV Location(s): CER

<0236> Bulletin international des jeunesse bolchéviques-léninistes @ Commission Centrale Internationale des Jeunes près du S.I. ; Ligue Communiste Internationalestriste @ Bruxelles @ 1934
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2 (Aug.) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.29
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL)

Bulletin international du Bureau International des Jeunes pour la Quatrième Internationale
see: Youth Bureau of the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists): Bulletin international <1915>

<0237> Bulletin international series @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1973 [?]
Totally no. 1 (1971) - 10 (Dec. 1973) located @ probably ceased with no. 11 or 12 (1973 or 1974)
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3> Location(s): PRL

<0238> Bulletin international SIP @ [Secrétariat pour la Quatrième Internationale] @ [5 . I.] @ 1938
Abbreviation "SIP" stands for "Service d’information et de presse"
Only no. 1 (Aug.) publ.
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.308
Language(s): Fre Location(s): HIL; PC(WL)

Bulletin internationaliste
see: Bulletin internationaliste pour la reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale <0239>

<0239> Bulletin internationaliste pour la reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale @ Aubervilliers @ 1985
ISSN 0765-1910
Other title: Bulletin internationaliste
Only no. 1 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BN

Bulletin interne de discussion
see: Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière: Bulletin interne de discussion <0912>

<0240> Bulletin labor series @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 6 publ. @ rev. ed. of no. 4 publ. in 1975
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3> Location(s): HMS

<0241> Bulletin marxist classics @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1972 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 5 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>

<0242> Bulletin marxiste @ Groupe Trotskyde Suisse (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale) @ Satigny @ 1977 - 1979 located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.133 ; Bulletin marxist classic @ 1978-79; + spec.no. located
Language(s): Fre Country: CH Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

<0243> Bulletin marxiste / Lettre @ Groupe Trotskyde Suisse pour la Reconstruction de la IVe Internationale @ Satigny @ 1979 - 1980 located
Language(s): Fre Country: CH Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<0244> Bulletin mensuel de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale (Zone libre) @ Comités Français de la IVe Internationale (P.O.I.) @ [S.I.] @ 1941
Totally no. 2 (Apr.) + 1 spec.no. (Sept.) located
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.80-81
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): ISG

<0245> Bulletin mensuel d’information et de presse du Comité pour l’Enquête sur les Procès du Moscou et pour la Défense de la Liberté d’Opinion dans la Révolution @ Paris @ 1937 - 1938
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept./Oct. 1937) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan./Febr. 1938) + 1 suppl. (Jan. 1937) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.6-11
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL; ISG

<0246> Bulletin of international socialism @ American Committee for the Fourth International;
[later:] Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1964 - 1968
ISSN 0007-4934
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1964) - vol. 4, no. 11=77 (Febr. 1968) publ.
Continued by: Workers League (USA): Bulletin <1843>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2> Location(s): BF8; BFF; HIL; HUL; KSRL; TL

<0247> Bulletin of Marxist studies @ [Socialist Workers Party] @ New York, NY @ 1957 - [1962]
ISSN 0525-1451
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<1> Location(s): HUL; LSH; NYPL; TL; UC; UMI

<0248> The Bulletin of Marxist studies @ --- @ London @ 1968 - 1969
On cover of vol. 1, no. 5: Marxist studies
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Summer 1968) - 5 (Summer 1969) publ.
Tables of contents in: Buketekan op.cit.
Continued by: Marxist studies <1001>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): C; UWM

<0249> Bulletin of the External Tendency of the IST : for the rebirth of the Fourth International @ Toronto, Ont. ; Oakland, Cal. ; Clev eland, Ohio @ 1983 - 1985
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): IWB Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

<0250> Bulletin of the International Secretariat of the Posadist IV [Fourth] International @ Charlotte [etc.] @ 1978 - 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1978) - 7 (March 1980) located
German ed.: Mitteilungsblatt des Internationalen Sekretariats der Posadistischen IV. Internationale <1067>
Span. ed.: Boletín del Secretariado Internacional de la IV (Cuarta) Internacional Posadista <0120>
Language(s): Eng Country: BE Affiliation(s): Fl(P) Location(s): HPS5; PC(WL)
The Bulletin of the Leninist League USA see: In defense of Bolshevism <0615>

<0251> The Bulletin of the Marxist Group of the Independent Labour Party @ London @ 1934 - 1936
Title varies: Marxist Group bulletin ; The Bulletin of the Marxist Group ; Marxist bulletin
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1934) - [8] (Jan. 1936) publ. @ some issues unnumbered
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.185-187
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.97-98
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HIL; MRC

<0252> Bulletin of the Marxist Policy Committee @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1937 - 1938
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): SHS; TL

<0253> The Bulletin of the Mazdoor Trotskyist Party of India @ [S.I.] @ 1948 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (July) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Location(s): BDIC

<0254> Bulletin of the Open World Conference for the Workers International @ Paris @ 1991 -
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1991) @ current in 1991
German ed.: Bulletin der Offenen Weltkonferenz für die Arbeiterinterna
tionale <0191>
French ed.: Bulletin de la Conférence Mondiale Ouverte pour l'Internat
ionale Ouvrière <0173> @ partially publ. in other languages, too
Address: Bulletin ... c/o MPPT, 35 Boulevard de Strasbourg, 75010
Paris, France
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): SP
Bulletin of the Opposition (Bolshevik-Leninists)
see: Bjuilleten’ Oppozicii (Bol’Sevikov-Leninacev)

<0255> The Bulletin of the Workers League for a Revolutionary Party see: In defense of Bolshevism <0615>

<0256> Bulletin of Trotskyist discussion @ Socialist Labour Group, British Section of the F ourth International (ICR) @ London @ 1986
Probably only no. 1 (Feb.) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): SP

<0257> Bulletin oppositionnel @ ed. par des groupes bolcheviques-léninistes fr. français, belges, allemands, qui font partie de la IVe Internationale @ Paris [etc.] @ 1939
Only one (May) publ.
Language(s): Fre; Ger. Country: FR
Location(s): CER; DÖW; SSA

<0258> Bulletin ouvrier et paysan de l'ouest @ [Brest] @ 1941
Issued by militants of the "Comités Français de la IVe Internationale"
Totally 7 unnumbered issues publ. between Apr. and Oct.
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.79
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BDIC

<0259> Bulletin pamphlet series @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1970 - 1974
Totally no. 1 - 16 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3> Location(s): LC; UWM

<0260> Bulletin régional @ Parti Ouvrier Interna
tionaliste (Bolchevik-Léninistes), Section Fr française de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ 1969
Only no. 1 (Nov.) publ.
Suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN
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<0262> Bulletin Spanish series @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1973
Language(s): Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3>

<0263> Bulletin syndical mensuel @ Commission Syndical du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVème Internationale @ P aris @ 1939
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 1 unnumbered issue (Feb.) located Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERTMRI #52, Paris, 1989
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

<0264> Bulletin Trotsky series @ Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 4 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3>

<0265> Bulletin trotskyste @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste] @ P aris @ 1965
Only no. 1 (Feb.) publ. Suppl. to: La Vérité <1774>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<2>
Location(s): CER, PC(WL)

<0266> Bulletin van het MLL-Front : door klasse-strijd in internationalisme naar het socialisme @ Amsterdam @ 1940 - 1942
First 6 issues titled: MLL-Bulletin van het Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front Publ. from July 1940 - Feb. 1942 @ totally no. 2 (Aug. 1940) - 27 (Dec. 1941) located
Continued by: Spartakus <1670>
Therefrom originates: De Rode October <1408>
Circulation: 400-800
Language(s): Dut Country: NL Location(s): ISG; ROD

<0267> La Butte rouge @ Cellule Chatena y-Robinson du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IV e Internationale) @ [S.-l.] @ 1951 - 1952
Literature: Pluté op cit. p.139-140
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC
Cahier de Tribune internationale see: Tribune internationale - La Vérité <1721>
Cahier POS see: Cahiers POS <0280>
Cahier rouge / Documents de formation communiste see: Cahiers rouges / Documents de formation communiste <0284>
Cahier Rouge / Nouvelle série see: Cahiers Rouge / Nouvelle série <0281>
Cahier rouge / Nouvelle série internationale see: Cahiers rouges / Nouvelle série internationale <0285>
Cahiers Alsace rouge see: Cahiers de l’Alsace rouge <0271>

<0268> Les Cahiers de GER @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste @ P aris @ 1973
Totally no. 1 - 7 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0269> Cahiers de la Quatrième Internationale @ Ligue Communiste, Section Fr ançaise de la Quatrième Internationale @ P aris @ 1971
ISSN 0068-5038
Other title: Cahiers de la 4e Internationale Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 2 (Sept.) located Circulation: 3,000
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BN; BSB; CER; FPI; HIL

<0270> Cahiers de la taupe @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ P aris @ 1978 - 1979 located
ISSN 0224-1099
Totally no. 19 (Jan. 1978) - 29 (1979) located @ ceased with no. 29
Parity with suppl.: Coup pour coup <0389>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN

<0271> Cahiers de l’Alsace rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Alsace @ Strasbourg @ 1977 - 1981
ISSN 0153-1174
Title varies: Cahiers Alsace rouge Totally no. 1 Jan./Feb. 1977 - 11 (Sept. 1981) + 1 suppl. located Suppl. to: Critique communiste #935
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; HIL; PC(WL)

<0272> Cahiers d’étude et de recherche @ Institut International de Recherche et de Formation @ Montreuil @ 1986 - 1991
ISSN 0298-7899
Other title: CER Began with no. 1 (July 1986) @ current in 1991
Engl. ed. (with different publication sequence): Notebooks for study and research <1113>
German ed. (with different publication sequence): Studienhefte <1679>
Address: CER/NSR, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 25.-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL)

<0273> Cahiers d’études de la Ligue des Communistes Internationlistes @ [S.-l.] @ 1935 - 1936 located
Totally no. 1 (1935) - 2 (Jan. 1936) located Language(s): Fre Location(s): HIL; TL

<0274> Les Cahiers du CERMTRI @ Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches sur les Mouvements Trotskystes et Révolutionnaires Internationaux @ P aris @ [1977] - 1987
ISSN 0292-4943
No. 1 - 6 without title First 11 issues undated [1977 - 1979] @ current in 1991
Address: CERMTRI, 88 rue Saint-Denis, 75001 Paris, France
Price: FF 60.-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; BSB; BSO; CER; HIL; IC; PC(WL); SBPK

Cahiers du CLER see: Révoltes <1335>

Cahiers du Combat international see: Combat international <0327>

<0275> Cahiers du féminisme @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Paris; [later:] Montreuil @ 1977 - 1984
ISSN 0154-7763
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1977) @ partly with vol.-numbering @ current in 1991
Address: PEC, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93100 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 80.-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; HIL; PC(WL)

<0276> Cahiers du marxisme @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste @ P aris @ 1969 - 1972 located
Totally no. 1 - 5 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

<0277> Cahiers Léon Trotsky @ Institut Léon Trotsky @ Paris; [later:] Grenoble @ 1979 - 1988
ISSN 0181-0790
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1979) @ current in 1991
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BN; BL; BSB; BSO; CER; CUC; HIL; HUL; IC; NYPL; PC(WL); PUL; SSA; UBFD; UMI
<0278> Cahiers LRT @ Ligue Révolutionnaire des Travailleurs, Section Belge de la 46ème Internationale @ Bruxelles @ [1972] - 1981 located
Totally no. 1 (ca. Spring 1972) - 16 (1981) located
Continued by: Cahiers POS <0280>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA; PC(NL)

<0279> Cahiers occitanie rouge @ [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Montpellier @ 1975 - 1976 located
ISSN 0222-5700
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1975) - 6 (1976) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; HIL

<0280> Cahiers POS @ Parti Ouvrier Socialiste ; Fondation Léon Lesoil @ Brux elles @ [N.s.] 1984 -
Title varies: Cahier POS
Current in 1991
Continues: Cahiers LRT <0278>
Flemish ed.: SAP-schriften <1449>
Address: 29 rue Plantin, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Price: varies
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA

Cahiers "Rouge" / Documents de formation communiste
see: Cahiers rouges / Documents de formation communiste <0284>

<0281> Cahiers Rouge / Nouvelle série @ [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Section Française de la 4Ve Internationale] @ P aris @ 1975 - 1977 located
Other titles: Cahiers rouges / nouvelle série ; Cahier Rouge / nouvelle série
Totally no. 1 - 10 located
Circulation: 5.000 (1975)
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; CER

<0282> Cahiers Rouge / Série Pays de l'Est @ --- @ Paris @ 1976 - 1977
Series issued by La Taupe rouge, a publishing house closely associated with "Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire"
Totally no. 1 - 2 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER

<0283> Cahiers rouges : la revue du trotskisme @ --- @ P aris @ 1955
Issued by militants of the "Parti Communiste Internationaliste [Lamber-
tid]"
Only no. 1 (June/July) publ.
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.142
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<1>1
Location(s): BDIC; CDI; HIL

<0284> Cahiers rouges / Documents de formation communiste @ [Ligue Communiste] @ P aris @ 1968 - 1973
Other title: Cahier "Rouge" / Documents ... ; Cahier rouge / Documents ...
; Documents de formation communiste
Totally no. 1 - 16 publ.
Circulation: 5.000 - 10.000 (1969)
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER; LC; PC(WL)

Cahiers rouges / Nouvelle série
see: Cahiers Rouge / Nouvelle série <0281>

<0285> Cahiers rouges / Nouvelle série internationale @ Jeune Garde Socialiste (Belgique) ; Ligue Communiste (France) ; Ligue Marxiste Révolutionnaire (Suisse) ; Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (Luxembourg) @ P aris @ 1970 - 1972
Other title: Cahier rouge / Nouvelle série internationale
Totally no. 1 - 6 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<0286> Cahiers rouges / Série Marx ou crève @ Jeune Garde Socialiste (Belgique) ; Ligue Communiste (France) ; Ligue Marxiste Révolutionnaire (Suisse) @ P aris @ 1969 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER; LC; PC(WL)

<0287> The Call @ Central Committee, Revolutiona-
y Socialist Party @ Delft @ 1948 - [?]
ISSN 0008-1728
Totally vol. 1 (1948) - vol. 32, no. 2/3 (Feb/March 1982) located @ doubtful whether current in 1991 or ceased
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): APO; LC; UMI

<0288> The Call of the Socialist Anti-War Front @ London @ 1939 - 1940
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1939) - 6 (Apr. 1940) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BLN; HIL; SP

<0289> Call to action : for a revolutionary youth International @ Young Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1935 - 1936 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 2 (Dec. 1935) - vol. 2, no. 2 (Feb. 1936) located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL

<0290> Campaign bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1965 located
Only no. 1 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): UMI

<0291> Campus Spartacist @ Student Committee; [later:] Campus Spartacist Club @ [Austin, T ex.] @ 1965 - 1971
Issued by adherents of the "Spartacist League [USA]"
Totally 7 unnumbered issues publ. between Nov. 1965 and Jan. 1971
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC
Location(s): PRL
Canadian Committee of the International Spartacist Tendency: International discussion bulletin
see: Trotskyist League of Canada: International discussion bulletin <1739>

<0292> CARPA bulletin @ Committee Against Repression in the Pacific and Asia @ H aymarket, NSW @ 1978 - 1984
Totally no. 1 - 18 publ.
Continued by: Asia Pacific solidarity <0051>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI

<0293> Carta PSR @ [Partido Socialista Revolucioná-
ria] @ [Lisboa] @ 1978 -
Current in 1990
Address: Rua da Palma 268, 1000 Lisboa, Portugal
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): USFI

<0294> La Caserne @ P arti et les Jeunesse Communi-
stes Internationales Bolchevïks-Léninistes pour la Construction de la IVe Internationale @ P aris @ 1937 - 1939
Totally no. 2 (Apr. 1937) + 1 unnumbered issue [ca. 1939] + spec.no.
(Jan. 1937) + 1 suppl. (March 1938) located
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.61-62
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER; IIIG

<0295> Center for United Labor Action: News-
letter @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1972
Other title: CULA newsletter
Continued by: United labor action <1757>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): SHS
CER
see: Cahiers d’étude et de recherche <0272>

<C0296> Cercles d’études marxistes @ [Organisati-
on Communiste Internationale] @ P ars @ 1967 - 1970
Totally some 12 issues + suppl. publ.
Continued by: Les Nouvelles études marxistes <1115>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<C0297> Challenge of youth @ Young People’s Socialist
League (Fourth International); [later:] Young
People’s Socialist League, Youth Section of the Workers
Party @ New York, NY @ 1937 - 1940; [n.s.] 1940 - 1941
[First series] totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1937) - vol. 4, no. 6 (June 1940)
and [n.s.] vol. 1, no. 2 (July 1940) - vol. 2, no. 9 (Sept. 1941)
publ. @ vol. 4, no. 1 - 3 omitted in numbering
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; NYPL; PUL; SHS; TL; UM; YUL

<C0298> Changes : socialist monthly; [from v. 5,
no. 10/11:] socialist journal @ ---; [later:] International
Socialists @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1979 - 1985
ISSN 0194-8350 - ISSN 0746-5335
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Febr. 1979) - vol. 7, no. 9/10 (Sept./Oct. 1985)
publ.
Continues: Workers’ power <1855>
From 1986 incorporated in: Against the current <0014>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): CSE; HUL; KSLK; LC; NYPL; UMI; YUL

<C0299> The Chartist : bulletin of young Chartists @ [Revo-
lutionary Communist League] @ Northolt P ark,
Middlesex; [later:] London @ [1971?] - 1972
Totally no. 3 (1971?) - 17 (Sept. 1972) located
Continued by: Chartist <299>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): SP

<C0300> Chartist : monthly journal @ Socialist
Charter @ London @ 1972 - 1976 located
Title changed later to: Chartist magazine @ no longer Trotskyist @
subtitle varies
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1972) - 46 (1976) + spec.no located
Continues: The Chartist <300>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): APO; SP

<C0301> Chartist international : quarterly theoreti-
cal journal @ Socialist Charter @ London @ 1974; [n.s.]
1977 - 1978 located
Subtitle varies
[First series] only no. 1 (Jan./March 1974) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Autumn
1977) - 2 (Summer 1978) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): SP

Chartist magazine
see: Chartist <0299>

<C0302> Chicago correspondence @ Committee for
an end of the wing @ Chicago , Ill. @ 1937 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): SHS; TL

<C0303> Chroniques vietnamiennes @ Groupe
Trotskyste Vietnami en F rance (LCR); [later:] Groupe
Trotskyste Vietnami en de la IV e Internationale @ Paris
@ 1986 -
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1986) @ current in 1990
Also publ. in Vietnamese language
Address: BS 246, 75524 Paris Cedex 11, France
Price: FF 60,-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<C0304> The Citizen @ ---- @ Cape Town @ 1956 - 1958

Only at the very beginning a semi-Trotskyist paper issued by a group
which split from FIOSA
Language(s): Eng Country: SA
Location(s): SAPL

<C0305> Claridad proletaria : boletín en español @
Liga Comunista en America (Oposición de Izquierda);
[later:] Liga Obrera Revolucionaria de los Estados
Unidos (Revolutionary Workers’ League) @ New York,
NY @ 1933 - 1934; [n.s.] 1937 located
Language(s): Spa Country: US
Location(s): HIL; IISG
Clarté
see: Klarbeit = Clarté <0820>

<C0306> Clarté @ --- @ Paris @ [N.s.] 1926 - 1927/
1945
Non-Trotskyist intellectual journal before 1926 @ from 1927 strongly
influenced by French followers of Trotsky
Totally vol. 5, no. 1 (June 1926) - vol. 7, no. 16 (Dec./Jan. 1927/28)
publ.
Continued by: La Lutte de classes <0948>
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.39-40; Racine, N.: Une revue d’intellec
tuels communistes dans les années vingt; in: Revue française de science
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDC; BFF; BN; HUL; IISG; LC; NYPL; SBPK; SUBF
Class struggle
see: Lutte de classe = Class struggle <0946>

Class struggle
see: Lutte de classe = Class struggle = Lucha de clase
<0947>

Class struggle
see: La Lutte de classes <0949>

<C0307> Class struggle @ Communist League of
Struggle @ New York, NY; [later:] Chicago , Ill. @ 1931 - 1937
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1931) - vol. 7, no. 9 (Sept. 1937) publ.
Continued in: W orkers Power <1856>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): BL; CSL; HIL; JFK; NYPL; PUL; SU; SUBB; TL; UMI; UWM

<C0308> Class struggle @ Class Struggle League @
Wollaston, Mass.; [later:] Oak Park, Ill. @ 1973 - 1976
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1973) - vol. 4, no. 3 (March 1976) publ. @
some issues missing
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): APO; CER; CSL; HUL; TL

<C0309> Class struggle @ Irish Workers’ Group; [later:]
Irish Workers Group, Irish Section of the
Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International; [later:] Irish Workers Group, Irish Section of the
League for a Revolutionary Communist International
(LRCI) @ Dublin @ 1977 - 1987; [n.s.] 1988 - 1991
ISSN 0332-2890
[First series] totally no. 1 (1977) - 20 (Summer 1987) and [n.s.] no. 1
(1988) - 24 (Apr. 1991) publ. @ publication suspended @ [n.s.] no. 20
numbered “1” by error
From Sept. 1991 incorporated in: Workers power <1856>
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): CUL; PC(WL); SP

<C0310> Class struggle @ Revolutionary Workers
Party @ Moratuwa; [later:] Mt. Lavina @ 1980 -
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1980) - 4 (Dec./Jan. 1985/86) and no. 5
(Dec. 1987) - 6 (Feb./Mar. 1988) located @ current in 1991 (?)
Address: RWP, 15 Sinapala Road, Mt. Lavina, Sri Lanka
Price: Rs 6,-/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: SL Affiliation(s): LCC
Location(s): PC(WL)
Class struggle : a Trotskyist quarterly @ Spark @ Baltimore, Md.; [later:] Chicago, Ill. @ 1980 - 1986
Totally no. 1 (March 1980) - 24 (Summer 1986) publ.
Continuing: Class struggle = Lucha de clase @ 0311
Originating from: Fourth International @ 0356
Continued by: Lutte de classe = Classe contre classe under @ 0944
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): CER

Class struggle = Lucha de clase : a Trotskyist monthly @ Lutte Ouvrière @ Paris @ 1978 - 1980
ISSN 0224-6384 (Span. part) - ISSN 0224-6392 (Engl. part)
Totally no. 51 (Jan. 1978) - 72 (March 1980) publ.
Originating from: Lutte de classe = Classe struggle under @ 0946
Continued by: Lutte de classe = Classe struggle under @ 0947
Language(s): Eng; Spa Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICU Location(s): ABA; BN

Class struggle bulletin @ Irish Workers Group @ Dublin @ 1980
Only 1 issue (Spring) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): CUL

La Classe @ Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della IV Internazionale; [later:] Lega Comunista @ Roma @ 1976 - 1980
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1976) - vol. 5, no. 31/32 (June/July 1980) publ.
From mid-1977 incorporates: Bollettino della Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della IV Internazionale under @ 0133
Language(s): Its Country: IT Affiliation(s): RMF Location(s): ASS; BFB; BFI; BNI; BSCM; GDP; CER; CSP; PC(NN)

Classe contre classe : organe de liaison et de lutte des ouvriers de chez P anhard @ --- @ [Paris] @ 1943 - 1944
Subtitle varies slightly
Totally no. 1 (March 1943) - 8 (Aug. 1944) + 1 spec.no. publ.
Literature: Pluot op cit. p.92
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BDIC; CER; IISG

Classe rouge @ Ligue Révolutionnaire des Travailleurs (Belgique); Ligue Communiste (France) @ Paris @ 1969 - 1972 located
Other title: Série Classique rouge
Totally no. 1 - 11 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; CER; PC(WL)

Class-struggle defense notes @ Partisan Defense Committee @ New York, NY @ 1986 -
Other title: CSDN
Began with no. 1 (June 1986) @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 99, Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013, USA
Price: $1.00
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

Clave : tribuna marxista @ --- @ México @ 1938 - 1941
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Location(s): BFB; HIL; HUL; NYPL; UMI

Clave @ [? ] ; later:] Fracción Trotskyista-Leninista de la Liga Obrer a Marxist (FTL de la LOM) @ México @ 1974 [? ] - 1977
Probably vol. 1, no. 1 (1974 ?) - vol. 4, no. 69 (Aug. 1977) publ. @ last issue designated as “numéro conjunta de unificación Clave - Frente obrero” @ only a few issues located
Incorporated in: Frente obrero @ 0560
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

La Cloche @ [Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Charleville @ 1966 - 1967
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1966) - 7 (July 1967) publ.
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse @ 0067
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC

La Cloche @ Cercles de Reims de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Reims @ 1968 located
Totally no. 8 (March) and 10 (May) located
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse under @ 0067
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC

Coin de lâªÅ© @ --- @ Lödªz @ 1934 - 1935
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1934) - 5 (July 1935) publ.
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

Collection Livres rouges see: Livres rouges @ 0921

Collection taupe rouge @ Ligue Communiste @ Paris @ [1970 - 1972]
Other title: Taupe rouge
Totally no. 1 - 14 publ., mostly undated
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER

The Collier @ [International Socialists; later: Socialist Workers Party] @ [London?] @ 1972 - 1982 [?]
Circulation: 1,200 (1982)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): PC(NN)

Colored and white, unite and fight for a workers world see: Workers world @ 1883

Combat communiste : mensuel révolutionnaire @ Combat Communiste @ Paris @ 1975 - 1985 located
ISSN 0336-710X
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1975) - 105 (Summer 1985) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BN; CER; UMI

Le Combat des jeunes @ Jeunesse Léninistes adhérentes à la Ligue Communiste Internationale @ Paris @ 1934
Totally no. 2 (June) and 4 (Sept.) located
Continues: Octobre rouge @ 1130
Continued by: Révolution @ 1342
Literature: Pluot op cit. p.48-49
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CDI; CER; IISG

Combat international @ Groupe de l’Opposition et de Continuité de la IV e Internationale @ Montpellier; [later:] Nice @ 1985 - 1989
ISSN 0766-4710
Author statement in no. 1: Groupe d’Opposition de la Quatrième Internationale
Totally no. 1 (Feb. 1985) - 36 (Jan. 1989) publ @ partly with vol.: numbering
From Feb. 1989 incorporated in: Reconstruire la Quatrième Internationale @ 1304
Suppl.: Cahiers du Combat international ; Reconstruire la Quatrième Internationale under @ 1304
Partly with suppl. in Span.: Combate internationale Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): GOC Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

Combat ouvrier : mensuel communiste révolutionnaire (trotskyste) pour la construction d’un parti ouvrier révolutionnaire en Martinique et en Guoa-
<0329> Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale: Bulletin intérieur © W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<0344> Comité des Communistes Internationa-
listes de France: Bulletin intérieur @ Paris @ 1934
Totally no. 2 - 3 (Nov.) located.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

Comités français de la Quatrième Internationale:
Bulletin du Comité pour la IVe [Quatrième] Interna-
tionale see: Bulletin du Comité pour la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale @0209>

<0345> Comités Français de la Quatrième Inter-
nationale: Bulletin intérieur @ Comités Français de
la IVe Internationale @ [S.l.] @ 1942 - 1943
Continued by: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [1942]: Bulletin intérieur @1733
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<0346> La Commune : organe de regroupement et
d'action révolutionnaires; [later:] organe central @
[From no. 15 (1936):] Parti Communiste Interna-
tionaliste (Section Française de la IVe Internationale);[later:] Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-
Léniniste) pour la Construction de la IV e Internationale
@ Paris @ 1935 - 1938
Continued by: Le Soviet @1854
Suppl.: Le Soviet @1854
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BN; CER; FPI; HIL; IISG; NYPL; TL; YUL

<0347> La Commune @ Comité de Liaison et
d'Action pour la Démocratie Ouvrière @ Paris @ 1957 -
1958
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1957) - 7 (March 1958) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER; HIL

<0348> Commune I : Revue des révolutionnaires
Marxistes @ --- @ [later:] Kommunistische Liga (D[eu]-
t[sche] Sektion der RMF) und Gruppe Kommune (Öster-
r[eichische] Sektion der RMF) @ Berlin; [later:] Fr an-
furt a.M. @ 1977 - 1980
Subtitle varies slightly: Zeitachfift für revolutionären Marximus
Totally no. 0 (Summer 1977) - 5/7 (Summer/Winter 1980) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): RMF
Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(N); PC(WL); SUBF; TAM; UBFU

La Commune de Paris
see: La Commune @<346>

<0349> La Commune des jeunes @ Jeunesse
Communiste Internationaliste Bolchevik-Léniniste pour
la Construction de la IV e Internationale @ Paris @ 1937
Probably only spec.no. (Jan.) publ.
Language(s): Plit publ. p.59-60
Location(s): BDIC

<0350> Communist versus Stalinism @ Interna-
tional Marxist Group @ London @ [1972]
Totally no. 2 - 4 (undated) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): NSUB; SP

<0351> The Communist : monthly organ @ British
Section of the Left Opposition @ London @ 1932 - 1934
No. 1 publ. anonymously
Totally no. 1 (May 1932) - 9 (Jan. 1934) publ.
Tables of contents in: Bulletin op.cit.

Circulation: 400 - 500
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HIL; MRC; SP

<0352> De Communist @ Bond van Communisten
@ Rotterdam @ 1940 - 1942
Illegal organ of a dissident Trotskyist group around H.M. Peters
Totally Summer 1940 - Sept. 1942 publ.
Circulation: ca. 1.500
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): ROD

<0353> The Communist : a Trotskyist bulletin @
London @ 1975 - 1982 located
Totally no. 1 (June 1975) - 162 (July 1982) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; CUL

<0354> Communist commentary : a revolutionary
Marxist journal @ --- @ [?] @ 1976 - 1979 located
Totally spec. introd. no. (Oct. 1976) - 1979, no. 2 (Nov.) located @
some issues missing
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): HIL

<0355> Communist League [Australia]: Discussi-
on bulletin @ Communist League @ [Sydney, NSW] @
1973 - 1977
Totally vol. 1 - vol. 6, no. 4 publ. @ only some issues located
Vol. 6, no. 5 (Nov. 1977) - 16 (Jan. 1978) issued together with
"Socialist Workers Party" titled "Joint discussion bulletin" @1545
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

Communist League [Australia]: Joint discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Joint discussi-
on bulletin @1545>

<0356> Communist League [Great Britain,
1930s]. British Section of the International Left
Opposition: Internal bulletin : for discussion @
British Section, International Left Opposition (Bolshevik-
Leninists); [from no. 13/14:] Communist League (British
Section ILO B-L) @ London @ 1933 located
Totally no. 3 and 5 (May) - 15/16 (Oct.) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.159-162
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): IISG; MRC

<0357> Communist League [India]. Indian
Section of the Fourth International: Internal
information and discussion bulletin @ Communist
League, Indian Section of the Fourth International @
[Bombay] @ 1976 - 1978 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 3 (Nov. 1976) - vol. 3, no. 3 (July 1978) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<0358> Communist League of America (Left
Opposition): Internal bulletin @ Communist League
of America (Opposition); [later:] Communist League of
America, National Committee @ New York, NY @ 1932 -
1934
Totally no. 1 (June 1932) - 17 (Oct. 1934) + 2 unnumbered issues publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.127-134
Continued by: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]; Internal bulletin @1851
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; LSH; SHS; TL

<0359> Le Communiste : organe hebdomadaire;
[later:] organe bi-mensuel @ Groupe de l'Opposition
du P.C.B.; [later:] Opposition Communiste @ Brux elles @
1928 - 1931
Totally vol. 1 - 4 with some 120 no. (March 1928 - Febr. 1931) publ.
Flem. ed.: De Kommunist @8485
Circulation: 3.000
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): IISG; TL
<article_id>0360</article_id> Le Communiste @ Groupe de la Gauche Communiste; [later:] Gauche Communiste; [later:] Fraction Communiste de Gauche @ P aris @ 1931 - 1933
Partly with subtitle: bulletin mensuel
Issued by a group including some Trotskyist dissidents
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1931) - 13/14 (March/Apr. 1933)
Continues: Bulletin de la Gauche Communiste <0175>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BN; CER; TL

<article_id>0361</article_id> Le Communiste : feuilles bi-mensuels d'éducation et d'action marxiste-révolutionnaire; [later:] revue théorique et politique marxiste-révolutionnaire @ --; [later:] Tendance Révolutionnaire du Parti Communiste Français @ P aris @ 1954 - 1982
ISSN 0558-8298
Subtitle varies slightly
Organ of a group of Trotskyist dissidents around Michèle Mestre [i.e. Lucienne Abraham]
Totally vol. 1 - 29 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BFF; BN; CER; HIL; HUL; SSA

<article_id>0362</article_id> Le Communiste quand même ! @ Ligue Communiste (Opposition) de Chalig y-Neuves-Maison @ [S.l.] @ 1930
Only no. 1 (Aug.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<article_id>0363</article_id> Le Communiste quand même @ Région de l'Est de la Ligue Communiste (Opposition) @ [S.l.] @ 1932 - 1933
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): IISG

<article_id>0364</article_id> Le Communiste quand même ! @ Région du Nord de la Ligue Communiste (Opposition) @ [S.l.] @ 1932 - 1933
Totally no. 2 (Oct. 1932) - 4 (Jan. 1933) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): IISG

Communistes Internationalistes (adhérents au Parti Socialiste SFIO): Bulletin d'informations des Communistes Internationalistes (adhérents au Parti Socialiste SFIO)
see: Bulletin d'informations des Communistes Internationaux (adhérents au Parti Socialiste SFIO) <0203>

<article_id>0365</article_id> Comunismo : organo teórico @ Oposición Internacional en España; [later:] Izquierda Comunista de España (Sección Española de la Oposición Internacional); [later:] Izquierda Comunista de España (Sección Española de la Liga Communista Internationalista) @ Oviedo; [later:] Madrid @ 1931 - 1934
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1931) - vol. 4, no. 38 (Oct. 1934) + 2 suppl. publ.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP
Location(s): BGA; FPI; IISS; NYPL

<article_id>0366</article_id> Comunismo @ Grupo Bolchevique-Leninista de España (IV Internacional); [later:] Grupo Communista Internacionalista @ [?] @ 1943 - 1945 located
Partly with subtitle: organo teorico
Totally no. 1 (1943) - 6 (Sept. 1945) located
Language(s): Spa
Location(s): BDIC; CEHI; CER; HIL

<article_id>0367</article_id> Comunismo @ Grupo Communista; [later:] Liga Communista Revolucionaria @ [S.l.]; [later:] Madrid @ 1970 (?) - 1974 [?]; [n.s.] 1977 - 1978
[N.s.] with subtitle: revista de crítica marxista
Only a very few issues located
Continued by: Cuadernos de comunismo <0400>
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; FPI; HIL

<article_id>0368</article_id> II Comunista @ [n.s.:] rivista teorica trots-
kysta @ Grupo Operario Rivoluzionario (per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale) @ Roma; [later:] Torino; [later:] Roma; [later:] Torino; [later:] Perugia @ 1980 - 1984; [n.s.] 1984 - [1988]
Continued by: Leitions di citobre <0903>
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CSP; PC(WL)

<article_id>0369</article_id> Confrontation : theoretical journal @ Revolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1986 - ISSN 0269-9966
Began with no. 1 (Summer 1986) @ current in 1989
Address: Junius Publications, BCM P LTD, London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 3,95/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HUL; PC(WL); SP; SUBH

<article_id>0370</article_id> Congress militant @ Marxist Workers' Tendency of the ANC @ [S.l.]; reprinted in London @ 1989 - First issue unnumbered, designated as "Electoral special" (Aug./Sept. 1989) @ current in 1991
Address: --- [not given]
Price: R 1,/-
Language(s): Eng Country: SA Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): PC(WL)

<article_id>0371</article_id> Contra la corriente @ Grupo Español en Méxïco de la IV Internacional @ Méxïco, D.F. @ 1943 - 1944 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Febur. 1943) - vol. 2, no. 12 (1944) located
Continues: 19 [Diecinueve] de julio <0432>
Language(s): Spa Country: MX
Location(s): LC; NYPL; UMI

<article_id>0372</article_id> Contra la corriente @ Grupo Español en Méxïco de la IV Internacional @ Méxïco, D.F. @ 1943 - 1944 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Febur. 1943) - vol. 2, no. 12 (1944) located
Continues: 19 [Diecinueve] de julio <0432>
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI; HIL

<article_id>0373</article_id> Contra la corriente : revista teorico-política @ Liga Comunista (Organización Simpatizante de la IV Internacional); [later:] Liga Comunista, IV Internacional @ Madrid @ 1975 - 1979
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI; HIL

<article_id>0374</article_id> Contre le courant @ Opposition Communiste @ Paris @ 1927 - 1929
Continued by: Le Libraire <0905>
Literature: Plut op.cit. p.40-41
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BN; IISS; UBIFU

<article_id>0375</article_id> Contre le courant : organe mensuel @ Centre pour le Rassemblement des Forces Révolutionnaires @ Bruxelles @ 1938 - 1939
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1938) - 8 (1939) located
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): IISS

<article_id>0376</article_id> Contre le courant : bulletin @ Groupe Communiste Internationaliste (pour la Construction de la 4e Internationale) @ Bruxelles @ 1939 - 1940
Other title: Bulletin du Groupe Communiste Internationaliste (pour la Construction de la 4e Internationale)
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1939) - 9 (March 1940) publ. @ no. 8 dated Apr. 1940

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
Contre le courant : organe communiste trotskyste pour la IVe Internationale @ Groupe Communiste-Trotskyste pour la IVe Internationale @ Bruxelles @ 1941 - 1944
Begun probably March 1941 @ totally no. 7 (July 1941) - 30 (July 1944) + some 2 or 3 spec.no. located @ some issues unnumbered Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #13. Paris, 1979
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): ABA; CER; IISG

Contre le courant @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands @ Berlin @ 1973
Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (June) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: DE
Location(s): PC(WL)

Contre le courant : bulletin trotskyste - pour la Quatrième Internationale @ --- @ Isle sur Sèrein @ 1974 - 1975 located
Subtitle varies slightly.
Ce bulletin est ouvert à tous les militants qui se réclament de la lutte pour la IVème Internationale.
Totally no. 7 (undated) - 10 (Jan. 1975) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): HIL

Coordinating Committee for a US Open Trotskyist Conference: Discussion bulletin @ Needham Heights, Maine @ 1967 - 1990 located
Totally no. 1 (March 1967) - 5 (Apr. 1990) located @ partly with vol.-numbering
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PC(WL)

Coordination : pour le socialisme a vec démocratie, sans patrons ni bureaux ates @ Ligue Socialiste des Travailleurs @ Paris @ 1990 - 
Current in 1990
Address: CERMS, 108 rue de Belleville, 75020 Paris, France
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Affiliation(s): IWL

Correo internacional @ Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores @ [Madrid] @ 1984 - 
Organ of the “International Workers League (Fourth International)” [Morenoite] @ two identical editions published, one in Spain and one in Argentina, differing only in issue numbering
Current in 1991
Engl. ed. : International courrier <0691>
French ed. : Courier international <0391>
Mexican ed. : Alternative socialista <0020>
Address: Ventu de la Vega 2, piso 1, Madrid 28014, Spain
Price: P 200/ho.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP
Affiliation(s): IWL

Correspondencia de prensa internacional
see: Inprecor / [French edition] <0649>

La Correspondance internationale
see: International Committee of the Fourth International: La Correspondance internationale <0668>

Correspondance internationale
see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency: Correspondance internationale <0708>

Correspondance internationale
see: Organisation Communiste Internationaliste: Correspondance internationale <1150>

La Correspondance internationale
see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: La Correspondance internationale <1153>

Correspondence international
see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Correspondance internationale <1164>

Correspondance internationale - La Vérité @ [Comité Paritaire pour la Réorganisation (Reconstruction) de la IVe Internationale] @ Paris ; Bogotá @ 1980 - 1981
ISSN 0294-3581
Continues: La Vérité <1774>; Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Correspondance internationale <1164>
Continued by: Tribune internationale - La Vérité <1721>
Engl. ed.: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>
Span. ed.: Correspondencia internacional <0387>
German selection: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Tribune <1166>

Correspondence internationale
see: Internationalist correspondence = Correspondance internationaliste <0763>

Correspondance internationale
see: International Correspondence = Correspondance internationale <1165>

Correspondence international
see: Inprecor / [Spanish edition] <0649>

Correspondencia de prensa internacional
see: Inprecor / [Spanish edition] <0650>

Correspondencia de prensa internacional
see: Inprecor / [Spanish edition] <0650>

La Correspondencia internacional @ [Secretariado Unificado de la IV Internacional] @ México, D.F. @ [N.s. ] 1977
Designated as “Edición mexicana” and as “Suplemento centroamericano”
Continues: Inprecor / [Spanish edition] <0649>
Also publ. as “Edición mexicana” with different numbering, but mostly identical contents
Language(s): Spa Country: MX
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): IIRE

Correspondencia de prensa internacional para América Latina
see: Inprecor / [Spanish edition] <0651>

Correspondência internacional @ Comitê Paritário por a Reorganização (Reconstrução) de la IV Internacional @ [Bogotá ?] @ 1980 - 1981
Totally no. 1 - 13 publ.
Engl. ed.: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>
French ed.: Correspondance internationale - La Vérité <0383>
Discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Discussion bulletin <1543>

Discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: Discussion bulletin <1547>

Discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Discussion bulletin <1552>

Discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Youth League: Discussion bulletin <1556>

Discussion bulletin
see: SWP discussion bulletin <1684>

Discussion bulletin
see: YSA discussion bulletin <1923>

Discussioni internazionali @ Partito Operaio Comunista, Sezione d'Italia della IV Internazionale @ [Foggia ?] @ 1946 located
Only no. 2, pt. 1 + 2 (May-June) located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): CSPT

Diskussionsbulletin
see: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Diskussionsbulletin <0856>

Diskussionsbulletin
see: Revolutionärna Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Diskussionsbulletin <1355>

Diskussionsbulletin
see: Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands: Internes Diskussionsbulletin <1668>

Diskussionsbulletin @ AK [Auslandskomitee] der IKD [Internationalen Kommunisten Deutschlands] @ [Paris?] @ 1934 located
Only no. 3 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Location(s): TL

Diskussionsbulletin der Kommunistischen Jugendorganisation Spartacus
see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0890>

Diskussionsbulletin des Organisationskomitees für den Wiederaufbau der IV. [Vierten] Internationale
see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Internationales Bulletin <1155>

Diskussionsbulletin für revolutionäre Politik @ GRM [Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten] ; SOAK [Gruppe Sozialistische Aktion] ; VS STO [Verband Sozialistischer Studenten Österreichs] und Gruppe Commune @ [Wien] @ [1978 ?]
Totally no. 1 - 2 (undated) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Diskussions-Tribüne @ ---; [later:] Deutsche Kommission des Internationalen Sekretariats der IV. Internationale @ [S.I.] @ 1945; [n.s.] 1947

Probably publ. in Switzerland
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): BDIC; HIL; IISG

<0439> Dispute : a monthly magazine of politics and the arts @ --- @ Christchurch @ 1964 - 1968
Subtitle varies
Totally Sept. 1964 (unnumbered) - vol. 2, no. 8 (March 1968) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ Location(s): NLNZ; ULV

<0440> Document rouge @ Ligue Communiste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ P aris @ 1968 - 1973 located
Other title: Documents Rouge
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1968) - 23/24 (1973) + some spec. located
Suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; CER

<0441> Document taupe rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ Montreuil @ 1980 ISSN 0244-7738
Only no. 1 (Oct.) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN

<0442> Documenti internazionali @ Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari, Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale @ Milano @ 1976 - 1977; [n.s.] 1979
Other title: Documenti internazionali della Quarta Internazionale
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1976) - 3 (Oct. 1977) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Feb.) - 3 (June) publ.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ASS; CSPT

Documenti internazionali della Quarta Internazionale
see: Documenti internazionali <0442>

Documentos de trabajo del Instituto Internacional de Investigación y de Formación
see: Working papers of the International Institute for Research and Education <1885>

Documents
see: Bulletin de la Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire de la Quatrième Internationale <0228>

Documents de formation communiste
see: Cahiers rouges / Documents de formation communiste <0284>

<0443> Documents de l'OCI @ Organisation Communiste Internationale [pour la Reconstruction de la IVe Internationale] @ Paris @ 1968 - 1980
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN; BS; CER

Documents de travail de l'Institut International de Recherche et de Formation
see: Working papers of the International Institute for Research and Education <1885>

<0444> Documents et discussions @ Secrétariat de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Bolcheviki-Léninistes) @ Bruxelles @ 1934
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2 (Feb.) publ.
Suppl. to: Bulletin de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Bolcheviki-Léninistes) <0176>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): HIL; HUL; IISSG; PC(WL); TL

<0445> Documents of struggle : a Revolutionary Socialist League educational publication @ [New York,
<0446> Documents of the Fourth International @ New York, NY @ 1973
Issued by Pathfinder Press, a Trotskyist publishing house closely associated with the "Socialist Workers Party (USA)."
From the introd. (p.5): "The present volume is intended as the first in a series" @ only vol. [1] publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUI; HIL; HUL; IUL; LC; NUL; PC(WL); PRL; PUL; SUBH; UCB; UU; UMI; UWM

<0447> Documents on the history of the Fourth International @ --- @ [London] @ 1977; 1988
Series issued by R. Stephenson [i.e. Al Richardson]
Totally no. 1 (Feb. 1977) - 2 (1977) and no. 3 (July 1988) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): PC(WL); SP

Documents Rouge
see: Document rouge <0440>

<0448> Dokumenter fra Fjerde Internationale @ Socialistisk Arbejderparti, Dansk Sektion af 4. Internationale @ København vn @ 1982 - ISSN 0109-2871
Began with no. 1 (July 1982) @ publ. very irregularly @ current in 1991
Address: Socialistisk Arbejderforlag, Nørre Alle 11a, 2200 København N, Denmark
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): KB; PC(WL)

Dossier
see: Bresche-Magazin <0160>

<0449> Dossier @ Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International @ London @ [1968]
Totally no. 1 - 2 (undated) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IRMA
Location(s): SP

<0450> Dossier La Gauche @ [Parti Ouvrier Socialiste]; Fondation Léon Lesoil @ Brux elles @ 1986 - Current in 1991
Flemish ed.: Dossier Rood @ 0451>
Address: 29 rue Plantin, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA

<0451> Dossier Rood @ [Socialistse Arbeiders Partij]; Stichting Léon Lesoil @ Brussels @ 1986 - Current in 1991
French ed.: Dossier La Gauche @ 0450>
Address: 29 rue Plantin, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA

<0452> Dossier rouge @ LCR [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Montreuil @ 1980 - ISSN 0294-8516 - ISSN 0248-2223 [later]
Current in 1991
Suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Address: PEC; 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93100 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 29
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER

<0453> Le Drapeau rouge @ Région Nord du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Section Fr ançaise de la 1re Internationale) @ [S.l.] @ 1945 located
Totally no. 2 (Jan.) - 4 (Feb.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

<0454> Le Drapeau rouge : organe de combat des jeunesse socialistes @ Paris @ 1946 - 1947; [n.s.]
1947 - 1948
Subtitle varies
Extracts of the "Parti Communiste Internationaliste"
[First series] totally no. 1 (Oct. 1946) - 29 (June 1947) and [n.s.] no. 2 (June 1947) - 41 (July 1948) located
Literature: Plutot op cit. p.118-121
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER

<0455> Le Drapeau rouge : bulletin @ Comité de Liaison (Provisoire) des Etudiants et T travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains; [later:] Comité de Liaison des Etudiants et Travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains @ Paris @ 1971 - 1974 located
With Arab parallel title @ subtitle varies
Totally no. 2 (Dec. 1971) - 6 (Jan. 1974) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0456> Edition Arbeiterstimme @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotskisten), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1967 - 1971
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ. @ probably some unnumbered issues pub. too
Continued by: Edition Marxistische Zeitschrift <0457>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): Fi(P)
Location(s): APO; PC(WL); SPBK

<0457> Edition Marxistische Zeitschrift @ [Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotskisten); later: Posadistische Kommunistische Partei] @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1971 - 1982
Weekly no. 9 - 56 @ some unnumbered issues publ., continuing predecessor's numbering @ a complete listing is to be found in: Katalog der in deutscher Sprache erschienenen Texte von J. Posadas und dem Posadismus. Frankfurt a.M., 1988
Continues: Edition Arbeiterstimme <0456>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): Fi(P)
Location(s): APO; PC(WL); SPBK

<0458> Edition Prinkipo @ --- @ Berlin @ 1972 - 1977
Other titles: EP; Reihe Edition Prinkipo
Series issued by Verlag Dile & Wolfer, a publishing house closely associated with German Trotskyism
Totally no. [2] and 3 - 11 located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): DBF; PC(WL); SPBK; SUBH

<0459> Edition Wissenschaft, Kultur und Politik @ [Until 1990: Posadistische Kommunistische Partei] @ Frankfurt a.M.; [later:] Berlin @ 1979 - Some issues publ. without numbering, but numbered according to publisher's catalogue/advertisement @ current in 1991
Address: Edition Wissenschaft, Kultur und Politik, Postfach 510618, 1000 Berlin 51, Germany
Price: varies
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): DBF; PC(WL); SBPK

<0460> Education for Marxists bulletin @ Bolshevik-Leninist Group @ Bombay @ 1981 - 1982 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (undated) - 6 (March 1982) located
Continued by: The Marxist bulletin <0992>
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Location(s): SP

<0461> Education for socialists bulletin @ Socialist Youth League, British Section of the Fourth International @ London @ 1983 located
Only no. 1 (Autumn) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HPS

Educational bulletin
see: Socialist Youth League: Educational bulletin <1557>

<0462> Educational bulletin @ [Workers Party] @ New York, NY @ 1942 located
Totally 2 unnumbered issues (July-Aug.) located
<0463> The Educator : information & educational bulletin @ Socialist Union of America @ New Y ork, NY @ 1953 - 1956 located Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1953) - vol. 3, no. 1 (June 1956) located Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): TL

<0464> De Eenige weg @ Révolutionnaire Kommunistische Partij, Belgisch Sektie v an der Vierde Internationale @ [S.l.] @ 1942 located Only no. 7 - 8 (Nov.) located Language(s): Fle Country: BE Location(s): ISG

<0465> L'Égalité : mensuel @ Jeunesse Communistes Révolutionnaires @ Paris @ 1991 - ISSN 1148-1080 No. 1 - 3 with subtitle: journal Began with no. 1 (March 1991) @ current in 1991 Continues: Aute chose @no. 0063 Circulation: 3.000 (1991) Address: 9, rue de Tunis, 75011 Paris, France Price: FF 50, -/10 no. Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<0466> Der Einzige Weg @ Bolschewiki-Leninisten Österreichs; [later:] Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs (Trotzkisten), Sektion der Werdenden IV. Internationale @ Wien @ 1934 - 1937 Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): CER; DÖW

<0467> Der Einzige Weg : Zeitschrift für die Vierte Internationale @ IS [Internationales Sekretariat der Bewegung für die Vierte Internationale]; MA Schweiz [Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz]; RK Oe [Révolutionnaire Kommunisten Österreichs]; IKCSR [Internationale Kommunisten der CSR]; [later:] Internationale Kommunistische Liga (IKS), Schweizerische Sektion der IV. Internationale; [later:] Internationale Sozialistischer Kulturverbund Humanitas @ Antwerpen; [later:] Zürich @ 1937 - 1940; 1946 - 1947; [n.s.] 1948 - 1950; [n.s.] 1955 - 1956 Subtitle varies: Zeitschrift für Theorie und Praxis der Vierten Internationalen; Zeitschrift für Theorie [First series] totally no. 1 (Dec. 1937) - 10 (Jan. 1947) and [n.s. 1948-1950] vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1948) - vol. 1, no. 5 (Feb. 1950) and [n.s. 1955-1956] no. 11 (June 1955) - 13 (Apr. 1956) publ. @ publication suspended from Apr. 1938 to Feb. 1939 and from March 1940 to May 1946 @ [n.s. publ. as an internal organ of the "Internationale Kommunisten der Schweiz" Tables of contents for 1937/38 in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #10. Paris, [ca. 1979] Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): ABA; APO; BGA; CER; DÖW; HIL; ISIG; NYPL; SSA

<0468> En route @ Fraction Marxiste-Révolutionnaire pour la Ie Internationale @ Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1978 - 1980 Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1978) - 7/8 (May 1980) publ. Continues: Bulletin de la Fraction Marxiste-Révolutionnaire pour la Ie [Quatrième Internationale] «c174» Language(s): Fre Country: DE Affiliation(s): RMX Location(s): CER; HIL; ISIG; PC(NN); PC(WL)

<0469> De Enige weg @ Groep van Bolsjewiki-Leninisten @ Rotterdam @ 1938 - 1940 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Febr. 1938) - vol. 3, no. 1 (1940) Language(s): Dut Country: NE Location(s): ISIG; RUL

<0470> Ensayos sobre psicología @ [Liga Comunista, Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional] @ [S.l.] @ 1975 - 1976 located Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1975) - 18 (1976) located Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): FPI

EP see: Edition Printkipo @no. 0458

<0471> Ergebnisse & [und] Perspektiven : Probleme der Praxis und Theorie des Marxismus @ Gruppe proletarischer Internationalismus [Trotzkisten] @ Berlin @ 1972) Only 1 issue (unnumbered, undated) publ. Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

<0472> Ergebnisse u[nd] Perspektiven : theoreti- sches Organ @ Spartacusbund; [later:] Spartacusbund (BRD) und Internationale Kommunistische Liga (Öster- reich) @ Essen; [later:] Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1974 - 1980 Totally no. 1 (June 1974) - 10 (July 1980) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering @ publication suspended from June 1975 - Feb. 1978 Continued by: Ergebnisse u[nd] Perspektiven @no. 0472 Suppl.: Ergebnisse & Perspektiven / Sonderausgabe @no. 0474 Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL); TAM

<0473> Ergebnisse u[nd] Perspektiven : theoreti- sche Zeitung @ Internationale Kommunistische Liga (Trotzkisten); [later:] Revolutionäre Kommunistische Liga (Fusionierte IKL mit der SOAL-Fraktion); [later:] Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Fusion aus IKL und SOAL-Fraktion); [later:] Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Österreich) und Maulwurf (Deutschland) @ Wien @ [N.s.] 1988 - Other title: Ergebnisse und Perspektiven Current in 1991 Continues: Permanente Revolution @no. 11944 ; Ergebnisse u[nd] Perspektiven @no. 0471 Address: RWL, Postfach 325, 1060 Wien, Austria Price: ÖS 28,-/no. Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LCC Location(s): OMB; PC(WL)

<0474> Ergebnisse & [und] Perspektiven / Sonderausgabe @ Spartacusbund @ Essen @ 1976 Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2/3 (May) publ. Suppl. to: Ergebnisse u. Perspektiven @no. 0471 Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

<0475> Ergebnisse und Perspektiven der internationalen Arbeiterbewegung : theoretsches Organ @ Spartacus, Bolschewiki-Leninisten @ Mainz @ 1972 Only vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec.) publ. Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): PC(WL)

<0476> España socialista : Informations- und Diskussionsbulletin zu den Klassenkämpfen in Spanien @ Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga (RML, Schweiz) und Gruppe Internationale Marxismen (GIM, BRD) in Zu- sammenarbeit mit der LCR/ETA VI @ Zürich ; Frankfurt a.M. @ 1975 - 1976 located Totally no. 1 - 4 located Language(s): Spa Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO

<0477> Espartaco @ Spartacist League @ New Y ork, NY @ 1966 - 1967 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1966) - 3 (Febr./March 1967) publ. See also: Spartacist League [US]: Boletín <1644> Language(s): Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
<0497> **European Marxist review** @ European Bureau of the International Secretariat of the IV International; Revolutionary Workers’ Party (Trotskyist), British Section, IV International @ London @ 1968 - 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (May 1968) - 17 (1980) located @ some issues missing @ publ. very irregularly
Language(s): Eng @ Country: GB @ Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): CUC; CUL; HIL; IC; LSE; NLS; PUL; SP; UC; UMI; UTI

<0498> **L’Exploité de la métallurgie de Courbevoie** @ Cellule du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (IV e Internationale) @ Courbevoie @ 1937
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.187
Language(s): Fre @ Country: FR
Location(s): HUL

<0499> **L’Exploité de l’usine** @ Cellule du Parti Communiste Internationaliste de l’Usine de Neuvy eu Meaisons @ [Neuvy-Maisons] @ 1948
Totally no. 3 (Oct.) - 4 (Nov.) located
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.132-133
Language(s): Fre @ Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; IISG

<0500> **L’Exploité des métaux** : organes mensuel des métallistes-internationlistes @ [P arti Communiste Internationaliste] @ P aris @ 1937
Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (Oct.) publ. @ no. 3 publ. int. @ La Commune #69 @ 0346
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.60
Language(s): Fre @ Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; IISG

<0501> **Exposés du Cercle Léon Trotsky** @ [Lutte Ouvrière @ P aris @ 1983 - ISSN 0764-1656
Some issues unnumbered @ current in 1990
Suppl. to: Lutte ouvrière <0960>
Address: Lutte Ouvrière, BP 233, 75865 Reis Cedex 18, France
Price: FF 10,-/mo.
Language(s): Fre @ Country: FR
Affiliation(s): ICU
Location(s): CER

**Express** see: **Express international** <0502>

<0502> **Express international** : Zeitung für sozialistische Betriebs- und Gewerkschaftsarbeit @ V erein Internationale Wochenzeitung; [later:] Gesellschaft für Forschung und Internationale K ooperation auf dem Gebiet der Publizistik (GFP) @ Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1962 - 1972
ISSN 0341-7867
Left socialist paper, partially considered as an entryst paper of the "Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Totally no. 0 (1962) and no. 1 (Aug. 1963) - 157 (1972) publ.
Incorporates: Socialistische Politik <1616>
Continued by: Express [not included in the bibliogr.]
Language(s): Ger @ Country: DE @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APo; BGA; BSB; DBP; OSi; SUBB; SUBF

<0503> **Fabriksbladet** @ Revolutionære Socialister Forbund, Helsingør Afdeling @ Helsingør @ 1976 - 1977
Totally no. 1 - 8 publ.
Language(s): Dan @ Country: DK @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA

<0504> **Fabriksbladet klasskekampen** @ Revolutionære Socialister Forbund, Dansk Sektion af 4. Internationale @ Haderslev @ 1975 - 1976
Totally no. 1 - 14 publ.
Language(s): Dan @ Country: DK @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA

<0505> **Die Fahne des Kommunismus** : Zeitschrift der orthodoxen Marxisten-Leninisten @ ---; [later:] Leninbund @ Berlin @ 1927 - 1933
Semi-Trotskyist paper taking positions close to Trotsky and the Left Opposition until Jan. 1930 when Trotsky wing was expelled from the Lenibund
Totally vol. 1, no. 12 (June 1927) - vol. 7, Feb. 1933 publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering @ publ. suspended from Sept. 9 to Dec. 2 1932 @ issues numbered incorrectly
Continues: Linke Opposition der KPD: Mitteilungsblatt <0914>
Language(s): Ger @ Country: DE
Location(s): BIML; BSO; DBL; IISG; NYPL; UBHU

**De Falkel**
see: **De Nieuwe fakkel** <1104>

<0506> **Falcermartello** : mensile marxista per i lavoratori e i giovani @ --- @ Milano @ 1983 -
Entryist organ of Italian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency" Current in 1991
Address: Corso Lodii 92, 20139 Milano, Italy
Price: L 25.000/yr.
Language(s): It @ Country: IT @ Affiliation(s): CWI

<0507> **Feministesh Hefter** : revolutionær Fraenzeitung @ Revolutionær Sozialistesh Partei @ Luxembourg @ 1985
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1985) @ current in 1989
Continues: Rotstrupmf <1436>
Partly suppl. to: Sozialistesh Aktion <1607>
Language(s): Ger [chiefly] @ Country: LU @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0508> **FI news** @ publ. by supporters of the F ourth International in Solidarity @ Sweden @ 1986 - 1987
Language(s): Eng @ Country: AU @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0509> **Fight** : for the Fourth International @ British Bolshevik-Leninists (Trotskyists); [from no. 2:] Marxist Group (Trotskyist) for the Building of the Fourth International @ London @ 1936 - 1937
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1936) - 11 (Nov. 1937) publ.
Tables of contents in: Buitekant op.cit.
Continued by: Fight <0510>
Circulation: 1.800 (1936)
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.104-106
Language(s): Eng @ Country: GB
Location(s): BL; HIL; HUL; SP; UMI

<0510> **Fight** @ Revolutionary Socialist League, affiliated to the Bureau for the Fourth International @ London @ 1938
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr.) - 5 (Oct.) publ.
Continues: Fight <0509>
Incorporates: Red Rag <1306>
Continued by: Workers’ fight <1836>
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.130-134
Language(s): Eng @ Country: GB
Location(s): BL; BLNL; HIL; NCL; SP

<0511> **Fight** @ Lanka Samasamaja Party (Revolu tionary), Ceylon Unit of the Fourth International @ Colombo @ 1966 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept.) - 2 (Nov.) located
Continued by [?] : Samasamajist <1445>
Language(s): Eng @ Country: SL @ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

**Fight for the Fourth International** see: **Fight** <0509>

Fight racism, fight imperialism! see: **Hands off Ireland!** <0607>

<0512> **Fighting worker** @ Revolutionary Workers’ League of the United States @ New Y ork, NY; [later:] Chicago, Ill. @ 1935 - 1947
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1936) - vol. 12, no. 11 (Nov. 1947) publ., preceded by a prelim. no. (Nov. 1935) @ publication suspended from Sept. 1937 to Febur. 1938
Language(s): Eng @ Country: US
Location(s): BL; HIL; JFJI; LC; NYPL; SHS; SUBF; TL; UMI

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004
contact: info@trotskyana.net
web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<0513> Fighting worker @ Revolutionary Workers League of the U.S. (Marxist-Internationalists); [later:] Revolutionary Workers League, Sympathizing Section of the Dansk Internationaler Trefta Internationalen Liaison Committee; [later:] Revolutionary Workers League, Sympathizing Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1980 -
Issues carry also whole numbering @ current in 1990
Continues: Workers' struggle [not included into the bibliogr.]
Address: Box 1297, Detroit, MI 48231, USA
Price: $ 3.30/-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): TILC; ITC
Location(s): PC(WL); UMI

<0514> Le Fil rouge @ Section du Morbihan de la LCR @ Lorient @ 1991 [-]
ISSN 1164-6206
From no. 4 (Sept. 1991) located @ current in 1991
Address: BP 503, 56105, Lorient Cedex, France
Price: FF 12.50/-/yr.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<0515> FIT information letter @ [Fourth Interna-
tionalist Tendency] @ [New York, NY; later: Angeles, Cal.] @ 1984 -
Current in 1991
Address: E. Sell, 611 North Manhattan Place, Los Angeles, Cal., USA
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI

<0516> FIT internal discussion bulletin @ [Fourth Internationalist Tendency] @ [New York, NY] @ 1984 -
Other title: Internal discussion bulletin
Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1984) @ current in 1991
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI

<0517> FIT internal information bulletin @ [Fourth Internationalist Tendency] @ [New York, NY] @ 1985 -
Began March 1985 @ unnumbered, but dated issues @ current in 1991
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI

<0518> Fjärde Internationalen @ Revolutionära Marxister; [later:] Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund; [later:] Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet; [later:] Socialistiska Partiet @ Upsala; [later:] Stockholm; [later:] Göteborg @ 1969 -
ISSN 0345-3375
In “Svensktidskriftsforretning” the year of launching is given incorrect-
ly: 1959 @ current in 1991
Index 1969/83 publ. separately
Circulation: 800 (1989)
Address: Kåda Kummet, Box 3077, 40010 Göteborg, Sweden
Price: Skr 120.00/-/yr.
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; CEB; KBS

<0519> 4. [Fjerde Internationale] : skandinavisk visk organ for rev olusjonær internasjonalisme @ Leninistisk Arbeidsgjøp; tilsluttet Sekretariatet for 4. Interna-
tionale; [later:] Internasjonale Kommunist Parti, Dansk Sjesjon av 4. Internasjonal; [later:] Internasjonalt Kommunistisk Parti, Sektion av den Fjerde Interna-
tionale @ København @ 1937 - 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1937) - vol. 3, no. 2 (March/Apr. 1939) publ.
@ some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

<0520> Fjerde Internationale @ revivalisokratmarxistisk tidsskrift @ Socialistisk Ungdoms F orborn; [later:] Revolutionære Socialister Forsvend @ Århus; [later:] København @ 1972 - 1976; [n.s.] 1977 - 1997
ISSN 0158-0245
[First series] totally no. 1 - 6 and [n.s.] no. 1 - 15 publ.
[n.s. 1975-1979] suppl. to: Klassenkampen <0825>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; CEB; KBS

<0521> Flame @ --- @ London @ 1972 [-] - 1981 [-]
Autonomous paper for immigrant black workers, issued by members of the “International Socialists” (later: “Socialist Workers Party”)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS

The Flame
see: Umillo mollo = The Flame <1751>

Flugschrift
see: Flugschrift der Gruppe Arbeitermacht <0523>

<0522> Flugschrift @ [Gruppe] Arbeiterstandpunkt @ Wien @ 1986 -
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: ÖS 5.00/-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0523> Flugschrift der Gruppe Arbeitermacht @ [Si.] @ 1988 - 1990
Other title: Flugschrift
Totally no. 1 (Summer 1988) - 12 (ca. Sept. 1990) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): BNL; PC(WL)

Folletos bandera socialista
see: Bandera socialista / Folletos <0797>

<0524> De Fonken @ Jeunesse Socialistie Révolu-
tionnaire @ Luxembourg @ 1978 -
Current in 1989
Continues: Rebell <1302>
Address: BP 1337, Luxembourg 1, Luxembourg
Price: Flux 10.00/-/no.
Language(s): Fr Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL; PC(WL)

For discussion
see: Communist League @ Great Britain, 1930s. British Section of the International Left Opposition: Internal bulletin <0356>

For discussion
see: Internal bulletin of the British Bolshevik-Leninists <0663>

<0525> Forum @ discussion and information bulletin @ Independent Socialist League @ New York, NY @ 1949 - 1957
Totally 1949, June - 1957, March publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): CER; SHS; LN; UMI

<0526> The Forum @ International Group @ Not-
tingham @ 1963 [-] - 1964 located
Only vol. 2, no. 2 (July) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): SP

<0527> Forum : a socialist discussion newsletter @ --- @ Needham Heights, Mass. @ 1983 - 1985
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): PC(WL)

<0528> Forum for en arbejderrpolitik @ Komiteen for en Arbejderpolitik (tilsluttet den Europæisk e Ar-
bejdersammenslutningen) @ Ålborg @ 1991 -
Current in 1991
Address: Anton Schou, Knudsgade 6, 9000 Ålborg, Denmark
Price: Dkr 120.00/-/yr.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): ABA

<0529> Forum internacional @ --- @ Madrid @ 1990 -
Non-partisan journal, influenced by various Trotskyist tendencies, issued by “Fundación Andreu Nin”
<0530> Forum internazionale: materiali di documentazione sull’Est @ --- @ R oma @ 1991 - 
Sponsored by “Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria”
Began with no. 1 (ca. May 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: CP 13036 Roma, Italy
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): CSPT

<0531> The Fourth International @ Revolutionary Workers League @ New York, NY; Chicago, Ill. @ 1936 - 1938
Totally vol. 2, no. 2 (Feb. 1936) - vol. 4, no. 1 (Oct. 1938) publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering
Continues: International news <0763>
Continued by: The Marxist <0975>
Language(s): Eng Location(s): BGA; HIL; IJSIG; LC; NSL; NYPL; SHS; TL; UMI

<0532> Fourth International @ [Socialist Workers Party]; Fourth International Publishing Association @ New York, NY @ 1940 - 1956
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1940) - vol. 17, no. 2=135 (Spring 1956) publ.
Index for 1934/60 [incl. index for predecessor and successor] by Jack Nicklas.
Originating from: The New International <1089>
Continued by: International socialist review <0715>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3>
Location(s): ABA; BSD; CER; CUL; CUNIX; HIL; HUL; IJSIG; JF; JFIC; LC; MRC; NSUB; NYPL; ÖNB; PC(WL); PUL; SHS; SDA; SUBB; SUBF; SUBH; TL; UMI

<0533> The Fourth International: a journal of the Marxist and international notes @ R evolutionary Workers’ Party @ Sydney, NSW @ 1945 located
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): HIL; SLSNW

<0534> The Fourth International: for the re-groupment of the British Section of the F ourth International @ [Committee for the R egroupment of the British Section of the Fourth International]; International Executive Committee of the IVth International @ P aris; [later:] London @ 1955 - 1956
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1955) - 6 (July/Aug. 1956) publ. @ vol. 1, no. 6 numbered vol. 1, no. 4 by error
Continued by: Workers’ international review <1842>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BL

<0535> Fourth International: Executive Committee of the Fourth International @ Amsterdam; [later:] Paris @ [N.s.] @ 1956 - 1964
ISSN 0429-2796
Cover title: 4th International
Totally vol. 1 (Winter 1958) - 18 (June 1964) publ.
Continues: Workers’ international review <1842>
French ed.: Quatrième Internationale <1282>
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; BFF; BL; CER; CUC; HIL; HUL; IJSIG; PC(WL); UC

<0536> Fourth International: a journal of international Marxism @ International Committee of the F ourth International @ London; [later:] Detroit, Mich. @ 1964 - ISSN 0015-9204
Begun with vol. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1964) @ publication suspended from 1977 to 1985 with the exception of vol. 11, no. 2 (1979) and vol. 12, no. 1 (1982) @ current in 1991
Table of contents in: Bultekan op.cit.
1964 - 1975 incorporated: Labour review <0882>
Therefrom originates: The Marxist <0970>
German ed.: Vierte Internationale <1792>
With regard to authorship see special note in the index of issuing bodies under the heading “International Committee of the Fourth International”
Address: Labor Publications, P.O. Box 33023, Detroit, MI 48232, USA
Price: $ 30./yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3>
Location(s): BFF; BL; CER; CUC; CUNIX; HIL; HUL; LSE; NYPL; PC(WL); SP; UCB; UCL; UMI

<0537> The Fourth International: a theoretical journal @ Central Secretariat of the F ourth International; [later:] Central Committee of the Fourth International @ Japan; [later:] Daily on Intanashional (Japan) @ Tokyo; [later:] London @ 1967 - 1968; 1975; 1977 located
Title varies: 4th International; subtitile varies
English language organ of “Daiyon Intanashional” (=Fourth International), a Japanese Trotskyist organisation @ consisting of transl. from the original Japanese language organs of the group
Totally no. 1 (1967) - 4 (Oct. 1968) and no. 1 (March 1975) - 2 (Spring 1977) located
Designated as English edition
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): CER; HIL; PC(WL); SP

<0538> The Fourth International @ International League - Rebuilder of the Fourth International; [later:] Executive Committee of the International League (for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International); [later:] International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International @ Oak Park, Ill.; [later:] Detroit, Mich. @ 1975
Designated as “English edition”
Partly publ. by “Trotskyist Organization” on behalf of the “ILRFI”
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1975) @ current in 1991
Span. ed.: La Cuarta Internacional <0414>
French ed.: La Quatrième Internationale <1284>
Address: c/o Truth, Box 441 283, Detroit, MI 48244-1283, USA
Price: $ 6.50/10 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ILRFI Location(s): UMI

<0539> Fourth International: International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1988
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan./Feb. 1988) publ.
Continues and continued by: Marxist review <0999>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<0540> Fourth International: International Executive Committee: International bulletin @.publ. for the International Executive Committee of the Fourth International by the Socialist W orkers Party of the U.S.A.; [later:] publ. for the International Executive Committee of the World’s Party of Socialist Revolution (4th Int’l) by the Socialist Workers Party of the USA; [later:] International Executive Committee of the World Party of Socialist Revolution @ [New York, NY] @ [N.s.] @ 1939; [n.s.] 1940 - 1945
Partly subtitled: information service of the 4th International
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1939) and (n.s. 1940 - 1945) no. 1 (July 1940) - vol. 3, no. 1 (Feb. 1945) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Continued by: Socialist Workers Party [USA]; International information bulletin <1550>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): BOUC; HIL; LSH; PC(WL); PRL; SHS; TL
Fourth International / International Secretariat: Boletín...
The International bulletin of the Fourth International

Main Part

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004  contact: info@trotskyana.net  web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<0566> Front ouvrier @ [Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste] @ [Toulouse] @ 1944
Totally 4 unnumbered issues located, publ. between May and Sept.
Literature: Pluot op. cit. p. 105:
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN; IISG

<0567> Front ouvrier @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste?] @ Lyon @ [N.s.] @ 1944 - 1945
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1944) - 12 (Oct. 1945) publ.
Continues?: Front ouvrier @ 0565
Continued by: Front ouvrier: 0568
Circulation: 3,000 - 5,000
Literature: Pluot op. cit. p. 112-113
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CDI; CER; IISG

<0568> Front ouvrier: organe d'information et de discussion syndicales @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste] @ Créteil; [later:] Vannes @ [N.s.] @ 1945 - 1948
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1945) - 20 (Jan. 1948) + 1 spec.no. (Apr. 1946) publ.
Continues: Front ouvrier @ 0567
Literature: Pluot op. cit. p. 117-118
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CDI; CER; IISG

<0569> Front rouge : organe du parti communiste révolutionnaire, région ouest @ [Comités Fr ançais de la IV Internationale] @ [Brest?] @ 1941
Only 1 issue (March) located
Literature: Pluot op. cit. p. 78
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BF; BN

<0570> Front rouge @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste @ [Parti de Villejuif] @ [S.L.] @ 1945
Only no. 1 (Sept.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<0571> Fronte rosso : folgio della giov entu operaia rivoluzionaria @ Comitato Giov anile Fronte Rosso; [later:] Collettivo Giovanile Fronte Rosso @ Perugia @ 1984 -
Subtitle varies
Current in 1991
Address: c/o C.S.R.T., CP 1735, Succ. 5, 06100 Perugia, Italy
Price: L 2.200/no.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CSPT

<0572> Frontline worker : a journal for a socialist movement in South Africa @ [Azania Liber ation Support Committee] @ London @ 1989
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1989) @ current in 1991
Incorporates: Azania forefront @ 0072; Azania worker @ 0073
Address: ALS, BM Box 4863, London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 9./-/yr
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BJ; PC(WL)

<0573> FS Pre-convention discussion bulletin @ Freedom Socialist Party @ Seattle, Wash. @ 1967; 1969; 1978; 1982; 1988 -
Publ. irregularly during pre-convention times @ current 1988
Address: New Freeway Hall, 5018 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98118, USA
Price: $ 4./-/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0574> Für ein sozialistisches Portugal : Portugal-Zeitung @ GIM, Gruppe Internationale Marxisten @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1975
Only no. 1 (June) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

<0575> Der Funke @ Linke Kommunistische Opposition i.d. C.S.R. @ Prag @ 1930 located
Other title: Jiskra
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept.) located
Bilingual (German and Czech)
Language(s): Ger; Cze Country: CS
Location(s): BDIC

<0576> Der Funke @ Linker Flügel der KPD (Marxisten-Internationale Deutschlands; [later:] Linker Flügel der KPD (Marxisten-Internationalisten); [later:] Marxist-Internationalisten @ Paris ; Wien ; Prag; [later:] Paris; [later:] Amsterdam @ 1933 - 1934; 1937 - 1939
Totally no. 1 (May 1933) - vol. 2, no. 4 (May 1934) and 1937, no. 1/2 (Jan./Febr.) - 1939, no. 1 (Febr.) publ. @ some issues reprinted illegally in Germany in 1933 and 1934, mostly missing 1935 - 1936: Marx-Lenin-Büttler @ 1017
1936: Auslandsvorstellung der Deutschen und Österreichischen Linken Internationales Bulletin @ 0059
Suppl.: Politischer Informationsbrief @ 1 no. in 1937
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ISC
Location(s): BGA; BIML; DBF; DBL; IISG

<0577> Der Funke @ Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter und Sozialistischer Jugendbund; [later:] Z entralkomitee des Bunds Sozialistischer Arbeiter @ Essen @ 1972 - 1976
Continued by: Neue Arbeiterpresse @ 1082
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ISC
Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL)

<0578> Der Funke : theoretische Zeitschrift @ Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs; [later:] athisierende Sektion der IV Internationale / I.Z. [Internationales Zentrum] @ Wien @ 1989 -
Began with no. 1 (May 1988) @ current in 1989
Address: Postfach 193, 1051 Wien, Austria
Price: ÖS 7.-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): IRC
Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL)

<0579> Fyr @ Revolutionära Socialister @ [Stockholm] @ 1987 - 1989
Totally no. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Swe Country: SV

<0580> La Gauche : organe de combat socialiste @
[later:] Parti Wallon des Travailleurs ; Union de la Gauche Socialiste; [later:] Ligue Révoluionnaire des Travailleurs, Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale; [later:] Parti Ouvrier Socialiste, Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale @ Brux elles @ 1956 - ISSN 0431-0525
Subtitle varies
From: 1957 - 1964 an essayist paper of the "Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"
Began with unnumbered founding issue (Dec. 1956), followed by vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1957) @ current in 1991
Flemish ed. from 1958 - 1964: Links @ 0196; from 1965 - 1969: Socialistische stem @ 1565; from 1969 - Reud @ 1418
Address: 29 rue Plantin, 1070 Bruxelles, Belgium
Price: FB 500./-/yr
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; APO; BFB; BRA; CER; IISG; SSA; UMI

<0581> La Gauche : pour le socialisme, la libération des femmes et l’indépendance du Québec @ [Gauche Socialiste / Socialist Challenge, Section of the F ourth International in the Canadian State] @ Montréal, Québec @ [N.s.] @ 1991 - ISSN 1183-2053
Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1991) @ from no. 2=31 (March 1991) - no. 7=36 (Sept. 1991) continuing predecessor's numbering as parallel numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Combat socialiste <0330>
Circulation: 3,000 (1991)
Address: C.P. 5152, Succ. N, Montréal QC H2X 3N2, Canada
Price: Can.$ 10./-/yr.
<0582> Gegen den Strom @ Gauche Socialiste @ Montréal, Québec @ 1984 - ISSN 0823-9777 Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1984) @ current in 1989 Circulation: 1,000 (1989) Address: C.P. 5152, Succ. "N", Montréal, Qué. H2X 3N2, Canada Price: Can.$ 10,-/yr. Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): NLC

<0583> Gegen den Strom @ Linksfraktion des Kampfbundes zur Befreiung der Arbeiterklasse; [later:] Gruppe Gegen den Strom @ Wien @ 1940 - 1943 Totally no. 1 (Jan./Febr. 1940) - 15 (Jan./Febr. 1943) publ. Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): DÖW

<0584> Gegen den Strom @ Sozialistische Arbeiter-Jugend der Schweiz; [later:] Sozialistische Arbeiter-Jugend (SAJ) @ Basel @ 1946 - 1949 located Other title: SAJS gegen den Strom Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1948) - 3 (May 1949) located @ probably publ. until early 1950 Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): BDIC

<0585> Gegen den Strom @ Marxistischer Arbeiter-bund (MAB) @ Wien @ 1976 Only no. 1 (undated) located Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): ÖNB

<0586> Gegenstimme @ Revolutionäre Aktion (RA) @ [S.I.] @ 1991 Probably only no. 1 + 1 extra issue (Febcr.) publ. Continued by: Aufbruch <0555> Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IWL (?) Location(s): PC(WL)


<0588> GI voice @ --- @ [S.I.] @ 1969 - 1970 Issued by supporters of the "Spartacist League [USA]" in the US Army during Vietnam war Totally no. 1 (Feb. 1969) - 6 (July 1970) publ. Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): PRL

<0589> GIM-RKJ-Rundbrief: organisationssinternes Material @ [Gruppe Internationale Marxisten ; Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend] @ [S.I.] @ 1972 - 1973 On cover: Sonderreihe Vor-Konferenz-Periode 1972 Totally no. 1 - 6 publ. Continued by: [?] GIM-RKJ-Rundbrief <1403> Location(s): APOL

<0590> GIM aktuell für Tirol und Vorarlberg @ Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten @ Innsbruck @ 1976 - 1977; [n.s.] @ 1979 - 1980 located Totally no. 2 (Nov. 1976) - 10 (Sept. 1977) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Jan. 1979) - 2 (Apr. 1980) located @ publ. suspended in 1978

<0591> GRM-Info @ Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten (GRM) @ Wien @ 1975 - 1977 located Totally no. 1 (May 1975) - 12 (Sept. 1977) located Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ÖNB

<0592> The Group: Bulletin @ [The Group] @ London @ 1957 located Only no. 1 (Sept. 1957) located Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<1> Location(s): PC(WL)


<0594> Groupe Contre le Courant: Bulletin intérieur @ Contre le Courant; [later:] Groupe Communiste Trotskiste pour la 4ème Internationale @ [Bruxelles?] @ 1941 - 1943 Totally no. 1 (1941) - 10 (Jan. 1945) publ. @ irregular and false numbering Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): IISG Groupe Contre le Courant: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Groupe "Contre le Courant" see: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Groupe "Contre le Courant" <0233>


<0595> Grundat : teoretisk tidskrift inom Förenade Socialister @ Internationella Gruppen; Marxist-Leninistiska Förbundet @ Stockholm @ 1990 Probably ceased with vol. 1, no. 1 Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): IS; IWL Location(s): PC(WL)

<0596> Grupo Bolchevique-Leninista de España: Boletín @ Grupo Bolchevique-Leninista de España @ IV Internacional @ Barcelona @ 1937 Only no. 1 (Jan.) publ. Continued by: Boletín de la Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España @ IV [Cuarta] Internacional @ 0119 Language(s): Spa Country: SP Location(s): HUL; UMI

<0597> Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico]: Boletín interno @ México, D.F. @ 1969 - ? Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI
<0598> Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín de discusión @ Grupo Comunista-Internacionalista de España @ P aris @ 1947 - 1949 located
Totally no. 17 - 28 located
Language(s): Spa Country: FR
Location(s): HIL; UMI

<0599> Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional: [B]oletín [i]nterno @ GCI @ [S.I.] @ 1945;[n.s.] 1946 - 1949 located
Totally no. 3 (March 1945) - 5 (July 1945) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Feb. 1946) - 25 (Jan. 1949) + some unnumbered issues (Nov-Dec. 1945) located; some irregularities in numbering
Language(s): Spa
Location(s): HIL, UMI

Gruppe Commune. Österreichische Sektion der RMF: Internes Bulletin
see: Kommunistische Liga [Germany]. Deutsche Sektion der RMF: Internes Bulletin [0853]

<0600> Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale, Gruppe West-Berlin: Internes Bulletin @ GIM Gruppe West-Berlin @ [Berlin] @ 1971 - 1973 located
Partly with subtitle: Internes Informationsmaterial der GIM in West-Berlin
Totally no. 1 (1971) and 19 - 20 (1972) and 22 (1973) + some unnumbered issues located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale: Zentraler Rundbrief
see: Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale [1951 - 1969]: Rundbrief [0430]

<0601> Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationalen: Bulletin @ Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten @ Wien @ 1973 located
Only no. 4 located
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

<0602> Gruppe Vierte Internationale: Bulletin @ Gruppe IV. Internationale @ Berlin @ 1990
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2 (May) publ.
Continued by: Trotzkistisches Bulletin [1746]
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IBT
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0603> Gruppe Vierte Internationale: Bulletin / [English edition] @ Berlin @ 1990
Only no. 1 (Jan.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: DE Affiliation(s): IBT
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0604> Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino di informazione @ Gruppo Veronese Comunisti Rivoluzionari della Sezione Italiana aderente alla IV Internazionale @ Verona @ 1969 located
Only some issues (partly unnumbered) located, publ. between June and Dec.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BFF, BFP

<0605> Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino interno @ Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari (IV Internazionale) @ Roma [later:] Milano @ 1951 - 1978 located
Totally no. 7 (Febr. 1951) - 1978 located @ many issues missing
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI

Location(s): BDIC; BFF; CSPT; HIL

<0606> Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: Interna- tional discussion bulletin @ Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario (GOR) @ Italian ... Leninistisch-Trotskistische Tendenz, Belgien-BRD ; Maulwurf, BRD ; Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (RKL), Österreich ; R evolutionary Workers Party (RWP), Sri Lanka @ [Wien] @ 1990 located
Only no. 1 (Jan.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: AT
Location(s): CSPT; PC(WL)

<0607> Hands off Ireland! @ Revolutionary Communist Group @ London @ [1976] - 1980
ISSN 0309-2526
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1976) - 10 (1980) publ. @ some issues unnumbered
Incorporated in: Fight racism, fight imperialism! [not included into the bibliography]
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BGA; BL; HPSS; NSUB; NYPL; UMI

<0608> Hartal : Marxist journal for workers' unity @ London @ 1983 located
Organ for Indian immigrants, issued by supporters of the British "Militant Tendency"
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): SP

<0609> Hate Trotskyism, hate the Spartacist League: a bulletin series consisting of material hostile to Trotskyism and the Spartacist League @ [Spartacist League] @ New York, NY @ 1975; 1986; 1988; 1991 - Subtitle varies: a bulletin series of opponent material Began with no. 1 (March 1975) @ first 3 issues publ. in 1975, no. 4 in 1986, no. 5 in 1988, and no. 6 in 1991 @ no. 4 + no. 1 of "1917 : journal of the Bolshevik Tendency" [1106] @ current in 1991 See also: Hate Trotskyism, hate the Spartacists [0610]
German ed.: Den Trotzkismus hassen, die Spartakisten hassen <1744>
Address: Spartacist Publ. Co., Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
Price: varies
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

<0610> Hate Trotskyism, hate the Spartacists: a bulletin series of opponent material [Spartacist League Britain] ; Dublin Spartacist Youth Group @ London @ 1990 - Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1990) @ current in 1990 See also: Hate Trotskyism, hate the Spartacist League [0609]
Address: Spartacist Publications, PO Box 1041, London NW5 3EU, Great Britain
Price: £ 2,-/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

Hochschulbeilage
see: Rotfront [1433]

<0611> Horizonte : Info @ --- @ Köln @ 1986/87 located
Issued by "Gruppe Horizonte", a group of dissidents who in 1986 left the "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten" in order to affiliate with "Die Grünen", a non-Trotskist organisation of the broad left
Only no. 1 (Dec./Jan. 1986/87) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO

Horizonte-Info
see: Horizonte [0611]

<0612> Hrvatski socijalist @ Socjalisticka Partija Hrvatske @ St. Albans, Vic. @ 1985 [?] - 1986 [?]
Language(s): Ser Country: AU
Location(s): NSUB

IB
see: Internationale Kommunistische Liga: Internes Bulletin [0749]
<0613> Idées et documents @ Contre le Courant; [later:] Groupe Communiste Trotskyiste pour la IVe Internationale @ [Bruxelles] @ 1942 - 1944
Totally no. 1 (July 1942) - 11 (Jan. 1944) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): CER; IISG

<0614> IF bulletin @ Internationalist Faction @ Nottingham @ 1961
Totally no. 1 (July) - 5 (Nov.) located
Continued by: International Group [*1961]: International bulletin <0693>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC; CUL; HPS; SP

IIDB
see: International internal discussion bulletin <0694>

IMG internal bulletin
see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <0698>

IMR
see: International Marxist review <0701>

<0615> In defense of Bolshevism : for a new Leninist International @ The Leninist League U.S.A. @ New York, NY @ 1937 - 1939
Totally 2 vol. with 13 no. (Nov. 1937 - Sept. 1939) publ.
The journal's continuations, i.e. "The Bulletin of the Leninist League U.S.A." (1939-1946) and "The Bulletin of the Workers League for a Revolutionary Party" were neglected for this bibliography because the issuing group around George Marlen [pseud. of G. Spiro] became anti-Trotskyst, then anti-Marxist during the late 30s and the 40s
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): BSD; HIL; HUL; JFKI; SUBB; TL; UMI

<0616> In defense of Marxism : information, education, discussion bulletin @ Fourth Internationalist Tendency @ New York, NY @ 1990 -
Other titles: Bulletin IDDM; Bulletin in defense of Marxism
Began with no. 80 (Dec. 1990), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Bulletin in defense of Marxism <0219>
Address: PO Box 1317, New York, NY 10009, USA
Price: $ 24,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL; PC(WL); SHS; TL; UMI; WSU

<0617> Independent Communist League: Bulletin @ Boston, Mass. @ 1928
Only no. 1 (Dec.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Independent socialist
see: @IS <0779>

<0618> Indian left review : Marxist bulletin for workers' unity @ Bangalore @ 1984 located
Only no. 1 (March) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): SP

Industrial bulletin
see: Militant Tendency: Bulletin <1051>

<0619> Industrial organizer @ Motor Transport and Allied Workers Industrial Union Local 544 @ Minneapolis, Minn. @ 1941 - 1942
Trade union paper controlled by P. Dobbs and other Trotskyist activists
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1941) - 22a (Feb. 1942) publ.
Continues: Northwest organizer <1109>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): NYPL

<0620> The Industrial worker @ International Socialists @ London @ 1961 - 1962
Continued by: Labour worker <0883>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): CUL; HPS

<0622> Informaciones obreras : tribuna libre de la lucha de clases @ [Organisation Communiste Internationale] @ Paris @ 1975 - 1976
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1975) - 8 (July 1976) publ.
Continued by: Lucha socialista <0931>
Suppl. to: Informations ouvrières <0620>
Language(s): Spa Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<0623> Informační materiály @ --- @ Berlin @ 1971 - 1982 located
Some issues subtitled: časopis československých revolučních socialistů issued by Czech sympathizers of the Fourth International (United Secretariat)
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (1971) - vol. 12, no. 41 (July 1982) located
Language(s): Cze Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; PC(WL); TAM

<0624> Information- en discussiebulletin @ Internationaal Secretariaat v oor de IVe Internationale @ Antwerpen; [no. 3;] Rotterdam @ 1937 - 1938
Totally no. 1 (July 1937) and 3 - 4 located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.296
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): HIL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0625> Information- en pers-dienst @ Comité voor Recht en Waarheid @ Antwerpen @ 1937
Totally no. 1 (May) - 4/5 (Aug./Sept.) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.4-5
Language(s): Fle Country: BE
Location(s): HUL

Information bulletin
see: Bolshevik Faction in Britain: Information bulletin <0149>

Information bulletin
see: British Committee for the Defence of Leon Trotsky: Information bulletin <0166>

Information bulletin
see: Fourth International / International Secretariat: Information bulletin <0543>

Information bulletin
see: Israeli Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad: Information bulletin <0788>

Information bulletin
see: Israeli Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad /
Australian Branch: Information bulletin <0789>

Information bulletin
see: Marxist League: Information bulletin <0991>

Information bulletin
see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: Information bulletin <1070>

Information bulletin
see: Socialist Action [USA]: Information bulletin <1493>

Information bulletin
see: SWL information bulletin <1683>

Information bulletin
see: SWP information bulletin <1685>

<0626> L’Information du militant @ Commission d’Agitation et de Propagande du Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ 1945 - 1946 located Title varies: Bulletin des informations du militant Totally no. 2 (Nov. 1945) - 5 (Dec. 1945) + some undated and unnumbered issues (Jan. 1946) located Tables of contents in: Cahiers du CERMTRI #15. Paris, 1979 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER, DBIC, TL

<0627> Informations internationales @ *** @ Paris @ [N.s.] @ 1962 Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 3 (undated) publ. Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.150 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER, BDIC

<0628> Informations ouvrières @ [Commission Ouvrière du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste] @ [S.l.] @ 1942 Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 3 (Oct.) publ. Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.83 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER, BDIC, TL

<0629> Informations ouvrières : tribune libre de la lutte des classes @ Parti communiste internationaliste; [later:] Organisation Communiste Internationaliste; Organisation Trotskyiste; [later:] Organisation Commune Internationaliste; [later:] Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs (MPPT) @ Paris @ 1958 - 1964; [n.s.] 1964 - ISSN 0813-9500 Subtitle varies [N.s.] began with no. 1 (Febr. 1964) @ current in 1991 Suppl.: L'alliance ouvrière et paysanne <0018> ; Informations ouvrières / Spécial <0630> ; Informations ouvrières / Supplément <0631> ; Informations ouvrières / Supplément étudiant Chambéry <0632> ; La Lettre d'informations ouvrières <0900> 1975 - 1976 suppl.; Informations ouvrières <0622> ; From 1991 suppl.; Alliance européenne des travailleurs Circulation: 16,000 (1975); 20,000 (1990) Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.158-160 Address: APID, 87 rue du Faubourg St.-Denis, F 75010 Paris, France Price: FF 350,-/yr Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<1>; IC<2>; ICR Location(s): BDIC, BFB, BFF, BN; CER, ISIG

<0630> Informations ouvrières / Spécial @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste @ P aris @ 1977 - 1978 ISSN 0183-9519 Totally no. 1 (undated) - 21 (March 1978) publ. Continued by: La Lettre d'informations ouvrières <0900> Suppl. to: Informations ouvrières <0629> Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

<0631> Informations ouvrières / [Supplément] @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste @ [P aris] @ 1980 ISSN 0243-5705 Continues and continued by: La Lettre d'informations ouvrières <0900> Suppl. to: Informations ouvrières <0629> Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

<0632> Informations ouvrières / Supplément étudiant Chambéry @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste @ [S.l.] @ 1978 located ISSN 0814-363X Only Apr. 1978 located Suppl. to: Informations ouvrières <0629> Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

<0633> Informations ouvrières 72 [soixante-douze] @ [Comité Départemental de la Sarthe du Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs] @ Le Mans @ 1991 - ISSN 1158-0054 Current in 1991 Address: 4 rue Fouquet, 72100 Le Mans, France Price: FF 2,-/no. Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

<0634> Informations ouvrières 22 [vingt-deux] @ MPPT [Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs] @ Saint-Brieuc @ 1990 - ISSN 1157-2795 Current in 1991 Address: 26, rue Gauguin, 22000 Saint-Brieuc, France Price: FF 3,-/no. Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

<0635> Informationsbrief @ Zelle International der IKD @ [Zürich ?] @ 1934 Probably only 2 unnumbered issues (June-July) publ. Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): BIML, DBF, ISIG, TL

<0636> Informationsbrief der Marxistischen Aktion der Schweiz @ Basel @ 1937 located Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): ABA

<0637> Informationsbriefe der Sowjetunion- und Sozialismuswerkstatt @ Wien @ 1990 - Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1990) @ current in 1990 Address: P. Haumer, Freytaggasse 7/7/4, 1210 Wien, Austria Language(s): Ger Country: AT

<0638> Informationsbriefe für revolutionäre Politik @ --- @ Basel @ 1939 - 1940 Issued by members of the "Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz" around W. Neiz Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1939) - 3 (Apr. 1940) clandestinely publ. Continues: Trotz alledem <1741> Circulation: 600 Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): SSA

Informationsbulletin
see: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationen: Informationsbulletin <0857>

Informationsbulletin
see: Revolutionära Marxists Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationen: Informationsbulletin <1356>

Informations-Bulletin der Arbeitsgruppe Wirtschaft & Gesellschaft
see: Internationale Kommunistische Liga: Internes Bulletin <0749>
<0639> Informationsbulletin über die nationale und internationale Solidaritätskampagne für die politischen Gefangenen Brasiliens @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten-Posadisten), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Fr anknfart a.M. @ 1972 located
Totally no. 1 (undated) - 2 located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): FI(F)
Location(s): APO
Informationsdienst
see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]: Informationsdienst <0745>

<0640> Informationsdienst der IKD @ [S.I.] @ 1949 located
Totally no. 3 (March) - 8 (June) located
Continues and continued by: Unser Weg <1759>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): BDIC

<0641> Informationsmaterial der IKS @ [Internationale Kommunisten der Schweiz] @ [Zürich] @ 1946 - 1947 located
Totally no. 3 (Oct. 1946) - 14 (July 1947) + 2 unnumbered issues located, some missing
Language(s): Ger Country: CH
Location(s): APO

<0642> Initiativa socialista @ Club de Iniciativa Socialista @ Madrid @ 1989 - Non-partisan journal, influenced by various Trotskyist tendencies
Current in 1991
Address: Apartado de correos 6088, 28080 Madrid, Spain
Price: $ 1,-/no
Language(s): Spa Country: SP
Location(s): URE, PC(WL)

<0643> Initiativausschuß für eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation: Bulletin @ Spartacus: Initiativeausschuss für eine Kommunistische Jugendorganisation @ [Berlin] @ 1969
Totally no. 1 (June) - 4 (Sept.) located
Continued by: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0850>
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): APO

<0644> Initiative für eine Bewegung aktiver Gewerkschaftsmitglieder @ Initiative für eine Bewegung Aktiver Gewerkschaftsmitglieder @ Wien @ 1991
Begun with [n.s.] no. 1 (May 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: RKL, Potfach 325, 1060 Wien, Austria
Price: 65,-/no
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): AT Affiliation(s): LCC
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0645> Inneres Bulletin der Internationales Kommunistischen Liga (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ Internationales Sekretariat der IKL @ [P aris] @ 1935
Only no. 2 (Apr.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.198
Designated as "Deutsche Ausg."
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): IIH; HUL; PC(WL)

<0646> Inprecor / [English edition] : international press correspondence @ United Secretariat of the Fourth International @ Paris; Bruxelles @ 1974 - 1977; [n.s.] 1977
Totally no. 0 - 66 and [n.s.] no. 1 - 19 publ.
From 1978 incorporated in: Intercontinental press <0657>
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; CUC; HPSS; LSE; UC; UCL; UMI

<0647> Inprecor / [French edition] : correspondance de presse internationale @ Secrétariat Unifié de la IV Internationale ; Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire de France @ Bruxelles @ 1974 - 1977; [n.s.] 1977
ISSN 0378-8342 - ISSN 0294-8516
From (n.s.) no. 20 (Feb. 1978) - 1 publ. with title: Inprecor - International press correspondence @ First series totally no. 0 (May 1974) - 67 (Feb. 1977) publ.; [n.s.] begun with no. 2 (March 1977) @ current in 1991
Index for 1974/89. Montreuil: PEC, 1990. 70 p
Publ. in conjunction with English language paper "International viewpoint" <0726> which appears on alternate fortnights
Address: PEC, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 280,-/yc
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BF; BN; CER; PC(WL)
Inprecor - International press correspondence @ see: Inprecor / [French edition] <0647>

<0648> Inprecor / [Italian edition] : corrispondenza di stampa internazionale @ Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria @ Milano @ 1981 - 1982 located
No. 1 - 4 suppl. to: Bandiera rossa <0080>
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ASS; CSPT
Price: $ 1,-/no
Inprecor / [Russian edition]
see: Inter-vzgljad = Inprecor <0772>

<0649> Inprecor / [Spanish edition] : correspondencia de prensa internacional @ Secretariado Unificado de la IV Internacional @ Bruxelas @ 1974 - 1977 located
Totally no. 0 (May 1974) - 67 (Feb. 1977) + spec.no. publ. @ no. 68 publ. as no. 2 of "Correspondencia de prensa internacional" <0385>
Continued by: Correspondencia de prensa internacional <0385> ; Correspondencia de prensa internacional <0386>
Price: P 2.400/-yr
Language(s): Spa Country: ES Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; FFI
Location(s): BE

<0650> Inprecor / [Spanish edition] : correspondencia de prensa internacional @ Liga Comunista Revolucionaria, IV Internacional; [later:] Liga Comunista Revolucionaria @ Madrid @ [N.s.] 1979 - 1983; [n.s.]
1984 - At the beginning also subtitled: intercontinental press ; later subtitled: revista política bimestral
Current in 1991
Continues: Correspondencia de prensa internacional <0385>; Revista bimestral <1202>
Address: Apartado de correos 50370, 28080 Madrid, Spain
Price: $ 1,-/no.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNS; CER; FFI

<0651> Inprecor / [Spanish edition] : correspondencia de prensa internacional par a América Latina @ Secretariado Unificado de la IV Internacional @ Montreuil @ 1989 -
Began with no. 0 (Nov. 1989) @ current in 1991
Address: 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: $ 1,-/no.
Language(s): Spa Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0652> Inprekor / [Czech edition] : informační a analytická revue; [later:] Gasopis IV. Internacionálâ @ Sjednocený Sekretariát Čtvrté Internacionálâ @ Montreuil; [later:] Praha @ 1985 - ISSN 0294-8516
Current in 1991
At the beginning suppl. to: Inprecor / [French edition] <0647>
Address: Petr Uhl, Anglická 8, 12000 Praha 2, CSR
Price: Kcs 60,-/yc
Language(s): Cze Country: CS Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)
Fourth International: Internal bulletin <0698>

Internal bulletin see: Internationalist Faction [*1987]: Internal bulletin <0764>

Internal bulletin see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party: Internal bulletin <0886>

Internal bulletin see: Marxist Group: Internal bulletin <0988>

Internal bulletin see: Organizing Committee for the Socialist Party Convention: Internal bulletin <1158>

Internal bulletin see: Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain]: Internal bulletin <1367>

Internal bulletin see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]: British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1371>

Internal bulletin see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1383>

Internal bulletin see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956]. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1386>

Internal bulletin see: Revolutionary Workers Party [Canada], Canadian Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1388>

Internal bulletin see: Socialist Workers’ Group [1947 ? - 1954]: Internal bulletin <1542>

Internal bulletin see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: Internal bulletin <1548>

Internal bulletin see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal bulletin <1553>

Internal bulletin see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

Internal bulletin see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]: Internal bulletin <1851>

Internal bulletin see: Workers Party [1940 - 1949]: Internal bulletin <1853>

Internal bulletin see: Workers’ Party of Canada: Internal bulletin <1854>

Internal bulletin see: Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)]: Internal bulletin <1867>

Internal bulletin see: Workers Socialist League [Great Britain]: Internal bulletin <1869>

<0663> Internal bulletin of the British Bolshevik-Leninists @ London @ 1936

Other title: For discussion

Only no. 1 (Nov.) located

Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.276

Language(s): Eng    Country: GB

Location(s): HIL

<0664> The Internal bulletin of the Fourth International Organisation of South Africa @ [Cape Town] @ 1945 - 1946 located

Totaly no. 2 (Oct. 1945) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1946) - 2 (Feb. 1946) located

Language(s): Eng    Country: SA

Location(s): BDIC

<0665> Internal bulletin of the International Secretariat of the Fourth International @ [S.I.] @ 1946 - 1963

Title varies: Internal bulletin

Began with no. 1 (May 1946) @ last issue located: no. 40 (May 1963) @ publ. very irregularly @ many issues publ, without numbering @ some spec.no. publ. in 1947 and 1948 @ party with whole numbering @ many issues missing

Continued by: Internal bulletin of the United Secretariat of the Fourth International <0666>

Language(s): Eng    Affiliation(s): USFI

Location(s): ABA; BDIC; PRL

Internal bulletin of the Socialist Workers Party see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: Internal bulletin <1548>

<0666> Internal bulletin of the United Secretariat of the Fourth International @ Paris @ 1963 - 1970 located

Began with no. 1 (1963) @ publ. and unnumbered irregularly @ some undated and/or unnumbered issues publ. @ many issues missing

Continues: Internal bulletin of the International Secretariat of the Fourth International <0665>

Language(s): Eng    Country: FR    Affiliation(s): USFI

Location(s): BDIC; BFF; PRL

Internal discussion bulletin see: FIT internal discussion bulletin <0516>

Internal discussion bulletin see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal discussion bulletin <0699>

Internal discussion bulletin see: Resistance: Internal discussion bulletin <1328>

Internal discussion bulletin see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949], British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1371>

Internal discussion bulletin see: Revolutionary Communist Youth: Internal discussion bulletin <1373>

Internal discussion bulletin see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International: Internal discussion bulletin <1384>

Internal discussion bulletin see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal discussion bulletin <1554>
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Internal discussion bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

Internal discussion bulletin
see: Spartacist Youth Alliance: Internal information bulletin <1549>

Internal information bulletin
see: v

Internal discussion bulletin
see: Trotskyist League of Canada: Internal discussion bulletin <1739>

International: a revolutionary socialist magazine @ Australian Section of the Fourth International; [later:] Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International; [later:] R evolutionary Marxist Group [later dropped] @ Balmain, NSW @ 1960 - 1967/68; [n.s.] 1968 - 1976
Subtitle varies
Totally no. 1 (May 1960) - 63 (Dec./Jan. 1967/68) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Apr./May 1968) - 46 (Sept. 1976) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): ILM
Location(s): DSP; HIL; NLA; SNNSW

International Group @ [International Group] @ London @ 1980 - 1981
Continues: The W<br>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location: PC(WL); SP

International Group @ London @ 1990 - 1993
ISSN 0965-422X - IS 0960-1505 (from no. 2)
Continues: Tasks of the Fourth International <1690>
Price: £ 16,-/6 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR
Location: PC(WL); SP

International: a journal of Marxism in the Labour Party @ [International Group] @ London @ [N.s.] 1985 - 1987
ISSN 0308-3217
Continued by: Socialist outlook <1515>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location: PC(WL); SP

The International: journal @ Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International @ London @ 1990 -
ISSN 0955-422X - ISSN 0960-1505 (from no. 2)
Begun with no. 1 (June 1990) @ current in 1991
Continues: Tasks of the Fourth International <1690>
Address: PO Box 1586, London NW6 6TY, Great Britain
Price: £ 16,-/6 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR
Location: PC(WL); SP

The International = L’Internationale : monthly organ = l’organe mensuel @ W orkers League Canada = Ligue des Travailleurs Canada @ Montréal, Québec @ 1971 - 1973
ISSN 0623-5473
Totally no. 1 (June/July 1971) - 20 (May 1973) publ.
Continued by: Labor press <0879>
Language(s): Eng; Fr Country: CA Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location: NLC

International bulletin
see: American Committee for the Fourth International [*1940]: International bulletin <0023>

International bulletin
see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee: International bulletin <0540>

International bulletin
see: International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations: International bulletin <0682>

International bulletin
see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]: International bulletin <0685>

International bulletin
see: International Group [*1961]: International bulletin
<0693> International bulletin
see: Militant Tendency: Bulletin <1051>

International bulletin
see: Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain]: International bulletin <1368>

International bulletin
see: Socialist League [USA, *1974]: International bulletin <1511>

International bulletin
see: Spartacus Youth League : International bulletin <1659>

<0677> International bulletin of revolutionary socialists @ International Socialists (GB) and Latte Ouvrière @ London ; Paris @ 1971
Added title: Bulletin international de socialistes révolutionnaires
Only no. 1 (June) publ.
Language(s): Eng; Fre Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS; ICU
Location(s): CUL; PC(WL); SP

<0678> International bulletin of the Communist Left Opposition @ publ. for the International Secretariat by the Communist League of America (Left Opposition); [later:] publ. for ... by the Communist League of America (Opposition) @ New York, NY @ 1931 - 1933; [n.s.] 1933
[First series] totally no. 1 (Feb. 1931) - 9/10 (July/Aug. 1931) and no. 17 (Jan. 1933) and [n.s.] no. 2/3 (Apr. 1933) suppl. (Apr. 1933) publ. @ [first series, no. 4] publ. separately as a pamphlet @ some issues unnumbered @ [n.s.] no. 1 not publ. @ according to Sinclair op.cit. p.110 no. 11 - 16 constituted by no. 11 - 16 of "Communist League of America (Left Opposition): Internal bulletin" <0358>
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.106-113
Continued by: International bulletin of the League of Communist Internationalists <0680>
Designated as "English edition"
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HL; PC(WL); SHS; TL

<0679> International bulletin of the European Trotskyist Conference @ [Perugia] @ [1989]
"Sponsored by GOR (Italy), IF (England), ITC (Italy, England, Denmark); IWL (Ireland), TIF (West-Germany, Belgium)"
Totally no. 1 - 2 (undated) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: IT
Location(s): CUL

<0680> International bulletin of the League of Communist Internationalists @ publ. for the International Secretariat of the Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) by the Communist League of America @ New York, NY @ [n.s.] 1934
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (Sept.) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.188-189
Continues: International bulletin of the Communist Left Opposition <0678>
Designated as "English edition"
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HL; HUL; PC(WL); SHS; TL

<0681> International bulletin series @ Revolutionary Communist League] @ Pinner, Middlesex @ 1970 - [1971 ?]
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1970) - 2 [1971?] located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): AP; SP

<0682> International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations: International bulletin @ International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations: Spartacus Youth League of America @ N.Y.C. [i.e. New York, NY] @ 1934/35 located
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<0235> German ed.: Internationales Jugend-Bulletin <0759>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; PC(WL)

<0683> International Campaign against Repression: Bulletin @ London @ 1980 located
Totally no. [1] (Apr./May) - 3 (Oct.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BL; SP

see: Bulletin des Internationalen Komitees der IV. [Vierten] Internationale <0197>

see: Bulletin du Comité International de la IVe [Quat- rième] Internationale <0208>

<0684> International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]: Internal bulletin @ International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1953 - 1961 located
Only some scattered issues located, mostly undated
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): CER

<0685> International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]: International bulletin @ International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1953 - 1963 located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): CER; PRL; SP

<0686> International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]: La Correspondance internationale @ Comité International de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ 1967 - 1968
ISSN 0294-3581
Totally no. 1 (May 1967) - 6 (May 1968) publ.
Continued by: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: La Correspondance internationale <1153>
Suppl. to: La Vérité <1774>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<2>
Location(s): BN; CER; PC(WL)

<0687> International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]: Discussion bulletin @ London @ 1966 located
Only no. 1 (Sept.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<2>
Location(s): SP

<0688> International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]: International correspondence @ Executive Committee of the International Committee of the Fourth International; [later:] International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1967 - 1968
Tables of contents in: Buitekant op.cit.
French ed.: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]: La Correspondance internationale <0686>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<2>
Location(s): BDIC; CER; HL; PC(WL); SP

<0689> International communist @ International Communist League @ London @ 1976 - 1978
ISSN 0140-0649
Continues: Workers' fight <1837> ; Permanent revolution <1188>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; CUL; HPSS; HUL; LSE; NVPL; PC(WL); SP; YUL

<1511> International bulletin of the League of Communist Internationalists <0680>
International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat: Bulletin de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Bulletin de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <0176>


International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat: Bulletin der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Bulletin der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <0188>


International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat: Bulletin intérieur de la LCI see: Bulletin intérieur de la LCI <0225>

International Conference of Trade Unionists: Discussion bulletin @ Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International @ London @ 1991
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 1586, London NW6 2TY, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,75/no
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR Location(s): PC(WL)

International correspondence see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]: International correspondence <0688>

International correspondence see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1154>

International correspondence see: Party Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>

International courier @ [International Workers League (Fourth International)] @ New York, NY; [later:] Buenos Aires @ 1989 - 1991
First issue (Jan. 1989) numbered as vol. 4, no. 38 in accordance with the numbering of the Span. ed.; subsequent issues numbered as vol. 1, no. 2=vol. 4, no. 39/40 etc. @ current in 1990
Span. ed.: Correo internacional <0382>
Address: Casilla de Correo 157, Sucursal 18, Capital Federal Argentina, Argentine
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IWL Location(s): PC(WL)

International discussion bulletin see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: International discussion bulletin <0606>

International discussion bulletin see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat: International discussion bulletin <0718>

International discussion bulletin see: International-Communist League: International discussion bulletin <0729>

International discussion bulletin see: Socialist Workers Party [Great Britain]: International discussion bulletin <1546>

International discussion bulletin see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee: International discussion bulletin <1738>

International discussion bulletin see: Workers Socialist League [Great Britain]: International discussion bulletin <1870>

International Group [*1961]: The bulletin @ London @ 1963 - 1989; [later:] Buenos Aires @ 1989 - 1991
Totally vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan.) - 5 (Fevr.) located, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: International Group [*1961]: The bulletin <0693>
Continued by: The W
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BPF; CUL; HPSS; SP

International information bulletin see: Fourth International / International Secretariat: Information bulletin <0543>

International information bulletin see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Secretariat: International information bulletin <0719>

International information bulletin see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International information bulletin <1550>

International information bulletin see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

International information bulletin see: Spartacus Youth League : International information bulletin <1660>

International information bulletin see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]: International information bulletin <1852>

International internal bulletin see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: International internal bulletin <1071>
<0694> International internal discussion bulletin @ publ. by the Socialist Workers Party as a fraternal courtesy to the United Secretariat of the Fourth International @ New York, NY @ 1972 - 1985 Other title: Bulletin International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin @ title v. 9, no. 1 (Jan. 1985) publ. containing predecessor's numbering @ publication suspended in 1981 Tables of contents in: Bulletin catalog 1939 through 1973. New York, NY, ca. 1974, Continues: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International information bulletin <1550>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): LSH; PRL; SHS

Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): LSH; PRL; SHS


International Left Opposition / International Secretariat: Boletín internacional de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda see: Boletín internacional de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda <0126>


International Left Opposition: Bulletin international @ Opposition de Gauche Internationale (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) @ Paris @ 1933 Only no. 5 (July) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.154-155 ; Table of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #52. Paris, 1989 Continued: Bulletin international de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche = Internationales Bulletin der Kommunistischen Links-Opposition <0234>
Continued by: Bulletin de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) <0176>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): ABA; HIL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference bulletin see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin <0700>

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin 

Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin <0700>

<0698> International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ London @ 1968 - 1970 located Title varies: IMG internal bulletin Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CUL; HPSS

<0699> International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal discussion bulletin @ London @ 1975 located Totally no. 1 (Nov.) - 4 (Dec.) + 1 unnumbered issue (June) located Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(NN)

<0700> International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin @ International Marxist Group @ London @ 1968 - 1975 located Title varies: Pre-conference bulletin ; Pre-conference discussion internal bulletin Totally 1968, no. 1 (May) - 1975 located @ publ. and numbered irregularly @ some issues missing Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CUL; HPSS

<0701> International Marxist review : quarterly organ @ Revolutionary Marxist Trendiness of the IVth International; [No. 2 - 3] Revolutionary Marxist Trendiness of the IVth International @ London @ 1971 - 1972 Other title: IMR @ subtitle varies Totally no. 1 (June 1971) - 3 (Apr. 1972) publ. Tables of contents in: Buitekant op.cit. Continues: Marxist studies <1001>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IMRA Location(s): CUL; HIL; HPSS; HUL; IUL; LC; LSE; NSUB; NYPL; PC(WL); SBK; SP; SUB; SUL; UC; UCB; ULI; UML; YUL

<0702> International Marxist review @ United Secretariat of the Fourth International @ London; [later:] Montreuil @ 1982; 1986 - ISSN 0259-3739 Vol. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1982) followed by vol. 2, no. 1 (Summer 1986) @ publication suspended from 1983 - 1985 @ some issues carry also whole numbering @ current in 1991 Partially identical with: Quatrième Internationale <1282> of circulation: 1.500 (1989); 1.000 (1990)
Address: IMR, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France Price: FF 120,-/3 no. Location(s): SBPK; SP; SUB; SUL; UCB; ULI; UML; YUL

<0703> International news @ Revolutionary Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1935 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 1 - 8 (Nov.) publ. Continued by: The Fourth International <0531>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; NSL; NYPL; SHS; TL; UMI

<0704> International news @ Left Wing Group, Workers Party USA @ New York, NY @ 1935 Totally no. 1 (Sept.) - 5 (Oct.) located Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.226-228
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): LSH

<0705> International news @ Provisional International Contact Commission [for the New Communist (4th) International] @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1939 - 1950 Organ of the "Revolutionary Workers League" (Dehientes) Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1939) - vol. 12, no. 4 (undated) publ. @ errors in numbering and data Continued: The Marxist <0975>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): BGA; HIL; HUL; IISG; JFKI; LC; NYPL; SHS; SUB; UMI

@ 1979 - 1989 (?)
Began with no. 12, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: International Spartanist Tendency / Interim Secretariat
International discussion bulletin <0178>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC Location(s): CSPT; PRL

<0720> The International trade unionist @ Steering Committee for the International T'rade Union Solidarity Campaign @ Barking @ 1991 - Began with no. 1 (Dec. 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 12, Barking IG11 7UJ, Great Britain
Price: £ 1, -/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR Location(s): PC(WL); SF

<0721> International tribune @ General Council of the IVth International (ICR); [later:] publ. by the Socialist Labour Group on behalf of the Fourth International (International Centre of Reconstruction) @ London; [later:] Paris @ 1982 - Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1982) @ from no. SB (Sept. 1990) numbered in accordance with the numbering of "Tribuna internazionale - La Verità" <1712> @ current in 1991
Continues: Parties Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>
Abridged version of: Tribuna internazionale - La Verità <1712>
Abridged German ed.: Internationale Tribüne <0752>
Span. ed.: Tribuna internacional - La Verdad <1710>
Address: 67, rue du Faubourg Saint-Denis, 75010 Paris, France
Price: £ 2, -/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<0722> International Trotskyst @ Revolutionary Trotskyst Tendency @ Oakland, Cal. @ 1990 - Began with no. 1 (Summer 1990) @ a "spec bulletin" (dated Feb. 1991) was publ. between no. 2 and no. 3 @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 10748, Oakland, Calif. 94610, USA
Price: $ 9, -/6 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): PC(WL)

<0723> International Trotskyst correspondence : international discussion review @ Revolutionary Workers Party (Sri Lanka); Gruppo Operòiero Rivoluzionario (Italy); [later:] Revolutionary Workers Party (Sri Lanka); Revolutionary Communist League (Italy); Voce Operaia (Italy); [n.s.] Liaison Committee of Communists @ Foligno; [later:] Mount Lavinia (Sri Lanka); Foligno; [later:] ... ; Vienna @ 1985 - 1991; [n.s.] 1992
Other titles: InTroKor; [n.s.] InTroCor
No. 1 - 30 issued by "Bolschewiki-Leninisten (West Germany)", no. 10 by "Maulwurf (Germany)", Began with no. 1 (June 1985) @ current in 1992
Continues: Trotskyst position <1740>
Address: 6, Samarskoiy, 15, Siripala Rd., Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka; or: Voce Operaia, Via Schiappelli 7, 06034 Foligno, Italy; or: RKL, Postfach 325, 1060 Wien, Austria
Language(s): Eng Country: SL Affiliation(s): LCC Location(s): CSPT; PC(WL)

<0724> International Trotskyst discussion bulletin @ Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International @ London @ 1987
Only no. 2 (May) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: Trotskyst discussion bulletin <1736>
French ed.: Bulletin international de discussion trotskyste <0233>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): LRC Location(s): PC(WL)

<0725> International Trotskyst review : theoretical journal @ International T'rotskyst Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1985; 1988
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1985) - 2 (Apr./June 1985) and no. 3 (Autumn 1988) publ. @ publication suspended in 1986 and 1987
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICT Location(s): SP

<0726> International viewpoint @ United Secretariat of the Fourth International @ Montreal @ 1982 - ISSN 0294-2925
Other title: IV
Began with no. 0 (Jan. 1982) @ current in 1991
Publ. in conjunction with "Inprescr / [French edition]" <0647>, which appears on alternate fortnights
Circulation: 5,000 (1988)
Address: 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 220,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BM; BSO; NYPL; PC(WL); SUL; UMI

<0727> International worker @ Central Committee of the International Communist Party, British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ Rotherham, South Yorkshire @ 1986 - Began with no. 1 (July/Aug. 1986) @ current in 1991
Circulation: 1,000 (1990)
Address: PO Box 71, Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S60 1SU, Great Britain
Price: £ 12,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<0728> International youth bulletin @ Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (B.-L.) @ New York, NY @ 1938 located
Only no. 2 (Apr.) located, continuing predecessor's numbering
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.42
Continues: Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists): International bulletin <1916>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL

<0729> International-Communist League: International discussion bulletin @ London @ 1976 located
Only no. 1 (Autumn) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): SP

L'Internationale
see: The International = L'Internationale <0676>

<0730> De Internationale @ --- @ Amsterdam @ 1935
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 9 (Dec.) publ.
Continues: De Nieuwe weg <1105>
Language(s): Dut Country: NL Location(s): IISG

<0731> Die Internationale @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (IKD), Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale; [later:] Internationales Sekretariat der IV. Internationale; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten (GIM), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Amsterdam; [later:] Wien; [later:] Paris; [later:] Mannheim; [later:] Hamburg; [later:] Frankfurt a.M. @ 1948 - 1949; [n.s.] 1956 - 1968; [n.s.] 1968 - 1971; [n.s.] 1973 - 1983
ISSN 0535-4005
[n.s. 1956-1968] with subtitle: theoretisches Organ des revolutionären Marxismus
From [n.s. 1973, no. 1 incorporates: Permanente Revolution <1193>
1971 - 1972: Permanente Revolution <1193>
From [n.s. no. 20 (March 1965) incorporated in: Inprek <0654> Suppl.: Die Internationale / Sondernummer <0738> 2 spec. no. designated as "Sonderheft" [1] and 2 publ. in 1968; 1 unnumbered, undated suppl. publ. as "Internationale aktuell" (ca. 1966) Continuation: 700 (1968); 2.000 (1976)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ABA; APO; DBIC; BGA; BIML; BL; BSB; BSD; CER; DBF; DBL; DSB; IISG; IWW; LC; ÖNB; OSI; PC(WL); SUBB; SUBP; TAM; UBFWU

<0732> De Internationale @ Nederlandse Sectie van de Vierde Internationale; [later:] Nederlandse Sectie van de Vierde Internationale (R evolutionair-Marxistische Tendens) @ Amsterdam @ 1957 - 1972 Spelling varies: . Sektie van de 4. Internationale... Continued by: De Internationale <0735> Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI; IRMA Location(s): ISG

<0733> L'Internationale @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ [N.s.] 1962 - 1965 Totally no. 1 (June 1962) - 37 (Oct. 1965) + 1 spec. no. (May 1965) + 1 suppl. (Oct. 1962) publ. @ first issue designated as no. 127/n.s. no. 1 Continues: La Vérité des travailleurs <1781> Continued by: Quatrième Internationale <1283> Literature: Pluut op cit. p. 15 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BN; CER; ISG

<0734> L'Internationale @ Alliance Marxiste Révolutionnaire @ Paris @ 1970 - 1975 located Totally no. 1 (May 1970) - 71/72 (1975) located Continued by: Pour l'autogestion <1224> Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IRMA Location(s): ABA; BN

<0735> De Internationale: niederlandstisch theoretisch organa van de Vierde Internationale @ R evolutionair Arbeiders Liga (België); R evolutionair Communistische Bond (Nederland); [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Bond; [later:] Socialistische Arbeiderspartij (SAP), Nederlandse Sectie v an de Vierde Internationale @ Gent ; Amsterdam; [later:] Amsterdam @ 1972 - 1982; [N.s.] 1982 - ISSN 0166-2198 Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1972) @ current in 1991 Continues: De Internationale <0732> Continuation: 600 (1989) Address: St. Jacobstraat 10-20, 1012 NC Amsterdam, The Netherlands Price: ca. 22,50/yr Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HUL; IISG; LC; UCL; UWM

<0736> Die Internationale / Vorbereitungskomitee für den Wiederaufbau der Deutschen Sektion der Vierten Internationale @ Bremen @ 1991 - Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1991) @ current in 1991 Address: Postlagerkarte 067471A, 2800 Bremen, Germany Price: ca. 5,-/ano. Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL)

<0737> Die Internationale / Flugschrift: Sonderdruck der Zeitschrift "Die Internationale" [Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale] @ [Mannheim] @ [1968 ?] Only no. 4 [1968] located @ according to an advertisement totally no. 1 - 5 publ. Offprint from: Die Internationale <731> Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO

Die Internationale / Sonderheft see: Die Internationale <0731>

<0738> Die Internationale / Sondernummer @ Gruppe Internationale Marxisten (GIM), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Hamburg; [later:] Frankfurt a.M. @ 1973 - [1975] Issued in co-operation with "Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten", "Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga" and "Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (Luxembourg)"
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BSD; LC; PC(WL); SUBB; UBFWU

Internationale aktuell see: Die Internationale <0731>

<0739> Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz @ --- @ [later:] Revolutionäre Marxisten (Trotzkisten) in Deutschland; [later:] Gruppe IAK zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland; [later:] Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation (ISA) @ Eschborn, Taunus; [later:] Frankfurt a.M.; [later:] Bochum @ 1965 - 1981 Totally no. 1 (June 1965) - vol. 17, no. 75/76 (Nov. 1981) + 2 spec. no. publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering Continued by: Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung <1612> 1980 [?] Suppl.: Student & (und) Klassenkampf Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IC; CCR Location(s): BGA; CER; DBF; SUBP; TAM

<0740> Internationale Briefe @ Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz, Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Linksexposition @ Zürich @ 1936 Only 1 issue (unnumbered, dated Apr) publ. Table of contents in: Sinclair op cit. p. 281 Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): HUL; SSA

Internationale Information see: Internationale Informationen <0741>

<0741> Internationale Informationen @ --- @ Köln @ 1952 - [1962] located Title varies: Internationale Information Organ of the "Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale" Some issues lacking imprint Continuation: totally no. 1 (Nov. 1952) @ vol. 1, no. 4 (July 1954) - vol. 6, no. 1 [numbered vol. 4, no. 1 by error] (Feb./March 1958) and 1959, no. 3 (Oct./Nov.) and 1960, no. 1 (Jan/Febr.) + 2 unnumbered and undated issues (1961 and 1962) located @ some irregularities in vol.- and issue-numbering @ some issues unnumbered and/or undated or falsely dated @ vol.-numbering later dropped @ some issues missing Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BDIC; PC(WL)

<0742> Internationale informationen@ Revolutionäre Socialistier in VS @ Næstv ed; [later:] Glumse @ 1977 - 1979 ISSN 0106-4274 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 3, no. 4 publ. Continued by: RS-information <1438> Language(s): Dan Country: DK Location(s): ABA; KBX

<0743> Internationale Jugendinformation: Pressedienst der Jugendorganisationen der 4. Internationale @ Provisorisches Jugendsekretnar der IKL @ Oslo @ 1936 Only 1 issue (unnumbered, dated May 1936) located Table of contents in: Sinclair op cit. p. 28 Language(s): Ger Country: NO Location(s): AAB; HIL; PC(WL)

<0744> Internationale Jugendinformation der KKL (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ Kopenhagen @ 1935 - 1936 Totally no. 1 (June 1935) - vol. 2, no. 2 (March 1936) publ. Tables of contents in: Sinclair op cit. p.35-37 Designated as "Deutsche Ausg." Language(s): Ger Country: DK Location(s): AAB; ABA; BIML; DBF; HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); SSA; TL

<0745> Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933-1951]: Informationsdienst @ Interna-
Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (früher Link e Opposition) @ Paris @ 1933 - 1936
Partly with subtitle: Organ der IKD für innere Information und Diskussi-
on
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1933) - 11 (March 1936) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.144
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Location(s): ABA; BIML; DBF; IISG; HUL; TL

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]: Mitteilungs-Blätter
see: Mitteilungs-Blätter der IKD (Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale) <1059>

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]: Mitteilungsblatt der IKD
see: Mitteilungsblatt der IKD <1060>

<0746> Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1969]: Internationale Korrespondenz : Bulletin der IKD zum Aufbau der Vierten Internationale @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands @ Berlin @ 1973
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (March) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): IISG; PC(WL); TAM

<0747> Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1969]: Internes Bulletin @ IKD @ [S.I.] @ 1969 - 1970; 1972 - 1973 located
Totally 7 numbered issues (publ. between Sept. 1969 and Apr. 1973) + 1 unnumbered issue (July 1970) + 1 suppl. located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO

Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Bolschewiki-
Leninisten: Mitteilungsblatt der Internationalen Kommu-
nisten Öst[erreic]hs
see: Mitteilungsblatt der Internationalen Kommunisten Öst[erreiche]hs <1061>

<0748> Internationale Kommunisten Öster-
reichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale: Interne Mitteilungen @ Wien @ 1948 - 1951 located
Totally no. 11 (Jan. 1948) - 31 (July 1951) located @ many issues missing
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): BDIC

Internationale kommunistische Informationen
see: Internationaler kommunistischer Informations-
dienst <0756>

<0749> Internationale Kommunistische Liga: Internes Bulletin @ [Internationale Kommunistische Liga] @ Wien @ 1978 - 1983 located
Title varies: IB @ most issues with dazzling cover titles: Informations-
Bullentin der Arbeitsgruppe Wirtschaft & Gesellschaft ; Mitteilungen des
Seminars für Neuere Geschichte Wien 1976
Totally no. 19 - 86 located @ partly undated, partly dated incorrectly
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): APO

Internationale Korrespondenz
see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1969]: Internationale Korrespondenz <0746>

Internationale Korrespondenz
see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Recon-
struction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz <1166>

Internationale Korrespondenz - La Vérité
see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Recon-
struction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz <1166>

<0750> Internationale Perspektiven : marxisti-
sches Informationsbulletin @ --- @ Paris ; Wien @ 1966 - 1967
Paper distributed in Austria and France, reflecting the viewpoints of the
"United Secretariat of the Fourth International"
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1966) - vol. 2, no. 4 (July/Aug. 1967) located
Continued by: Revolte <1335>
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; HIL; PC(WL)

<0751> Internationale Perspektiven / Schriften-
reihe @ --- @ Paris ; Wien @ 1966 - 1967
Series distributed in Austria and France by adherents of the "United Secretariat of the Fourth International"
Totally no. 1 - 2 located
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Internationale Pressekorrespondenz
see: Inprekorr <0654>

Internationale Pressekorrespondenz der IV. [Vierten] Internationale
see: Inprekorr <0654>

Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation: Internationale Korrespondenz
see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Recon-
struction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz <1166>

<0752> Internationale Tribüne @ Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation (IS A), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale (Internationales 2 entrum für ihren Wieder aufbau) @ Köln @ 1982
(Other titles: Internationale Tribüne - La Vérité; Internationale Tribüne - Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung
Begun with no. 1 (March 1962) @ current in 1991
Continues: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz <1166>
From no. 34 (1989) incorporates: Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung <1612>

From no. 31 (1989 suppl.) : Internationaler Korrespondenz-Brief
Partially suppl. to: Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung <1612>
Abridged version of: Tribune internationale - La Vérité <1721>
Abridged Engl. ed.: International tribune <0721>
Span. ed.: Tribuna internacional - La Verdad <1710>
Address: Wolfgang Drige Verlag und Vertrieb, Ulrich-Zell-Str. 6, 5000 Köln, Germany
Price: DM 35,-/10 no.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): DBF, DBL; PC(WL)

Internationale Tribüne - La Vérité
see: Internationale Tribüne <0752>

Internationale Tribüne - Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung
see: Internationale Tribüne <0752>

<0753> Internationalen : marxistisk tidsskrift @ Revolutionära Socialister (Fjärde Internationalen) @ Stockholm @ 1950
Totally no. 1 - 2 publ.
Circulation: 1.000
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Location(s): ABA

<0754> Internationalen @ Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund, Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationaled; [later:] Kommunistiska Arbetarfördet, Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationaled; [later:] Socialistiska Partiet, Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationaled @ Stockholm; [later:] Hägersten @ 1974 - ISSN 0345-5467
Began with vol. 4, no. 4 (Apr. 1974), continuing predecessor's num-ering @ current in 1990
Continues: Multivaden <1073>
Circulation: 3.000 (1989)
Address: Box 235, 12602 Hägersten, Sweden
Price: Skr 170,-/yr.
<0770> Internes internationales Bulletin @ Internationales Sekretariat für die Vierte Internationale @ [S.I.] @ 1938
Totaly no. 2 (Apr.) - 3 (May) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.303-304
No. 2 designated as "Deutsche Ausg. No. 1"
Dutch transl. of no. 3: Intern internationaal bulletin <0658>
Language(s): Ger
Location(s): ABA; BDIC; HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<0771> Interní bulletin @ Levé Oposice KP Č (Bolševici-Leninisté) @ Pr aha @ 1933 located
Only no. 9 (Apr.) located
German ed.: Internes Bulletin der Linken Opposition der KPTsch (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <0767>
Language(s): Cze
Location(s): IISG

<0772> Inter-vzgljad = Inprecor @ Montreuil @ 1991 -
Russian language journal of the "United Secretariat of the Fourth International"
Began with no. 1 (Summer [actually: Oct.] 1991) @ current in 1991
Circulation: 1.500 (1991)
Address: PEC, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: Rub, 2,-/no.
Language(s): Rus
Country: FR
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

InTroCor
see: International Trotskyist correspondence <0723>

InTroKor
see: International Trotskyist correspondence <0723>

IO spécial
see: Informations ouvrières / Spécial <0630>

<0773> Ireland socialist review @ --- @ London @ 1977 - 1981 located
Totally no. 1 - 8 located
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Location(s): BL; CUL; IISG

<0774> Irish militant @ Irish Workers' Group @ Dublin @ 1966 - 1968
Continued: Irish workers' news <0777>
Language(s): Eng
Country: IR
Location(s): CUL; HIL; LSE; MRC

<0775> Irish Trotsky @ Revolutionary Marxist Group, Belfast Branch @ Belfast @ 1972 - 1973
Totally no. 1 - 21 publ.
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUL; HIL

<0776> The Irish worker @ League for a Workers Republic @ Dublin @ 1980
Totally 5 no. publ.
Language(s): Eng
Country: IR
Affiliation(s): ICR

<0777> Irish workers' news @ Irish Workers' Group @ Dublin @ 1964 - 1966
Continued by: Irish militant <0774>
Language(s): Eng
Country: IR

<0778> Ironworker @ Federated Ironworkers' Association of Australia @ Sydney, NSW @ 1939 - 1943
Trotzkist influence in the FIAA ended in 1943
Language(s): Eng
Country: AU
Location(s): LNA

IS
see: International socialism <0709>

<0779> IS: a revolutionary socialist monthly @ Independent Socialist Clubs of America; [later:] Interna-
Jeune gardé international @ Comité de Préparation de l’Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse; [later:] Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse @ Paris @ 1975 - 1979 located ISSN 0395-0522
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1975) - 25 (1979) located
Continues: Jeune garde #0793
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ILRFI
Location(s): BN; CER

Le Jeune lébériste : bulletin intérieur @ Jeunesse Socialistes Révolutionnaires @ Paris @ 1934
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 8 (July) located @ no. 7 missing
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL

Le Jeune lébériste : bulletin intérieur @ Jeunesse Socialistes Révolutionnaires; [later:] Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaire, Section Française de la IV Internationale des Jeunes @ Paris @ 1938 - 1938; [n.s.] 1938 - 1939 located
First series totally no. 4 (Aug. 1938) - 6 (June 1939) + 1 unnumbered issue (May 1938) publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering and [n.s.] 2 unnumbered issues (Nov. - Dec. 1938) and no. 2 (Jan. 1939) located @ some issues missing
Continues: Jeunesse Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]: bulletin intérieur #0805
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL

La Jeune révolution @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IV Internationale] @ [S.1.] @ 1945
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (Apr.) located
Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.113-114
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CDI; IISG

Jeune révolution @ Etudiants Communistes Internationalistes; [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IV Internationale] @ Paris @ 1945 - 1946
Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.117
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFF; CER; IISG

Jeune révolution : organe national @ Mouvement Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse @ Villeneuve-le-Roi; [later:] Bourg-la-Réine; [later:] Paris @ 1949 - 1953
Totally no. 1 (March 1949) - 22 (March 1953) + 2 spec.no. + suppl. publ.
Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.133-134
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN; CER

Jeune révolution : mensuel de la jeunesse ouvrière et étudiante @ Clich y @ 1968
Only no. 1 (June) located
Continued by [?): Jeune révolution #0802
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<2>
Location(s): BFF; BN

Jeune révolutionnaire @ Alliance des Jeunes pour le Socialisme @ Paris @ 1968 - 1978 located
ISSN 0021-6100 - ISSN 0181-589X
No. 21 (1971) - no. 46 (1976) publ. with title: JR
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1968) - 59 (1978) located
Continues: JR
Continued by [?): Jeune révolution #0801
Continued by [?): La Jeune garde #0794
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<2>; ICR
Location(s): BFB; BN; CER; UM

Revue d’histoire naturelle @ Comité des Jeunes pour la Nature @ Paris @ 1971 - 1977 located
ISSN 0032-3474
No. 1 (Jan. 1971) - no. 49 (1977) publ. with title: RH
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1971) - 49 (1977) located
Continues: Revue d’histoire naturelle #0803
Continued by [?): Jardin des sciences #0804
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): NC
Location(s): IRGB; CER; IISG

Jeunes de la Révolution @ Comité des Jeunes pour la Révolution @ Paris @ 1948 - 1955 located
ISSN 0032-3474
No. 1 (Jan. 1948) - no. 49 (1955) publ. with title: JRL
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1948) - 49 (1955) located
Continues: Jeunes de la Révolution #0806
Continued by [?): Jeunes de la Révolution #0807
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): IF
Location(s): BN; CER; IISG

Jeunesse de la Révolution @ Comité des Jeunes pour la Révolution @ Paris @ 1948 - 1955 located
ISSN 0032-3474
No. 1 (Jan. 1948) - no. 49 (1955) publ. with title: JRL
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1948) - 49 (1955) located
Continues: Jeunes de la Révolution #0806
Continued by [?): Jeunes de la Révolution #0807
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): IF
Location(s): BN; CER; IISG

Jeunesse de France-Yougoslavie @ Comité Provisoire des Jeunes de France-Yougoslavie; [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IV Internationale] @ Paris @ 1952
Totally no. 1 - 3 published
Continues: La Brigade #0165
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

Jeunesse rebelle : journal national des cellules lycéennes et des cercles rouges ly cénés @ Ligue Communiste @ Paris @ 1971 - 1972
Totally no. 1 - 3 published
Suppl. to: Rouge #1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; HIL

Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaires [France]: Bulletin intérieur @ J.S.R. @ Paris @ 1936
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (May) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op. cit. p.22-23
Continued by: Jeune léniniste #0797
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; HUL

Jiskra @ Mezinárodní Komunisté v ČSR (Bolševici-Leninci) @ Praha @ 1934 - 1936
Language(s): Cze Country: CS
Location(s): BGA; IISG

Joint discussion bulletin see: Fourth International Organisation of South Africa: Joint discussion bulletin #0549

Joint discussion bulletin see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Joint discussion bulletin #1545

Joint discussion bulletin see: Young People's Socialist League [1950s]: Joint discussion bulletin #1892

Joven espartaco @ Juventudes de la Izquierda Comunista Española @ Madrid @ 1932
Language(s): Spa Country: SP

Joven revolucionario @ Federación de Juventudes Comunistas R evolucionarias @ [S.l.] @ 1976 - 1978 located
Last no. issued together with "Liga de la Juventud Comunista"
Continued by: Barricada #0848
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FFJ; HIL

Jovenes por el socialismo @ C.S [Comité de Jovenes por el Socialismo] @ Mexico, D.F. @ 1976 - 1978 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1976) - 5 (Jan. 1978) located
Language(s): Spa Country: MX
Location(s): HIL

JR see: Jeune révolutionnaire #0802

Die Junge Garde @ Junge Garde für die Revolutionäre Jugendinternationalen; [later:] Junge Garde für die Revolutionäre Internationale der Jugend @ Frankfurt/M.; [later:] Bochum @ 1970 - 1973
Totally no. 1 (May 1970) - 17 (Apr./ Mai 1973) + 2 spec.no. published
Continued: Rundbrief für den Aufbau einer revolutionären Organisation
der Jugend <1440>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IC<2>; ICR
Location(s): APO; CER; DBF; TAM

<0811> Junge Garde : Organ for den Aufbau der sozialistischen Jugendorganisation @ Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation (ISA), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale (Internationales Komitee); [later:] GRP [Gruppen R Evolutionärer Studenten] und GSJ [Gruppen Sozialistischer Jugend] @ Dortmund; [later:] Köln @ 1981 - 1982
Subtitle varies
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1981) - 6 (June 1982) publ.
Incorporates (?) : Rundbrief für den Aufbau der sozialistischen Jugendorganisation <1439>
Continued by: Sozialistische Jugend <1616>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

<0812> Der Jungkommunist @ [Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten, Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition)] @ Berlin @ 1931 - 1932
Totally 1 unnumbered issue (Sept. 1931) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1932) - 3 (Apr. 1932) publ.
Suppl. to: Permanente Revolution <1192>
Reprint: Dortmund: Dröge, 1977 (together with: Permanente Revolution <1192>)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): ABA; BOA; DBF; DIB; IISG; OSI; PC(WL); SSA; SUBB; TAM

<0813> Juniusbrieven @ Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs @ London @ 1938
Totally no. 1 (July) - 3 (Sept.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: GB
Location(s): CER; DOW

<0814> Kaifang = Ouverture = Open forum : revue trilingue = trilingual review @ Association Chercher une Voie Nouvelle pour le Mouvement Démocratique en Chine @ Association Looking for a New Path for the Democratic Movement in China @ Paris @ 1989 - Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1989) @ current in 1990
Address: ACMDIC, 91 rue Reaubourg Saint-Denis, 75010 Paris, France
Price: FF 100,-/4 no.
Language(s): Chi; Eng; Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0815> Der Kampfruf : Wochenchrift @ K.P.D. (Linke Opposition), Kreis Dinslak en und Umgebung @ Dinslaken @ 1933
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan.) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): ISIG; PC(WL)

<0816> Keep left : a paper for socialist youth @ Young Socialists @ London @ 1950? - 1974
At the beginning entryist youth organ of the Healyists
Continued by: Young socialist <1899>
Circulation: 300 (1951); 10.000 (1964); 21.000 (1971)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<1>; IC<2>; IC<3>
Location(s): BL; CER; CUL; LSE

<0817> Keep left @ --- @ Sydney, NSW @ 1971 - 1972; 1979 - 1981
Paper issued by a group around J. Gould
Totally 3 no. publ. in 1971 - 1972, 10 no. in 1979 - 1981
Language(s): Eng Country: AU
Location(s): DSF

KH
see: Kommunistische Hefte <0849>

<0818> El Khatwa @ Parti Socialiste des Travailleurs @ Gué de Constantine @ 1990 -
Parallel title in Arabic characters
Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1990) @ current in 1991
Also pub. in Arabian language
Address: PST, Cité El Hayat Bit 8 Cape B no. 5, Gué de Constantine, Algeria
Price: DA 100,-/yr.; FF 6,-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: AL Affiliation(s): USFI

<0819> Klarheit : Mitteilungsblatt @ Link e Opposition, Gruppe Paris; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (früher Linke Opposition), Gruppe Paris @ Paris @ 1933 - 1934
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1933) - 6 (Jan. 1934) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): AAB; IISG; PC(WL); TL

Klarkayt
see: Klarkeit = Clarté <0820>

<0820> Klarkeit = Clarté @ Yidishe Gruepe ba y der Liniker Kom. Opozitsie = Opposition Juive de Gauche @ Paris @ 1930 - 1931
Organ of the Yiddish language section of the “Ligue Communiste”
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1930) - 8 (Apr. 1931) located
Language(s): Yid Country: FR
Location(s): HIL; IISG; NYPL; TL

<0821> Klassekamp @ Revolutionsäre Socialister, tilslettet 4. Internationale @ København @ 1939
Totally 6 issues (partly unnumbered) located
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

<0822> Klassekamp : socialistent kampskrift @ ---; [later:] Internationale Kommunister, tilslettet IV. Internationale @ København @ 1942 - 1944
Subtitle varies
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1942) - vol. 3, no. 6=22 (May 1944) + 3 spec.no. located @ some issues missing
Continues: Frihed <0561>
Suppl.: Marxism <0970>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

<0823> Klassekampen @ Socialistisk Arbejder Ungdom @ [København] vn @ [1934? - 1935?]
Only a few issues publ., all missing
Language(s): Dan Country: DK

<0824> Klassekampen : organ for intern debat @ Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund @ København vn @ 1970 - 1971
Continues: Debatt <0422>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; KBK

<0825> Klassekampen @ Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund (tilslettet 4. Internationale); [later:] R evolutionære Socialister Forbund, Dansk Sektion af 4. Internationale; [later:] Socialistisk Arbejderparti, Dansk Sektion af 4. Internationale @ København vn @ 1970 - 1991
ISSN 0023-2025
Continues: Socialistisk information <1568>
Continued by: Den Rode tråd <1414>
From 1972 - 1979 suppl.: Fjerde Internationale <0520> ; From 1989 suppl.: Socialistisk information <1569>
Circulation: 1.500 (1990)
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; CER; KBK

<0826> Klassekampen : uddelsbladet @ R evolutionære Specialister Forbund, Sektion af 4. Internationale @ Århus @ 1972 - 1974
Totally vol. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA

<0827> Klassenfront @ Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten), Wasserkante @ Hamburg @ 1932
<0828> **Klassenfront @ Internationale Kommunistische Liga (IKL) @ Wien @ 1986**
Totally no. 1 (Feb.) - 3 (Aug.) publ. Continued by: Der Klassenkampf @ 1976
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): ÖNB; PC(WL)

<0829> **Klassenkampf @ Kommunistische Opposition (Marxistisch-Leninistische Link e) @ Wien @ 1928**
Paper of a dissident group (so-called "Deklaranten"), led by K. Landau
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (May) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): ÖNB; PC(WL)

<0830> **Klassenkampf @ Marxistischer Kampfbund @ Zürich @ 1946**
Only no. 1 (Dec.) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): ISSN: SSA

<0831> **Der Klassenkampf @ --- @ Paris @ 1967 - 1968**
Title varies: Der Klassenkampf - Spartakist
Totally no. 1 (May 1967) - 4 (Nov. 1967) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Feb. 1968) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: FR Location(s): ABA; APO; PC(WL); PRL

<0832> **Klassenkampf** : weder Washington noch Moskau, für internationalen Sozialismus @ Sozialistische Arbeitergruppe (SAG) @ Frankfurt a.M.; [later:] Hannover @ 1971 - 1976; [n.s.] 1976 -
Subtitle varies [First series] totally vol. 1, no. 1 (1971) - vol. 6, no. 55 (Apr. 1976) publ.; [n.s. 1976 - ] began May 1976 @ for many years publ. very irregularly @ current in 1991
Circulation: 1.500 (1988)
Address: M. Passau, Limmerstr. 18, 3000 Hannover, Germany
Price: DM 20, -/yr
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): APO; DBF; SUBB; SUBF; UMI

<0833> **Klassenkampf @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Luxembourg; [later:] Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Section Luxembourgeoise; Lxkg. Sektion der 4. Internationale; [later:] Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Luxembourgeois Section of the IV. Internationale @ Esch-sur-Alzette; [later:] Luxembourgeois Section of the IV. Internationale @ 1971 - 1985**
Partly with subtitle: Zentralorgan
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1971) - 200 (July 1985) publ. Continued by: Sozialistische Aktion <1607>
Language(s): Ger; Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BNL

<0834> **Klassenkampf** : Flugschrift des Spartacusbundes für die Frankfurter Postkollegen @ Spartacusbund, Ortsgruppe Ffm @ Frankfurt am Main, Betriebs- und Gewerkschaft-Kommission; [later:] Spartacusbund, Poststelle der Ortsgruppe Frankfurt @ later dropped @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1977 - 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1977) - 13 (Nov. 1980) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO

<0835> **Klassenkampf @ Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Fusion aus SOIL-Fraktion und IKL); [later:] Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Fusion aus IKL und SOAL-Fraktion); [later:] Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga @ Wien @ 1989 -**
Began with no. 0 (May 1989) @ current in 1991
Continues: Der Nächste Schritt <1078>
Address: IKL, Postfach 325, 1060 Wien, Austria
Price: 65 S,-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LCC Location(s): ÖNB; PC(WL)

**Der Klassenkampf - Spartakist**
see: Der Klassenkampf <0831>

<0836> **Klassenkampfpnachrichten aus Portugal @ Gruppe Internationale Marxisten (GIM), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale; [no. 2:] Gruppe Internationale Marxisten (GIM), Ortsgruppe W est-Berlin @ Berlin @ 1975 located**
Only no. 1 (June) - 2 (July) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Klassenstrijd
see: Lutte de classe <0945>

<0837> **Klassenstrijd @ Revolutionaire Socialistenbond (aangesloten bij de Liga der Internationaal Kommunisten) @ Antwerp @ 1934 - 1935 located**
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): ISSN: ISIG

<0838> **Klassenstrijd @ Revolutionaire Socialistische Partij @ Antwerp @ 1936 - 1937**
Totally vol. 1, no. 3 (Dec. 1936) - 8 (May 1937) located
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): ISSN: ISIG

<0839> **Klassenstrijd : bulletin @ Revolutionaire Socialistsche Partij, aangesloten bij het Centrum voor Internationale; IV. Internationale @ Gent @ 1937 located**
Totally no. 2 (Sept.) - 4 (Dec.) located
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): ISSN: ISIG

<0840> **Klassenstrijd @ Revolutionaire Kommunistische Partij (Trotskisten), Belgisch Sekte v an der IV. Internationale @ [S.J.] @ 1942 - 1944**
Only very few issues located
French ed.: La Voie de Lépine <1798>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): CER; ISIG

<0841> **Klassenstrijd @ Internationale Kommunistenbond (IKB), Nederlandse Afdeling v an de Vierde Internationale; [later:] Socialistische Arbeiderspartij (SAP), Nederlandse Afdeling v an de Vierde Internationale @ Amsterdam @ 1978 -**
Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1978) @ current in 1991
Continues: Proletaires links <1250>
Circulation: 2.000 (1989)
Address: Sint Jacobstraat 10-20, 1012 NC Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Price: f 29, -/yr
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER; ISIG

<0841a> **Klassenstrijd** : driemaandelijks tijdschrift @ [Socialistische Arbeiders P arteij] ; Fondation Léon Lesoil @ Brussels @ 1988
Only no. 1 (March) publ.
French ed.: Lutte de classe <0944>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

<0842> **Kleine Bibliothek der Kommunistischen Korrespondenz @ Trotzskistische Liga Deutschlands, Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist-Feindend @ Berlin @ 1975 - 1976**
Totally no. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): DBF; PC(WL)

Kleine Schriftenreihe zur österreichischen Arbeitergeschichte
see: Kleine Schriftenreihe zur österreichischen Arbei-
Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0850>

1970 - 1973
Author statement varies: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus
Imprint varies: [S.l.], Berlin
Totally no. 1 (July 1970) - 12 (Feb. 1973) located @ some issues undated
Continues: Initiativeausschuß für eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation: Bulletin <0643>
Continued by: Gemeinsames internes Bulletin von Spartacus & [und] Spartacus BL <0587>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO


Kommunistische Korrespondenz @ Berliner Komitee zur Unterstützung der SL/OLB-Deklar a-tion für Gemeinsame Arbeit in Deutschland; [later:] Berliner Komitee zur Unterstützung der Gemeinsamen Arbeit der Spartacist League (US) und der Österrei-chischen Bolschewiki-Leninisten in Deutschland; [later:] Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, S sympathisierende Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist T endenz; [later:] Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, Sektion der Interna-tionalen Spartacist Tendenz @ Berlin; [later:] Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1974 - 1980
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): APO; AP; CER; DBF; DBI; OSG; PC(WL); TAM; UBFU; UMI

Kommunistische Korrespondenz @Extra-Blatt @ Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands @ Berlin; [later:] Frankfurt a.M. @ 1975 - 1980
Totally 6 issues (Nov. 1975 - 1980) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): PC(WL); TAM

Kommunistische Liga [Germany]. Deut-sche Sektion der RMF: Internes Bulletin @ Kommunisti-sche Liga ; Gruppe Commune @ [Fr ankfurt a.M. ?] @ 1979 - 1981
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1979) - 14 (Jan. 1981) publ. @ no. 8 publ. in 2 editions
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): RMF Location(s): PC(NN)

Kommunistische Texte aktuell @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ [Luxembourg] @ 1972 - 1974
Language(s): Ger Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BNL; HIL

Kommunistisch kamp @ Revolutionära Kommunistiska Gruppen (Trotzkistiskt-Posadistiskt), Fjärde Internationalens Svenska Sektion @ London @

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
1973 located
Only some issues of vol. 1 + some suppl. located
Language(s): Swe Country: GB Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): ABA

<KOMMUNISTISKA ARBEDEPFORBUNDET. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Diskussionsbuletin @ Kommunistiska Arbeidarforbundet, KAF/SSF @ [Stockholm] @ 1975 - 1981
Continues: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Diskussionsbuletin @ <1355>
Continued by: Medlemsbulletin [not included into the bibliogr.]
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<KOMMUNISTISKA ARBEDEPFORBUNDET. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Informationsbuletin @ Kommunistiska Arbeidarforbundet, KAF/SSF @ [Stockholm] @ 1975 - 1982
Continues: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Informationsbuletin @ <1356>
Continued by: Medlemsbulletin [not included into the bibliogr.]
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

Het Kompas @ Marxistisch Jeugd Comité @ 's-Gravenhage @ 1940 - 1941
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1940) - 8 (June 1941) publ.
Circulation: 500
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): HIL; ROD; RUL

Het Kompas: intern bulletin @ Comité v a Revolucionaire Marxisten; [later:] Comité v an Revolutionairen Marxisten, Sektie der Vierde Internationale; [later:] Revolucionar-Communistische Partij (R.C.P.), Nederlandse Sektie van de 4e Internationale @ Ams
terdam @ 1942 - 1952 [?]
First issue publ. with title: Over en weer
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): HIL; IISG; ROD

Kompass @ Kompås-Gruppe @ Berlin @ 1974
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (June) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Kompass: sozialistische Zeitung @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1981 - 1984 located
Totally no. 1 (June 1981) - 9 (Oct. 1984) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO; DBF; SUBB; TAM

Kret @ ---; [later:] Nurt Lewicy R ewolucynej @ Warszawa @ 1987 - 1990
Totally no. 1 (1987) - 17 (Nov. 1990) publ. Continued by: Dalek @ <0421>
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Affiliation(s): USFI

Kritische Bibliothek der Arbeiterbewe
<tiong @ --- @ Berlin @ 1973 - 1978
Other title: Reihe Kritische Bibliothek der Arbeiterbewegung
Series issued by Verlag Olle & Wolter, a publishing house closely associated with German Trotiskysm
Totally no. 1 - 6 publ. @ issues 1 - 4 numbered, continued as an unnumbered series, but numbered 5 - 6 according to publisher's advertisement
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): DBF; PC(WL)

Die Kritische Parteistimme @ Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ [Mainz] @ 1933
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): ISISG; PC(WL)

KTA
see: Kommunistische Texte aktuell <0854>
<0873> Labor College review @ Victorian Labor College @ Carlton South, Vic. @ 1957 - 1984; [n.s.] 1986 -
Although this journal is being issued by an institution pursuing "independent working class education", it can be considered Trotskyist, at least in the broader sense of the term.
N.s.: began with no. 1 (Nov. 1986) @ current in 1991
Circulation: 1,000 (1988)
Address: Chris Gaffney, Box 39, Trades Hall, Carlton South, Vic. 3053, Australia
Price: Austr.$ 10,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU
Location(s): NLA; SLV

<0874> Labor forward @ Federated Ship Painters & Dockers Union of Australia @ Sydney, NSW @ 1958 - 1963
Language(s): Eng Country: AU
Location(s): NLA

<0875> Labor front @ League for a Revolutionary Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1934 - 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1934) - vol. 6, no. 1 (Feb. 1939) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): CUC; HIL; NYPL; SHS; SUL; TL; YUL

<0876> Labor militant : for workers' power and socialism @ --- @ Broadway ay, NSW @ 1981 - 1984
ISSN 0810-8498
Other title: Labor militant combined with Socialist fight
Entrist organ of the "Socialist Workers Party"
Totally vol. 1 - 4 with 24 no. publ. between June 1981 and Nov./Dec. 1984
From 1984, no. 2 incorporates: Socialist fight @<0197>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): DSF; HIL; SLS1NSW

<0877> Labor militant : for labor and youth, working class unity and socialism @ Labor Militant [Group] @ New York, NY; [later:] Chicago, Ill. @ 1986 -
Currently in 1990
Address: PO Box 39462, Chicago, Ill. 60639, USA
Price: $ 15,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): PC(WL)
Labor militant combined with Socialist fight see: Labor militant @<0196>

<0877Y> Labor news see: Robitnici visti = Labor news @<1405>

<0878> Labor news @ Socialist League; [later:] ... in sympathy with the Trotskyist International Liaison Committee @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1975 - 1980 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1975) - vol. 4, no. 10 (May 1980) located @ probably publ. until 1981
Continued by: Workers review @<1863>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): TILC Location(s): PC(WL)

<0879> Labor press @ Workers League of Canada; [later:] Central Committee of the Workers League @ Montreal, Québec @ 1973 - 1978 located
ISSN 0821-7750
Partly with added parallel title: Presse ouvrière Totally no. 21 (July 1973) - 88 (Nov. 1978) located, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: The International = L'international @<0676>
Includes some text in French
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): IC<3> Location(s): NLC; UMO

<0880> Labor review @ --- @ Rozelle, NSW @ 1983 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 [ca. Autumn] located
Language(s): Eng Country: AU
Location(s): DSF

<0881> Labour press @ : a fortnightly trotskyist newspaper @ [Socialist Labour League]; [later:] Central Committee of the Socialist Labour League @ Ha ymarket, NSW @ 1971 - 1973
Incorporated in: Weekly workers news @<1822>
Suppl.: Young socialist @<1896>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<3> Location(s): NLA; SLS1NSW

<0882> Labour review @ The Club; [later:] The Group; [later:] Socialist Labour League; [later:] Wokers Revolutionary Party @ Manchester; [later:] London @ 1952 - 1954; [n.s.] 1957 - 1963; [n.s.] 1977 - 1985
ISSN 0416-9946 - ISSN 0140-1270 [n.s. 1977 - 1985]
Incorporated in: Marxist review @<0999>
Continued by: Socialist Labour League bulletin @<1354>
Continued by: Socialist worker @<1534>
Circulation: 2,000 (1964)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): BL; CER; LSE; NCL; NYPL; SP; UMI

<0883> Labour worker @ International Socialists @ London @ 1962 - 1968
Totally no. 1 (1962) - 83 (May 1968) publ.
Continues: Industrial worker @<0620>
Continued by: Socialist worker @<1534>
Circulation: 2,000 (1964)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): BL; CER; LSE; NCL; NYPL; SP; UMI

<0884> Lagebericht @ Opposition der IKO @ Wien @ 1951 - 1954 located
Totally no. 21 (Sept. 1951) - 67 (Febr. 1954) + some unnumbered issues located @ many issues missing
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): BDIC

<0885> Lanka left review @ : a bulletin of news and views @ Nava Sama Samaja Party @ Colombo @ 1979 - 1981 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1979) - vol. 2, no. 5 (Jan./Feb. 1981) located
Continues [?]: Loka Sama Samajist [not included into the bibliog] Continued by: Nava Sama Samayya @<1079>
Language(s): Eng Country: SL Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): CRL; HIL; UCB

<0886> Lanka Sama Samaja Party: Internal bulletin @ Colombo @ 1947; 1952 - 1954 located
Only vol. 1, no. 2 (March 1947) and another "no. 2" (March 1947) + 3 unnumbered issues (Sept. 1952 - Apr. 1954) located
Language(s): Eng Country: SL Location(s): BDIC; HIL

<0887> LCR informa : agenzia d'informazione @ Segreteria Nazionale della LCR, Lega Comunisti Rivoluzionaria, Quarta Internazionale @ Milano ? @ 1988 - 1989 located
Only a few issues, publ. between May 1988 and June 1989 located
Language(s): It Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ASS; CSFT

League bulletin see: League report @<0889>

<0888> League for Socialist Action [Canada]; Discussion bulletin @ : for internal circulation only @
League for Socialist Action / Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1972 - 1973 located
Totally no. 6 (July 1972) - 51 (1973) located @ many issues missing
Continued by: Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière: Bulletin interne de discussion @<0912>
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER
<0889> League report @ R.S.L. [Revolutionary Socialist League] @ Highland Park, Mich. @ 1973 - 1978 located
Title varies: National Secretary’s League report; Report; League bulletin
Totally vol. 1, no. 3 (Aug. 1973) - vol. 6, no. 24 (Nov. 1978) located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): TL

<0890> Left @ Labour Party Young Socialists @ London @ 1968 - 1980
Controlled by “Militant Tendency”
Continued by: Socialist youth @ 1511>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): CUK; LSE

<0891> Left forum @ Socialist Club; [later:] Labor Clubs at Sydney, Macquarie & N.S.W. universities @ Sydney, NSW; [later:] Glebe, NSW @ 1966; 1969
Paper strongly influenced by Australian adherents of the “Fourth International (United Secretariat)”
Totally 3 unnumbered issues located, publ. in March and Sept. 1966 and in March 1969
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): DSP
Left Sama Samajist see: Lanka left review @ 0885>

<0892> Left turn : a socialist journal of activist news and analysis @ Solidarity @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1988 - Began with no publ. in Sept./Oct. 1988 @ issue numbering dropped with Spring 1990 @ current in 1990
Continues: Solidarity newsletter @ 1578>
Address: Solidarity, 7012 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48210, USA Price: $ 3./yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL); UMI

<0893> Left-wing bulletin @ Left-Wing Caucus of the Young Socialist League @ New York, NY @ 1957
Totally March - July located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): TL; UMI

<0894> Lehren des Klassenkampfes @ --- @ Berlin @ 1972 - 1973
Series issued by Verlag Neuer Kurs, a publishing house closely associated with “Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland”
Totally no. 1 - 4 publ. @ continued as an unnumbered series
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): APo; DBF; SBPK
Lekgotla la diketsos see: Socialist action @ 1485>

<0895> Lekhotla la basebetsi @ [Socialist League of Africa] @ Publ. by the Africa Club, Dublin University @ Dublin @ [1961]
Only no. 1 [undated] publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Location(s): ICS; PC(BH)

<0896> Leninist @ --- @ Wien @ 1946 - 1947
Entryst paper of the “Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs, Sektion der IV. Internationale”
Not located; bibliography data from: Wagner, Winfried: Trotzkismus in Österreich, PhD, Salzburg, 1976
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency: International discussion bulletin see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: International discussion bulletin @ 0606>

<0897> Lenin’s weg @ Trotskyistische Groep van Belgie voor de Heropbouw van de IVe Internationale @ Bruxelles @ 1979 located
Only no. 1 (March/Apr.) located
French ed.: La Voie de Lénine @ 1799>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

<0898> Lettera @ Comitato Italiano per la Ricostruzione della IV Internazionale @ [P adova ?] @ 1979 located
Totally no. 1 (Oct.) - 3 (Dec.) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CSPT

<0899> La Lettre de Rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Montreuil @ 1980 - 1981
ISSN 0247-5375
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN

<0900> La Lettre d’informations ouvrières @ Organisation Communiste Internationaliste; [later:] Parti Communiste Internationaliste @ P aris @ 1978 - 1979; [n.s.] 1981; [n.s.] 1983 - ISSN 0183-9527 - ISSN 0761-9766 [later]
Continues: Informations ouvrières / Special @ 0630>
1980 see: Informations ouvrières / Supplement @ 0631>
Partly suppl. to: Informations ouvrières @ 0629>
Address: APD, 87 rue du Faubourg Saint-Denis, 75010 Paris, France Price: FF 50./-yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN; CER

Lettre du CLER see: Révoltes @ 1335>

<0901> Lettre internationale pour l’autogestion @ Tendence Marxiste Révolutionnaire Internationale @ Paris @ 1988 - Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1988) @ current in 1989
Address: SDS, 42, rue d’Avron, 75020 Paris, France Price: FF 10./-yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IRMA Location(s): PC(WL)

<0902> Lezioni di ottobre : per la continuità della teoria e del programma bolscevico-leninista @ [Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale] @ Perugia @ 1977
Only no. 1 (July/Aug.) publ.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): ASS; CSPT

<0903> Lezioni di ottobre : rivista di studi storici e sociali @ Centro Studi Pietro T resso @ Foligno @ 1988 - 1989
Subtitle varies slightly
Theoretical organ of the “Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario”
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1988) - 1 (Nov. 1989) publ. @ publication suspended
Continues: Il Comunista @ 0368>
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): CSPT; PC(WL)

<0904> Liaison Committee for Reconstruction of the 4th [Fourth] International in Canada: Bulletin @ Toronto, Ont. ; Montréal, Québec @ 1973 - 1974 located
Totally no. 1 - 3 located
French ed.: Bulletin du Comité de Liaison pour la Reconstruction de la 4ème [Quatrième] Internationale au Canada @ 0205>
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): UMI
Liaison Committee for Reconstruction of the Fourth International in Canada: Bulletin du Comité de Liaison pour la Reconstruction de la 4ème [Quatrième] Internationale au Canada

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
see: Bulletin du Comité de Liaison pour la Reconstruction de la 4ème Internationale au Canada <0205>

<0905> Le Libérateur : journal communiste de l'opposition @ --- @ Paris 1929 - 1930
Organ of "Opposition Communiste"
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov./Dec. 1929) - 8 (March 1930) publ.
Continues: Contre le courant <0374>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN

Liberation!
see: Liberation and Marxism <0907>

<0906> Libération : pour un Québec indépendant et socialiste @ [Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière] @ Montréal, Québec @ 1971 - 1977
ISSN 0048-0029
Totally vol. [1], no. 1 (Apr. 1971) - vol. 7, no. 6 (July/Aug. 1977)
From 1977 incorporated in: La lutte ouvrière <0958>
Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; DHU; NLC; NUL; UMI; UMO

<0907> Liberation and Marxism @ Workers World Party @ New York, NY @ 1989 - ISSN 1051-7871
At the beginning with the title: Liberation!
Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1989) @ current in 1991
Address: 46 W 21 St., New York, NY 10010, USA
Price: $ 10.-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0908> Libération Antilles-Guyane @ Groupe Révolution Socialiste, Emigration; [later:] Section Emigration du Groupe Révolution Socialiste (Section Antillaise de la IVe Internationale, S.A.Q.I.) @ [S.I.] @ 1972 - 1975 located
Totally no. 4 (May 1972) - 22 [1975] located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<0909> Liga Comunista . Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín : publicado por gentileza de Liga Comunista @ [S.I.] @ 1973 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (July 1973) - 19 (July 1975) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI; HIL

<0910> Liga Comunista . Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín @ [S.I.] @ 1979 - 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1979) - 5 (1980) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI

<0911> Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexique, 1930s]: Boletín interno : servicio de información y de prensa @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista, Sección Mexicana de la IV Internacional @ México 1937 - 1938 located
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1937) - 2 (May 1938) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.316
Language(s): Spa Country: MX
Location(s): BFF; HIL


Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l’Opposition de Gauche Internationale: Bulletin d’informations et de discussions de la Ligue Communiste see: Bulletin d’informations et de discussions de la Ligue Communiste <0202>


Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes: Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes see: Bulletin de la Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes <0177>

<0912> Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière: Bulletin interne de discussion @ Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière / League for Socialist Action @ [S.I.] @ 1975 - 1977 located
Continues: League for Socialist Action (Canada) [Canada]; Discussion bulletin <0888>
Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER

<0913> Die Linke @ Gruppe Revolutionârâe Marxisten (Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale); [later:] Sozialistische Alternative; Österreichische Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Wien @ 1980 - ISSN 0259-6318
Some 3 issues of each vol. publ. as "Die Linke - Magazin"
Began with no. 0 (Sept. 1980) @ current in 1991
Continues: Rotfront <1433>
Address: Postfach 395, 1070 Wien, Austria
Price: 65.00,-/yr.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BGA; ÖNB; PC(WL); TAM

Die Linke / Magazin see: Die Linke <0913>

<0914> Linie Opposition der KPD: Mitteilungsblatt @ Berlin @ 1927
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 11 (May) publ.
Continued by: Die Fahne des kommunismus <0505>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): BIML; DBL; PC(WL); UBHU

<0915> Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition. Bezirk Sachsen: Rundschreiben @ Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten), Bezirk Sachsen @ [Leipzig] @ 1933
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 2 (Feb.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): IISG; PC(WL)

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten): Mitteilungsblatt der Linken Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <1062>
Linke Opposition der KPS (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition: Mitteilungen der Linken Opposition der Kommunistischen Partei der Schweiz see: Mitteilungen der Linken Opposition der Kommunistischen Partei der Schweiz <1057>
Linke Opposition der KPTsch (Bolschewiki-Leninisten): Internes Bulletin der Linken Opposition der KPTsch (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) <0767>

<0916> Lincks : voor en strijdend socialisme @ Antwerp; Bruxelles @ 1958 - 1965
Entrist paper of the "Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"; Trotskyist influence ended in 1965 @ continued as a non-Trotskyist paper after 1965, later changing title to "Nieuw links"
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1958)
Continued by: Rood <1418>
Lubitz: Trotskyist Serials Bibliography
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French ed.: La Gauche <0580>
Circulation: 2000 (1963)
(Courrier hebdomadaire / Centre de Recherche et d'Information Socio-politiques ; 276)
Language(s): Fr
Country: BE
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(NN)

<0917> Links : tijdschrift voor socialistiese discussie en analyse @ Initiatiefgroep Platform @ Utrecht @ 1985 - 1986 located
Language(s): Dut
Country: NE
Affiliation(s): IRMA
Location(s): ISG

Address: Arbeiterpresse-Verlag, Postfach 100105, 4300 Essen, Germany
Price: DM 20,-/12 no.
Language(s): Ger
Country: DE
Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): SN 0955-2448

<0919> Living Marxism @ Sydney Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ Sydney, NSW @ 1957 - 1958
Totally no. 1 - 3 undated publ.
Continued by: The Socialist <1481>
Language(s): Eng
Country: AU
Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): HIL

<0920> Living Marxism : monthly review @ R evolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1988 - ISSN 0955-2448
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1988) @ current in 1991
Address: Junius Publ., BCM 4/14, London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 15,-/yr
Language(s): Ger
Country: GB
Location(s): BL, CUL, PC(WL)
Livres Rouge see: Poche rouge <1213>

<0921> Livres rouges @ [Ligue Communiste] @ Paris @ 1970 - [?] Other title: Livres "Rouge"; Collection Livres rouges
Language(s): Fre
Country: FR
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN
Lotta di classe see: Lutte de classes <0950>

<0922> Lotta di classe I : bollettino trotskijsta per la ricostruzione della IV a Internazionale @ Gruppo Trotskyista Internazionalista [later dropped] @ Milano @ 1976 - 1981
Subtitles:
Issued by a group of Italian sympathisers of French "Lutte Ouvrière" group
Only a few issues located, publ. between Oct. 1976 (unnumbered) and Apr. 1981 (=vol. 4, no. 3)
Language(s): Ita
Country: IT
Affiliation(s): ICU
Location(s): CSPF

<0923> Lotta operaia @ Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista), Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale; [later:] Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista), Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale (Posadista); [later:] Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale Posadista @ Roma @ 1962 - Began with vol. 1, undnumbered issue (July 1962), followed by vol. 1, no. 2 @ current in 1989
Suppl.: Programma rivoluzionario <1238>
Address: Ed. Scienza, Cultura & Politica, CP 50103, 000100 Roma, Italy
Price: L 1000/no.
Language(s): Ita
Country: IT
Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): ASS; BFF; BFM; BIL; CEP; CSF; UMI

<0924> Lotta studentesca rivoluzionaria @ Frazione Studentesca del Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista), Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale @ Roma @ 1967 (?) - 1969 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 6 (Aug. 1968) - 8 (Jan. 1969) located @ partly with vol.-numbering
Language(s): Ita
Country: IT
Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): BFF

<0925> Lucha comunista @ Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista-Posestista), Sección Española de la IV Internacional Posadista @ Madrid @ 1978 - 1985 located
Totally vol. 6, no. 2 (Oct. 1978) - vol. 23, no. 46 (Nov. 1985) + suppl. located @ partially designated as 2. época @ partially continuing predecessor's vol.-numbering
Continues: Lucha obrera <0930>
Language(s): Spa
Country: SP
Affiliation(s): FL(P)
Location(s): FPI

Lucha de clase see: Class struggle = Lucha de clase <0312>

Lucha de clase see: Lutte de classe = Class struggle = Lucha de clase <0947>

Lucha de clases see: Lutte de classes <0950>

<0926> Lucha de clases @ Grupo Comunista Internacionalista a (Sección Española de la IV Internacional); [later:] Comunistas Internacionalistas (Sección Española de la IV Internacional); [later:] Sección Española de la IV Internacional @ Lyon; [later:] París @ 1945 - 1948 located
Partly subtitled: boletín interior
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1945) - vol. 2, no. 17 (1948) located
Language(s): Spa
Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BGA; CEHI; CER; HIL; ISG

<0927> Lucha obrera @ Partido Obrero Internaciona- lista, Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional @ México, D.F. @ 1939 - 1941 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1939) - vol. 7, no. 7 (Aug. 1941) located
Continues: El Bolchevique <0107>
Language(s): Spa
Country: MX
Location(s): NYPL

<0928> Lucha obrera : material de discusión par a la conferencia preparatoria de la sección mexicana de la IV Internacional @ --- @ México, D.F. @ 1947
Totally 4 unnumbered issues (Apr.-June) located
Language(s): Spa
Country: MX
Location(s): BDIC

<0929> Lucha obrera : publicado en interés de los trabajadores @ Liga Obrero Marxista @ México, D.F. @ [N.s.] 1954 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov.) - 2 (Dec.) located
Language(s): Spa
Country: MX
Location(s): CER

<0930> Lucha obrera @ Partido Obrero Revolucio- nario (Trotskista), Sección Española de la IV Internaciona- l @ [S.I.] @ 1962 - 1977
At the beginning probably publ. in Brussels, later publ. clandestinely inside Spain
Continued by: Lucha comunista <0925>
Suppl.: Boletín interno del Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista), Sección Española de la IV [Cuarta] Internacional <0128>
Language(s): Spa
Country: SP
Affiliation(s): FL(P)
Location(s): BFF; CER; FPI

© W. & L. Lubitz 2004
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<0931> Lucha socialista : tribuna libre de la lucha de clases @ --- ; [later: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista] @ Madrid @ 1977 - 1980
Totally no. 2 (Sept. 1977) - 21 (July 1980) located @ partly designated as "nueva época"
Continues: Informaciones obreras @0622@ Continued by: Lucha socialista - Combate @0932@
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; FPI

<0932> Lucha socialista - Combate : tribuna libre de la lucha de clases @ periodico conjuncto ed. por la Fracción Pública de la LCR, Liga Comunista y el Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista @ Madrid @ 1980
Masterhead mentions the subtitles of both predecessors: "tribuna libre de la lucha de clases" and "órgano central"
Totally no. 1 (Sept.) - 4 (Nov.) publ.
Continues: Combate @0333@; Lucha socialista @0931@ Continued by: Combate socialista @0341@
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; FPI

<0933> Le Lucta : sumarios e opiniones trotskista @ Grupo Interlinguistic de Internationale Socialister @ Copenhagen @ 1952 - 1953 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1952) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan./Feb. 1953) and vol. 2, no. 5 (1953) located @ probably ceased
Chiefly translations from: De Ty arbejderblad @1122@
Language(s): Int Country: DK
Location(s): ABA; BDIC

<0934> Luokkataistelu : sosialistisen työväenäänenkantaja; [later:] luokkataistelulinjia edusta va työväenlehti @ --- @ Lohja; [later:] T ervalampi @ 1962 - 1971
Written, publ. and distributed by Sulo Vakkari, a militant considering himself an adherent of the "Fourth International (United Secretariat)"
Totaly no. 1/2 - 17 published
Language(s): Fin Country: FI
Location(s): HIL

Luta das classes see: Lutte de classes @0950@

<0935> Luta operária : boletim para os trabalhadores imigrantes @ Ligue Communiste Rév olutionnaire @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista @ Luxembourg @ 1976
Only no. 1 (Dec.) publ.
Language(s): Por Country: LI Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL

<0936> Luta proletária @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista (Organização Simplificante da IV Internacional) @ Lisboa @ 1974 - 1978
Totaly 115 no. publ.
Continues?: Combate operário @0338@ Continued by: Combate operário @0309@
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER

<0937> La Lutte @ Groupe de "La Lutte" @ Saigon @ 1933; [n.s.] 1934 - 1938
Pub. by a group of Vietnamese Trotskyists known as the "Struggle Group", from 1934 - 1937 publ. jointly with communists and left-wing nationalists
From Oct. 1938 continued in Annamite language, 1939 renamed "Phan dau"
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): HIL; IISS

<0938> Lutte @ Cercle Jacques Decor de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Paris @ 1967 - 1967/68
Totaly no. 1 (June 1967) - 3 (Dec./Jan. 1967/68) publ.
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse @0067@
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIIC

<0939> Lutte communiste @ Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale (Posadiste) @ Paris; [later:] Aubervilliers @ 1962 - ISSN 0755-2858
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1962) @ current in 1989
Literature: Plutet op.cit. p.151-154
Address: BP 93, 93303 Aubervilliers Cedex, France
Price: FF 2,50/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): BFB; BBF; BN; CER; HIL; UMI

<0940> Lutte communiste : mensuel @ Groupe Résolutionniste Socialiste, Section Antillaise de la IV e Internationale - SAQI @ Fort-de-France @ 1974 - 1975 located
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1974) - 6 (Nov. 1975) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<0941> Lutte communiste : Groupe Quatrième Internationale Posadiste (Burkina Faso) @ Ouagadougou [?] @ 1985 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 4 located
Language(s): Fre Country: BF Affiliation(s): F(P)
Location(s): BL

<0942> Lutte communiste / St. Denis : organe de la fraction trotskiste de St. Denis @ P arti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ Courbevoie @ 1968
Only no. 1 (Aug.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): HIL

<0943> Lutte communiste Renault @ Cellule Renault du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire Trotskiste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ La Plaine - Saint-Denis @ 1966 - 1967 located
Totally no. 4 (Nov. 1966) - 5 (Sept. 1967) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): BDIIC; CDI

<0944> Lutte de classe : revue @ Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale; [n.s.] [P arti Ouvrier Socialiste]; éd. avec le concours de la Fondation Léon Lesoil @ [S.1.]; [later:] Pont-de-Loup; [later:] Bruxelles @ 1962 - 1969; [n.s.] 1988 - 1990
No. [1] (Oct. 1962) - 5 (Jan. 1964) suppl. to: Quatrième Internationale @ 1292@ [N.s.] no. 1 (March 1968) also publ. in Flemish: Klassenstrijd @0841a@
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA; HIL; PC(NN)

<0945> Lutte de classe : pour la république des conseils ouvriers @ Ligue Ouvrière Rév olutionnaire, 4ème Internationale; [no. 3.1] Section Belge de la Tendance Léniniste-Trotskiste de la Quatrième Internationale @ Bruxelles @ 1986 - 1989
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1986) - 3 (Spring/Summer 1989) publ.
Continued by: Révolution permanente @1348@
Parallel ed. in Flem. language titled: Klassenstrijd [not included into the bibliog.]
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): LTT
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0946> Lutte de classe = Class struggle @ Lutte Ouvrière @ Paris @ 1972 - 1986
ISSN 0458-5143 Parallel title from 1972 to 1978 @ no. 51 publ. in Engl. only
<0949> La Lutte des mineurs see: Le Réveil des mineurs <1330>

<0952> Lutte étudiante @ Fraction Étudiante du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ La Pleine - Saint-Denis @ 1967
Author statement in no. 1 (Apr.) by error: Fraction Trotskyste du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 3 (Dec.) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): FI(P) Location(s): CDI; UMI

<0953> Lutte étudiante révolutionnaire @ Fraction Étudiante du Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste), Section Belge de la IVe Internationale @ [S.I.] @ 1967 located
Only no. 1 located
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): FI(P) Location(s): UMI

<0954> La Lutte ouvrière @ Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste), Section Française de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) @ P aris @ 1936 - 1939; [n.s.] 1939
[First series] totally no. 1 (June 1936) - vol. 4, no. 118 (May 1939) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering @ [n.s.] only no. 1 (July) publ.
Language: Fr Country: FR Location(s): BFF; BN; CER; HI; IISG; UMI; YUL

<0955> La Lutte ouvrière @ Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire (adhérent au Centre pour la IVe Internationale); [later:] Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire, Section Belge de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Parti Communiste Internationale (Trotskiste), Section Belge de la IVe Internationale @ Gilly @ 1936 - 1939; [n.s.] 1945 - 1950
Continues: Action socialiste révolutionnaire <0007> ; Spartacus <1650>
1941 - 1945, Apr. see: La Voix de Lénine <1798>
See also: L'action socialiste <0005>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): ABA; BFF; BRA; CER; FPI; HI; IISG; UMI; YUL

<0956> La Lutte ouvrière @ Région Parisienne du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Section Fr ancaise de la IVe Internationale) @ P aris @ 1943
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (July), designated as n.s. + spec.no. (May) publ.
Language: Fr Country: FR Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER; IISG

<0957> Lutte ouvrière @ Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste, Section Belge de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste, Section Belge de la IVe Internationale Posadiste @ Charleroi; [later:] Bruxelles @ 1962 - 1986 located
Totally no. 1 (1962) - vol. 23, no. 369 (Aug. 1986) located
Femin ed. : Arbejderstrijde (not included into the bibliogr.)
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): FI(P) Location(s): CER; IISG; UMI

<0958> La Lutte ouvrière : une revue socialiste qui défend les intérêts du peuple travaillleurs @ Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière @ later dropped; [n.s.]: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [later dropped] @ Montréal, Québec @ 1964 - 1971; [n.s.] 1977 -
ISSN 0460-0355 - ISSN 0701-8746
Subtitle varies often
[First series] totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1964) - vol. 6, no. 1 - 31 (Jan. 1971) publ.; [n.s.] began with vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1977) @ publication suspended from March 1971 to Aug. 1977 @ current in 1990
Incorporates: Libération <0906> ; Combat socialiste pour la république des travailleurs du Québec <0331>
<0959> Lutte ouvrière : journal communiste révolutionnaire @ ---; [later:] Ligue Antillaise des Travailleurs Communistes @ [S.l.] @ 1965 - 1971
Totally no. 1 (1965) - spec.no. (July 1971) publ.
Incorporated in: Combat ouvrier <0328>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): ICU
Location(s): CER; DHU; NLC; NUL; UMO

<0960> Lutte ouvrière : hebdomadaire trotskyste @ Lutte Ouvrière (Union Communiste Internationaliste) @ Paris @ 1968 -
ISSN 0024-7650
Began with no. 1 (June 1968) @ current in 1991
Continues: Voix ouvrière <1802>
Suppl.: Exposés du Cercle Léon Trotsky <0501>
Circulation: 25,000 (1978); 17,000 (1989)
Address: BP 233, F 75865 Paris Cedex 18, France
Price: FF 250,-/yr.
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): ICU
Location(s): APD; BFB; CER; HUL; LC; NUL; OSI; UMI

<0961> Lutte ouvrière Cockerill @ Fraction de Cockerill Ougrée du Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyste @ Charleroi @ 1967 located
Only no. 3 (May) located
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): UMI
LVS see: La Verdad socialista <1770>

Maandblad Spartacus see: Spartacus <1651>

<0962> De Macht aan de werkers @ Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens, Afd[eling] Belgie; [later:] Revolutionair-Marxistische Tendens, Afd[eling] Belgie @ Brussel @ 1966 [?] - 1978 located
Totally no. 20 - 134 located
French ed.: Le Pouvoir aux travailleurs <1226>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): KRMA
Location(s): APO; IISG

<0963> Der Mahnruf : Kampfblatt der Werktätigen @ --- @ Graz @ 1927 - 1929
Subtitle varies
Organ of the "Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition)"
Totaly vol. 1, no. 4 (March 1927) - vol. 3, no. 19 (May 1929) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: Der Arbeitslosen <0044>
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): UBG

<0964> Malaysian socialist review @ --- @ Gelebe, NSW @ 1976 - 1978
Publ. by a group of Malaysian members of the "Socialist Workers Party (Australia)"
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI

<0965> Manifest: freie Tribüne des Klassenkampsf @ Gruppe Manifest; [later:] Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs (Sympathisierende Sektion der IV. Internationale, Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wieder-aufbau) @ Wien @ 1980 -
Subtitile from 1988: Zentralorgan
Begun with no. 1 (Feb. 1980) @ current in 1991
Address: Postfach 193, 1051 Wien, Austria
Price: 65 120,-/yr.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<0966> Manifeste @ [Groupe] Contre le Cour ant; [later:] Groupe Communiste Trotskiste pour la Construction de la IVe Internationale @ [Brux elles] @ 1941 - 1944
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1941) - [17] (Oct. 1944) + 1 spec.no. (Nov. 1942) publ. @ some issues unnumbered, some undated
Language(s): Fr Country: BE
Location(s): CER; IISG

<0967> Marcha contra las Cortes @ Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionista @ Madrid @ 1980 - 1981 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1980) - 7 (1981) located
Language(s): Sp Country: SP Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): FPI

<0968> Marx ou crève : revue de critique communiste @ [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale] @ P aris @ 1975 - 1976
Totally no. 1 (Apr./May 1975) - 7 (May/June 1976) publ.
Continued by: Critique communiste <0395>
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER; HIL; SSA; UMI

<0969> Marian labor college bulletin @ Marxist Workers Party @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1937 - 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1937) - vol. 3, no. 20 (Dec. 1939) publ.
Continued by: Marxist review <0995>
Reprint: Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Pr, 1970
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; JFKI; NYPL; SHS; SUBB; SUBF; SUBH; TL

<0970> Marxism @ Revolutionaire Socialister @ København [?] @ 1942 - 1943 [?]
Totally no. 1 - 3 publ.
Suppl. to: Klassekamp <0822>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK

<0971> Le Marxisme aujourd'hui : revue internationale @ Fédération des Cercles Le Marxisme Aujourd'hui @ La Tronche @ 1989 -
ISSN 1157-7762
Non-factional journal strongly influenced by Trotskyists of various tendencies
Current in 1991
Address: 7 chemin du Charmeyrau, F 38700 La Tronche, France
Price: FF 120,-/yr.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

<0972> Marxism révolutionnaire : revue trime-strielle sympathisant a vec le Comité International de la Quatrième Internationale @ --- @ P aris @ 1985 ISSN 0297-0600
Only no. 1 (4th quarter) publ.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): BN

<0973> Marxismo : revista teorica @ Liga Obrero a Comunista @ Barcolona @ 1978 [?] - 1980 located
Totally no. 2 (Jan. 1979) - 4 (Sept. 1980) located
Language(s): Sp Country: SP Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): BNS; FPI

<0974> Marxismus heute @ Posadistische Kommunistische Partei, Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale, Trotzkisten-Posadisten [from vol. 21, no. 197 (1990) dropped] @ Frankfurt a.M.; [later:] Berlin @ 1988 -
ISSN 0934-649X
From vol. 21, no. 197 - 206 (1990) with subtitle: posadistische Monatszeitung der ehemaligen IV. Internationale, Trotzkisten-Posadisten
Began with vol. 19, no. 177 [May 1988], continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Arbeiterstimme <0042>
Address: Edition Wissenschaft, Kultur und Politik, Postfach 510618, 1000 Berlin 51, Germany
Price: DM 20,-/yr.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): BSD; PC(WL); SSA; UMI

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<0975> The Marxist: for the new Communist (4th) International @ Revolutionary Workers League of the U.S. @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1938 - 1939
Totally vol. 4, no. 2 (Nov. 1938) - vol. 5, no. 7 (Oct. 1939) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering.
Continues: The Fourth International @ 1938 - 1939
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): BGA; HIL; JSSG; LC; NSL; NYPL; SHS; TL; UMI

<0976> Der Marxist: Organ internationaler Sozialisten @ --- @ [Berlin] @ 1947 - 1949
Organ of O. Hope and the Berlin group of the "Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands, Deutsche Section der IV. Internationalen". Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1947) - vol. 2, no. 8/9 (Aug. 1948) + 1 unnumbered issue (Feb. 1949) located @ vol. 1, no. 3 designated as spec.no.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): BDIC; CER; HKB; PC(WL)

<0977> Marxist @ Leeds University Union Marxist Society @ Leeds @ 1962 - [1970]
Tables of contents in: Bullektant op.cit.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICIC Location(s): HIL; SP

<0978> Der Marxist: Zeitschrift für Fragen revolutionärer Politik @ Wien @ 1981; 1983
Issued by a group which left the "Internationale Kommunistische Liga" in Nov. 1980. Totally no. 1 (Spring 1981) - 5 (Spring 1983) publ. @ publication suspended in 1982.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): APO; PC(WL); ONB; SUBB

<0979> The Marxist: theoretical journal @ International Committee of the Fourth International @ Athens @ 1987 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1987) @ publication suspended from Nov. 1988 to Oct. 1989 @ current in 1991
Originating from: Fourth International @ 1936
Address: 44 Kapsalidistou Street, 10432 Athens, Greece
Price: £ 5.75/year.
Language(s): Eng Country: GR Affiliation(s): ICFI Location(s): PC(WL)

Marxist bulletin
see: The Bulletin of the Marxist Group of the Independent Labour Party @ 1925 -

<0980> Marxist bulletin @ Marxist League @ London @ 1936
Language(s): Eng Country: GB

<0981> Marxist bulletin @ Spartacist; [later:] Spartacist League/U.S. @ New York, NY @ 1965 - 1971;
1971 -
ISSN 0542-7746
Other title: Marxist bulletin series
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1965) - 10 (Oct. 1971) publ. @ some issues undated @ publ. irregularly @ some issues publ. as revised editions, too @ a suppl. to no. 9 (1965) was publ. in 1991
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): APO; CER; CUC; HIL; LC; PC(WL); PRL; TL; UCL; UMI

<0982> Marxist bulletin @ Bulletin Group [later dropped] @ Fordingbridge, Hants; [later:] London @ 1975 - [1978]
Issued by British adherents of the "Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International" Totally no. 1 (Summer 1975) - 6 (undated [1978]) publ.
Tables of contents in: Bullektant op.cit. Continued by: Socialist newsletter @ 1978
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER; HIL; PC(WL); SP

<0983> The Marxist bulletin: a Trotskyist journal @ Bolshevik-Leninist Group @ Bomba y @ 1982 - 1983
located
Only some scattered issues (publ. between Nov. 1982 and July 1983) located, continuing predecessor's numbering.
Continues: Education for marxists bulletin @ 1960 -
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): SP

<0984> Marxist bulletin @ Barking, Essex @ 1990 -
Issued by supporters of the British "Militant Tendency". Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1990) @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box, Barking, Essex, IG11 7DQ, Great Britain
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): SP

Marxist bulletin series
see: Marxist bulletin @ 1981 -

<0985> Marxist discussion bulletin @ publ. for the British Section of the Fourth International, World Party of Revolutionary Socialism, by the Pioneer Publishing Association @ London @ 1940
Only no. 2 (Aug.) located
Continued by: Revolutionary Socialist League @ Great Britain, 1939 - 1944. British Section of the Fourth International: The Bulletin @ 1935 -
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): B3L

<0986> Marxist education bulletin @ International Marxist Group, Education Commission @ London @ 1975 located
Only no. 2 (2. ed. 1975) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CUL; NSUB; SP

<0987> Marxist forum @ Socialist Revolutionary Group of Ireland @ Belfast @ 1989 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (June/July 1989) @ current in 1991
Circulation: 400 (1990)
Address: PO Box 426, Belfast BT13 1SE, Northern Ireland
Price: £ 5.50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR Location(s): PC(WL)

Marxist Group bulletin
see: The Bulletin of the Marxist Group of the Independent Labour Party @ 1925 -

<0988> Marxist Group: Internal bulletin @ [S.I.] @ 1938 located
Only no. 3 (March) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): GUL

<0989> Marxist handbooks @ Socialist Workers Party, Educational Committee @ New York, NY @ 1939 located
Only no. 1 (Jan.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PRL

<0990> Marxist journal @ Workers' League @ [Dublin] @ 1974 - [1977] located
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): ICIC Location(s): CUL

<0991> Marxist League: Information bulletin @ [London ?] @ 1937 located
Only 1 issue (July, unnumbered) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): MRC

<0992> The Marxist monthly: theoretical journal @ Marxist Party, British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1988 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1988) @ current in 1991
Address: 23 Rockesly Ave., London N6, Great Britain
Price: £ 15,75/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICFI Location(s): PC(WL); SP

Lubitz: Trotskyist Serials Bibliography
<1011> Marxistische Studien @ IAK - Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Wiederaufbau der IV. Internationale) @ Dortmund @ 1975 - [1977]  
Totally no. 1 (May 1975) - (no. 4 1977) publ. @ no. 2 - 4 numbered according to publisher's advertisement  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR  
Location(s): DBF; DBL; PC(WL)

<1012> Marxistische Zeitschrift : Organ des Internationalen Sekretariats [der IV. Internationale, Posadisten] @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten), Deutsche Sektion der Pdösivistischen IV. Internationale @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1977  
Only no. 1 (Nov.) publ.  
Continues: Marxistisches Diskussionsbulletin <1014>  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1013> Marxismisches Bulletin @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (Trotzkisten) und Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus @ Berlin @ 1973  
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (March) publ.  
Continues: Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin <1014>  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1014> Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (Trotzkisten); Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus @ Berlin @ 1971  
Totally no. 1 (July) - 3 (Nov./Dec.) + suppl. publ.  
Continued by: Marxismisches Bulletin <1013> ; Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin <1015>  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1015> Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin @ Spartacus - Bolschewiki-Leninisten @ Bonn @ 1971 - 1972  
Totally no. 4 (Dec. 1971) - 5 (Jan. 1972) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering  
Continues: Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin <1014>  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1016> Marxistsk kritik @ Revolutionære-Marxistiske Tendens i 4. Internationale @ København @ 1968 - [1969]  
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): IRMA  
Location(s): ABA

<1017> Marx-Lenin-Blätter @ Linksspositionelle in der Kommunisten; [later:] Auslandsvertretung der Deutschen und Österreichischen Linken; [later:] Marxisten-Internationaleisten (Funkens-Gruppe) @ Paris @ 1935 - 1936  
Continues and continued by: Der Funke <0576>  
Language(s): Ger Country: Fr  
Location(s): BML; DBF; LJS

<1018> Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front @ Leiden @ 1940 - 1942  
Probably publ. from Autumn 1940 - Spring 1942 @ only some scattered issues located  
Language(s): Dut Country: NE  
Location(s): ROD

MASCH  
see: Marxistische ArbeiterSchule <1007>

<1019> Materiales por la autogestion @ Tendencia Marxista Revolucionaria Internacional (TMRI) @ Paris @ [1985 ?]  
Undated issues @ doubtful whether still current  
Suppl. to: Sous le drapeau du socialisme <1581>  
Address: SDS, 42 rue d’Avron, 75020 Paris, France  
Language(s): Spa Country: FR Affiliation(s): IRMA  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1020> Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt @ Wien @ 1986 - 1990  
No. 1 - 3 and 5 - 9publ. with title: Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt; No. 4 (1990) issued together with "Gruppe Arbeitermacht", titled: Materialien der Gruppe Arbeitermacht (Deutschland), Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt (Österreich)  
Began with no. 1 (May 1986) @ no. 8 = no. 1 and no. 13 = no. 3 of "Studientexte der Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt" <1680> @ current in 1991  
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria  
Price: Varies  
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI  
Location(s): PC(WL)

Materialien der Gruppe Arbeitermacht (Deutschland), Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt (Österreich)  
see: Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt <1020>

Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt  
see: Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt <1020>

<1021> Materialien zur Portugal-Diskussion @ Spartacusbund @ Essen @ 1975  
Probably only no. 1 (Sept.) publ.  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): APO

<1022> Der Mauerspecht @ [Gruppe Mauerspecht] @ Hamburg; [later:] Berlin @ 1990  
No. 4 with subtitle: gegen die soziale Mauer  
Previously issued by a group of German sympathizers of the "International Workers League (Fourth International)"; probably by "Sozialistische Liga"  
Totally no. 1 (June) - 4 (Dec.) publ.  
Continued by: Aufbruch <0055>  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IWU  
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1023> Maulwurf @ Jugendkreis der Revolutionären Marxistischen Liga; [later:] Jugendsympathisantenkreise der RML; [later:] Revolutionäre Sozialistische Jugendorganisation (RSL) @ Zürich; [later:] Basel; [later:] Zürich @ 1971 - 1985  
Author statement varies slightly  
Continued by: Provo <1263>  
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): SLB

<1024> Maulwurf : Jugendzeitung für feministische und sozialistische Aktion; [later:] internationalistisch-sozialistische Jugendzeitung [later dropped] @ Maulwurf; [later:] Spartacusbund (RS) @ Mönchengladbach @ 1988 - 2001  
Began with no. 1 (May/June 1988) @ current in 1991  
Address: Postfach 1629, 4050 Mönchengladbach, Germany  
Price: DM 15,-/6 no.  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): LCC  
Location(s): PC(WL)

Maulwurf: International discussion bulletin  
see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: International discussion bulletin <0606>

MDB  
see: Marxismisches Diskussionsbulletin <1014>
Continues: Socialist fight <1506>
Circulation: 2.000 (1964); 10.000 (1980); 35.000 (1983); 20.000 (1990)
Address: 3/13 Heapscott Road, London E9 5HB, Great Britain
Price: £ 25,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): BDF; BGA; BL; CER; CUL; LSE; NSUB

The Militant: the Marxist paper for labour and youth @ [Militant Tendency] @ London @ 1970; [n.s.] 1970-1972
Title varies: Militant / Irish edition
Continued by: Militant <1036>
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): CUL

Militant / Irish edition
see: Militant / Ireland edition <1045>

Militant builder: the Marxist paper for all building and building supply work ers @ [Militant Tendency] @ London @ 1988 (?) - Current in 1989
Address: 3/13 Heapscott Road, London E9 5HB, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,30/no.
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): PC(WL)

Militant international review @ [Militant Tendency] @ London @ 1969 -
Began with no. 1 (Autumn 1969) @ current in 1991
Tables of contents in: Buitekant op.cit.
Address: 3/13 Heapscott Road, London E9 5HB, Great Britain
Price: £ 1,-/no.
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): CER; CUL; HPSS; LSE; PC(WL); SP; UWS

Militant Irish monthly
see: Militant <1039>

The Militant miner @ --- @ Glasgow @ 1944
Organ of the "Left Fraction", a minority faction in the RCP from which it was expelled in Aug./Sept. 1944
Continues: The Militant Scottish miner edition <1049>
Continued by: Voice of labour <1796>
Language: Penn op.cit. p.161-170
Location(s): GB
Location(s): BLNL

The Militant Scottish miner edition @ --- @ Glasgow @ [n.s.] 1943
Organ of the "Left Fraction", a minority faction in the RSL from which it was expelled in Sept. 1943
Continues: The Militant Scottish miner edition <1049>
Continued by: The Militant miner <1048>
Language: Penn op.cit. p.161-170
Location(s): GB
Location(s): BLNL

The Militant teacher: a journal produced by socialist teachers ... @ [Militant Tendency] @ London @ 1969 - 1986 located
Irregular numbering
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): CUL; HPSS

Militant Tendency: Bulletin @ London @ 1966 - 1980 located
Some issues titled: Student bulletin ; Industrial bulletin ; International bulletin
Continues: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956], British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ 1386
Language(s): Eng
Country: GB
Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): PC(NN); SP

Il Militante
see: L'Internazionale <0766>

Il Militante @ Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale; [later:] Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la IV [partly: Quarta] Internazionale; [later:] Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista aderente al Comitato di Collegamento Trotskista Internazionale (per la Ricostruzione della IV Internazionale);
Language(s): Span Country: SP Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): PC(WL)

O Militante socialista: tribuna livre de trabalhadores e militantes; informa~oes operari~as @ ---; [later:] Organiza~ao Socialista dos T trabalhadores; [later:] Partido Oper~ao de Unidade Socialista, Sec~ao Portuguesa de IV Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstruc~ao) @ Lisboa @ 1975 (?) - 1978; [n.s.] 1979 - 1986 located
Subtitle varies
Last issue located: [n.s.] vol. 12, no. 55 (Nov. 1986), but probably continued publishing
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): CER

The Mineworker: for workers control of the mining industry on the anticapitalist prog amme @ Mineworkers' International @ Doncaster , Yorkshire @ [1967 - 1972]
Called "Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain]"
Totally no. 1 - 8 (mostly undated) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): FI(P) Location(s): CUL; HPSS

MIR see: Militant international review <1047>

Mitteilungen see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz: Mitteilungen <1060>

Mitteilungen der Bolschewiki-Leninisten @ [Wien] @ 1933 located
Only no. 2 (Nov.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.167
Continued by: Mitteilungsblatt der Internationalen Kommunisten Öst[erreich] <1061>
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): PC(WL); TL

Mitteilungen der Linken Opposition der Komm[unistischen] Partei der Schweiz @ Zürich @ 1931
Totally no. 1 (July) - 2 (Aug.) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.114
Continued by: Bolschewiki <0144>
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): IISG; SSA

Mitteilungen der Marxistischen Aktion der Schweiz see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz: Mitteilungen <1060>


Mitteilungen für die Mitglieder der IKÖ @ Wien @ 1949 - 1949 located
Totally no. 13 (Sept. 1948) - 20 (March 1949) located
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): BDIC

Mitteilungs-Blätter der IKD (Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale) @ [Auslands-komitee der Internationalen Kommunisten Deutschlands] @ London @ 1946 - 1947
No. 4/5 titled: Mitteilungs-Blätter
Totally no. 1 (June 1946) - 4/5 (ca. Febr. 1947) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: GB Location(s): HIL; IISG

Mitteilungsblatt see: Linke Opposition der KPD: Mitteilungsblatt <0914>

Mitteilungsblatt der IKD @ [Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands] @ Antwerpen @ 1938 located
Only no. 3 (Sept.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.302
Language(s): Ger Country: BE Location(s): PC(WL); TL

Mitteilungsblatt der Internationalen Kommunisten Öst[erreich] @ [Wien] @ 1933
Only no. 3 (Dec.) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.167
Continues: Mitteilungen der Bolschewiki-Leninisten <1066>
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): PC(WL); TL

Mitteilungsblatt der Linken Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ Berlin @ 1931 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1949) - 26 (May 1954) located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): APO; BDIC; DÖW; HIL

Mitteilungsblatt der Opposition der IKÖ @ [Wien] @ 1949 - 1954 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1949) - 26 (May 1954) located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): APO; BDIC; DÖW; HIL

Mitteilungsblatt der Opposition im Leninbund (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ Berlin @ 1930
Only no. 1 (March) publ. Continued by: Der Kommunist <0846>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): BDA; IISG; PC(WL)

Mitteilungsblatt der Reichsleitung der Linken Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten, Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition) @ Berlin @ 1931 - 1933
Totally no. 1 (June 1931) - 7 (Jan./Feb. 1933) + extra issue no. 1 (Jan. 1933) publ.
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.71-74
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): BDA; PC(WL); TL

Mitteilungsblatt des Bezirks Westsachsen der Linke Opposition der KPD @ Thekla b. Leipzig @ 1931 located
Totally no. 2 (Apr.) - 3 (May) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.76
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): IISG; PC(WL)

Mitteilungsblatt des Internationalen Sekretariats der Posadistischen IV. [Vierten] Internationale @ Gruppe R revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten), Deutsche Sektion der Posadistischen IV. Internationale @ [S.-]; [later:] Frankfurt a.M. @ 1978 -
1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1978) - 6/7 (March 1980) located @ probably ceased @ no. 5 missing
Span. ed.: Boletín del Secretariado Internacional de la IV (Cuarta) Internacional Posadista <0120>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): DBL; PC(WL)

MLL-Bulletin van het Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front
see: Bulletin van het MLL-Front <0266>

<1068> Motstånd @ Ungsocialisterna @ Stockholm @ 1980 -
ISSN 0282-1192
Current in 1990
Address: Box 45213, 10430 Stockholm, Sweden
Price: Skr 50,-/yr
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI

<1069> Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: Bulletin intérieur international @ Secrétariat International pour la IV e Internationale @ An vers @ 1937 - 1938
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1937) - 4 (May 1938) publ.
Suppl. to: Service d'information et de presse pour la Quatrième Internationale <1469>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): ABA; CER; HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

<1070> Movement for the Fourth International / International Bureau for the Fourth International @ New York, NY @ 1937
Designated as "English edition"
Only 1 unnumbered issue (July) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.301
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; TL; UMI

<1071> Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: International internal bulletin @ International Bureau for the Fourth International / [S.I.] @ 1936
Totally no. 2 (Apr.) - 3 (July) located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.314
Language(s): Eng
Location(s): HIL; PC(WL); TL

<1072> Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat: Service d'information et de presse @ Secrétariat International pour [no. 11: de] la Quatrième Internationale @ P aris @ 1936
Totally no. 5 (Aug.) - 11 (Oct.) + 1 unnumbered issue (Aug.) publ., continuing predecessor's issue and page numbering
Continues: Service d'information et de presse de la LCI(B-L) <1468>
Continued by: Service d'information et de presse pour la Quatrième Internationale <1469>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): ABA; CER; HIL; HUL; IISG; PC(WL); TL

MSR
see: Malaysian socialist review <0964>

<1073> Mullvaden @ Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund (RMF) @ Göteborg; [later:] Stockholm @ 1971 - 1974
Totally no. 1 - 31 publ.
Continues: Revolutionär information <1154>
Continued by: Internationen <0754>
Circulation: 5,000
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; KBS

Mundo obrero
see: Workers world <1883>

<1074> Murmure des médias @ éd. par les journalistes membres de la L.C.R. [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Paris @ 1985 [?] -
From no. 11 (Feb. 1986) located @ current in 1991
Address: Christian Lamotte, 9, rue de Tunis, F 75011 Paris, France
Price: FF 5,-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

Na lewo
see: Buletylna lewo <0999>

<1075> Nachrichten @ K[ommunistische] P[artei] Ö[sterreich]s [Opposition] @ Wien @ 1928 - 1930
Totally 85 no. publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): PC(NN)

<1076> Nachrichten der Linksposition @ Wien @ 1933 located
Totally 2 unnumbered issues (Sept./Oct.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): HUL; TL

<1077> Nachrichten der IV. [Vierten] Internationale : monatliches Informationsbulletin @ [S.I.] @ 1963 located
Posadist news bulletin
Only no. 2 (Oct.) located
Language(s): Ger Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): HIL

<1078> Der Nächste Schritt @ Internationale Kommunistische Liga (IKL) - Trotskyisten @ Wien @ 1987 - 1988
Subtitle varies often
Totally no. 0 (March 1987) - 11 (July 1988) publ. @ no. 2 not publ.
Continues: Klassenfront <0828> ; Permanente Revolution <1194>
Continued by: Klassenkampf <0835>
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): ÖNB; PC(WL)

National Secretary's league report
see: League report <0889>

Nationales Bulletin
see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0850>

Nationales int. Bulletin
see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0850>

Nationales internes Bulletin
see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus: Internes Bulletin <0850>

Nava Sama Samaja
see: Nava Sama Samajaya <1079>

<1079> Nava Sama Samajaya : news, letters and comments @ Nava Sama Samaja Party @ Colombo @ 1984 -
Title varies: Nava Sama Samaja @ subtitle varies slightly
Publ. irregularly @ current in 1989
Continues: Lanka left review <0885>
Address: NSSP, 143/3 Kew Rd., Colombo 2, Sri Lanka
Price: Rs 20,-/yr (overseas)
Language(s): Eng Country: SL Affiliation(s): CWI; USFI [from 1991]
Location(s): ICS; PC(WL)

<1080> Negyedik Internacionalálé @ Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége, a IV. Internacionalálé Ujúságétesésért Küzdő Magyar Trotsztag Lapja @ Budapest @ [N.s.] 1988 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (1988) designated as "new series" @ vol.-numbering of the predecessor was later continued as parallel numbering @ current in 1990
<1081> **Neištii** @ Ekskulísýsflýkingin, Samband Ugra nr Sósíalista, [later:] Fylkingin; [later:] Fylking Bytingsarsinnárð a Kommunista, Stúningsdeld fjórða Aljöbasambansins; [later:] Baráttuamtök Sósíalista @ Reykjavik @ 1963 - 1989

Subtitle varies

At the beginning an organ of the “Socialist Party’s” youth organization, from ca. 1975 becoming an organ of Icelandic adherents of the “Fourth International (United Secretariat)”

Circulation: 2.000 (1975)
Language(s): Ice Country: IC Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): MIJ

**Neue Arbeiterpresse**

see: **Reihe Neue Arbeiterpresse** @ 1932

<1082> **Neue Arbeiterpresse** @ Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter, Deutsche Sektion des Internationalen Komitees der Vierten Internationale @ Essen @ 1976 - 1982

Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1976) @ current in 1991

Continues: Der Funke @ 19577
Circulation: 800 (1988)
Address: Postfach 100105, 4300 Essen 1, Germany
Language(s): DM 65,-/yr
Country: DE
Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Price: DM 65,-/yr
Circulation: 800 (1988)
Continues: Der Funk

<1083> **Neue Internationale** : Diskussionsblätter @ Internationale Kommunisten [Deutschlands] @ [S.I.] @ 1947

Totally vol. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (May) publ.
Continued by: Unser Weg @ 1959
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): HIL; HKB; ISG; TL

<1084> **Der Neue Mahnruf** : Kampfblatt der Werk- tätigen @ ---; [later:] Kommunistische Opposition Österreichs (Linkte Kommunisten); [later:] Marxisten-Internationale sten Österreichs @ Graz; Wien; [later:] Wien @ 1929 - 1934

The issuing group of Trotskyist dissidents soon took over non-Trotskyist positions

Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1929) - vol. 6, no. 3 (Febr. 1934) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Location(s): ISG; ÖNB

<1085> **Neue Tribüne** : Mitteilungs- und Diskussionsblätter @ I.K.Č. (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ [S.I.] @ 1935 located

Only no. 2 (Nov. 1935) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.221
Language(s): Ger Country: CS Location(s): PC(WL); TL

<1086> **Neuer roter Turm** : Schülerzeitung @ [Gruppe Neuer Roter Turm] @ Berlin @ 1967 - 1968

Totally no. 3 - 6 (undated) + some numbered leaflets located
Continues: Der Rote Turm (not included into the bibliogr.)
Considered as a predecessor of “Spartacus” @ 1965
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; UBFU

<1087> **Neuer Spartakus** @ Gruppe Neuer Spartaku- kus (TV. Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1946

Probably publ. in Switzerland

Totally no. 1 (March) - 3 (June) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Location(s): BDIIC; CER; HIL; PC(WL); PRL

<1088> **Neuvostovalta = Sovjetmakt** @ Vallanku- mouskeliest Kommunisti = Revolutionära Kommunister @ Tampere @ 1975 - 1977

Continued by: Tyvärenvalta @ 1750
Circulation: 100 - 150
Language(s): Fin Country: FI Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL

<1089> **The New International** : a monthly organ of revolutionary Marxism @ [Workers Party of the United States; later: Socialist Workers Party; later: Workers Party; later: Independent Socialist League] @ New York, NY @ 1934 - 1936; 1938 - 1958

Subtitle varies

Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1934) - vol. 24, no 2/3 (Spring/Summer 1958) publ. @ publication suspended from July 1936 to Dec. 1937 and from Sept. to Dec. 1954
Index for no. 134/140 see: Fourth International @ 1952
From Jan. 1935 incorporates: Labor action @ 1967
Therefrom originates: Fourth International @ 1953
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): ABA; BGA; BL; BSD; CER; CSL; HIL; ISSG; IWW; JFK; LC; NYPL; PUL; SHS; SUBB; SUBF; TL; UBFU; UCL; UIU; UMI; YUL

<1090> **New International** : a magazine of Marxist politics and theory @ New York, NY @ 1983 - 1987; 1991 - ISSN 0737-3724

Theoretical organ of the “Socialist Workers Party [USA]” and of the “Revolutionary Workers League [Canada]”, later renamed “Communist League”

Begun with no. 1 (Fall 1983) @ current in 1991 From 1986 incorporates: Intercontinental press @ 19657
See also: Nouvelle Internationale @ 1119
Circulation: 2.500 (1987); 5.000 (1991)
Address: 410 West Street, New York, NY 10014, USA
Price: $ 10,-/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI @ 1990 Location(s): HUL; LC; NYPL; UMI

<1091> **New International bulletin** @ League for a Revolutionary Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1935 - 1937

Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): CUC; HIL; ISSG; SHS; TL; UMI

<1092> **The New man** @ [Marxian League] @ [London ?] @ 1932 - 7

Paper of a semi-Trotskyist group
No issues survived @ first no. published, in Feb. @ probably very shortliving
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.200-201
Language(s): Eng Country: GB

<1093> **New militant** @ Workers Party of the United States @ New York, NY @ 1934 - 1936

Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1934) - vol. 2, no. 4 (June 1936) publ.
Continues: The Militant @ 1026
Continued by: Socialist appeal @ 1949
From Nov. 1936 until May 1937 "Labor action" @ 0868, an entryst organ, represented a continuation of "New militant"
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): BGA; BL; BSD; CSL; HUL; JFK; LC; NYPL; PUL; SHS; SUBB; TL; UUL; UYU

<1094> **The New perspective** @ --- @ Bombay @ 1957 located

Totally vol. 1, no. 4 (May/June) - 6 (Aug.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL

<1095> **New Spark** @ Bolshevik Leninist Party of India, Section of the Fourth International @ Bombay @ 1947 - 1948 located

Totally vol. 1, no. 3 (May 1947) - vol. 2, no. 13 (June 1948) located
Continues: Spark @ 1628
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Location(s): CER; HIL

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<1096> New Zealand Spartacist @ Spartacist Club @ Wellington @ 1968 
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (July) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ 
Location(s): NLNZ 

<1097> New Zealand Spartacist @ Spartacist League @ Wellington @ 1972 
Totally no. 6 (June) - 7 (Aug.) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering 
Continues: Spartacist (spasmoidal) <1646>
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ 
Location(s): NLNZ 

<1098> News bulletin @ American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky @ New York, NY @ 1937 
Totally no. 2 (Jan.) - 6 (May) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering 
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.13-15 
Continues: American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky: Bulletin <0022>
Language(s): Eng Country: US 
Location(s): HIL; UIU; UMI; YUL. 

<1099> News digest @ Central Committee of the Workers Revolutionary Party @ London @ 1976 - 1985 
Totally no. 1 (Feb., 17) - 32 (Apr., 27) publ. @ publ. three times a week 
Continues: Workers press <1857>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Affiliation(s): IC<3> 
Location(s): SP. 

<1100> The News line @ Workers Revolutionary Party @ London @ 1976 - 1985 
Totally no. 1 (May 1, 1976) - 2947 (Dec. 13, 1985) publ. @ daily from May 1976 to Oct. 1985 @ sporadically from Oct. to Dec. 1985 
Continues: News digest <1099>
Continued by: Workers press <1858> 
Therefrom originates: News line <839> 
Circulation: 12.000 (1976); 15.000 (1983) 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Affiliation(s): IC<3> 
Location(s): BL; CER. 

<1101> News line @ Workers Revolutionary Party @ London @ 1985 - 1989 
Began with no. 2922 (Nov. 2, 1985), continuing the numbering of "The News line" <1100>, from which it originated after the WRP split in autumn 1985 @ daily from Feb. 1986 @ current in 1991 
Originating from: The News line <1100> 
Address: BCM Box 747, London WC1 3XX, Great Britain 
Price: £ 0.20/no. 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Location(s): BL. 

News, letters and comments 
see: Nava Sama Samajaya <1079> 

Newsletter 
see: Center for United Labor Action: Newsletter <0295> 

Newsletter 
see: Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: Newsletter <1378> 

<1102> The Newsletter: a service to socialists @ --; [from 1959:] Central Committee of the Socialist Labour League @ London @ 1957 - 1969 
Subtitle varies 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1957) - vol. 13, no. 687 (Sept. 1969) publ. 
Continued by: Workers press <1857> 
Circulation: 750 (1958); 10.300 (1964) 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Affiliation(s): IC<1>; IC<2> 
Location(s): BLNZ; CER; CUL; MRC; NCL; NLS. 

<1103> The Next step @ Revolutionary Communist Tendency; [later:] Revolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1979 - 1986 
ISSN 0144-350X 
Began with no. 1 [Dec. 1979] @ current in 1990 
Circulation: 2.500 (1990) 
Address: BM RCP London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain 

Price: £ 26,-/yr. 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Location(s): BL; HPSS; NSUB 

<1104> De Nieuwe fakkel @ Revolutionnair-Socialistische Arbeiders P artij @ Amsterdam @ 1935 - 1940 
Semi-Trotskist organ 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 6, no. 18 publ. 
Continues: De Fakkel (non-Trotskist organ) ; De Baanbreker <0075> 
Circulation: 5.000 (1935) 
Language(s): Dut Country: NE 
Location(s): IISG. 

<1105> De Nieuwe weg: onafhankelijk revolutionnair-socialistisch maandschrift @ --- @ Amsterdam @ 1929 - 1935 
Totally vol. 4 (1929) - vol. 10, no. 3 (March 1935) publ. 
Continued by: De Internationale <0730> 
Language(s): Dut Country: NE 
Location(s): IISG. 

<1106> 1917 [Nineteen-hundred and seventeen] @ Bolshevik Tendency; [from no. 9 (1991-1:] Internatioanl Bolshevik Tendency @ Oakland, Cal. @ 1986 - 
Spec.no. (Jan. 1990) with different author statement: Bolschewistische Tendenz 
Place of publ. for spec.no. (Jan. 1990): Toronto, Ont. 
Began with no. 1 (Winter 1986) @ in Jan. 1990 a German language spec.no. was publ. with title: 1917 / Extra-Ausgabe @ current in 1991 
Continues: Bulletin of the External Tendency of the IST <0249> 
Language(s): Eng Country: US 
Affiliation(s): IBT 
Location(s): PC(WL). 

1917 [Nineteen-hundred and seventeen] / Extra-Ausgabe 
see: 1917 [Nineteen-hundred and seventeen] <1106> 

<1107> Northern informer @ People's Democracy @ London @ 1969 - 1970 
Totally 11 no. publ. 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Affiliation(s): USFI. 

<1108> Northern star @ People's Democracy @ Armagh @ 1970 - 1972 
Totally 6 no. publ. 
Language(s): Eng Country: IR 
Affiliation(s): USFI 
Location(s): UMI. 

<1109> Northwest organizer @ Motor Transport and Allied Workers Industrial Union Local 544 @ Minneapolis, Minn. @ 1936 - 1941 
Trade union paper controlled by F. Dobbs and other Trotskyist activists 
Continued by: Industrial organizer <0619> 
Language(s): Eng Country: US. 

<1110> La Nostra parola : giornale comunista-internazionalista (bolsevico-leninista) @ [Gruppo Nostra Parola nel Partito Socialista Italiana] @ P arigi @ 1934 located 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug.) - 2 (Dec.) located 
Language(s): Ita Country: FR 
Location(s): BFF; CSPT. 

<1111> Nota politica @ Gruppi Comunisti Riv oluzionari @ Milano @ 1953 - 1956 located 
Totally no. 3 (March 1953) - 111 (June 1956) located @ many issues missing 
Language(s): Ita Country: IT 
Affiliation(s): USFI 
Location(s): BDIC. 

<1112> Note politique @ Parti Communiste Internationale, Section Française de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ ? @ 1951 located 
Totally no. 13 (Jan. 1949) - Dec. 1951 located @ many issues unnumbered 
Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI. #39 and 42. Paris, 
1985-1986 
Party suppl. to: La Vérité <1774> 
Language(s): Fr Country: FR 
Location(s): CER.
<1113> Notebooks for study and research @ International Institute for Research and Education @ Montréal @ 1986 - ISSN 0296-7902 Other title: NSR French ed. (with different publication sequence): Cahiers d'étude et de recherche @ <1022> German ed. (with different publication sequence): Studienhefte @ 1697> Address: NSR/CER, 2 rue Richard Leonid, 93108 Montréal, France Price: FF 25,--/no. Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL)

Notre parole see: Unser Wort <1761>

La Nouvelle avant-garde see: Avant-garde Jeunesse <0067>

<1114> Nouvelle Internationale ; une revue de théorie et de politique marxiste @ --- @ Montréal, Québec @ 1985 - 1988; 1991 - ISSN 0027-0929 Theoretical organ of the "Socialist Workers Party" [USA] and of the "Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire" [Canada], later renamed "Ligue Communiste" Current in 1991 See also: New International <1090>; Nueva Internacional <1119> Address: C.P. 280, succ. de Lormierc; Montréal, Québec, Canada Price: Can. $ 9,50/no. Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI [-1990] Location(s): PC(WL)

<1115> Les Nouvelles études marxistes ; revue @ Alliance des Etudiants Révolutionnaires @ Paris @ [1970] - 1971 located Totally no. 1 (undated) - 5 (1971) located Continues: Circles d'études marxistes <0296> Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BFF; BN; CER; HIL

<1116> Nowa droga @ Komunista Internacjonalista Polski (b. opoz. KPP) @ [S.I.J] @ 1934 Only no. 2 (Aug.) located Language(s): Pol Country: PL Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

NSR see: Notebooks for study and research <1113>

<1117> Nucleo rosso : bollettino interno @ Colletti- vo Político Fragalà @ Cirò (Catanzaro) @ 1982 Only 1 no. publ. Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): CSPT

<1118> Nueva Internacional @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista, Sección Mexicana (Bolcheviques Leninistas) @ México @ 1934 - 1935 located Language(s): Spa Country: MX Location(s): HIL, IISG

<1119> Nueva Internacional @ una revista de política y teoría marxistas @ --- @ New York, NY @ 1991 - Theoretical organ of the "Socialist Workers Party" [USA] and of groups in Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand, Iceand. which are in solidarity with the SWP Began with no. 1 (June 1991) @ current in 1991 See also: New International <1090> and Nueva Internacional <1114> Address: Pathfinder Press, 410 West Street, New York, NY 10014, USA Price: $ 13,-/no. Language(s): Spa Country: US Location(s): PC(WL)

<1120> Nuevo claridad = voz de la izquierda marxista del PSOE y de las JS; [later:] v oz marxista de los socialistas por la juventud @ Federación de Juventudes Socialistas de Alava; [later:] Grupo Socialista Marxista de Oposición (PSOE) @ Vitoria; [later:] Madrid @ 1976 - 1989 Entryist organ issued by Spanish sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency" Totally no. 1 (June 1976) - 244 (Apr. 1989) + some suppl. publ. Continued by: El Militante <1053> Circulation: 3.000 (1977) Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): FPI

<1121> Nuevo curso : boletín español de información @ Bolcheviques Leninistas por la Construcción de la IV Internacional @ París @ 1939 located Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May) - 3 (July) located Language(s): Spa Country: FR Location(s): BDIC; CEHI

Nuova Opposizione Italiana. Frazione del PCI, aderente all'Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale: Bollettino dell'Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) see: Bollettino dell'Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) <0134>

<1122> Det Ny arbejderblad @ Revolutionære Kommunister; [later:] Revolutionære Kommunister (4. Internationale); [later:] Internationale Socialister (4. Internationale) @ Keabetha vn @ 1947 - 1948; 1950 - 1954 At the beginning publ. with title: Det Nye arbejderblad Totally no. 1 (Febr. 1947) - vol. 7, no. 1 (Febr. 1954) published Continues: Arbejderpolitik <0047> 1949, Mai-Nov. see: Arbejderpolitik <0049> Transl. see: Le Lucta <0933>

Language(s): Dan Country: DK Location(s): ABA; CER; KKB

<1123> Nybyggharen @ Föreningen Socialister @ Nortälje @ 1989 Totally no. 1 - 3 located @ probably ceased Language(s): Swe Country: SV Location(s): PC(WL)

Det Nye arbejderblad see: Det Ny arbejderblad <1122>

<1124> El Obrero militar @ Liga Obrero a Marxista @ México, D.F. @ 1962 - 1965 located Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1962) - vol. 3, no. 10 (Jan. 1965) located @ some issues missing Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL

<1125> OCI-AJS @ [Organisation Communiste Internationale] @ Alliances des Jeunes pour le Socialisme @ Paris @ 1973 located Only no. 1 located Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): BN

October review see: Shi-yue-ping-lun = October review <1471>

<1126> October Youth @ Spartacus Youth Club @ (?) @ 1933 located Only no. 5 (Oct./Nov.) located Language(s): Eng Location(s): HIL

<1127> Octubre @ Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [Ive Internationale], Région Sud-Ouest; [later:] P arti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr Ançaise de la IV Internationale, Région Sud-Ouest @ [Bordeaux] @ 1943 - 1945 Totally no. 2 (Sept. 1943) - 26 (Sept. 1945) + some spec.no. publ. Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #15, Paris, 1979 Literature: Plutet op.cit. p.100-101 Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CDI; CER
Octobre @ Cercles JCR de Lyon @ [Lyon] @ [1966 - 1967]  
Totally no. 1 - 4 (undated) publ.  
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067>  
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): BDIC

<Octobre @ Jeunesse Communiste Rév olutonnaire de Dijon @ Dijon @ [1967 - 1968]  
Totally no. 1 - 3 (undated) publ.  
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067>  
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): BDIC

Octobre rouge : organe des jeunes léni-nistes @ ---; [later:] Journée Léniniste adhérent à la Ligue Communiste Internationaleiste (Bolcheviks-Léni-nistes) @ Paris @ 1933 - 1934  
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1933) - 5 (March 1934) publ.  
Continued: Le Combat des jeunes <0326>  
Language(s): Fre Country: FR  
Location(s): BFP; CER; ISIG

Octobre : revista del marxismo rev oluciona rio @ Liga Comunista Internacionalista @ México, D.F. @ 1935  
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct.) - 2 (Nov.) located @ probably ceased  
Language(s): Spa Country: MX  
Location(s): HIL; ISIG

Octobre : órgano central @ Liga de la Juventud Comunista @ Madrid @ 1977 - 1978  
Last issue titled: Octubre - Joven revolucionario, issued together with "Federación de Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias"  
Totally no. 3 (Feb. 1977) - spec. no. (=especial unificación) (1978) located  
Continued by: Barricada <0694>  
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): HIL

Octobre - Joven revolucionario  
see: Octubre <1132>

Österreich-Bulletin @ Österreicheromitee der I[internationalen] K[ommunisten] D[eutsc]länds @ [Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale] @ Antwerpen @ 1939  
Only 1 unnumbered issue (dated March) located  
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.339  
Language(s): Ger Country: BE  
Location(s): TL

Offensiv : marxistisch blad in PvdA, Jonge Socialisten en vakbeweging @ --- @ Amsterdam @ 1981 - 1985  
ISSN 0169-7714  
Subtitle varies slightly  
Issued by Dutch sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency"  
Current in 1991  
Continues: Voorwaarts <1804>  
Address: Postbus 11561, 1001 GN Amsterdam, The Netherlands  
Price: if 15/yr  
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): CWI

Offensiv : marxistisk tidning för arbetarrörel se @ --- @ Umedå; [later:] Farsta @ 1973 - 1989  
ISSN 0348-5447  
Entrist paper publ. by Swedish sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency"  
Current in 1990  
Address: Box 374, 12303 Farsta, Sweden  
Price: Skr. 100./-yr.  
Language(s): Swed Country: SV Affiliation(s): CWI  
Location(s): KBS

Offensive! @ Jeunesses Ouvrières Révolutionnaires, Section Française de l'Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse @ P aris @ 1975 - 1977  
ISSN 0339-6231  
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1975) - vol. 2, no. 3 (Febr. 1977) publ.  
Language(s): Fre Country: FR  
Location(s): BM

Ohé partisans! : journal fondé par un groupe de FTP @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale] @ [S.I.] @ 1945  
Tables of contents in: Cahiers de la CERMTRI #15, Paris, 1979  
Language(s): Fre Country: FR  
Location(s): CER; CER; HIL; ISIG

OIB  
see: Organisations-Informations-Brief <1151>

Oktro : organ for marxistisk-leninistisk politikk @ --- @ Oslo @ 1937 - 1939  
Subtitle varies: organ for Fjæres Internasjonal; skandinavisk organ for Fjæres Internasjonal  
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 1937) - vol. 3, no. 3 (Sept. 1939) publ.  
Language(s): Nor Country: NO  
Location(s): AAB; ABA; HIL; TL

Oktro : udg. af sympatisører til den 4. Internationale @ Oktrogruppen, IV Internationale @ Oslo @ 1972 - 1980  
Totally no. 1 - 17 + some spec.no. publ.  
Continued by: Internasjonal  
Language(s): Nor Country: NO Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): ABA

Oktro @ Gruppe Commune, Österrei chische Sektion der Revolutionär-Maoistischen Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale @ Wien @ 1978 - 1981  
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): RMF  
Location(s): ÖNB; PC(NN)

Oktro @ Internationale Kommunisten Westberlin; [later:] Revolutionäre Sozialisten @ Berlin @ 1982 - 1989  
Name of issuing body varies: Revolutionäre SozialistInnen began with no. 1 (March 1982) @ one issue (dated June 1985) unnumbered @ some unnumbered extra issues publ. @ current in 1990  
Address: Postbox 023270 K, 1000 Berlin 28, Germany  
Price: 0,50 DM/no.  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE  
Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Oktobervriege @ Fraktion der Linken Opposition in der SAP @ Berlin @ 1932 - 1933  
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1932) - 5/6 (Feb. 1933) publ.  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR  
Location(s): PC(WL)

Oktobcrbücher @ --- @ Berlin @ 1973 located  
Series issued by "Verlag Neuer Kurs", a publishing house closely associated with "Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland"  
Only no. 1 located  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): CWI  
Location(s): PC(WL)

Oktobertexte @ [Inprekorr-Strömung in der VSP] @ [S.I.] @ 1989  
Totally no. 1 (Nov.) - 3 (Dec.) publ. @ publication suspended or ceased  
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): PC(WL)

The Old mule @ Revolutionary Marxist Group @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1972 - 1977  
ISSN 0714-4628  
Totally no. 1 - 38 + some suppl. publ.  
Continued by: The Militant <1042>  
French ed.: La Troupe rouge <1694>  
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI  
Location(s): CER; NLC; NUL; UCL; UMI
<1146> Onda d'urto @ [no. 0:] Collettivo Giovanile Talpa Rossa di Foligno; [from no. 1:] Collettivo Giovanile Onda d'Urto di Foligno @ Foligno @ 1990 -
Begun with no. 0 (Jan. 1990) @ current in 1990
Address: Via Scarpettini 7, 06034 Foligno, Italy
Price: L 1.000/no.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CSPI
Open forum
see: Kaifang = Ouverture = Open forum <0814>
Open World Conference for the Workers International: Bulletin de la Conférence Mondiale Ouverte pour l'Internationale Ouvrière
see: Bulletin de la Conférence Mondiale Ouverte pour l'Internationale Ouvrière <0173>
Open World Conference for the Workers International: Bulletin der Offenen Weltkonferenz für die Arbeiter-Internationale
see: Bulletin der Offenen Weltkonferenz für die Arbeiter-Internationale <0191>
Open World Conference for the Workers International: Bulletin of the Open World Conference for the Workers International
see: Bulletin of the Open World Conference for the Workers International <0254>
Oposición obrera
see: Working class opposition <1884>
Opposition Communiste [Belgium]: Bulletin de l'Opposition Communiste, Groupe de Bruxelles
see: Bulletin de l'Opposition Communiste, Groupe de Bruxelles <0181>

<1147> Opptakt @ Oktobergruppa @ Oslo @ 1976 - 1980 [?]
Language(s): Nor Country: NO
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): IUSG

<1148> L'Organisateur : organe de liaison @ Mouvement Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse @ Paris @ 1948 located
Only no. 4 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

<1149> Organisation Communiste Internationale: Bulletin intérieur @ Paris @ 1976 - 1981 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; HIL

<1150> Organisation Communiste Internationale: Correspondance internationale: bulletin international @ O.C.I. [Organisation Communiste Internationale] (for the Reconstruction of the 4 Internationale) @ P aris @ 1976 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1976) - 2 (Nov. 1976) + 1 (Dec. 1976) spec.no. + 2 suppl. (1977) publ. @ no. 1 designated as "nouvelle formule"
Continues: Organisations-Information-Brief <1051>
Back no. 1: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korespondenz <1153>
Suppl.: Bulletin intérieur du Comité d'Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la IV [Quatrième] Internationale <0230>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Affiliation(s): ICR

<1151> Organisations-Informations-Brief : organisationsinternes Material @ [Gruppe Internationale Marxisten] @ [S.I.] @ 1973 - 1986
Other title: GIB
Irregular numbering @ only a few issues located @ publication ceased in Sept. 1986
Continues [:] GIM-RKJ-Rundbrief <0587>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APG; TAN

<1152> The Organiser @ BSFI [Revolutionary Socialist League] @ London @ 1959 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(NN)

Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Bulletin du Comité d’Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale (CORQI)
see: Bulletin du Comité d’Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale <0207>

Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Bulletin interieur du Comité d’Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale <0230>

<1153> Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: La Correspondance internationale : bulletin de discussion @ Comité International pour la Reconstruction de la IVe Internationale<br>Continues by: Parity Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<1154> Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: International correspondence @ for the Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International by its British sections @ [London] @ 1977 located
Only spec.no. (May) located
Continued by: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1165>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<1155> Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Internationales Bulletin : Diskussionsbulletin @ Organisationensteams für den Wiederaufbau der IV. Internationale ; IAK, Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (Trotskisten) für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale ; [later:] ... ; IAK, Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale); [later:] ... ; IAK, Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisierung in ganz Deutschland, für den Wiederaufbau der IV. Internationale) @ Berlin; [later:] Bochum; [later:] Dortmund @ 1973 - 1979
Totally no. 0 (May 1973) - 14 (Dec. 1979) publ.
Continued by: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz <1166>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; DBF; PC(WL); TAN; UBFU
Organizador obrero
see: Workers’ organizer <1850>
<1156> Organizational bulletin @ Workers Party of the United States, New York District @ New York, NY @ 1935 - 1936
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): TL

<1157> The Organizer : for a labor party, for a workers' International @ Socialist Organizer @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1991 -
"In political solidarity with the Liaison Committee for a Workers' International"
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1991) was preceded by a "special inaugural issue" (March/Apr 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: Socialist Organizer, 4017 24 St. #19, San Francisco, CA 94114, USA
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)
The Organizer
see: The Young socialist organizer <1906>

<1158> Organizing Committee for the Socialist Party Convention: Internal bulletin @ New York, NY @ 1937 - 1938
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1937) - 7 (Jan. 1938) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.297-300
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; SHS; TL

<1159> Osvoðobëdenie @ L' evata Marksïøeska
Opozicija @ Sofïja @ 1931 - 1934 located
Totally no. 2 - 45 + 4 spec.no. publ.
Language(s): Bul Country: BU
Location(s): BGA; IISG

<1160> L'Ottobre @ Collettivo Marxista di Lavoro
Politico @ Piacenza @ 1971
Totally no. 2 (March) - 3 (May) located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CSPT

<1161> Ottobre : bollettino @ Cellula Trotskista d'Italia, aderente al Comitato d'Organizzazione per la Ricostruzione della IV Internazionale @ Genov a; [later:] Roma @ 1973 - 1974
Author statement varies slightly
Continued by: Il Militante <1052>
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): ASS; BFS; BFP; CDP; CER; CSPT
Ouverture
see: Kaifang = Ouverture = Open forum <0814>

<1162> L'Ouvrier : organe marxiste-léniniste @ [Union Communiste Internationale (IV e Internationale)] @ [Paris] @ 1939 - 1940
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1939) - 2 (Jan. 1940) + 1 spec.no. (Jan. 1940) publ.
Literature: Pluot op.cit. p.69-70
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Location(s): CER
Over en weer
see: Het Kompas <0859>
PA
see: Proletarische Aktion <1254>
Pamphlet
see: Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain].
British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist): Pamphlet <1389>
Pamphlet
see: Workers Revolutionary Party [1973 - 1985]: Pamphlet <1866>

<1163> Panther : the socialist voice of the black & Asian community @ --- @ London @ 1990 -
Paper of the "Militant Tendency" aimed at immigrant workers
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1990) @ current in 1990
Address: 113a Benwell Rd., London N7, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,30/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI

<1164> Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International:
Correspondance internationale @ Comité Parti@ pour la Réorganisation (Rconstruction) de la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ 1980
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 3 (Aug.,Sept.) + 1 spec. (Nov.) publ.
Continues: Organisation Comuniste Internationaliste: Correspondance internationale <1150>
Continued by: Correspondance internationale - La Vérité <0383>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; HIL; PC(WL)

<1165> Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: International correspondence @ Paris @ 1980
Totally no. 1 (Febur.) - 2 (Oct.) publ.
Continues: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: International correspondence <1154>
Continued by: International tribune <0721>
French ed.: Correspondance internationale - La Vérité <0383>
Span. ed.: Correspondencia internacional <0387>
Language(s): Eng Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; HIL; HPSS; NSUB; PC(WL); SP

<1166> Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International: Internationale Korrespondenz @ Paritätisches Komitee für die Reorganisierung (den Wiederaufbau der IV. Internationale; [later:] IV. Internationale (Internationales Komitee); Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation @ Dortmundo etc.) @ 1980 - 1981
Other title: Internationale Korrespondenz - La Vérité
Began with no. 2 @ no. 14 of the predecessor considered as no. 1 @ totally no. 2 (June 1980) - 8 (Nov. 1981) publ.
Continues: Organisation Comuniste Internationaliste: Correspondance internationale <1154>
Continued by: Internationale Tribüne <0752>
German selection from: Correspondance internationale - La Vérité <0383>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL); TAM

<1167> Parole de taupe @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Fougeres @ 1979 - 1984
ISSN 0291-2511
Title varies: Paroles de taupe
Continued by: A gauche <0001>
Suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN
Paroles de taupe
see: Parole de taupe <1167>
Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]: Bulletin intérieur see: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) pour la Construction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale <0224>
Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) pour la Construction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale see: Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) pour la Construction de la IVe [Quatrième] Internationale <0224>
<1168> Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]: Bulletin de discussion @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr ançaise de la IVe Internationale @ P aris @ 1951 located
Title: Bulletin de discussion @ Paris, Jan. - July 1951 located
Tables of contents in: La cahier du CERMTRI. #42. Paris, 1986
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]: Bulletin de discussion @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr ançaise de la IVe Internationale @ P aris @ 1951 located
Title: Bulletin de discussion @ Paris, Jan. - July 1951 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

<1169> Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]: Bulletin intérieur @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr ançaise de la IVe Internationale @ P aris @ [N.s.] 1944 - 1952
Most issues unnumbered @ some spec.no. publ. @ some issues publ. without title
Continues: Parti Communiste Internationaliste (France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)): Bulletin intérieur <1170>
Many issues publ. as suppl. to: La Vérité <1774> and other papers of the PCI
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BDDC; CER; HIL

<1170> Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)]: Bulletin intérieur @ Paris @ 1952 - 1967 located
Some issues unnumbered @ some untitled
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDDC; BPF; HIL

<1171> Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]: Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale: Bulletin intérieur @ [S.I.] @ 1942 - 1945 located
Some 12 issues, mostly unnumbered and partly undated (publ. between Febr. 1942 and Oct. 1945) located
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): CER

<1172> Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]: Bulletin intérieur @ [Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolschewiks-Léninistes)] @ P aris @ [1936; [n.s.] 1937 - 1939
Title varies: Bulletin intérieur du POI (BL) ; Bulletin d'information intérieur du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Section Fr ançaise de la IVe Internationale); Bulletin intérieur de discussion du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Section Fr ançaise de la IV International) ; Bulletin totali 21 issues (June 1936 - Febr. 1939), partly unnumbered, publ. of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.240-252 ; Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #52. Paris, 1989
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER; IISSG; HIL; TL

<1173> Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]: Bulletin intérieur @ Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Section Française de la IVe Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1943
Totally no. 1 (Jan.) - 20 (Dec.) located
Continues: Comité Français de la Quatrième Internationale: Bulletin intérieur <0345>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): CER

<1174> Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérént au Centre pour la Quatrième Internationale: Bulletin intérieur @ [Bruxelles ?] @ 1936 - 1938
Title varies: Bulletin intérieur d'information de et discussion Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1936) - 15 (May 1938) + some unnumbered issues located
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.231-237
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Location(s): ABA; CER; FFI; HIL; HUL; IISG; TL

Parti Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista) [Spain]: Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín interno del Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista), Sección Española de la IV [Cuarta] Internacional located
Some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): MIL

<1175> Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín interno @ PRT @ México, D.F. @ 1976 - 1984 located
Title varies: Boletín interno de discusión e información Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1976) - 68 (Nov. 1984) located
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): MIL

Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional: Boletín interno de discusión e información located
Some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): MIL

<1176> The Partisan @ Youth Against War and Fascism @ New York, NY @ 1965 - 1969 located
Some issues undated and unnumbered
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): JFKI; UMI

<1177> Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale: Bollettino interno @ [S.I.] @ 1945 [?]; 1946; [n.s.] 1947 located
First series totally vol. 2, no. 2 (June 1946) and [n.s.] no. 8 (Sept. 1951) located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): BDDC; CSPT

<1178> The Party builder @ Socialist Workers Party, National Education Department; [later:] Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1946 - 1976 located
Totally vol. 1 - 10 with some 37 no. publ. @ publication suspended in 1948 - 1962, 1964 - 1969 and 1971
Continued by: The Activist [not included into the bibliog]
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<1>; USFI Location(s): CEK; SHS; TL

<1179> Party builder @ Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1946 - 1948 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; SHS; TL Location(s): UMI

<1180> Party forum @ information and discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party; [later:] Democratic Socialist Party @ Broadway, NSW @ 1989 - 1990
Continued by: The Activist [not included into the bibliog]
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): DSP; PC(WL)

<1181> Party organiser : internal bulletin @ Revolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1946 - 1948
Some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): NCL; SP
<1200> Perspectiva mundial : un servicio de prensa obrera @ --- @ Mexico, D.F. @ 1966 - 1967 located
Only some scattered issues of vol. 1 (1966) - 2 (1967) located
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC

Perspectiva mundial : una revista socialista destinada a defender los intereses del pueblo @ New York, NY @ 1977 - ISSN 0164-3169 Later with subtitle: una revista socialista destinada a defender los intereses del pueblo trabajador
Issued by the "Socialist Workers Party" [USA] Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1977) @ current in 1990 From 1977 to 1986 partially identical with: Intercontinental press <0657>
Circulation: 3.100 (1990)
Address: 410 West Street, New York, NY 10114, USA
Price: $ 17.7/yr.
Language(s): Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI [-1990]
Location(s): CUL; FPI; HIL; IC; UCB; UMI; UTA; RUL

Perspectiva mondiale
see: World outlook = Perspective mondiale <1886>

<1203> Perspectives : Marxist news analysis @ [Militant Tendency] @ Brighton @ 1964 - 1968 Totally 50 no. publ. @ many issues missing Continued by: International perspectives <0707>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): SP

<1204> Perspectives du socialisme prolétarien : pour la IVe Internationale @ Paris @ 1980 ISSN 0246-5310 Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (Oct.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): BN

<1205> Le Petit rouge du Périgord @ Fédération de la Dordogne de la Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Chancelade @ 1979 - ISSN 0241-7650 Other title: REP Current in 1989
Suppl. to: Rouge <1437>
Address: CE3MD, B.P. 11, 24650 Chancelade, France
Price: FF 60.-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Location(s): USFI

<1206> Der Pionier @ Kommunistische Opposition am Wedding und in der Pfarz (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) @ Berlin ; Ludwigshafen a.Rh. @ 1930 Only no. 2/3 (March) located Continued by: Der Kommunist <0846>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): IIG; PC(WL)

<1207> De Pionier @ [Comité van Revolueerende Marxisten] @ Rotterdam @ 1944 - 1945 Totally no. 1 (1944) - 4 (Jan. 1945) publ.
Continued by: Revolueerende jeugd <1360>
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Location(s): ROD

<1208> PL brosjure @ Aktiegroep Proletaries Links; [later:] Internationale Kommunistenbond (IKB), Nederlandse Afdeling v[an] d[e] Werke Intern[ationale] @ (Hooftdorp) @ 1973 - 1977 located
Other title: PL brosjures Totally no. 2 - 16 located
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): IISG

PL brosjures see: PL brosjure <1208>

<1209> Platforma : pismo teoretyczno-programowe @ Ruch Młodej Lewic @ Wrocław @ 1989 - 1990 Totally no. 1 (June 1989) - 7 (Apr./May 1990) publ.
Continued by: Platforma spartakusowców <1210>
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): RAL

<1210> Platforma spartakusowców @ ---; [from no. 2:] Spartakowska Grupa P olki, Sympatyzująca Sekcja Międzynarodowej Ligi Komunistycznej (Czwarto-Międzynarodówkowej) @ Wrocław @ 1990 - Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1990) @ current in 1991
Continues: Platforma <1209>
Address: A.J. Skr. 741, 50-900 Wrocław 2, Poland
Price: Zl 10.00/no.
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): RAL

<1211> Platforma spartakusowców / Russian edition ] @ Spartakowska Grupa Polska @ Berlin ; Moskwa @ 1991 - Began with no. 1 (Spring 1991) @ current in 1991 At head of title: "Na russkom jazyke"
Address: SpAd, Postfach 510655, 1000 Berlin 51, Germany ; Spartakow-cvec/SSSR, 121019 g. Moskva, g-19, a/19, USSR
Price: Rub. 0.20/no.
Language(s): Rus Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): PC(WL)

<1212> The Plough @ Revolutionary Marxist Group (Irish Supporters of the Fourth International) @ Dublin @ 1972 - 1975 located
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CER; IISG; NUL

<1213> Poche rouge @ [Ligue Communiste, Section Francaise de la IVe Internationale] @ Paris @ 1972 - 1974 Other titles: Livre de poche rouge ; Série Poche rouge Totally no. 1 - 11/12 publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BR; CER; PC(WL)

<1214> Poczta ze świata @ L.I.T. (CI) @ Warszawa @ 1990 - Organ of Polish sympathizers of the "International Workers League (Fourth International)"
Begun with no. 1 (August 1990) @ current in 1991
Address: Alternatywa, ul. Hozza 29/31 m, 21, 00-521 Warszawa, Poland
Language(s): Pol Country: PL Affiliation(s): IWL

<1215> Points of view : being lectures deliv ered to the Cape Debating Society @ --- @ Cape Town @ 1959 located Only vol. 1, no. 1 located
Language(s): Eng Country: SA Location(s): ICS; PC(BH)

<1216> Politica obrera : por un programma de clase para la unificacion de los trotskistas @ [T endencia en Defensa de la IVa Internacional] @ [Madrid ?] @ 1978 - 1979 located
Totally no. 1 (undated) - 12 (Dec. 1979) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Location(s): CER
Pre-conference discussion bulletin
see: Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: Pre-conference discussion bulletin <1379>

Pre-conference discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal discussion bulletin <1554>

Pre-conference discussion bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

Pre-conference discussion internal bulletin
see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International: Pre-conference discussion bulletin <0700>

<Prensa obrera @ Comité Central de la Liga Obrera Comunista @ Barcelona @ 1976 [?] -
From no. 177 (Feb. 1980) located @ current in 1999
Address: L.S. Feces, Apartado de Correos 211, 08080 Barcelona, Spain
Price: P. 1.800/yr.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): FR</P>

<Prensa obrera @ Comité Central de la Liga Obrera @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1984 -
Journal of the "Workers League [USA]" for Latin America
Current in 1990
Address: Labor Publications, PO Box 33063, Detroit, Mich. 48232, USA
Price: $ 6,/-/yr.
Language(s): Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): UML</P>

<Press information service for the Fourth International @ International Secretariat for the Fourth International @ Antwerp @ 1937
Only 1 issue (unnumbered, dated March) located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; MRC; TL

Presse ouvrière see: Labor press <0879>

<La Presse ouvrière @ Ligue des Travailleurs @ Montréal, Québec @ 1986 -
Began Sept. 1986 @ partly with vol.-numbering @ current in 1991
Address: C.P. 5334 succ. "R", Montréal, Québec H3B 4P1, Canada
Price: Can.$ 8,/-/yr.
Language(s): Frc Country: CA Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): PC(WL)</P>

<Presse rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolu-
tionnaire @ Luxemburg @ 1970 - 1972
Language(s): Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL</P>

<Pro und contra : Diskussionsblätter für demokratischen Sozialismus @ Köln; Berlin @ 1949 - 1954
No. 1 titled: Beiträge zur Zeit @ subtitle varies
Organ partly influenced by German Trotskyists
Total no. 1 (1949) - vol. 5, no. 3 (Oct. 1954) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Continues: Unser Weg <1759>
Circulation: 1,500 (1951)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BGA; BSC; CER; DBF; HKB; I2P; OSI; TL; UBFU</P>

<Programma rivoluzionario : bollettino @ [Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista), Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale] @ R oma @ 1968
located
Only no. 2 (Sept.) located
Suppl. to: Lotta operaia <0923>
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IF(P)
Location(s): BFF</P>

<Il Programma trotskysta : bollettino @ Nucleo Spartacista d’Italia @ Torino @ 1977; 1979
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CER; CSPT; PRL</P>

<Proletář offensiv @ Sveriges Revolutionära Arbetsförsänd, Sektion av IV:e Internationen @ Johanneshov @ 1976 - 1983
ISSN 0347-707X
Totally some 60 no. publ. between Sept. 1976 and May 1983
Continues: Röda Fanan <1409>
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): ILRFI
Location(s): KBS</P>

<Le Prolétaire : organe central @ Rayon du Havre du Parti Communiste Internationaliste [IV e Internationale]; [later:] Région de Basse Seine du P arti Communiste Internationaliste [IV e Internationale]; [later:] Parti Communiste Internationaliste [IV e Internationale] @ Le Havre @ 1938 - 1939
Subtitle varies
Totally no. 1 (March 1938) - 17 (Aug. 1939) publ.
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.63-65
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BOIC; ILSG</P>

<Le Prolétaire de l’ouest : bulletin régional @ Région Nantaise du Parti Communiste Internationale [Section Française de la IV e Internationale] @ [Nantes] @ 1944 - 1945 located
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1944) - 6 (March 1945) and no. 13 (Sept. 1945) located
Continues: Front ouvrier <0564>
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.115
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CDI; CER</P>

<Le Prolétaire internationaliste : organe de lutte des groupes ouvriers de l’usine R enondin (Suresnes) @ [Comité Communiste Internationaliste] @ [Suresnes] @ 1944
Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (March) @ 1 suppl. (March) publ.
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.103
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER</P>

<Proletař @ Komunistický Účtmáctidennik @ Praha @ 1937 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 and no. 5 - 7 located
Language(s): Cze Country: CS
Location(s): ILSG</P>

<Prolétar @ PSA (Proletarisk Socialistisk Arbejdsgruppe); [later:] Internationale Socialister @ Kobenhavn @ 1972 - 1974
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): ABA; KBA</P>

<Proletarisk politics @ Communist League, Indian Section of the Fourth International @ Bomba y @ 1977 - 1983 located
Totally "spec. inaugural issue" [=vol. 1, no. 1] (Oct./Dec. 1977) - vol. 7, no. 4 (Nov./Dec. 1983) located @ some issues missing
Continues: Red spark <1131>
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

[1248] Proletarian revolution @ League for the Revolutionary Party @ New York, NY @ 1984 - ISSN 0894-0754
Began with no. 1, continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Socialist revolution [1252]
From 1984 - 1986/87 suppl.: Proletarian revolution / Supplement [1249]
Address: Socialist Voice Publ. Co., 170 Broadway, Room 201, New York, NY 10038, USA
Price: $ 1,/-no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PC(WL); UMI

[1249] Proletarian revolution / Supplement @ League for the Revolutionary Party @ New York, NY @ 1984 - 1986/87
Suppl. to: Proletarian revolution [1248]
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): PC(WL)

[1250] Proletaries links @ Aktiegroep Proletaries Links; [later:] ---; [later:] Kommunistenbond Proletaries Links; [later:] Internationale Kommunistenbond, Nederlandse Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale @ Amsterdam @ 1972 - 1978
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1972) - vol. 7, no. 6 (March 1978) publ.
Incorporates: Revolte [1334]
Continued by: Klasse en strijdblad [0841]
From March 1977 suppl.: Strijdblad
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): IGG; KBG; RUL
Proletaries links / Strijdblad see: Proletaries links [1250]

[1251] Proletario : para la construcción de secciones obreras rojas en las fábricas @ Liga Comunista Revolucionaria @ Madrid @ 1970 - 1971 located
Totally no. 2 (Sept. 1970) - 7 (1971) + 1 unnumbered issue (Aug. 1971) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI

[1252] Proletario : órgano de línea comunista en el movimiento obrero @ Liga Comunista (Organización Simpatizante de la IVa Internacional) @ Barcelona @ 1974 - 1975 located
Substitute series
Totally no. [1] (undated) - 13 (Apr. 1975) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

[1253] Proletario @ Liga Comunista Revolucionaria (LCR), IV Internacional @ V aladolid @ 1978 located
Only no. 2 (July) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI

[1254] Proletarische Aktion : unabhängiges proletarisch-revolutionäres Organ [later dropped] @ ---; [later:] Proletarische Aktion der Schweiz @ Zürich @ 1945 - 1951
Paper controlled by Swiss Trotskyists from 1946
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1945) - vol. 7, no. 6 (Dec. 1951) + suppl. publ.
Continued by: Das Arbeiterwort [0043]
Circulation: 1.000 (1947)
Language(s): Ger Country: CH
Location(s): BBDC; SSA; SLB

[1255] Proletarjat : polski organ = mensuel polonais @ Lewicowa Opozycja Komunistyczna @ Bruxelles @ 1932
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (May) publ.
Language(s): Pol Country: BE
Location(s): IIGS; PC(WL)

[1256] Proletarska avanguarda : diskussionen bitlen jugoslovanske trockisti-ke grupe @ Paris @ 1970 - 1972 located
Language(s): Ser Country: FR Affiliation(s): [IC<2>]
Location(s): BN

[1257] Prométhée @ --- @ Bobigny @ 1989 - ISSN 1142-2254
Began with no. 1 (Summer 1989) @ current in 1991
Address: BP 33, 93001 Bobigny Cedex, France
Price: FF 50,-/yc
Language(s): Fre Country: FR

[1258] Prometheus research series @ Prometheus Research Library @ New York, NY @ 1988 - Prometheus Research Library is sponsored by the "Spartacist League [USA]"
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1988) @ current in 1991
Address: Spartacist Publ. Co., Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY, USA
Price: $ 5,/-no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Began with no. 1 (January 1988) located
Suppl.: Prometheus research series [1258]
Continues: Maulwurf [1023]
Continued by: Proletarische links [1258]

[1259] Prospettiva socialista / Quaderni @ Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria (Sezione della Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori - Quarta Internazionale) @ R oma @ 1982; 1984 - 1990 located
Totally no. 1 (1984) - 85 (1990) publ. @ no. 0 (Jan. 1982) publ. as a suppl. to no. 51 (2. series) of "Avanza proletaria" [10071]
Continues: Avanza proletaria [10071]
Continued by: Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria [1261]
Suppl.: Socialismo o barbarie [1479] ; Prospettiva socialista / Quaderni [1260]
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): ASS; CSPT

[1260] Prospettiva socialista / Quaderni @ Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria @ Roma @ 1988 - [1990]
Totally no. 1 (March 1988) - 5 (undated) located
Continued by: Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria [1262]
Suppl. to: Prospettiva socialista [1259]
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): ASS; CSPT

[1261] Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria @ Socialismo Rivoluzionario @ Roma @ 1990 -
Began with vol. 7, no. 86, continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Prospettiva socialista [1259]
Suppl.: Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria / Quaderni [1262]
Address: Via degli Ausoni 9, 00185 Roma, Italy
Price: L 40.000/yrc
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): CSPT

[1262] Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria / Quaderni @ [Socialismo Rivoluzionario] @ Roma @ [1991 ?] -
Began with no. 6 [Dec. 1991 ?], continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Prospettiva socialista / Quaderni [1260]
Suppl. to: Prospettiva socialista rivoluzionaria / Quaderni [1262]
Address: Via degli Ausoni 9, 00185 Roma, Italy
Price: L 2.000/no.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): PC(WL)

[1263] Provo : das widerspenstige Jugendmagazin @ Revolutionäre Sozialistische Jugendorganisation (RSJ) @ Zürich @ 1986
Began with no. 1=500 (Apr./May 1986) @ current in 1990
Continues: Maulwurf [1023]
Address: Postfach 3241, 8031 Zürich, Switzerland
Price: SF 14,-/yr.
<1281> Quatrième Internationale : revue théorique mensuelle @ Parti Ouvrier Internationale (Bolchevik-Lénineiste), Section Française de la IV Internationale; [later:] Comité Central du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Lénineiste), Section Française de la IV Internationale @ Paris @ 1936 - 1939
Subtitle varies slightly
Totally no. 1 = spec.no. (Oct. 1936) - 17 (May 1939) + 1 spec.no. (June 1938) + 1 suppl. (March 1938) publ.
Tables of contents in: Les cahiers du CERMTRI #2, Paris, ca. 1977
Continues: La lutte des classes #948
Language(s): Fre Country: FA Location(s): BDIC, BN, CER; HIL; ISGC; LC; NYPL; UMI

<1282> Quatrième Internationale @ Comités Français de la IV Internationale; [later:] Secrétariat Provisoire Européen de la IV Internationale; [later:] Comité Exécutif Européen de la IV Internationale; [later:] Comité Exécutif International de la IV Internationale; [later:] Secrétariat Unifié de la IV Internationale; [later:] Comité Exécutif International de la IV Internationale @ [S.I.]; [later:] Gilly; [later:] Bruxelles; [later:] Paris; [later:] Montreuil @ 1942; [n.s.] 1943 - 1957; [n.s.] 1958 - 1971; [n.s.] 1972 - 1975; [n.s.] 1980 -
ISSN 0771-0569 - ISSN 0765-1740
Title varies: La IV Internationale
Engl. ed. from 1955 - 1956: The Fourth International @ 0534@; from 1958 - 1964: Fourth International @ 0535@; from 1962: International Marxist review @ 0702@
Address: PEC, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 75008 Paris, France
Price: FF 100,-/yr
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC, BFF, BN, CER; DSF, FPI; HIL; ISGC; LC; NYPL; OSI; SSA; TAM; UBFU; UMI

<1283> Quatrième Internationale @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale @ Paris @ 1965 - 1968
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1965) - 30 (June 1968) + 4 suppl. publ.
Cont. "L'International".
Literature: Pleut op cit. p.161-162
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC, BFF, BN, CER; ISGC

<1284> La Quatrième Internationale @ Comité Exécutif de la IV Internationale; [later:] Comité Exécutif de la Ligue Internationale (pour la R reconstruction de la IV Internationale) @ Nogent-sur-Oise; [later:] Paris @ 1974 -
ISSN 0335-3532
Designated as "Edition française"
Began with no. 1 (June 1974) @ partly with vol.-numbering @ current in 1990
Continues: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International: Bulletin international @ 0696@
Engl. ed.: The Fourth International @ 0538@
Address: L. Assouline, Poste restante Paris Sorbonne, 13 rue Cujas, 75005 Paris, France
Price: FF 10,-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ILRFI Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

<1285> Que faire @ Groupe JCR d'Anthony @ [Anthony] @ 1967
Probably only no. 1 (March) publ.
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse @ 0067@
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDIC

<1286> Qué hacer ? @ en defensa de los intereses obreros y campesinos @ México @ 1953 - 1955 located
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Location(s): CER; HIL

<1287> Qué hacer ? @ publicación periódica en lengua española de la Sección Danesa de IV Internacionale destinada a los problemas de la revolución latino- americana @ [Sección Danesa de la IV Internationale] @ Kobenhavn @ 1975
Totally no. 1 - 2 (June) publ.
Language(s): Spa Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ABA

<1288> Le Quotidien rouge @ Ligue Communiste, Section Française de la IV Internationale @ Paris @ 1974
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 22) - 20 (May)
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437@
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BN; CER

<1289> Rabojava borba @ za revolucioniruju rabočju partiju! @ Dvi ženie za Sozdanje Revolucionirovoj Rabočej Partiji; [later:] Socialistički Rabočii Sojuz @ Leningrad; [later:] Moskva @ 1990 -
Began with no. 1 (1990) @ current in 1991
Address: A. Gusev, ul. Oktjabr’jaska 105-44, 127521 Moskva, USSR
Price: Rub. 0,10/no.
Language(s): Rus Country: SU Affiliation(s): WIR Location(s): PC(WL)

<1290> Rabočaia vlast’ @ Liga za Revolucionirujoj Kommunističeskij Internacional @ London @ 1991 -
Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: Dinar 50,-/no.
Language(s): Rus Country: GB Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): PC(WL)

<1291> Radničko mišljenje : novina @ Liga za Revolucionarnu Komunističku Internacionalu @ Wien @ 1992 -
Began with no. 1 (Feb. 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: Dinar 50,-/no.
Language(s): Ser Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI Location(s): PC(WL)

<1292> Rally I @ Labour League of Youth, Birkenhead-ad Central Branch @ Birkenhead @ 1949 - 1950
"Rally" stands for: Read about the Labour League of Youth Entist group controlled by the Grant group, aimed at the "Labour League of Youth" Total vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1949) - vol. 2, no. 5/6 (Nov./Dec. 1950) publ.
Continued by: Rally for socialism @ 1293@
Circulation: 700 - 1.000
Literature: Penn op cit. p.189-192
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; HPSS; NCL

<1293> Rally for socialism @ [Liverpool ?] @ 1951 - 1952
Entist group controlled by the Grant group, aimed at the "Labour League of Youth" Total vol. 2, no. 7 (Feb. 1951) - vol. 3, no. 1 (May 1952) publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering Continues: Rally I @ 1292@
Literature: Penn op cit. p.189-192
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; HPSS; NCL

<1294> Rally for socialism @ --- @ Liverpool @ 1957 - 1961
Total vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1957) - vol. 4, no. 3 (Apr. 1961) publ.
Continued by: Young guard @ 1890@
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): HIL; HPSS

Rank and file
see: Rank and file teacher <1295>

<1295>  Rank and file teacher: a paper of NUT classroom teachers @ [International Socialists; later: Socialist Workers Party] @ London @ 1968 - 1982
From 1968 - 1977 with title: Rank and file @ subtitle varies
Totaly 81 no. publ.
Circulation: 400 (1968); 9.000 (1974); 3.000 (1982)
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): CUL; UMI

Rapporto del GOR ai simpatizzanti ed ai contatti
see: Rapporto del GOR per simpatizzanti e contatti <1290>

<1290>  Rapporto del GOR per simpatizzanti e contatti @ Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario (per la Rimarcia della Quarta Internazionale) @ T orino; [later:] Perugia @ 1982 - 1984
No. 1 titled: Rapporto del GOR ai simpatizzanti ed ai contatti ; no. 2 - 5 titled: Rapporto per simpatizzanti e contatti
Language(s): Ita  Country: IT
Location(s): CESP

Rapporto per simpatizzanti e contatti
see: Rapporto del GOR per simpatizzanti e contatti <1296>

<1296>  Rapporto del GOR per simpatizzanti e contatti @ Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario (per la Rimarcia della Quarta Internazionale) @ T orino; [later:] Perugia @ 1982 - 1984
Totaly no. [1] - 2 publ. @ first issue lacking serial title and numbering
@ 2. ed. of no. 2 publ. as "Revolutionary communist pamphlets" no. 2
Continued by: Revolutionary communist pamphlets <1369>
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB
Location(s): BL; NSUB; SP

RCT pamphlet @ Revolutionary Communist Tendency @ London @ 1977 - 1978
Totaly no. [1] - 2 publ. @ first issue lacking serial title and numbering
@ 2. ed. of no. 2 publ. as "Revolutionary communist pamphlets" no. 2
Continued by: Revolutionary communist pamphlets <1369>
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB
Location(s): BL; NSUB; SP

RCY internal discussion bulletin
see: Revolutionary Communist Youth: Internal discussion bulletin <1737>

RCY newsletter
see: Revolutionary Communist Youth: Newsletter <1737>

<1298>  An Reabhloid = The revolution @ People's Democracy @ [Dublin] @ 1986 - 1987
Language(s): Gaeilge  Country: GB
Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): PC(IN)

<1299>  Rebel @ --- @ London @ 1960 - 1961; [n.s.] 1966 - 1967; [n.s.] 1971 - 1973
Entries and youth organ, issued by members of the "International Socialists" 1961 - 1965 see: Young guard @ 1990
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): PC(IN)

<1300>  Rebel @ Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend @ Wien @ 1989 -
Begann with no. 1 (March 1979) @ current in 1991
Suppl.: Rebel / Sondernummer <1301>
Address: Postfach 298, 1110 Wien, Austria
Price: 65.- / yr.
Language(s): Ger  Country: AT
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1301>  Rebel / Sondernummer @ Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend @ Wien @ 1989 -
Suppl. to: Rebel <1300>
Address: Postfach 298, 1110 Wien, Austria
Price: 65.00.- / yr.
Language(s): Ger  Country: AT
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1302>  Rebell @ Schülerfront @ [Luxembourg ?] @ 1971 - 1977 [?]
Continued by: De Fonken <0524>
Language(s): Ger  Country: LU  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL; HIL

<1303>  Reconstructir la Quatrième Internationale @ Fraction L.I.R.O.Q. de l'O.C.I.; [later:] Ligue Internationale de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ; Organisation Communiste Internationale @ [S .I .] @ 1974
Totaly no. 1 (Febr.) - 10 (Nov.) publ.
Language(s): Fre  Country: FR  Affiliation(s): ILRFI
Location(s): BN

<1304>  Reconstructre la Quatrième Internationale : bulletin @ Militants français du Groupe d'Opposition et de la Continuité de la Quatrième Internationale; [later:] militants de l'Internationale Ouvrière pour la R econstruction de la IVe Internationale @ Vigneux-sur-Seine @ 1988 - ISSN 0994-1460
Subtitle varies
From no. 2 (Apr. 1988) located, no. 1 missing @ current in 1991
From 1989 incorporates: Combat international @ 0327
At the beginning suppl. to: Combat international <0327>
Address: Juliette Sanglard-Corre, BP 19, 91270 Vigneux-sur-Seine, France
Price: FF 10,- / -/yr.
Language(s): Fre  Country: FR  Affiliation(s): GC; WIR
Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

<1305>  Red @ New Zealand Communist League; [no. 5:] ... [and] Wellington Communist League @ W ellington @ 1971 - 1972
Continued by: Spartanist <1634>
Language(s): Eng  Country: NZ  Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): NUNZ; ULV

<1306>  The Red flag @ British Section, International Left Opposition; [later:] Communist League of Great Britain; [later:] Marxist League @ London @ 1932 - 1934; [n.s.] 1936 - 1937
[First series] totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1933) - 11, no. 11 (Oct. 1934) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Nov. 1934) + 2 supplemental issues (1932) publ.; [n.s.] totally no. 1 (May 1936) - 8 (May/June 1937) publ.
Tables of contents in: Buitekant op cit.
Continued by: Workers' fight @ 1936
From Apr.-Aug. 1938 incorporated in: Fight <0510>
Circulation: 2.000 (1933)
Literature: Penn op cit. p.90-96
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB
Location(s): BLN; CUL; HIL; MRC; SP; UMI

<1307>  Red flag @ Revolutionary Workers Party (Trotskyist), British Section of the IV International (Posadist); [later:] Revolutionary Workers Party, British Section of the IV International (Posadist) @ London; [later:] Nottingham @ 1963 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (ca. July/Aug. 1963) @ current in 1990
Circulation: 250 (1990)
Address: PO Box 134, Nottingham NG1 3QT, Great Britain
Price: £ 5,- / -/yr.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): CER; CUL; HIL; HPSS; NLS; UMI

Red letter
see: Redletter <1317>

<1308>  Red letter : official bulletin @ Ohio-Michigan District, Socialist Workers Party (4th International) @ Cleveland, Ohio @ 1939 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (March) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: US
Location(s): UMI
Totally no. 1 (Apr. 1985) - 18 (Nov./Dec. 1987) located @ some issues missing
Probably continued as a single sheet bulletin on a local basis
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): CUL; HPSS; SP

**1310** Red mole @ International Marxist Group [British Section of the Fourth International] @ London @ 1970 - 1973
Continues: Black dwarf @ <0104>
Continued by: Red weekly @ <1316>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; APO; CER; CSL; CUL; HPSS; JPKI; LC; UCB; UCL; YUL

**1311** Red pamphlets @ IMG [International Marxist Group] @ London @ 1972 - [1977]
Totally no. 1 - 2, 4 - 5 and 7 - 8 located, mostly undated
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; UMI; PC(WL)

**1312** Red rebel @ [Socialist Workers Party] @ London @ 1978 - 1980
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): PC(RN)

**1313** Red spark : journal @ Socialist Workers’ Party; [later:] Communist League, Indian Section of the Fourth International @ Bomba y @ 1970 - 1973 located
Continues: Red weekly @ <1319>
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC; HIL

**1314** Red stripe : revolutionary youth magazine @ London @ 1988/89 - 1989 located
Issued by “International Socialist Group”
Continues: Red weekly @ <1319>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): SP

**1315** Red tide @ Revolutionary Youth Organizati on (Youth Section of the International Socialists) @ Highland Park, Mich. [etc] @ 1971 - 1978 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; UMI; PC(WL)

**1316** Red weekly @ International Marxist Group [British Section of the Fourth International] @ London @ 1973 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (May 1973) - 200 (May 1977) + suppl. publ.
Continues: Red mole @ <1310>
Continued by: Socialist challenge @ <1501>
Suppl.: Battle of ideas @ <0099>
Continued: Libertarian politics @ <1247>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; APO; BPF; BL; CER; CUL; HPSS; SP; UCL; UMI; UWM

**1317** Redletter @ Communist Left of [partly: in] New Zealand; [later:] Workers Power (NZ) @ Auckland @ 1983 -
Other title: Red letter
Began with no. 1 (Nov. 1983) @ current in 1991
Address: Box 6535, Auckland, New Zealand
Price: NZ $ 10,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): NLNZ

Reihe B & [und] G
see: Reihe Betrieb + [und] Gewerkschaft @ <1318>

**1318** Reihe Betrieb + [und] Gewerkschaft @ Gruppe Internationale Marxisten [GIM], Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Centralr Asschaff für Betriebs- und Gewerkschaftsarbeit @ Frankfurter A.M. @ 1975 - 1977
Other titles: Betrieb + Gewerkschaft; BG; Reihe B & G; Rote Hefte / Reihe Betrieb & Gewerkschaft
Author statement varies slightly
Totally no. [1] - 8 publ. @ first issue unnumbered @ no. 3 undated @ no. 6 numbered as “no. 3” by error
Circulation: 1,000 - 5,000
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABO; DBF; PC(WL)

Reihe Edition Prinkipo
see: Edition Prinkipo @ <0458>

**1319** Reihe internationaler Klassenkampf @ IAK, Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Wiederaufbau der IV. Internationale) @ Dortmund @ 1974 - 1977
Totally no. 1 - 5 publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

Reihe Kritische Bibliothek der Arbeiterbewegung
see: Kritische Bibliothek der Arbeiterbewegung @ <0863>

**1320** Reihe Neue Arbeiterpresse @ [Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter] @ Essen @ 1983 - 1988
Other title: Neue Arbeiterpresse
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1983) - 9 (1988) publ. @ publication suspended
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): DBF; PC(WL)

Reihe Schule des Marxismus
see: Schule des Marxismus @ <1456>

Reihe Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale
see: Wiederaufbau der 4. [Vierten] Internationale @ <1824>

**1321** Republican Marxist bulletin : for a revolutionary socialist workers’ party @ Republican Marxist @ London @ 1989 -
Issuing group considers itself as an external faction of the SWP (GB)
Began with no. 1 (Aug./Sept. 1989) @ current in 1990
Address: PO Box 1161, London W3 6HU, Great Britain
Price: £ 0.10/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS

**1322** Republican worker @ Revolutionary Democratic Group; [later:] Revolutionary Democratic Group (Faction of the S.W.P.) @ London; [later:] Edinburgh @ 1985 -
Current in 1990
Suppl.: Republican worker bulletin : bulletin of the Scottish Committee of the Revolutionary Democratic Group
Continues: Republican worker @ <1323>
Address: PO Box 447, S.W.O.D. O, Falcon Rd. West, Edinburgh EH10 4AB, Great Britain
Price: £ 0.10/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB

Republican worker bulletin
see: Republican worker @ <1322>

**1323** Research bulletin @ National Education Department of the Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1941
Totally no. 1 (undated) - 3 (May/June) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): LSH; PRL; TL

**1324** Resistance @ People’s Democracy @ Belfast @ 1971 - 1972
Totally no. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI

**1325** Resistance : a magazine for radical youth @ Socialist Youth Alliance; [later:] Resistance @ Haymarket, NSW; [later:] Broadway, NSW @ 1978 - 1983; [n.s.] 1988 - 1991
ISSN 0156-8906
Subtitle varies
Révolution : revue mensuel @ Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires @ Gilly @ 1937 - 1938 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1937) - vol. 2, no. 5 (May 1938) located
Language(s): Fre Country: BE
Location(s): BFP; IISG

Revolution @ Mazdoor Trotskyist Party of India @ [5.] @ 1943 located
Only vol. 1, no. 5 (May) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IN
Location(s): HIL

Revolution @ Kommunistiske Opposition, Sektion af 4. Internationale @ [5.] @ 1944
Issued "illegal paper", produced by Gestapo agents during Nazi occupation of Denmark
Only 1 issue located, designated as vol. 1, no. 3 (Aug.)
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA; PC(WL)

Revolution @ Kommunistische Liga (Deutsche Sektion der Revolutionär-Marxistischen Fraktion) @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1978 - 1982
Totally no. 1 (May 1978) - 31 (March/Apr. 1982) + some extra issues + suppl. publ. partly with vol.-numbering
Index for no. 1/31 in; Extra no. [final issue] (June 1982)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): RMF
Location(s): APO; BSD; CER; DBF; PC(PN); SUBF

Revolution @ socialist paper for youth @ Revolution Youth @ London @ 1980 [?] - 1984 [?]
Also subtitled: internal information bulletin ; pre-conference discussion bulletin ; for members and supporters of Revolution Youth and the Fourth International only
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

Revolution permanente : pour la ré-publique des conseils ouvriers @ Tendance Léniniste-Trotskiste @ Bruxelles @ 1990 -
Began with no. 1 (Spring/Summer 1990) @ current in 1999
Continues: Lutte de classe @ 1945 - 1974 located
Address: J.-P. Goethuys, rue F. Sèverin 11, 1030 Bruxelles, Belgium
Price: FB 250,-/5 no.
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): LTT
Location(s): PC(WL)

Révolutionnaire @ Groupe Quatrième Internationale, Section Belge de la 4e Internationale - Posadiste @ [5.] @ 1963 - 1980 located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): FI
Location(s): CER; UMI

Révolutionnaire @ Groupe Révolution Socialiste @ Fort-de-France @ 1974 - 1976 located
ISSN 0755-2734
Continued by: Révolutionnaire Antilles @ 1975-1976 located
Began with no. 195 (Jan. 1978) @ current in 1989
Continues: Révolutionnaire socialiste @ 1935-1936
Circulation: 2.500 (1985)
Address: 44 Rue Franklin Roosevelt, 97200 Fort-de-France, Martinique
Price: FF 3.-/no.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN; CER; LC; NYPL; UMI; UTA

Révolutionnaire socialiste arabe : bulletin des marxistes-révolutionnaires maghrébins de la IV e Internationale en France @ Paris @ 1975 - 1978 located
Subtitle varies
Issued under the auspices of the "Fourth International (United Secretariat)"
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1975) - 5 (1978) located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; HIL

Révolutionnaire arabe : bulletin des marxistes-révolutionnaires de la région arabe @ sous la responsabilité de la Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (Section Francaise de la Quatrième Internationale) @ Paris @ 1981 [?]
ISSN 0291-1396
Only 1 unnumbered issue (Nov./Dec.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

Révolutionäre Alternative @ Spartacus bund @ Kiel @ 1974 located
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): PC(PN)

Revolutionäre Internationalen: Diskussionsbulletin @ Revolutionäre Marxisten Förbund, RMF/SFI @ [Stockholm] @ 1971 - 1975
Continued by: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Diskussionsbulletin @ 1985-1986 located
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

Revolutionäre Marxisten Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Informationsbulletin @ Revolutionäre Marxisten Förbund, RMF/SFI @ [Stockholm] @ 1971 - 1975
Continued by: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Informationsbulletin @ 1985 located
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

Revolutionäre Marxisten Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen: Intern Bulletin @ Sekretariatet, RSF @ København @ 1971 - 1978 located
Other title: IB
Totally no. 18 (1971) - 180 (Febr. 1978) + 4 spec.no. located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; HIL

Revolutionärer Marxismus : theologisches Organ der deutschsprachigen Sektionen der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale @ Gruppe Arbeitermacht ; Gruppe Arbeiter/innenstandpunkt @ Wien @ 1989 -
Subtitle varies slightly
Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1989) @ current in 1991
Address: Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: ös 20,-/no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL)

Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga: International discussion bulletin see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: International discussion bulletin @ 1992 located

Révolutionaire jeugd @ Comité van Revolutionaire Marxisten (C.R.M.) @ 's-Gravenhage @ 1945
Totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (Apr.) publ.
Continues: De Pionier @ 11207 located
Circulation: 500-1.000
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
De Revolutionary socialist @ Revolutionair-Socialistische Partij @ Amsterdam @ 1935 - 1940
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): ISG

Revolutionary action @ Revolutionary Marxist League @ New York, NY @ 1938 - 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (1938) - vol. 2, no. 1 (Febr. 1939) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US

The Revolutionary communist: a journal of Marxist-Leninism @ W orkers International League @ Johannesbur @ 1945
Totally 2 unnumbered issues (Aug.-Nov.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: SA
Location(s): BL; ICS; PC(BK); TL

Revolutionary communist @ Revolutionary Communist Group @ London @ 1975 - 1979
ISSN 0306-5626
Circulation: 5,000 (1977)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): APO; BL; BSB; CUL; HPSS; HUL; IWW; OSI; PC(WL); SP; UC; UMI

Revolutionary communist bulletin @ New Zealand Spartacist League; [later:] Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand @ Wellington; [later:] Melbourne @ 1972 - 1973
Other title: Revolutionary communist bulletin series
Continued by: Australasian Spartacist <0060>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): CER; MLA; UCL

Revolutionary communist bulletin series
see: Revolutionary communist bulletin <1365>

Revolutionary Communist Group: Discussion bulletin @ London @ 1974 - 1977 [?]
Totally no. 1 (Autumn 1974) - 4 (Apr. 1975) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HIL; MRC

Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain]: Internal bulletin @ London @ 1970 - 1974 located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HIL; SP

Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain]: International bulletin @ Revolutionary Communist League @ London @ 1970 - 1972
Tables of contents in: Bulleskant op.cit.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): APO; SP

Revolutionary communist pamphlets @ Revolutionary Communist Tendency; [later:] Revolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1978 - 1982
ISSN 0141-8874
Began with no. 2. @ Norton, S.: "The struggle for a revolutionary propaganda group", London, Oct. 1977, was considered as no. 1 @ no. 2.2 ed. of "RCT pamphlet" no. 2 @ totally no. 2 (Jan. 1978) - 13 (June 1982) publ.
Continues: RCT pamphlet <1297>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; CUL; NSUB; SP

Revolutionary communist papers: theoretical journal @ R evolutionary Communist Tendency; [later:] Revolutionary Communist Party @ London @ 1977 - 1981
ISSN 0309-4634
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): CUL; HPSS; NSUB

Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ London @ 1944; [n.s.] 1945 - 1950 [?]
Title varies: Internal discussion bulletin
Many issues unnumbered, some undated
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): ABA; BDIC; HIL; NCL; SP

Revolutionary Communist League @ [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal discussion bulletin
see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin <1371>

Revolutionary communist reprints @ Revolutionary Communist Tendency @ London @ 1979
Only no. 1 (Aug.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): NSUB; PC(WL)

Revolutionary Communist Youth: Internal discussion bulletin @ R CY @ New York, NY @ 1972 - 1974
Other titles: R CY internal discussion bulletin @ Pre-conference discussion bulletin
Continued by: Spartacist Youth League. Youth Section of the Spartacist League: Internal discussion bulletin <1661>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PRL

Revolutionary Communist Youth: Newsletter @ Revolutionary Communist Youth, Youth Section of the Spartacist League @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 1973
Other title: R CY newsletter
Totally no. 9 (Oct./Nov. 1971) - 19 (July/Aug. 1973) + suppl. publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: Newsletter <1378>
Continued by: Young Spartacist <1913>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): BFF; CER; CUL; HIL; TL; UCL; UMI

Revolutionary Communist Youth: Pre-conference discussion bulletin
see: Revolutionary Communist Youth: Internal discussion bulletin <1373>

Revolutionary history @ --- @ London @ 1988 - ISSN 0953-2382
Non-partisan journal, chiefly devoted to Trotskyism, publ. by "Socialist Platform Ltd."
Begun with vol. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1988) @ current in 1991
Circulation: 1,250 (1990)
Address: Socialist Platform, BCM 7646, London WC 1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 2.95/nu.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; BLO; CUL; HIL; NLS; PC(WL); PRL; SBPK; SP

Revolutionary International @ Central Committee of the League for a Workers' Republic, Irish Section of the Organising Committee for the R reconstruction of the Fourth International @ Dublin @ 1974 - 1975
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; CUL; HPSS

Revolutionary internationalist @ Revolutionary Internationalist League, British Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political
Regeneration of the Fourth International @ Leicester; [later:] London @ 1985 -
ISSN 0963-0600
No. 8 (Jan./Feb. 1991) falsely dated 1990 @ current in 1991
Circulation: 250 (1990)
Address: RIL, PO Box 943, London SE13, Great Britain
Price: £ 6.50/
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ITC
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<1378> Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: Newsletter @ New York, NY @ 1970 - 1971
Other title: RMC newsletter
Totaly no. 1 (Feb. 1970) - 8 (July 1971) publ.
Continued by: Revolutionary Communist Youth: Newsletter <1374>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): CUL; HIL; HUL; UCL; UMI

<1379> Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: Pre-conference discussion bulletin @ New York, NY @ 1971
Totaly no. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PRL

Revolutionary Marxist Faction: Bollettino della Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della IV [Quarta] Internazionale see: Bollettino della Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della IV [Quarta] Internazionale <0133>

Revolutionary Marxist Faction: Bulletin der Revolutionär-Maoistischen Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale see: Bulletin der Revolutionär-Maoistischen Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale <0192>

<1380> Revolutionary Marxist Group: Bulletin @ Belfast @ 1973 located
Totaly no. 1 - 2 located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUL

<1381> Revolutionary Marxist papers @ Revolutionary Marxist Committee @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1975 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1975) - 14 (July 1977) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): CER; PC(WL); TL

<1382> Revolutionary Marxist Tendency @ London @ 1980 - 1982 located
Cited falsely as "Revolutionary Marxist Tendency pamphlets" and "Revolutionary Marxist Tendency papers" respectively Totally no. 1 - 6 located (undated) @ no. 1 publ. in 2 editions
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): NSUB; SP

Revolutionary Marxist Tendency pamphlets see: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency <1382>
 Revolutionary Marxist Tendency papers see: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency <1382>

Revolutionary socialist see: The British revolutionary socialist <0167>
A Revolutionary Socialist League educational publication see: Documents of struggle <0445>

<1383> Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ Revolutionary Socialist League @ London @ 1938 located
Totaly no. 1 (Apr.) and 3 (July) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): MRC

<1384> Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International: Internal discussion bulletin @ Revolutionary Socialist League @ London @ 1938 located
Only no. 1 (Oct.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): GUL; MRC

<1385> Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International: The Bulletin @ British Section of the Fourth International @ London; [later:] Glasgow @ 1940 - 1941 located
Totaly no. 3 (Sept. 1940) - 6 (Jan. 1941) located, continuing predecssor's numbering
Continues: Marxist discussion bulletin <0985>
Literature: Penn op. cit. p.158-160
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; HIL; MRC

<1386> Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956]. British Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ Revolutionary Socialist League @ London @ 1963; [n.s.] 1965 - 1966
Continued by: Militant Tendency: Bulletin <1013>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI; CWI Location(s): PC(N)

Revolutionary Socialist League [USA]: Report see: League report <0899>

<1387> Revolutionary Trotskyist bulletin @ [Trotskyist League of Canada] @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1976 - 1978
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): PRL; UMI

<1388> Revolutionary Workers Party [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International: Internal bulletin @ [Toronto, Ont. ?] @ 1949 - 1951 located
Totaly vol. 1, no. 6 (June 1949) - vol. 3, no. 2 (Sept. 1951) located @ many issues missing
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Location(s): BOIC

<1389> Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist): Pamphlet @ Revolutionary Workers Party (Trotskyist), British Section [of the] Fourth International @ London @ 1979 - 1980 located
Totaly no. 2 (1979) - 11 (1980) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): FIP Location(s): HP3; NSUB

Revolutionary Workers Party [Sri Lanka]: International discussion bulletin see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario: International discussion bulletin <0606>

<1390> Revolutionary youth @ Revolutionary Youth League, Youth Section of the League for a R evolutionary Workers Party @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1936 [?] - 1937 [?]
Only vol. 2, no. 6 (Sept. 1937) located
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Location(s): HIL

<1391> Revolutionnair socialist : kaderbulletin @ R.S.A.P. [Revoluionair Socialistische Arbeiderspartij] @ Amsterdam @ 1935 - 1937
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Location(s): SNP

<1392> Revue marxiste @ Secrétariat International de la IVe Internationale Trotskyiste-Posadiste @ Charleroi @ 1976 - 1977 located
Totaly no. 2 - 4 located
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): FI(P)
<1429>  Roter Maulwurf : Zeitung des SSK für Theorie und Praxis der soz. Schülerbewegung @ [Sozialistisches Schülerkollektiv Westberlin] @ Berlin @ 1977 located
  Only no. 2/3 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

<1430>  Roter Maulwurf : revolutionär-sozialistische Jugendzeitung @ Revolutionär-Sozialistische Jugend @ Aachen; [later:] Frankfurt a.M.; [later:] Köln @ 1982 - 1985 located
  Totally no. 1 - 21 + 2 extras located @ no. 1 = no. 39 of the predecessor, publ. with title: Thing - Roter Maulwurf
Continues: Thing @ 1979
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; DBF; HIL

<1431>  Roter Maulwurf / Broschüre @ Redaktion Roter Maulwurf @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1984 located
  Only no. 2 (March 1984) located
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)  Tutor: Kuba

Roter Morgen
see:  Sozialistische Zeitung @ 1621

<1432>  Rotes Blättchen @ --- @ Mannheim @ 1977
  Probably issued by Trotskydisent students.
  Only no. [1] (Feb./March) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE
Location(s): APO

Rotes Heft
see:  Rote Hefte @ 1422

<1433>  Rotfront : Monatszeitung @ Gruppe R revolutionäre Marxisten; [later:] Gruppe R revolutionäre Marxisten, Österreichische Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Wien @ 1973 - 1980 located
  Totally 1973, no. 1 (March) - 1980, no. 7/8 (July/Aug.) publ.
Continued by: Die Linke @ 0913
Suppl.: Hochschulblätter
Language(s): Ger  Country: AT  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; CER; ÖNB  Tutor: H. Lünz

<1434>  Rotfront : Zeitung der GIM Freiburg @ Gruppe Internationale Marxisten, Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Freiburg i.Br. @ 1975 - 1978 located
  Totally no. 1 - 68 located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; ASB

Rotfront / Hochschulblätter
see:  Rote Hochschulblätter @ 1423

<1435>  Rotfront aktuell @ GRM (Gruppe R revolutionäre Marxisten, 4. Internationale) @ [Wien] @ 1975 - 1977 located
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL

<1436>  Rotstrumpf @ Gruppe Revolutionärer Frauen @ Luxemburg @ 1974 - 1980
Continued by: Feministensch'Hefter @ 0507
Language(s): Ger  Country: LU  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL

<1437>  Rouge : journal d'action communiste @ Ligue Communiste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Front Communiste Révolutionnaire; [later:] Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, Section Française de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire, IVe Internationale @ Paris; [later:] Montreuil @ 1968 - 1976 located
ISSN 0035-8509
Subtitle varies
Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1968) Current in 1991
Continues: Avant-garde jeunesse @ 0067
Suppl.: Aux bidasses @ 0064; Bilan et perspectives @ 0097; Bulletin rouge de discussion @ 0261; Collection taurpe rouge @ 0325; Document rouge @ 0440; Dossier rouge @ 0452; La Internacional @ 0660; Jeunesse rebelle @ 0804; La Lettre de Rouge @ 0895; Parole de taurpe @ 1167; Le Petit rouge de Mirigard @ 1205; Le Quotidien rouge @ 1288; Sorborne rouge @ 1579; La Taurpe déshœnée @ 1692; La Taurpe rouge @ 1693; Taurpe rouge Orsany @ 1695; La Taurpe rouge PT-RR @ 1697
Circulation: 25,000 (1975); 12,000 (1978, daily); 10,000 (1990)
Address: PEC, 2 rue Richard Lenoir, 93108 Montreuil, France
Price: FF 30,-/yr
Language(s): Fre  Country: FR  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; APO; BFF; BGA; BLNL; BN; CER; IC; RL; OSU; UDI

RSF-skolingsbulletin @ 1475

<1438>  RS-information @ Revolutionäre Socialister i VS @ København vii @ 1980 - 1981 located
  Totally vol. 4 - vol. 5 publ., continuing predecessor's vol.-numbering
Continues: Internationale information @ 0742
Continued by: Socialistisk information @ 1569
Language(s): Dan  Country: DK  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA

Rundbrief
see:  Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale @ 1951 - 1969; Rundbrief @ 0430

Rundbrief
see:  Marxistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft: Rundbrief @ 1008

Rundbrief der Zentralredaktion
see:  Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale @ 1951 - 1969; Rundbrief @ 0430

<1439>  Rundbrief für den Aufbau der sozialistischen Jugendorganisation @ GR5/GSJ Köln @ Gruppen Revolutionärer Studenten und Jugend / Gruppen Sozialistischer Jugend @ Köln @ 1981 - 1982 located
  Incorporated in [?]: Junge Garde @ 0811
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1440>  Rundbrief für den Aufbau einer revolutionären Organisation der Jugend @ Arbeitsausschuß für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation in Deutschland; [later:] Arbeitsausschuß für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation in Deutschland; [later:] Junge Garde für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation der Jugend in Deutschland @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1967 - 1968 located
  Totally no. 1 (July 1967) - 9 (Apr./May 1968) located
Continued by: Die Junge Garde @ 0810
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; DBF; PC(WL)

<1441>  Rundbrief für die Solidarität mit den französischen Soldaten @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1983 - 1984 located
  Issued by members of the "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten"
  Totally no. 1 - 5 (undated) publ.
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

Rundschreiben
see:  Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linke Opposition. Bezirk Sachsen: Rundschreiben @ 0915

Rundschreiben
see:  Marxistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft: Rundbrief @ 1008
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<1471> Shi-yue-ping-lun = October review @ Shi Yue Ping Lun Bianjji Wei Yue Kan @ Hong Kong @ 1974 -
Other transliteration of main title: Shih yueh ping l'un Publ. by "October Review Group"
Current in 1991
From 1980 some articles in English, most contributions in Chinese @ a selection of articles in English language was publ. in 1990 with title: China, Marxism & democracy: selections from October review, 1980-1990
Address: GPO Box 10144, Hong Kong
Price: $ 14,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng; Chi Country: HK Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): SOAS

<1472> Sieg der indochinesischen Revolution : Bulletin @ Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten @ Wien @ 1972 - 1973
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ÖNB

<1473> La Sinistra @ --- @ Roma @ 1966 - 1967; [n.s.] 1968
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1966) - 11/12 (Nov./Dec. 1967) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Jan.) - 13 (Apr.) publ.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): ASS; BFF; CSPT

SIP see: Service d'information et de presse pour la LCI(B-L)

<1468> SIP
see: Service d'information et de presse pour la Quatrième Internationale

<1474> Situationen @ Clarté og Revolutionære Socialister @ [S.l.] @ 1940 - 1941
Illegal paper issued by "Revolutionære Socialister" together with other resistance groups
Totally 3 unnumbered issues publ.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Location(s): ABA

SJ see: Sozialistische Jugend

<1475> Skolingsbulletin @ RSF/DSFI [Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund, Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale] @ København vn @ 1975 - 1981
ISSN 0105-077X
No. 1 with title: RSF-skoelingsbulletin
Totally no. 1 - 24 publ.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): ABA; KBK

<1476> SOAK-Magazin @ Revolutionär-Sozialistensch Partei, Luxemburgische Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Luxembourg @ 1989 -
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1989) @ publ. twice a year, numbered as a double issue of "Sozialistische Aktioun" <1607> @ current in 1990 Suppl. to: Sozialistensch Aktioun <1607>
Contributions partly in German, partly in French
Address: Militant asbl, B.P. 1182 Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Price: Flux: 100,-/no.
Language(s): Ger; Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BNL; PC(WL)

Sub see: Socialismo o barbarie <1479>

<1477> Socialisme international : ni Washington, ni Moscou mais le pouvoir oir aux travailleurs et le socialisme international @ Socialisme International @ P aris @ 1985 -
ISSN 0297-066X
Began with no. 1 (Autumn 1985) @ current in 1990
Therefrom originates: Socialisme international <1178>

Address: BP 189, 75026 Paris Cedex 19, France
Price: FF 70,-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

<1478> Socialisme international : ni Washington, ni Moscou mais le pouvoir oir aux travailleurs et le socialisme international @ Socialisme International @ Liège @ 1987 -
Began with no. 11 (Sept. 1987), continuing the numbering of the French journal of the same name from which it originated @ current in 1990
Originating from: Socialisme international <633>
Address: Jean Pellet, 60 rue Lovafosse, 4030 Grivegnée (Liège), Belgium
Price: € 250,-/yr.
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): IS

<1479> Socialismo o barbarie : rivista teorico-politica trimestrale @ Lega Socialista Riv oluzionaria (per la Quarta Internazionale); [later:] Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria; [later:] Socialismo Riv oluzionario @ Roma @ 1988 - 1990; [n.s.] 1991 -
Subtitle varies slightly
First series suppl. to:) Prospettiva socialista <1259>
Address: Via degli Ausoni 9, 00185 Roma, Italy
Price: L 10.000/no.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): IWL Location(s): CSPI; PC(WL)

Socialismo Rivoluzionario: Quaderni see: Quaderni di Socialismo Rivoluzionario <1274>

<1480> Socialist @ --- @ Birmingham @ [1946 - 1947]
Issued by K. Tarbuck
Totally no. 3 - 13 (undated) and 4 unnumbered, undated issues located
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.202-203
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): NCL

<1481> The Socialist @ Labor Socialist Group @ Balmain, NSW @ 1946 - 1952
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1946) - vol. 6, no. 10 (May 1952) publ.
Continues: The Militant <1027>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): NLA

<1482> The Socialist : a monthly paper adv ocating a socialist Australi a @ --- @ Jannali @ 1959 - 1960 located
Totally 1 vol., no. 1 (July 1959) - 7 (March 1960) located
Continues: Living Marxism <0919>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<1 Location(s): NLA

<1483> The Socialist @ International Socialists; [later:] International Socialist Organisation @ Melbourne, Vic. @ 1986 -
ISSN 0818-9855
Began with no. 194 (Dec. 1986), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: The International socialist <0714>
From 1990, Apr. incorporates: Socialist action <1491>
Address: GPO Box 1473N, Melbourne, Vic. 3001, Australia
Price: Aust $ 10.-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IS Location(s): NLA; SLV; SLSNW; UMI

<1484> The Socialist : journal @ International Socialists of South Africa (IS SÂ) @ Hillbrow @ 1991 -
Current in 1991
Literature: PO Box 18530, Hillbrow 2038, South Africa
Language(s): Eng Country: SA Affiliation(s): IS

<1485> Socialist action @ Workers' International League; [later:] Workers' International League (Fourth
International) @ Johannesburg @ 1944 - 1946
Partly with added title: Lekgota la diketo
Totally vol. 1 - 3 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: SA
Location(s): CER; HIL; ICS; PC(BH)

<1486> Socialist action @ Socialist Action League: [later:] Communist League @ W Ellington @ 1969 - 1988
ISSN 0037-816X
Imprint varies
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): KSR; NLNZ; NUL; UMI

Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): KSR; HIL; SP

<1488> Socialist action : bulletin @ City Workers Committee of the League for the Revolutionary Party @ New York, NY @ 1976 - 1980
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 5, no. 6 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): UMI

<1489> Socialist action @ Social Action @ San Francisco, Calif. @ 1983 - 1988
ISSN 0747-4237
Current in 1991
Circulation: 3:000 (1984)
Address: 3435 Army St., Suite 308, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA
Price: $ 8.50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): KSR; UMI

Continues: Socialist challenge <1501>
Circulation: 1:400 (1986); 500 (1990)
Address: PO Box 50, London N1 1XP, Great Britain
Price: £ 5.50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BGA; BL; BLD; CSL; HUL; ISIS; JKF; NYPL; SHS; SUL; TL; UMI; YUL

<1491> Socialist action @ Social Action @ Brunswick, Vic. @ 1985 - 1990
ISSN 0816-9438
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1985) - 46 (March 1990) publ.
From 1990, Apr. incorporated in: The Socialist <1482>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): NLA; SLNSW; SLV; UMI

<1492> Socialist action = Sosialistiese aksie @ Socialist Workers' League, Section of the 4th International = Sosialistiese Wakers Bond, Seksie van die 4de Internasionaal; [later:] Socialist Workers' League (Fourth International) = Sosialistiese Werkers Bond (Vierde Internasionals) @ Johannesburg @ 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (June) - 3 (Aug.) publ.
Language(s): Eng; Af Country: SA
Location(s): ISIS; PC(BH); SAPF; SLSA

Socialist Action information bulletin
see: Socialist Action [USA]: Information bulletin <1493>

<1493> Socialist Action [USA]: Information bulletin @ San Francisco, Calif. @ 1984
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan.) - 6 (Nov.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL); TL

<1493a> Socialist action review @ [Socialist Action Group] @ London @ 1992 -
Began with no. 1 (June 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: PO Box 50, London N1 1XF, Great Britain
Price: £ 5,50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI

<1494> Socialist Alliance: Bulletin @ Auckland [etc.] @ [1986] - 1989
Totally no. 1 (undated) - 8 (March 1989) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ

<1495> Socialist alternatives @ --- @ Oxford; [later:] London @ 1986 -
Issued by British sympathisers of the *Internationale Revolutionary Marxist Association*
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (July/Aug. 1986) @ current in 1989
Address: BM Box 7642, London WC 1 N3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 1.50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IRMA
Location(s): SP

<1496> Socialist appeal : an organ of revolutionary socialism @ [1936-1937: Appeal Group] @ Chicago , Ill. @ 1934 - 1937
Unofficial voice of US Trotskyism during SP entry
Publication suspended for a short time in 1936 @ totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1934) - vol. 3, no. 3 (March 1937) publ.
Continued by: Socialist appeal <1497>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): BGA; BL; BSD; CSL; HUL; ISIS; JKF; NYPL; SHS; SUL; TL; UMI; YUL

<1497> Socialist appeal @ Socialist Party of New York, Left Wing Branches; [later:] Socialist Workers Party, Section of the Fourth International @ New York, NY @ 1937 - 1941
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 1937) - vol. 5, no. 4 (Jan. 1941) publ.
Continues: New militant <1093> ; Labor action <0868> ; Socialist appeal <1496>
Continued by: The Militant <1026>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): ABA; CER; HIL; HUL; LC; NYPL; TL; UMI; YUL

<1498> Socialist appeal @ Workers' International League, Fourth International; [later:] R evolutionary Communist Party, British Section of the Fourth International (Trotskyist) @ London @ 1941 - 1949
Totally vol. 3, no. 9 (June 1941) - vol. 7, no. 69 (May 1949) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering @ irregular numbering
Continues: Youth for socialism <1917>
Circulation: 18.000 (1943); 10.000-15.000 (1946)
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.135-152
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): ABA; BL; CER; HIL; MRC; NCL; NLS; NYPL; SP; SBA; UC

<1499> Socialist appeal @ Trotskyist Organizing Committee @ San Francisco, Calif. @ 1976 - 1978
Totally vol. 1, no. 6 - vol. 3, no. 9 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; HIL; ML

<1500> Socialist appeal : the Marxist monthly for the labour movement @ London @ 1992 -
Issued by a group led by T. Grant, expelled from the "Militant Tendency" at the end of 1991.
Begun with unnumbered and undated issue (March 7) 1992 @ current in 1992
Address: PO Box 2626, London NW 1 6DU, Great Britain
Price: £ 12.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<1501> Socialist challenge @ International Marxist Group; [later:] Socialist League, British Section of the
Fourth International @ London @ 1977 - 1983
ISSN 0142-6575
 Totally no. 1 (June 1977) - 283 (1983) publ.
Continues: Red weekly <1316>
     By: Socialist action <1490>
     Location(s): BL; CUL; HPS; NUL

Socialist challenge @ [Socialist Challenge Organization]; [later:] Alliance for Socialist Action; [later:] Socialist Challenge / Gauche Socialiste, a sympathy group of the Fourth International in the Canadian State @ Montreal, Quebec; [later:] V encourage, B.C. ; Edmonton, Alberta; [later:] Edmonton, Alberta @ 1980 - 1984; [n.s.] 1986 -
ISSN 0821-4980
 [N.s.] with subtitle: for socialist & feminist action
and [n.s.] from vol. 1, no. 4 (Fall 1986) located @ from Oct. 1982 with vol.-numbering @ current in 1991
French ed. to 1990 (differing in contents): Combat socialiste <0330>
French ed. from 1991 (differing in contents): La Gauche <0581>
Circulation: 1,000 (1989)
Address: Box 12082, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3L2, Canada
Price: Can.$ 5.-/yr
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): NLC; PC(WL)

Socialist current : a journal of labour opinion @ --- @ London @ 1956 - 1974 located
ISSN 0489-2077
Subtitle varies
Entrist organ issued by a group which split from the "Revolutionary Socialist League" in 1957 @ Trotskyist influence ended in the 1970s
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1956) - vol. 19 (1974) located
Tables of contents in: Buletant op.cit.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; SP; UMI; UWS

Socialist echo : the Marxist paper for labor and youth @ --- @ Parramatta, NSW @ 1987 - 1989
ISSN 1031-3206
Entrist organ of Australian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency"
Continued by: Militant <1044>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): NLA; SLNSW

Socialist fight @ Socialist Workers' Group @ (London ?) @ 1941 - 1942 [?]
No issues remaining
Literature: Penn op.cit. p. 171-172
Language(s): Eng Country: GB

Socialist fight @ [Revolutionary Socialist League, British Section of the Fourth International] @ London @ 1958 - 1963
Entrist organ
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1958) - 51 (June 1963) publ.
Continued by: Militant <1037>
Circulation: 800 (1962)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; CUL; HIL; HPS

Socialist fight @ Socialist Fight @ Melbourne, Vic.; [later:] Sydney, NSW @ 1981 - 1983 [?]; 1987 located
ISSN 0810-8498
Issued by sympathizers of the British "Socialist Organizer Alliance" 1984 incorporated in: Labor militant <0876>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): DSF

Socialist forum @ Socialist Organiser @ London @ 1985
No. 1 titled: Socialist Organiser Forum
Totally no. 1 (Feb.) - 3 (July) publ.
Continues: Workers socialist review <1871>

Socialist future @ Communist League @ London @ 1992 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (March/Apr. 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: PO Box 942, London SW1V 1AR, Great Britain
Price: £ 7.20/12 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

Socialist Labour League @ Great Britain: The Newsletter see: The Newsletter <1102>

Socialist League @ USA, *1974*: International bulletin @ Socialist League @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1975 - [?]
Only vol. 1, no. 2 (Winter 1976) located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): TILC

Socialist newsletter @ Socialist Labour Group, British Section of the Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International, [later:] Socialist Labour Group, British Section of the Fourth International (ICR) @ Reading, Berkshire; [later:] London @ 1979 - 1984; 1987 - 1988 located
Continues: Marxist bulletin <0981>
1985 - 1986: Fourth Internationalist <0551> Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; SP

Socialist organiser @ [From 1982: Socialist Organiser Alliance] @ London @ 1979 -
Began with no. [1] (1979) @ current in 1990
Incorporates: Socialist press <1517> ; Workers' action <1833>
Circulation: 3,000 (1991) - 8 (undated) publ. @ some issues undated
Continues: Workers Revolutionary Party pocket library <1668>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): NUL; SP

Socialist Organiser forum see: Socialist forum <1508>

Socialist outlook @ [The Club; later: The Group] @ London @ 1948 - 1954
Entrist paper, issued in cooperation with the "Socialist Fellowship", a wider left-wing group within the "Labour Party" set up by G. Healy in 1948
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1948) - 149 (Oct. 1954) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Circulation: 2,000 (1948); 10,000 (1949)
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.181-188
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<1>
Location(s): BL; CER; NCL; SP

Socialist outlook @ Socialist Outlook @ London @ 1987 - 1991; [n.s.] 1991 -
ISSN 0951-8657
Issued by "International Socialist Group* [First series] totally no. 1 (May/June 1987) - 30 (Feb. 1991) @ [n.s.]
Began with no. 1 (May 1991) @ current in 1991
Continues: International <0674> ; Socialist viewpoint <1527>
[N.s.] with suppl.: Theory + practice <1700>
Circulation: 2,000 (1990)
Address: PO Box 1109, London N4 2UJ, Great Britain
Price: £ 13,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; CUL; HIL; PC(WL)

Socialist perspective : journal of the Fourth International in Australia @ ---; [later:] International
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Marxist League @ Sydney, NSW @ 1966 - 1969
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1966) - 6 (June 1969) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP; HIL; SUNSW; UMI

1517 Socialist Press: weekly paper @ Workers Socialist League @ London @ 1975 - 1981
At the beginning with subtitle: fortnightly paper
Incorporated in: Socialist organiser @ 1975 - 1976 suppl.: Trotskyism today @ 1731
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): TILC
Location(s): CER; CUL; HPSS; NSUB

1518 Socialist republic @ Revolutionary Marxist Group; [later:] Movement for a Socialist Republic; [later:] People's Democracy and Movement for a Socialist Republic; [later:] People's Democracy @ Dublin @ 1975 - 1986
Totally 60 no. publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CUL

1519 Socialist Review @ Socialist Review Group @ London @ 1950 - 1962
Totally no. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1950) - vol. 11, no. 9 (1961) and Nov. 1961 - June 1962 publ.
Incorporated in: International socialism @ 0709
Circulation: 350 (1950); 10.000 (1962)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): BL; CER; CUL; HPSS; MRC; NCL; SP

1520 Socialist Review @ Socialist Review Group; [later:] Socialist Workers League @ Carlton South, Vic. @ 1970 - 1972
Totally vol. 1 - 2 with 5 no. publ. between May 1970 and May 1972
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): CER; HIL; NLA

1521 Socialist Review @ Socialist Workers Party @ London @ 1978 - 1984; [n.s.] 1991 - ISSN 0141-2442
Address: PO Box 82, London E3 3LH, Great Britain
Price: £ 11/-yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): BGA; BL; CUL; HIL; HPSS; HLC; NYPL; SUBB; SUBF; SUJB; UCB; UMI

1522 Socialist Review @ International Socialists; [from no. 2;] International Socialist Organisation @ Melbourne, Vic. @ 1990 - ISSN 1035-1078
Current in 1991
Address: GPO Box 1473M, Melbourne, Vic. 3001, Australia
Price: Austr.$ 20./-3 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): NLA; PC(WL)

Socialist Review discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Review Group [Australia]: Discussion bulletin @ 1523

1523 Socialist Review Group [Australia]: Discussion bulletin @ Socialist Review @ [S.l.] @ [1971]
Totally no. 1 - 5 (undated) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP; PC(WL)

1524 Socialist student @ Young Socialists Students Society @ London @ 1974 - 1976 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov./Dec. 1974) - vol. 2, no. 1 (Spring 1976) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICS
Location(s): CUL; PC(WL); SP

1525 Socialist unity: a contemporary Marxist review @ Socialist Unity @ San Francisco @ 1985
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug./Sept.) - 2 (Oct./Nov.) publ. From 1986 incorporated in: Against the current @ 0014
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): NUL; PC(WL); UWM

1526 Socialist Vanguard: a monthly journal of Marxism @ Bombay @ 1952 located
Totally 2 issues of vol. 1 located, publ. between Apr. and July/Aug.
Language(s): Eng Country: IN Location(s): GUL; HIL

1527 Socialist viewpoint @ [Socialist Group] @ London @ 1984 - 1987
ISSN 0268-3164
Totally no. 1 (Autumn 1984) - 16 (Apr./May 1987) publ. Continued by: Socialist outlook @ 1515
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; SP

1528 Socialist Voice @ League for the Revolution @ New York, NY @ 1976 - 1983
ISSN 0894-0754
Totally no. 1 (Fall 1976) - 20 (1983) publ. Continued by: Proletarian revolution @ 1248
Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): UMI

1529 Socialist Voice @ Workers' League @ London @ 1977 located
ISSN 0309-8214
Totally no. 1 (Feb.) - 9 (Oct.) located
Continues: Workers news @ 1966
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; SP

1530 Socialist Voice @ Revolutionary Workers League [later dropped] @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1977 - ISSN 0705-8519
Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1977) @ current in 1989
Continues: Labor challenge @ 0872; The Militant @ 1042; Young socialist @ 1985
French ed. see: La Lutte ouvrière @ 9598
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI [-1989]
Location(s): CER; HIL; NUC; UMI

1531 Socialist Voice @ a monthly paper campaigning for socialist policies in the Labor Party @ Perth @ 1980 located
Organ of a group around John Troy, probably associated with the Healyists
Only no. 6 (Apr./May) located
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<3> [?] Location(s): DSP

1532 Socialist Voice @ International Socialist League, British Section of the International Workers League [later dropped] @ Stockport; [later:] Manchester @ 1988 - Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1988) @ current in 1991
Address: ISL, PO Box 9, Eccles S0, Manchester M30 7HL, Great Britain
Price: £ 2,-/4 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IWL Location(s): PC(WL); SP

1533 Socialist Woman @ Socialist Woman Groups; [later:] International Marxist Group , Women's Section @ London @ 1969 - 1978
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; CER; CUL; HIL; NSUB; UMI

1534 Socialist Worker: for workers control and international socialism @ International Socialists; [later:] Socialist Workers Party @ London @ 1968 - Subtitle varies
Began with no. 84 (June 1968), continuing predecessor's numbering @ no. 86 not publ. @ current in 1990
Continues: Labour watcher @ 0883
Circulation: 5.000 (1968); 8.000 (1969); 21.000 (1972); 30.000 (1983); 20.000 (1990)
Address: PO Box 82, London E3 3LH, Great Britain
<1535> **Socialist worker** @ International Socialist Organization @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1977 - ISSN 0885-1468
Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1977) @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 16085, Chicago, Ill. 60616, USA
Price: $12.50/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): CUL

**Socialist worker** : theoretical journal of the 4th International in Austraia @ Socialist Workers Party [later dropped]; [later:] Democratic Socialist Party @ Glebe, NSW; [later:] Sydney, NSW; [later:] Chippendale, NSW @ 1977 - 1989
Subtitle varies
Total no. 1 (March 1977) - vol. 4, no. 3 (Sept. 1989) publ. @ publication suspended from 1979 - Sept. 1982 and from 1984 to 1987
Continued by: Democratic socialism <0428>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI [-1984]
Location(s): DSP; NLA; SLSNW; UMI

<1537> **Socialist worker** : for a workers republic and international socialism @ Socialist Workers' Movement @ Dublin @ 1984 - 1991
Current in 1989
Continues: The Worker <1829>
Address: Box 16438, Dublin 8, Ireland
Price: Irf. $0.30/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): IS

<1538> **Socialist worker** @ International Socialists @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1985 - ISSN 0836-7094
Began with no. 109 (Sept. 1985), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1990
Continues: Workers' action <1832>
Circulation: 1,500 (1990)
Address: PO Box 339, Station E, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Price: Can. $0.50/no.
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): NLC

<1539> **Socialist worker review** @ Socialist Workers Tendency @ Dublin @ 1978 - [1979]
Continues and continued by: The Worker <1829>
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): CUL

<1540> **Socialist worker review** @ Socialist Workers Party @ London @ 1984 - 1991
ISSN 0141-2442
Total no. 68 (Sept. 1984) - 144 (July/Aug. 1991) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues and continued by: Socialist review <1542>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): BL; CUL; IL; LC; UCB; UMI

<1541> **Socialist worker training series** @ International Socialists @ London @ 1976 [?] located
Total no. 1 - 3 (undated)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): HPS5

<1542> **Socialist Workers' Group** @ [1947 ? - 1954]: Internal bulletin @ [London ?] @ 1952 located
Only no. 1 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): NCL

**Socialist Workers League [Australia]**: Discussion bulletin see: SWL discussion bulletin <1682>

**Socialist Workers League [Australia]**: Information bulletin see: SWL information bulletin <1683>

<1543> **Socialist Workers Party [Australia]**: Discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ Glebe, NSW; [later:] Haymarket, NSW; [later:] Broadway, NSW @ 1976 - 1989
Other title: SWP discussion bulletin
Began with vol. 4, no. 1 (Dec. 1976), continuing predecessor's numbering @ totally 62 issues publ. between Dec. 1976 and July 1989 @ partly with vol.-numbering
Continues: SWL discussion bulletin <1682>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI [-1985]
Location(s): DSP

**Socialist Workers Party [Australia]**: Information bulletin see: SWP information bulletin <1685>

<1544> **Socialist Workers Party [Australia]**: Internal information bulletin @ Broadway, NSW @ 1983 located
Only no. 1 (ca. Nov.) located
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

<1545> **Socialist Workers Party [Australia]**: Joint discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party ; Communist League @ [5.1.] @ 1977 - 1978
Total no. 1 (Nov. 1977) - 12 (Jan. 1978) publ., also designated as "Communist League discussion bulletin" vol. 6, no. 5 - 16 and as "Socialist Workers Party discussion bulletin" vol. 5, no. 1 - 12
See also: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Discussion bulletin <1543> ; Communist League [Australia]: Discussion bulletin <0355>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

**Socialist Workers Party [Australia]**: Party organiser see: Party organiser <1182>

**Socialist Workers Party discussion bulletin** see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Discussion bulletin <1543>

<1546> **Socialist Workers Party [Great Britain]**: International discussion bulletin @ SWP International Department @ London @ 1977 - 1978
Total no. 2/3 - 9 publ.
Continues: International Socialists [Great Britain]: International discussion bulletin <0716>
From 1979 incorporated in: International socialism <0709>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): SP

<1547> **Socialist Workers Party [USA]**: Discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1950 - 1955
Total no. 1 (Apr. 1950) - 323 (Dec. 1955) publ. @ numbering from no. 12 (Nov. 1953) preceded by an "A"
Continued by: SWP discussion bulletin <1684>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC <10> [partly]
Location(s): BDUC; LSH; PRL; SHS; TL

<1548> **Socialist Workers Party [USA]**: Internal bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1938 - 1954
Title varies: Internal bulletin of the Socialist Workers Party
Total no. 1 (Apr. 1938) - vol. 16, no. 2 (Aug. 1954) publ. @ from 1939 with vol.-numbering @ first 4 issues undated @ totally 118 issues publ.
Continued by: SWP discussion bulletin <1684>
At the beginning designated as "English edition of the International bulletin, published by the SWP for the Secretariat of the Fourth International"
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): ABA; BDIC; HIl; LSH; PRL; SHS; TL; UMI
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<1549> Socialist Workers Party [USA]: Internal information bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1964 - [?]
Other title: IIB ; Information bulletin
Totally 1964, no. 1 - 1965, no. 1 located @ published and numbered irregularly @ publication suspended in 1978 and 1980 @ probably continued publication.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): LSH; PRL; SHS

Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International bulletin see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee: International bulletin <0540>

<1550> Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International information bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1946 - 1972
Partly publ. by the SWP as a "fraternal courtesy to the International Secretariat of the Fourth International" ; from 1963 as a "fraternal courtesy to the United Secretariat of the Fourth International". Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1946) - 1972, 4 (Oct.) publ. @ published and numbered irregularly @ most issues unnumbered, some numbered within years @ at the beginning with vol.-numbering @ totally 74 issues publ.
Continued by: International internal discussion bulletin <0694>.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<1>; USFI
Location(s): ABA; BVI; CSSP; LSH; PRL; SHS; TL

Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International internal discussion bulletin see: International internal discussion bulletin <0694>.

Socialist Workers Party [USA]: International internal information bulletin see: International internal information bulletin <0695>.

Socialist Workers Party [USA]: SWP discussion bulletin see: SWP discussion bulletin <1684>.

<1551> Social youth @ Labour Party Young Socialists, National Committee @ London @ 1980 - 1983
located
ISSN 0260-7336
Paper controlled by "Militant Tendency"
Totally no. 1 (Feb. 1980) - 26 (1983) located
Continues: Left <0890>.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): BL; BSD; CUL

<1552> Socialist Youth Alliance: Discussion bulletin @ Sydney, NSW @ [1972]
Totally no. 1 - 4 (undated) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

<1553> Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal bulletin @ Sydney, NSW @ 1970 - 1973
Other title: SYA internal bulletin
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP; LNA

<1554> Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal discussion bulletin @ [St. Surry Hills, NSW] @ 1973 - 1980
located
Other titles: SYA internal discussion bulletin ; Pre-conference discussion bulletin
Totally 1973, no. 2 (Apr.) - vol. 11, no. 7 (June 1980) + some (partly unnumbered) extra issues located @ from 1976 also with vol.-numbering
Continued by: Resistance: Internal discussion bulletin <1328>.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

<1555> Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal infor-
Socialistiske brieven
see: Brieven aan sociaal-democraten <0163>

<1565> Socialistiske stem @ Antwerpen @ 1965 - 1968
Organ of the "Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"
Continued by: Rood @<1418>
French ed.: La Gauche @<0560>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BRA; PC(NN)

<1566> Socialistisk arbejder avis @ Internationale Socialister @ Århus @ 1984 - ISSN 0900-7121
Title varies: Socialistisk arbejderavis
Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1984) @ current in 1991
Address: Ryegade 6.3, 8000 Århus C, Denmark
Price: Dkr. 75,-/10 no.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): @IS
Location(s): ABA; KBB

Socialistisk arbejderavis
see: Socialistisk arbejder avis <1566>

<1567> Socialistisk debat forum : informations- og diskussionsbulletin @ Socialistisk Debat Forum en i SF @ Ålborg @ 1990 - Current in 1991
Address: Anton Schou, Knudsgade 6, 2, 9000 Ålborg, Denmark
Price: Dkr 10,-/no.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): ABA

<1568> Socialistisk information @ udg. af en kreds af revolutionære socialister; [lately:] Revolutionære Socialister, Sektion af 4. Internationale @ København vn @ 1963 - 1970
Totally vol. 1 - 8 publ.
Continued by: Klasserekomp <0824>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; CER; KBS

<1569> Socialistisk information : revolutionær marxistisk tidsskrift i politisk solidaritet med Fjärde Internationale @ Næstved; [lately:] København vn @ 1982 - ISSN 0108-1861
Issued by "Socialistisk Arbejderparti, Dansk Sektion af 4. Internationale"
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 [early 1982] @ current in 1991
Continues: RS-Information @<1438>
Partly suppl. to: Klasserekomp <0824>
Address: Nørre Alle 11a, 2200 København N, Denmark
Price: Dkr. 100,-/yr.
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; KBB

<1570> Socialistisk nyhedsstjeneste : udenlandske informationer @ --- @ København vn @ 1959
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 10 publ.
Continued by: Socialistisk presstjeneste <1571>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

Socialistisk politik
see: Bulletin for socialistisk politik <0213>

<1571> Socialistisk presstjeneste @ --- @ København vn @ 1959 - 1961
Began with vol. 1, no. 11, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: Socialistisk nyhedsstjeneste <1570>
Language(s): Dan Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

<1572> Socialistiskt perspektiv @ Bolsjevik-fraktionen i Sverige; [lately:] Socialistiska Förbundet, Svenska Sektion av Internationella Arbetarförbundet @ Spånga @ 1980 - ISSN 0281-7489
At the beginning subtitled: en trotskistisk tidsskrift
From no. 62 (July 1990) issued by "enskilda sympatisörer till Internatio-
nella Arbetarförbundet (Fjärde Internationälen)"
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1980) @ current in 1990
Address: Box 4110, 16304 Spånga, Sweden
Language(s): Swe Country: SV Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): ABA; CER; KBS; PC(WL)

Socialisto
see: Socialistische Gewerkschapspolitiek <1614>

<1573> An Solas @ Irish Workers' Group @ Dublin @ 1965 - 1966
Totally no. 1 (1965) - 15/16 (Autumn/Winter 1966) located
Continued by: The Workers' republic <1600>
Language(s): Eng Country: IR
Location(s): CUL; HIL; HPSS

<1574> Soldat - travailleur @ [Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire] @ Paris @ 1976 - 1977 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1976) - 3 (Jan. 1977) located
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

Socialist - Vierte Internationale
see: Solidarität <1575>

<1576> Solidarität @ Revolutionnair-Socialistisch Comité; [lately:] Revolutionnair-Socialistisch V erbond in Nederland; [lately:] R revolutionnair-Socialistische Partij @ Amsterdam @ 1928 - 1929
Semi-Trotsjist organ
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - 52 publ.
Continued by: De Baanbreker <0075>
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): IISG

Solidarity [Australia]: Newsletter
see: Solidarity newsletter <1577>

<1577> Solidarity newsletter @ Solidarity, a Regroupment Initiative of Revolutionary Socialists @ Sydney @ 1986 - 1987
Totally no. 1 (1986) - 4 (Jan. 1987) located
Continued by: International solidarity <0171>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1578> Solidarity newsletter @ Solidarity @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1987 - 1988
Continued by: Left turn <0892>
Language(s): Eng Country: US

Solidarité - Vierte Internationale
see: Solidarité <1575>

<1579> Sorbonne rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ [Paris ?] @ 1977 located
ISSN 0184-5993
Only no. 5 located
Suppl. to: Rouge @<1437>
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

Socialistiese aksie
see: Socialist actie = Socialistiese aksie <1492>

<1580> Socialistisk offensiv: marxistisk avis for arbeiderbevægelsen @ Socialistisk Offensiv @ Oslo @ 1990
Issued by Norwegian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency"
Began with no. 1 (1990) @ current in 1991
Address: Postboks 1657 Vika, 0120 Oslo 1, Norway
Price: Nkr. 10,-/no.
Language(s): Nor Country: NO Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1581> Sous le drapeau du socialisme @ Commission Africaine de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Tendance Marxiste-Révolutionnaire de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Tendance Marxiste-Révolutionnaire Internationale; [later:] Association Marxiste Révolutionnaire Internationale @ Clamart; [later:] P aris @ 1964 - Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1964) @ current in 1991 Suppl.: Matériel pour la autogestion @ 1019> Engl. ed.: Under the banner of socialism @ 1752> Address: 42, rue d’Avron, 75020 Paris, France
Price: FF 200,-/yr
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER; IISG; LC; SSA

<1582> South Wales bulletin of Marxist studies @ [Militant Tendency] @ Swansea @ 1975 - 1977 located
Total no. 1 (July 1975) + suppl. 1 (March 1976) - 2 (Apr. 1977) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): SP

<1583> El Soviet @ Oposición Comunista de Iquierda; [later:] Izquierda Comunista (Sección Española de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda Internacional) @ Barcelona @ 1931 - 1932
Total vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1931) - vol. 2, no. 11 (July 1932) published
Language(s): Spa Country: SP
Location(s): BGA; FPI; IISG

<1584> Le Soviet @ Parti Comuniste Internationaliste et Jeunesse Comuniste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste pour la Construction de la IVe Internationale) @ P aris @ 1938
Only no. 2 (Jan.) located
Suppl.: to: La Communauté <0346> Literatures: Pluet op. cit. p.56
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

<1585> Le Soviet @ Comité Comuniste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la IVe Internationale; [later:] Région Parisienne du Parti Comuniste Internationaliste (Section Française de la IVe Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1943 - 1944
In no. 164 (Sept. 1943): Arbeiter- und Soldaten-Räte. No. 1 [In German]
First series totally no. 157 (Apr.) - 165 (Oct./Nov.) + spec.no. (May) publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering; [n.s.] no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (June) publ.
Continues: La Communauté <0346>
Literatures: Pluet op. cit. p.93-94
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; BN; CER; IISG

<1586> Soviet @ Nuclei Comunisti Rivoluzionari @ Roma @ 1971 located
Total no. 1 (March) - 2 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): BF

<1587> Soviet @ --- @ Roma @ 1972
Total no. 1 (Jan.) - 4 (May) published
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): ASS; CDP; CSPT

<1588> Soviet @ Studenti Comunisti Riv oluzionari @ [Roma] @ 1972 - 1973 located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BF; CSPT

Issued by a youth group linked to the "Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari" Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1973) - vol. 3, no. 2 - 4 + 1 spec.no. (all undated) located
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CSPT

<1590> Le Soviet d’Auvergne @ Parti Comuniste Internationaliste (Section Française de la IVe Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1945
Total no. 1 (Jan./Febr.) - 2 (March) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<1591> Le Soviet de Boulogne-Billancourt : organe du rayon communiste internationaliste de Boulogne-Billancourt @ [Parti Comuniste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale] @ Boulogne-Billancourt @ 1944
Total no. 1 (Sept.) - 4 (Oct.) published Literatures: Pluet op. cit. p.109
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER; IISG

<1592> Le Soviet de chez Amiot @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IVe Internationale) @ [Colombes] @ 1944
Only no. 1 (Oct.) published
Literature: Pluet op. cit. p.110
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER

<1593> Le Soviet de Citroën @ Cellule de chez Citroën du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IV e Internationale) @ [P aris] @ 1945
Only spec.no. (Apr.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CDI

<1594> Le Soviet de Gnome et Rhône @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Fr ançaise de la IVe Internationale] @ [S.I.] @ 1944 - 1945
Total no. 1 (Oct. 1944) and no. 2 (Dec. 1944) - 6 (July 1945) published
Literatures: Pluet op. cit. p.110-119
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER

<1595> Le Soviet de la Lorraine @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IV e Internationale) @ [Argenteuil] @ 1944 - 1945
Total no. 1 (June 1944) - 10 (Aug. 1945) published
Continues: Le Communiste <109>
Location(s): BDIC; CER

<1596> Le Soviet de la SECMI @ C.C.I. @ [Comité Communiste Internationaliste] of the SECMI for the Construction of the IVe Internationale @ [S.I.] @ 1943
Only 1 unnumbered issue (Aug.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER

<1597> Le Soviet de la SNCAN @ C.C.I. @ [Comité Communiste Internationaliste] (IVe Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1944 located
Only no. 3 (Dec.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<1598> Le Soviet de l’AAC @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IVe Internationale) @ [S.I.] @ 1945 located
Only no. 4 (Feb.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<1599> Le Soviet de l’IT @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale] @ [S.I.] @ 1944
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<1600> Le Sozialist de Morane @ Cellule du Parti Communiste Internationaliste de chez Mor ane (Ive Internationale) @ [Suresnes] @ 1945
Only no. 1 (Jan.) located
Location(s): BDIC; CER; IISG

<1601> Le Sozialist de Panhard @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Ive Internationale) @ [Paris] @ 1944 - 1945
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1944) - 5 (July 1945) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CDI; CER

<1602> Le Sozialist de Puteaux-Suresnes : organ de régional @ Parti Communiste Internationaliste (IV e Internationale) @ [S. I.] @ 1944 - 1945
Subtitle varies
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER; IISG

<1603> Le Sozialist de Pompiers de Paris @ Pompier Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la IV e Internationale; [no. 2:] Sapeurs Pompiers du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Section Française de la IV e Internationale) @ [Paris] @ 1943 - 1944
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1943) - 2 (July 1944) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER; IISG

<1604> Le Sozialist du XVe [quinzième arrondissement] @ XVe Rayon du Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Ive Internationale) @ [Paris] @ 1944
Only no. 2 (Oct.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): IISG

<1605> Le Sozialist du XIIe [dixième arrondissement] @ [Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la IVe Internationale] @ [Paris] @ 1944
Totally no. 1 (Oct.) - 3 (Dec.) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; CER

Sovjetmacht
see: Neuvostovalta = Sovjetmacht <1088>

Sowjetunion- und Sozialismuswerkstatt: Informations-briefe
see: Informationsbriefe der Sowjetunion- und Sozialismuswerkstatt <0637>

SoZ
see: Sozialistische Zeitung <1621>

SoZ aktuell
see: Sozialistische Zeitung <1621>

Der Sozialist
see: Sozialistische Politik <1618>

<1606> Der Sozialist : herausgegeben von oppositionellen Sozialistischen Arbeiter @ --- @ [Wien] @ 1949 - 1952
Entryist organ of the ”Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs, Sektion der IV. Internationale"
Totally no. 1 (March 1949) - 38 (Apr. 1952) located @ some issues missing.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): BDIC; DOW

<1607> Sozialistisch Aktioun @ Revolutionaer-Sozialistisch Partei (RSP), Luxemburgische Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Lux embourg @ 1985 - 1987
Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1985) @ current in 1990
Continues: Klassenkampf <0833>
Suppl.: SOAK-Magazin @ 1976; Feministisch Hefter @ 1976
Contributions partly in German, partly in French
Address: Militant asbl, BP 1182 Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Price: Flux. 300,-/yr
Language(s): Ger; Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BNL; PC(WL)

<1608> Sozialistische Aktion : Zeitung für revolutionären Sozialismus @ Gruppe Sozialistische Aktion @ Wien @ 1977 - 1980
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): APO; CER; ÖNB

<1609> Sozialistische Alternative : Bulletin @ Sozialistische ArbeiterInnenpartei Basel @ Basel @ 1992
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: Postfach 143, 4013 Basel, Switzerland
Price: Fr 10,-/yr
Language(s): Ger Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1610> Sozialistische Arbeiterpolitik : Organ für eine Arbeiterpolitik in der SPD , für eine SPD-Allien-regierung @ --- @ Hochu @ 1971 - 1976
Entryist organ of German adherents of the ”Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International”
Totally no. 1 (May 1971) - 46 (May 1976) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): APO; CER; DBF; DBL; OSI

<1611> Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung @ Sozialisti- sche Arbeitergruppe (S AG) @ Frankfurt a. M. @ 1976 - 1981
Totally no. 1 (1976) - vol. 6, no. 119 (Oct. 1981) publ. @ partly with vol.-numbering
Circulation: 2.500 (1976)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): APO; BGA; DBF

<1612> Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung : freies Organ der einen deutschen Arbeiterklasse @ Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation (IS A), Deut sche Sektion der IV. Internationale (Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wiederaufbau) @ Köln @ 1982 - 1989
Subtitle later: Arbeiterzeitung - Einheit Deutschlands
Totally vol. 18, no. 77 (Jan. 1982) - vol. 25, no. 211 (June 1989) + suppl. publ., continuing predecessor’s numbering
Continues: Internationale Arbeiterkorespondenz <0739>
Incorporated in: Internationale Tribüne <0752>
Suppl.: Freie Tribüne <0555> ; Internationale Tribüne <0752> ; Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung / Universität <1613>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): ABA; APO; DBF; PC(WL); TAM

<1613> Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung / University of International Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation, Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale (Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wiederaufbau) @ Köln @ 1985; 1987
Totally no. 1 (May 1985) - 3 (Feb. 1987) publ.
Suppl. to: Sozialistische Arbeiterzeitung <1612>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1614> Sozialistische Gewerkschaftspolitik @ --- @ Frankfurt a. M. @ 1978 - 1984
Other title: SoGePo
Issued by militants of the “Gruppe Internationale Marxisten”
Totally no. 0 (June 1978) and no. 1 (Nov. 1979) - 14 (Feb. 1984) publ. Circulation: 2,000 (1979); 1,000 (1984) Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BGA; BSE; SUBB; SUBF

<1615> Sozialistische Gewerkschaftspolitik @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1953 - 1984 Other title: ISP sozialistische Gewerkschaftspolitik Series issued by ISP-Verlag, a publishing house closely associated with "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten" Totally no. [1] (March 1983) - 8 (Dec. 1984) publ. @ most issues unnumbered @ no. 6 undated Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): DBF

<1616> Sozialistische Jugend : Zeitung für den Aufbau einer sozialistischen Jugendorganisation @ Ausschuss für die Sozialistische Jugendorganisation SJO; [latter:] Ausschuß der Initiative für eine Sozialistische Jugendorganisation SJO @ Köln @ 1982 - 1983 Totally no. 1 - 17 publ. Continues: Junge Garde <0811> Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

<1617> Der Sozialistische Kurier : internationale Zeitschrift @ Internationale Arbeiterliga (IV) @ Hamburg @ 1986 - 1989 Subtitle varies Totally no. 1 (May/June 1986) - 7 (Oct. 1989) publ. @ publication suspended Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): IWL Location(s): PC(WL)

<1618> Sozialistische Politik @ --- @ Köln @ 1954 - 1966 Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1954) - 8 (May 1956) publi. Organ strongly influenced by members of the "Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationalen" @ sometimes considered as its entwist paper Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1954) - vol. 13, no. 11/12 (Nov./Dec. 1966) publ. Continues: Unser Weg <1759> Incorporated in: Express international <0502> Reprint: [Berlin]: Krabbe, [ca. 1972] Circulation: 1,200 (1955) Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BGA; BSE; CER; DBP; OSI; PC(WL); SSA; SUBB; SUBH; TAM

<1619> Sozialistische Politik @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1933 - 1986 Other title: ISP sozialistische Politik Series issued by ISP-Verlag, a publishing house closely associated with "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten" Totally no. [1] (Oct. 1983) - 8 (May 1986) publi. @ first issue unnumbered @ no. 3 undated Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): DBF

<1620> Sozialistische Rundschau @ Internationale Sozialisten Deutschlands (ISD) @ Köln @ 1983 - 1985 located Totally no. 0 (Oct. 1983) - 12 (Dec. 1984) and vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1985) located Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): DBF

<1621> Sozialistische Zeitung @ Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei (VSP) @ Köln @ 1986 - ISSN 0932-8750 Other title: SoZ Strongly influenced by German adherents of the "Fourth International (United Secretariat)" after fusion of "GIM" and "KPD/M" Some 3 issues of each vol. are publ. as "SoZ-Magazin" (from Dec. 1987) @ began with vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1986) preceeded by joint issue of "Roter Morgen" and "Was tun" @ "1818", dated Oct. 17. 1986 @ current in 1991 Continues: "Was tun" <1818>; "Roter Morgen" [non-Trotskist]; Suppl.: Gesammelte Beiträge aus der Diskussion der Linken ; SoZ aktuell ; SoZ-Theme From vol 5, no. 4 (Feb. 1991) - 6 (March 1991) suppl.: Desert! Circulation: 2,500 (1988); SoZ aktuell: 10,000 (1990) Address: SoZ, Aquinostraße 7-11, 5000 Köln, Germany Price: DM 55; 1/yr Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; BGA; BSE; PC(WL); SSA; SUBB; SUBF; UMI

<1622> Sozialistischer Umbruch @ Initiative Sozialistischer Umbruch; [later:] Initiative Sozialistischer Umbruch, Leninistisch-Trotskistische Tendenz @ Köln @ 1989 - Began with no. 1 (ca. Nov. 1989) @ undated issues @ current in 1991 Address: D. Eisen, Jakordenstr. 8, 5000 Köln 1, Germany Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): LT Location(s): SoZ-Magazin see: Sozialistische Zeitung <1621>

<1623> The Spark @ Spartacus Youth League @ Minneapolis, Ind. @ 1935 located Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): TL

<1624> Spark @ Leninist League @ Melbourne, Vic. @ 1935 - 1936 Location(s): AU Location(s): NLA

<1625> The Spark @ Workers' Party of South Africa @ Cape Town @ 1935 - 1939 Totaly no. 1 (March 1935) - vol. 5, no. 6 (June 1939) located @ partly with vol.-numbering Language(s): Eng Country: SA Location(s): BGA; IJSU; TL

<1626> The Spark @ Socialist Club (4th International), University of Chicago @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1938 Totaly vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1938) - 2, no. 3 (May 1939) publ. Continued by: Power <1299> Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; LC; NYPL; TL; UMI

<1627> The Spark @ Marxist Workers League @ New York, NY @ 1938 - 1939 Totaly vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1938) - 2, no. 3 (May 1939) publ. Continued by: Power <1299> Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; LC; NYPL; TL; UMI

<1628> Spark @ Bolshevik Leninist Party of India, Section of the Fourth International @ Calcutta @ 1946 Totaly vol. 1, no. 3 (March) - 10 (July) located Continues: New spark <1905> Language(s): Eng Country: IN Location(s): BDIC; HIL

<1629> The Spark @ Socialist League of Africa @ Johannesburg @ 1960 - 1961 Totaly no. 1 - 5 publ. Language(s): Eng Country: SA Location(s): ICS; PC(BH)

<1630> Spark @ Socialist Club, University of Sussex @ Brighton @ 1965 [-] - 1969 [-] Unnumbered bulletin issued by "Militant tendency" Only some issues (publ. in 1967 - 1968) located Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): APO; SP

<1631> Spark @ Workers League, Canadian Section of the 4th International @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1968 - 1973 Location(s): CA Affiliation(s): IC Location(s): SHS

<1632> The Spark @ Socialist Youth Alliance; [later:] Socialist Youth Alliance High School Group @ Sydney @ 1971 located The same title was used for a variety of local campus and high school newsletters issued by the "Socialist Youth Alliance" during the early 1970s
Spartacist League [USA]: Internal bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

Spartacist League [USA]: Internal discussion bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

<1645> Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin @ Spartacist League @ New York, NY @ 1964 -
Title varies: Discussion bulletin; Internal bulletin; Pre-conference discussion bulletin; Internal pre-conference bulletin; International information bulletin; Internal discussion bulletin; Discussion bulletin; Issue dated Feb. 1973 with parallel title: Internationales Informations-bulletin, designated as "special edition"
Author statement varies: Spartacist League/U.S.
Began June 1965, preceded by an unnumbered issue (Nov. 1964) titled: Spartacist pre-conference discussion material @ partly un-numbered @ partly with whole numbering @ partly reprinted @ no. 21 (1973) considered as no. 1 of "International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat: International discussion bulletin" @ current in 1969
Address: PO Box 1377, GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): CRL; PRL; TL

Spartacist League [USA]: Internal pre-conference bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

Spartacist League [USA]: International discussion bulletin
see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat: International discussion bulletin <0718>

Spartacist League [USA]: Pre-conference discussion bulletin
see: Spartacist League [USA]: Internal information bulletin <1645>

<1646> Spartacist (spasmodical) @ New Zealand Spartacist League @ W ellington @ 1970 - [1971]
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1970) publ. Continued by: New Zealand Spartacist <1097>
Language(s): Eng Country: NZ Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): APOL; NLNZ

<1647> Spartacist West @ Bay Area Spartacist Committee: [later:] Spartacist League, Ba y Area @ San Francisco, Calif. @ 1965 - 1970
ISSN 0554-8105
Totally no. 1 (ca. Spring 1965) - 18 (March 1970) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): AB; BBR; CER; HIL; HUL; LC; PRL; TL; UMI

<1648> Spartaco @ Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista @ Perugia @ 1978
Only no. 1 (Apr.) suppl. publ.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Location(s): BNI; CSPT

<1649> Spartaco @ Lega Trotskista d'Italia, Sezione Simpatizzante della Tendenza Spartachista Internazio
nale; [later:] Lega Trotskista d'Italia, Tendenza Spartacha Intersazionale; [later:] Lega T rotskista d'Italia, Sezione Simpatizzante della Lega Comunista Internazio
nale (Quartinternaazionalista); [later:] Lega T rotskista d'Italia, Lega Comunista Internazionale (Quartinterna
zionale) @ Milano @ 1980 -
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1980) @ partially designated as "n.s." @ some issues with parallel numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Spartaco / Edizione Italiana <1639>
Circulation: 2,000 (1990)
Address: C.P. 1991, 20101 Milano, Italy
Price: 4.000/6 no.
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): APOL; CSPT; PRL

<1650> Spartacus @ Ligue Communiste Internationale (Trotskyste) et Belgique @ Anderlecht @ 1935 - 1936
Totally vol. 5, no. 20 (June 1935) - vol. 6, no. 15 (July 1936) located, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: La Voix communiste <1800>
Continued by: La Latte uivierte <0955>
Partly with suppl.: Jeune Spartacus
Flemish ed.: Spartacus <1669>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): HIL; ISG; YUL

<1651> Spartacus: maandschrift voor de revolutio
nair socialistische arbeidersbeweging @ Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front; [later:] Communistenbond Spartacus @ Amsterdam @ 1941 - 1954 located
Other title: Maandblad Spartacus @ subtitle varies
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1941) - vol. 14, no. 11 (1954) located
Circulation: 3,000 - 5,000 (1941); 5,000 (1945)
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Location(s): CER; HIL; ISG; LC; NUL; ROD; RUL; SSA; YUL

<1652> Spartacus: actuele berichten @ [Commu
nistenbond Spartacus] @ Amsterdam ; R otterdam @ 1944 - 1945
Totally Oct. 1944 - May 1945 located
Circulation: 5,000
Language(s): Dut Country: NE Location(s): ROG

<1653> Spartacus : organe communiste internatio
niste (Groupe Contre le Cour ant) @ Anvers @ 1945 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (May) located
Continues: Le Pvoir aux travailleurs <1225>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Location(s): ISG

<1654> Spartacus @ Initiativausschüß für eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation; [later:] Initiativausschüß für eine Kommunistische Jugendorganisation; [later:] Spartacus, Kommunistische Jugendorganisation; [later:] Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus; [later:] Kommunistische Organisation Spartacus @ Berlin @ 1969 - 1973
Totally vol. 1, no. 1/2 (Jan./Feb. 1969) publ. as a suppl. to: Wurst ren "<1818>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): ABA; APOL; BSSD; CER; LC; OSII; PC(WL); SSA; TAM

<1655> Spartacus @ Cercle Spartacus ; Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Esch-sur-Alzette @ 1971 - 1975 [?] Some issues unnumbered
Language(s): Fre Country: LU Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BNL

<1656> Spartacus : Zentralorgan @ Spartacus-Bl ( Bolschewiki-Leninenist) @ Bonn; [later:] Mainz; [later:] Essen @ 1971/72 - 1973
Totally no. 25 (Dec./Jan. 1971/72) - vol. 5, no. 9 (Nov. 1973) + spec. no. publ., continuing predecessor's numbering @ in Feb. 1974 a spec. joint issue of "Spartacus" and "Spartacus" <1654> was publ. at irregular vol.-numbering
Originating from: Spartacus <1664>
Continued by: Spartacus <1657>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APOL; TAM

<1657> Spartacus : Zentralorgan; für den Wieder-
aufbau der IV. Internationale @ Spartacusbund @ Essen @ 1974 - 1981 located
Totally no. 1 (ca. Feb. 1974) - 65 (Apr. 1981) + many spec. no. located @ preceded by a spec. joint issue of "Spartacus" <1654> and "Spartacus" <1656> @ probably ceased with no. 65 @ partly with vol.-
numbering
Continues: Spartacus <1654> ; Spartacus <1656>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO; CER; DBF; SSA; TAM

Spartacist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands: Internes Diskussionsbulletin
see: International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations: International bulletin <0682>

Spartacus Youth League : International bulletin
@ New York, NY @ 1934 - 1935 located
Continued by [?]: Spartacus Youth League: International information bulletin <1660>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): TL

Spartacus Youth League : International information bulletin @ National Office of Spartacus Youth League of America @ New Y ork, NY @ 1935 located
Only 1 unnumbered issue (Nov.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.39
Continues [?]: Spartacus Youth League: International bulletin <1659>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; TL

Spartacus Youth League. Youth Section of the Spartacist League: Internal discussion bulletin @ Spartacus Youth League @ New York, NY @ 1975 - 1983
Other title: SYL internal discussion bulletin
Continues: Revolutionary Communist Party: Internal discussion bulletin <1973>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PRL

Spartacusbund: Intbull
see: Spartacusbund: Internes Bulletin <1662>

Spartacusbund: Internes Bulletin @ SpaBu @ [Essen?] @ 1974 - 1975 located
Other title: Intbull
Only a few scattered issues located
Continues: Gemeinsames Bulletin von Spartacus & [und] Spartacus BL <0587>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO

Spartacus-Flugschrift @ Zentralkomitee des Spartacusbundes @ Essen @ [1975 ?] - 1976 located
Totally no. 1 - 12 located, mostly undated
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Location(s): APO; DBF; PC(WL)

Der Spartakist @ Karl-Liebknecht-Bund [Internationale Kommunisten]; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs (Sektion der Vierten Internationalen) @ Wien @ 1945 - 1953
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1945) - 74 (March 1953) located
From 1955 replaced as theoretical organ by 'Die Internationale' <0731>
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC; DÖW

Spartakist @ Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist T endenz; [later:] Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, S ympathisierende Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist T endenz; [later:] Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, Internationale Spartacist T endenz; [later:] Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands, Internationale Kommunistische Liga (Vierte Internationale); [later:] Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands, Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Vierte Internationalisten) @ Fr ankfurt a.M.; [later:] Hamburg; [later:] Hamburg @ Berlin @ 1980 - 1990
ISSN 0173-7430
Began with no. 31 (June 1980), continuing predecessor's numbering @ publication suspended from June 1985 to Dec. 1987 @ current in 1991
Continues: Kommunistische Korrespondenz <0851>
From no. 69 (Apr. 1990) incorporates: Spartakist : Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz <1667>
Address: Verlag Avantgarde, Postfach 110231, 2000 Hamburg 11, Germany
Price: DM 10,-/16 no.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): DBF; PC(WL); PRL; UMI

Spartakist @ Spartacist Stockholm (Internationale Spartacist T endens) @ Stockholm @ 1982 - 1990 located
Continues: K
Language(s): Swe Country: SV
Affiliation(s): ICL

Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands: Diskussionsbulletin
see: Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands: Internes Diskussionsbummelin <1668>

Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands: Internes Diskussionsbulletin @ Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands, Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Vierte Internationalisten) @ Hamburg; [later:] Berlin @ 1990 -
Title varies: Diskussionsbulletin
Continues: Der Spartakist @ Karl-Liebknecht-Bund [Internationale Kommunisten]; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs (Sektion der Vierten Internationalen) @ Wien & [und] Spartacus BL <0587>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PC(WL); PRL

Spartakus @ Internationale Kommunistische Liga in België @ Anderlecht @ 1935 - 1936
French ed.: Spartakus <1650>
Language(s): Fr Country: BE
Location(s): IISG

Spartakus @ Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front @ Amsterdam @ 1941 - 1942
Totally no. 1 (Jan. 1941) - 24 (Feb. 1942) + 2 spec.no. publ.
Continues: Bulletin van het M.L.Front <0266>
Circulation: 5,000 (1941)
Language(s): Out Country: NE
Location(s): CER; IISG

Sparəkus @ Jeunesse Communiste Rév olutionnaire @ [Toulouse] @ 1966 - 1967
Totally no. 2 (May/June 1966) - 3 (Feb. 1967) located
Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067>
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC

© W. & P. Lubitz 2004 contact: info@trotskyana.net
web: http://www.trotskyana.net
<1672> Spartakus @ Fédération des Bouches du Rhône de la Jeunesse Communiste Rév olutionnaire @ Marseille @ [1967]
Totally no. 3 (Febr. - 4 [March/Apr.] located Suppl. to: Avant-garde jeunesse <0067> Literature: Pluet op.pl. p.173
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BDJC

<1673> Spartakus-Standpunkt @ Spartakus-Gruppe (für die IV : Internationale) @ Mülheim @ 1990 -
Began with no. 1 (May 1990) @ current in 1991
Address: PLK 067310, 4330 Mülheim, Germany
Language(s): Ger Country: DE

<1674> Speakers' information service @ Revolutionary Communist Party @ [London] @ 1947 - 1948/49
located
Totally no. 2 (Jan. 1947) - no. 12 (Dec./Jan. 1948/49) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): NCL

<1675> Spectre : monthly paper @ R evolutionary Marxist Current @ Liv erpool @ 1975 - 1976
Totally no. 2 (Sept. 1975) - 12 (July/Aug. 1976) located
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): APO

<1676> Štern : zwajwochenblat @ --- @ Warše @ 1933
Only no. 1 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Yid Country: PL

<1677> Streifzęuge : ISP-Verlagsinformation für Leser und Händler @ Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1986 located
Issued by ISP-Verlag, a publishing house closely associated with "Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei"
Only no. 1 (Autumn) located
No. 1 also publ. as a suppl. to "Inprekstor" no. 186 <0654>
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO; PC(WL)

Strijdblad
see: Proletaries links <1250>

<1678> Strike against war @ Socialist Club (4th International) @ [Chicago , Ill.?] @ [1939] located
Only no. 1 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL

Student bulletin
see: Militant Tendency: Bulletin <1051>

Student & [und] Klassenkampf
see: Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz <0739>

Studien- und Forschungshefte
see: Studienhefte <1679>

<1679> Studienhefte @ Internationales Institut für Forschung und Schulung @ Fr ankfurt a.M. @ 1989 -
ISSN 0935-3119
Other title: Studien- und Forschungshefte
Began with no. 1 (1989) @ no. 2 not publ., but Löwy, M.: Marxismus and Religion, Frankfurt a. M. 1990 (ISP-Pocket ; 44) has being conside-
red as no. 2/3 @ current in 1990
Engl. ed. (with different publication sequence): Notebooks for study and research <1113>
French ed. (with different publication sequence): Cahiers d'étude et de recherche <0722>
Address: ISP-Verlag, Postfach 111017, 6000 Frankfurt a.M., Germany
Price: DM 20,-/4 vol.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1680> Studienteixe de Grupo Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt @ Wien @ 1989 -
Began with no. 1 (Febr. 1989) @ no. 1=no. 8 of "Materialien der Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt" <1020> @ no. 3=no. 13 of "Materialien der Gruppe
Arbeiter/innen/standpunkt" <1020> @ current in 1990
Address: Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt, Postfach 265, 1140 Wien, Austria
Price: Varies
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): LRCI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1681> Super li frontieras : revue ovvere interna-
cional @ Association Proletari Interlinguistic @ Kaben-
ghavn @ 1949 - 1956 located
Title varies: Supra le frontieras @ subtitle varies: revista obrer internacional
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov./Dec. 1949) - vol. 6, no. 3 (Sept./Oct. 1956)
located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Int Country: DK
Location(s): ABA

Supra le frontieras
see: Super li frontieras <1681>

<1682> SWL discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers League @ Glebe, NSW @ 1972 - 1976
Totally vol. 1 - 3 with 16 no. publ. between Jan. 1972 and Jan. 1976 @ publ. and numbered irregularly @ 1974
Continued by: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Discussion bulletin
<1543>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

SWP discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]: Discussion bulletin <1543>

<1684> SWP discussion bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1956 -
Began with vol. 17, no. 1 (March 1956), continuing the numbering of one of its predecessors @ publ. and numbered irregularly @ some issues
unpaged @ publ. and numbered irregularly @ some issues suspended in 1974
Continued by: Socialist Workers Party [USA]: Discussion bulletin <1547>
Address: SWP, 14 Charles Lane, New York, NY 10014, USA
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<1>; USFI
Location(s): ABA; LSH; PRL; SHS; TL

<1685> SWP information bulletin @ Socialist Workers Party @ Glebe, NSW @ 1972 - 1975
Totally 11 no. publ. between June 1972 and July 1975
Continued by: SWP information bulletin <1683>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): DSP

SWP party organiser
see: Party organiser <1182>

SYA internal bulletin
see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal bulletin <1553>

SYA internal discussion bulletin
see: Socialist Youth Alliance: Internal discussion bulletin <1554>

SYL internal discussion bulletin
see: Spartacists Youth League. Youn Section of the Spartacist League: Internal discussion bulletin <1661>

<1686> Szocialista forradalmért @ Magyar Forradalmi Szocialisták Szöv etésé; [later:] Magyar Forradalmi Szocialisták Szöv etésé, Lapja a IV
Internacionalité: Ujíaapitéseérüt; [later:] Forradalmi Szovjetsitk Szövetsége, a IV. Internacionálé Magy ar Szezkójának Lapja @ Bázel; [later:] P aris @ 1963 - 1986 [7]
Parity with vol.-numbering @ only a very few issues located
Continued by: Neyegid Internacionalité @ 1980
Language(s): Hun Country: FR Affiliation(s): IC<2>; ICR; ILRFI
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1687> El-Taliaa @ Groupe Communiste R évolutionnaire d'Algérie (Groupe Sympathisant de la IV Internationale) @ [S..] @ 1978 - With parallel title in Arabic characters @ text primarily in French
Current in 1988
Address: [not mentioned]
Language(s): Fre Country: AL Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BDIC

<1688> Talpa rossa @ Studenti Bolsevichi-Leninisti; [later:] Gruppo Bolsevico-Leninista per la Ricostruzione della IV Internazionale @ [P..] - 1977 - 1978 [n.s.]
Language(s): Ita Country: IT
Location(s): CSPT

<1689> La Talpa rossa : bollettino d'informazione politico-sociale @ Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari, Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale; [later:] Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria, Quarta Internazionale @ Campobello di Mazara @ 1977 - 1981; 1983 - 1984
No. [1] - [8] lacking title proper, only bearing caption "Bollettino d'informazione pubblica settimanale del Gruppo Comunista Rivoluziona
da aderente alla Sezione Italiana della IV Internazionale" @ substitute varies
First 8 issues unnumbered @ totally 111 no. (Oct. 1977 - Oct. 1984) publ. @ publication suspended in 1982
Suppl. to: Bandiera rossa @ 0080
Language(s): Ita Country: IT Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CSPT

<1690> Tasks of the Fourth International @ Workers Revolutionary Party and Communist League of Australia; [later:] Preparatory Committee for an International Conference of Trotskyists; [later:] Preparatory Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International @ London @ 1987 - 1990
ISSN 0955-422X
First issue publ. in London and Petersham, NSW
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1987) - vol. 2, no. 5 (Oct. 1989) and no. 7 (March 1990) - 8 (May 1990) located
Continued by: The International @ 0675
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR
Location(s): BL; PC(WL); SP

<1691> La Taupe @ Cercle Spartacus, Lausanne, et Cercle La Taupe, Genève; [later:] Cercle Ecoliers et Apprentis  Sympathisants de la LMR; [later:] Jeunesse Socialistes Révolutionnaires @ Lausanne @ 1970 - 1986
Located totally No. 1 (Oct. 1970) - 17 (May/June 1986) located
Language(s): Fre Country: CH Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): H; SLB

<1692> La Taupe déchâinée @ Comité Rouge St. Germain @ Vésinet @ [S..] @ 1972 located
Only no. 8 (1972) located
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

Taufe rouge
see: Collection taupe rouge @ 0323

<1693> La Taupe rouge @ Cellules de Brest de la Ligue Communiste @ Paris @ 1971 - 1975
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI

Location(s): BN

<1694> La Taupe rouge @ Groupe Marxiste R évolutionnaire, Section Sympathisante de la IV Internationale @ Montréal, Québec @ 1972 - 1975
ISSN 0841-2421
Totally no. 1 (Oct. 1972) - 21 (Sept. 1975) publ. + 1 unnumbered and undated specimen issue preceding no. 1
Continued by: Combat socialiste pour la république des travailleurs du Québec @ 0331
Engl. ed.: The old mole @ 1145
Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): CER; NLC; UMI

<1695> Taupe rouge Orsay @ Ligue Communiste, Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale @ Paris @ 1971
Totally no. 1 - 4 located
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<1696> Taupe rouge Peugeot @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire (IVE Internationale), Groupe Taupe Rouge @ Montbéliard @ 1982 located
ISSN 0763-3187
Only no. 1 issue (March) located
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<1697> La Taupe rouge PTT-RP @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire et Groupe Taupe Rouge P.T.T.-R.P. @ Paris @ 1978 - 1981
ISSN 0244-7177
Suppl. to: Rouge @ 1437
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<1698> La Terre aux paysan ! @ Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léninistes), Section Fr anglais de la IV Internationale @ [?] @ 1937 located
Only no. 2 (Dec.) located
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): CER

TFI see: Tasks of the Fourth International @ 1690

Theorie und Praxis see: Beiträge zur Theorie und Praxis des revolutionären Sozialismus @ 0093

<1699> Theorie und Praxis : Beiträge zum revolutionären Sozialismus @ Gruppe Sozialistische Aktion @ Wien @ 1978 located
Other title: Theorie & Praxis
Only no. 1 (July) located
Continues: Beiträge zur Theorie und Praxis des revolutionären Sozialismus @ 0093
Language(s): Ger Country: AT
Location(s): CER; PC(WL)

<1700> Theory + [and] practice @ --- @ London @ 1991 - Issued by "International Socialist Group"
Began May 1991 @ current in 1991
Suppl. to: Socialist outlook @ 1515
Address: PO Box 1109, London N4 2UI, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,20/no. (free with "Socialist outlook")
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BL; ČU; HUL; PC(WL)

<1701> Thing : Zeitschrift zur Praxis und Theorie fortschrittlicher Jugendarbeit [later dropped] @ Berlin; [later:] Bremen; [no. 39 -] Aachen @ 1973 - 1982
Issued by a group associated with "Gruppo Internazionale Marxista"
Totally no. 6 and 1/2 - 39 + extra publ. @ irregular numbering, partly with vol.-numbering @ only a very few issues located
Title: Thing - Roter Maulwurf Continued by: Roter Maulwurf @ 1430
Language(s): Ger Country: DE
<1702> Thomson rouge @ Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire @ Bagneux @ 1981 located
ISSN 0297-5068
Only no. 11 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<1703> Tijdsproblemen : kaderbulletin @ [Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front] @ 's-Gravenhage @ 1942
Totally vol. 1 - 2 published.
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): ROD

<1705> The Torch @ Non-European Unity Mov ement @ Cape Town @ 1946 - 1963
Semi-Trotskyst organ
Totally vol. 1 - 2 published.
Language(s): Eng Country: SA
Location(s): SAPL; SLSA

<1706> Torch @ Revolutionary Socialist League @ Highland Park, Mich; [later:] New York, NY @ 1973 - 1989
ISSN 0889-0374
Title varies: The Torch @ from 1975 added title: La Antorcha At the beginning a Trotskyist paper, later becoming an anarchist-antiauthoritarian organ
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1973) - vol. 16, no. 6 (Oct. 1989) published @ from 1975 with vol.-numbering
From 1976 containing a Spanish language section
Language(s): Eng; Spa Country: US
Location(s): CEK; ČSL; KSČ; NUL; NYPPL; PC(WL); TL; UMI

<1707> Torotsukõi-kenkyû = Trotsky studies @ Torotsukõi Kenkyûshû = Trotsky Institute of Japan @ Tôkyô @ 1991 -
Began with no. 1 (Autumn 1991) @ current in 1991
Address: Trotsky Institute of Japan, 1-22-21-203 Higashi-Nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan
Price: Y 1030/no.
Language(s): Jap Country: JA
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1708> Towards a history of the Fourth International @ National Education Department, Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1973 - 1978
Totally pt. 1 (June 1973) - 7 (Nov. 1978) published @ pt. 3, 4 and 7 consisting of 4 vol. each @ all pt. published within the (unnumbered) series "Education for socialists"
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): PC(WL); PPL; SHS

<1709> Tranchées @ Groupe Révolution Socialiste, Section Antillaise de la 4e Internationale @ Sainte-Anne @ 1979 - 1985 located
ISSN 0766-0626
Totally no. 2 (June/July 1979) - 1985 located @ probably continued publishing
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): BN

<1710> Tribuna internacional @ Consejo Gener al de la IV Internacional (CIR) @ Madrid [etc.] @ 1982 -
Other title: Tribuna internacional - La Verdad
Current in 1990
French ed. see: Tribune internationale - La Vérité <1712>
Abridged Eng. ed.: International tribune <0752>
Abridged German ed.: Internationale Tribüne <0752>
Address: 87, rue du Feubourg Saint-Denis, 75010 Paris, France
Price: F 2.000/yr.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): ICR

Tribuna internacional - La Verdad see: Tribune internationale <1710>

<1711> Tribuna międzynarodowa @ - - @ Paryż @ 1990
Polish language journal of the "General Council of the Fourth International - International Centre for Reconstruction"
Began with no. 1 (March 1990) @ current in 1990
Suppl. to: Tribune internationale - La Vérité <1712>
Designated as "wydanie polskie" and "wersja polska"
Address: A. Pirog, 3 rue du Maine, 75014 Paris, France
Price: FF 18,-/no.
Language(s): Pol Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1712> Tribuna obrera @ Comité de Organización para la Reconstrucción de la IV Internacional @ P arís @ 1973 - 1974 [?]
Totally no. 1 (July 1973) - 2 (1974) located
Language(s): Spa Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; FPI

<1713> Tribuna sindical @ Liga Comunista Revoluciónaria @ Barcelona @ 1977 - 1978 located
Totally no. 1 (Dec. 1977) - 2 (1978) located
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FPI; HIL

<1714> Tribuna socialista @ Grupo Socialista Obrera, Cuarta Internacional @ México @ 1945 - 1947
Language(s): Spa Country: MX
Location(s): HIL

<1715> De Tribune : orgaan voor de kernen in de bedrijven @ Communistenbund Spartacus @ [S .i.] @ 1944
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): IISG

<1716> De Tribune @ Revolutionnair Communistisch Partij (R.C.P.), Nederlandse Sektie v an de 4e Internationale @ Amsterdam @ 1946 - 1952
Totally no. 76 (Feb. 1946) - 287 (March 1952) published, continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: De Rode Oktober <1408>
Language(s): Dut Country: NE
Location(s): CER; HIL; IISG

<1717> Tribune algérienne @ [Comité de Liaison des Trotskystes Algériens] @ Paris @ 1974 - 1980 located
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1974) - 23 (Jan. 1980) + some suppl. located Continued by: Tribune ouvrrière <1726>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

Tribune communiste see: Tribune communiste de Seine-Saint-Denis <1719>

<1718> Tribune communiste @ Ligue Communiste des Travailleurs (pour la Reconstruc tion de la IV Internationale) @ [S .i.] @ 1980 located
Organ of Senegalese Trotskyists
Totally no. 1 (Oct.) + suppl. located Continued by: Tribune ouvrrière <1728>
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER
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<1719> Tribune communiste de Seine-Saint-Denis @ [Groupe Tribune Communiste] @ Pantin @ 1980 - 1987/88
ISSN 0755-1547
Totally no. 1 (Oct./Nov. 1980) - vol. 8, no. 82 (Dec./Jan. 1987/88) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Continues: Tribune algérienne <1717>
Address: 25 H, rue Ahmed Zabana, Alger, Algeria
Language(s): Fre Country: AL Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<1720> Tribune de la vérité : revue trotskyste @ Groupe Trotskyiste pour la Reconstruction de la IVe Internationale @ [P]aris @ 1986 - 1988
ISSN 0980-4676
Language(s): Fre Country: FR
Location(s): BN

<1721> Tribune internationale - La Vérité @ IVe Internationale, Centre International de R construction; [later:] Conseil Général de IVe Internationale (CIR) @ [P]aris @ 1982 - 1990
ISSN 0294-3077
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1982) @ current in 1991
Continues: Correspondance Internationale - La Vérité <1583>
From 1990 [?] suppl.: Cahier de Tribune internationale ; from March 1990 suppl.:tribuna międzynarodowa <1361>
Engl. selection: International tribune <0721>
German selection: Internationale Tribüne <0752>
Span. ed.: Tribune internacional <1710>
Address: 87, rue Faubourg Saint-Denis, 75010 Paris, France
Price: FF 120,-/yr
Language(s): Fre Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BN; CER; PC(WL)
See: Tribune internationale - La Vérité / Cahier see: Tribune Internationale - La Vérité <1721>

<1722> Tribune libre des fonctionnaires : organe de libre discussion des fonctionnaires de toutes tendances @ [Parti Communiste Internationale] @ [P]aris @ 1951
Only no. 1 (Jan.) publ.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC

<1723> Tribune marxiste @ Groupe Trotskyiste de Belgique pour la Reconstruction de la IVe Internationale @ Bruxelles @ 1972 [?] - 1974
Continues: Rövelettes <1336>
Continued by: La Voie de Lénine <1799>
Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<1724> Tribune ouvrière @ Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs (Comité International, IVe Internationale) @ Montréal, Québec @ 1974 - 1990
ISSN 0317-5316
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1974) - 194 (Spring 1990) publ.
Language(s): Fre Country: CA Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER; NLC; UMI

<1725> Tribune ouvrière @ Ligue Communiste Internationale, 4e Internationale @ [P]aris @ 1979 - 1982 located
ISSN 0241-5852
Totally 1979, no. 1 (Nov.) - 1982, no. 2 (Feb.) publ.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BL; UMI

<1726> Tribune ouvrière : organe central @ Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs d'Algérie, Section du Comité d'Organisation pour la Rconstruction de la IVe Internationale; Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs, Section de la IVe Internationale, C.I.R.; [later:] Parti des Travailleurs @ [S.] @; [later:] Alger @ [N.s.] 1980 - [?]; [n.s.] 1985 -
Partially with Arab parallel title; subtitle varies Totally no. 1-25 (Sept. 1980) - publ.; [n.s. 1985-?] began with no. 1 (Dec. 1985) @ partly with parallel numbering @ issues from 1980 - partly designated as "nouvelle série" @ no. 1 repr. in France Feb. 1986 @ current in 1991
Continues: Tribune algérienne <1717>
Address: 25 H, rue Ahmed Zabana, Alger, Algeria
Language(s): Fre Country: AL Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<1727> Tribune ouvrière @ Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs (IVe Internationale); [later:] Ligue Socialiste des Travailleurs, Section Française de la Ligue Internationale des Travailleurs (IVe Internationale) @ [P]aris @ 1982 - 1987/88
ISSN 0294-3077
Began with no. 1 (Jan. 1982) @ current in 1990
Suppl.: Courrier international <0391>
Address: CERMS, 108 rue de Belleville, 75020 Paris, France
Price: FF 10,-/no.
Language(s): Fr Country: FR Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): BN; PC(WL)

<1728> Tribune ouvrière : journal pour la construction du parti des travailleurs @ Ligue Communiste des Travailleurs (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale) @ [S.] @ 1982 - 1986 located
Organ of the Trotskyists
Continues: Tribune communiste <1718>
Language(s): Fre Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

<1729> Trotskyisme @ Groupe Bolchévikh-Léniniste @ [P]aris @ 1955 - 1956 located
Total no. 1 (Aug. 1955) - 5/6 (July/Aug. 1956) located
Suppl.: Actualité [not included in the bibliography]
Language(s): Fr Country: FR
Location(s): HIL

<1730> Trotskyisk syntepunkt @ Trotskyisk Arbejder Forbund (TAF), tilsluttet Trotskyisk Internationale Forbindelses Komite (TIFK) @ København @ 1979 - 1983 located
Total no. 1 (May 1979) - 36 (Jan./Feb. 1983) located
Language(s): Dan Country: DK Affiliation(s): TILC
Location(s): ABA

Trotsky studies see: Torotskjudi-kenkyöy = Trotsky studies <1707>

<1731> Trotskyism today : theoretical journal @ Workers Socialist League @ [L]ondon @ 1975 - 1976; [n.s.] @ 1977 - 1979
ISSN 0141-6499
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1975) - 9 (1976) and [n.s.] no. 1 (July 1977) - 4 (Jan. 1979) publ.
1975 - 1976 suppl. to: Socialist press <1517>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BL; CER; CUL; HIL; HUL; NSB; NYPL; PC(WL); SP

<1732> Trotskyism versus revisionism : a documentary history @ London; [later:] Detroit, Mich. @ 1974 - 1975; 1984
Vol. 1 - 6 of the series publ. by New Park Publications, vol. 7 by Labor Publications, publishing houses closely associated with the "International Committee of the Fourth International" and with the "Workers Revolutionary Party"
Totally vol. 1 - 7 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): BL; CUL; HIL; HUL; LC; NUL; NYPL; PC(WL); SPBK; UC; UMI; UWM; WSU

<1733> Trotskyist bulletin @ External Tendency of the IST; [later:] Bolshevik Tendency @ Toronto, Ont.; [later:] Oakland, Cal. @ [1984]; 1988
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1984) - 4 (Aug. 1988) publ. @ publication suspended from 1985 - 1987
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IBT
Location(s): APO; PRL

<1734> Trotskyist bulletin : documents @ International Secretariat of the League for a R evolutionary Communist International @ [L]ondon @ 1992 - Began with no. 1 (May 1992) @ current in 1992
Address: LRCI, BCM 7750, London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,-/yr.
Unser Wort
see: Unser Kampf = Unser kampf <1764>

<1758> Unser Weg @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (Bolschewiki-Leninisten), Ortsgruppe Kopenhagen @ Kobenhavn vn @ 1934
Only no. 3 (Nov.) located
Language(s): Ger; Country: DK
Location(s): AAB; ABA; DBF; PC(WL)

<1759> Unser Weg : Organ der Vierten Internationale in Deutschland; [from 1950]: Blätter für internationalen Sozialismus @ ---; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (IKD), Sektion der IV. Internationale; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands, IV. Internationale @ [S.I.]; [later:] Aschaffenburg @ 1947 - 1950
Totaly no. 1 (July 1947) - 12 (Sept. 1948) and no. 9 (July 1949) - 17 (Dec. 1949) and no. 1-18 (Jan. 1950) - 12=29 (Sept. 1950) + 3 spec.no. (Nov. 1947 - Jan. 1948) located @ no. 2 (Aug. 1947) numbered as no. 3 by error.
Continues: Neue Internationale <1083> 1949, March [?] - June: Informationsdienst der IKD <0640> numbered by spec.no.
Continued by: Sozialistische Politik <1618>; Pro und contra <1237>
Circulation: 500 (1948)
Language(s): Ger; Country: DE
Location(s): BDIC; CER; HIL; HKB; IISG; TAM

<1760> Unser Wort ! @ Linke Opposition der KPD, Bolschewiki-Leninisten, Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition - Deutschland, Rhein-R uhr @ [S.I.] @ 1933
Probably only vol. 1, no. 1 (March) publ.
Language(s): Ger; Country: DE
Location(s): IISG; PC(WL)

<1761> Unser Wort @ Deutsche Sektion der I.L.O. ; [later:] Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Link en Opposition; [later:] Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands; [later:] I.K.D. @ Prag; [later:] Paris; [later:] Antwerpen; [later:] New York, NY @ 1933 - 1941
Vol. 1, no. 12 (1933) - vol. 7, no. 6/7 (1939) with parallel title: Notre parole
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1933) - vol. 9, no. 3=104 (June 1941) + 1 spec.issue (Aug. 1936) and some suppl. publ.
Continues: Permanente Revolution <1192>; Circulation: 3.000 (1933)
Language(s): Ger; Country: US
Location(s): ABA; BDIC; BGA; CER; DBF, DBL; HIL; HUL; IZF; JFKI; NYPL; PC(WL); SSHA; UBM; UMI

<1762> Unser Wort @ Bund der Kommunisten-Internationalisten (Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale) @ [Kobenhavn vn] @ 1944
Only no. 1 (June) located
Language(s): Plut op.cit. p.106
Location(s): BDIC; CER

<1763> Unzer gedank : politiš geselšaftleche zajtšrift @ --- @ Warsče @ 1933
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 5 (July) publ.
Circulation: 5.000
Language(s): Yid; Country: PL

<1764> Unzer Kampf = Unser kampf : tzwei-wechn.t-lecher organ @ Komunistišer Lig fun Amerike (Opozit-zie) @ New York, NY @ 1932 - 1933
Organ of Yiddish language section of the "Communist League of America (Left Opposition)"
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1932) - vol. 2, no. 8=24 (Nov. 1933) publ.
Circulation in Dec. 1932 and in March, May-Aug.-Oct. 1933
Circulation: 2.000 (1933)
Language(s): Yid; Country: US
Location(s): NYPL; TL
<1785> Der Vertrauensmann @ --- @ [S.l.] @ 1933 - 1934
Illegal paper of the "Marxisten-Internationalisten Deutschlands" ("Funk-Gruppe"), a group of dissident Trotskyists
Circulation: 80-100
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE
Location(s): AAB

<1786> Victory to the miners @ Socialist Group @ Oxford @ 1984 - 1985
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB
Location(s): SP

<1787> La Vie du parti : bulletin intérieur @ Parti Communiste Internationale, Section Fr ançaise de la 4e Internationale @ P 1948 - 1949 located
Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1948) - 7 (July 1949) + 1 spec.no. (June 1949) located
Partly suppl. to: La Vérité <1774>
Language(s): Fre  Country: FR
Location(s): CER

<1788> De Vierde Internationale : kaderbulletin; [later:] informatie-orgaan ... @ R evolutionair-Socialistische Arbeiders P artj @ Amsterdam @ 1938
Totally no. 1 (Apr.) - 2 (Oct.) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.125-126
Language(s): Dut  Country: NE
Location(s): IISG

<1789> De 4. [Vierde] Internationale : maandelijk sch orgaan @ Revolutionair Socialistische P artij, Sectie van de Vierde Internationale @ [Brussel ?] @ 1938 - 1939
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1938) - 5 (Aug. 1939) located
Language(s): Fre  Country: BE
Location(s): IISG

<1790> Die Vierde Internationale : Bulletin @ Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands - Komitee für die Vierte Internationale @ FR ankunft a.M. @ 1976
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (May) publ.
Continues: Politische Briefe <1219>
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE
Location(s): APO; BGA; OSI; PC(WL); UBFU

<1792> Vierte Internationale : Zeitschrift für internationalen Marxismus @ Internationales Komitee der Vierten Internationale @ Essen @ 1986 - ISSN 0259-5819
Began with vol. 13, no. 1 (Summer 1986) adopting Engl. edition's numbering @ current in 1991
Engl. ed.: Fourth International <0536>
Address: Arbeiterpresse-Verlag, Alfredstr. 71, 4300 Essen 1, Germany
Price: DM 10,-/no.
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): PC(WL); SUBB

<1793> Vietnam-Info @ GIM, Gruppe Internationale Marxisten, Deutsche Sektion der IV Internationale ; RKJ, Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend; [later:] Vietnamkomitee-Initiativ ausschuß; [later:] Indochina-Solidaritäts-Komitee @ [S.l.] @ 1972 - 1973 located
Totally no. 0 (May 1972) - 48 (July 1973) located
Language(s): Ger  Country: DE  Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): APO

<1794> Virus rojo @ Juventud Marxista Revolucionaria @ México, D.F. @ 1971 - 1973
As a consequence of the split in the parent organisation, two versions of "Virus rojo" were published beginning with no. 19 @ adherents of the
majority group issued no. 19-24, the minority group issued no. 19-33
Totally no. 2 (Nov. 1971) - 33 (Sept. 1973) located @ some issues undated @ some issues missing
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): HIL


La Voix des travailleurs de chez Renault
see: La Voix des travailleurs <1801>


<1803> Vonk : marxistisch blad v oor de socialistische beweging @ --- @ Oostende; [later:] Brussel @ 1975 - Entryist organ issued by Belgian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency" Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1975) @ current in 1991 French ed. : Unite socialiste [not included into the bibliogr] Language(s): Fre Country: BE Affiliation(s): CWI Location(s): BDIC; BFF; BN; IISG


<1805> Voran : marxistische Zeitung für SPD, Jusos, Falken und Gewerkschaften @ --- @ Wien @ 1939 - 1940 Totally 6 unnumbered issues (March 1939 - Febr. 1940) publ. Continued by: Der Vorposten <1808> Language(s): Ger Country: AT
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Vorbote : internationale marxistische Rundschau @ --- @ Berlin @ 1974
Organ of the "Revolutionären Realisten", a group of entryist Trotskyists in the SPD @ masthead mentioned "im Auftrag der Rosa-Luxemburg-Gesellschaft"
Only no. 1 (May) publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Location(s): APO; PC(WL); UBFU

Der Vorposten @ Proletarische Internationale @ Wien @ 1940 - 1943
Totally 14 unnumbered issues (May 1940 - Nov. 1943) publ.
Continues: Der Vorbote @ --- @ Wien @ 1940 - 1943
Location(s): DÖW

Vorwärts : marxistische Zeitung für SJ, SPÖ & Gewerkschaften @ --- @ Wien @ 1983 - Entryist organ issued by Austrian sympathisers of the British "Militant Tendency"
Began with no. 0 (ca. March 1983) @ current in 1991
Address: Andrea Koch, Grenzackerstr. 19/9/4, 1100 Wien, Austria
Price: 0.100,-/n. no.
Language(s): Ger Country: AT Affiliation(s): CWI
Location(s): DÖW

La Voz leninista @ Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la IV Internacional) @ Barcelona @ 1937 - 1938
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 1937) - 3 (1938) publ.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Location(s): BFF; HIL; IISG; UMI

La Voz leninista @ Grupo Bolchevique-Leninista de España (IV Internacional) @ P. aris @ 1939 located
Only vol. 2, no. 1 (Apr.) located
Language(s): Spa Country: FR Location(s): BDIC

Voz obrera @ Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskyista) @ México, D.F. @ 1961 - 1972 located
Publishes: until 1975 or 1977
Language(s): Spa Country: MX Affiliation(s): FI(P)
Location(s): CER; HIL

Voz socialista @ Partido Socialista dos Trabalhadores @ Lisboa @ 1980 - 1981
Language(s): Por Country: PT Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): CER

Vpered ! @ bjuilen't @ Socialisti český Rabočij Sojuz @ Moskva @ 1991 - Subtitle starts
Began with no. 1 (May 1991) @ some issues undated @ current in 1991
Address: ul. Oktjabr’skaja, d.105, Moskva 127521, USSR Language(s): Rus Country: SU Affiliation(s): WIR
Location(s): PC(WL)

VSP-Standpunkte @ Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei (VSP) @ Fr anfrankfurt a.m. @ 1987
Only no. [1] (Dec.) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): PC(WL)

Vukani basebenzi @ WOSA (Workers Organisation for Socialist Action) @ Cape T own @ From 1991 located
From no. 7 (Nov. 1991) located @ current in 1991
Address: PO Box 491, Salt River 7925, Cape Town, South Africa
Price: R 30,-/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: SA

Walka klas @ Grupa Polska Komitetu Organizacyjneg Komunistów Europy Wschodniej; @]Revolutionary Liga Robotnicza Polski, Sekcja Międzynarodowa @ Liigi Obudowy Crow arte @Międzynarodowki; @]Revolutionary Liga Robotnicza Polski, Sekcja Czwartej Międzynarodówki @ Paris; @]Revolutionary Marxist Group of France; @]Unity League
Location(s): DOW

Was tun : sozialistische Zeitung @ Gruppen der GIM (Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale) und der RKJ (Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend); @]Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend (RKJ); @]Gruppe Internationale Marxisten (GIM), Deutsche Sektion der IV. Internationale @ Mannheim; @]Hamburg; @]Frankfurt a.M. @ 1968 - 1986
 ISSN 0043-0404
Subtitle varies often
No issuing organisation mentioned in no. 1 - 10
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1968) - vol. 10, no. 1839 (Oct. 1986) + fusion issue of "Was tun" and "Roter Morgen" (Oct. 1986) + many spec. + extras publ. @ sometimes double numbering @ first issue unnumbered
Continued by: Sozialistische Zeitung @ 1961
Suppl.: Spartacus <1654> [only no. 1/2 (1969)]
There existed a lot of trade union papers, school and campus papers, as well as factory papers titled: "Was tun", "Was tun im Betrieb", "Was tun in der Schule", "Was tun in der Gewerkschaft", "Was tun bei der Bundeswehr", "Was tun im öffentlichen Dienst" and the like, partly unnumbered as well as special regional editions during the 1970s and 1980s which are not listed in this bibliography
Circulation: 9.000 (1971); 5.000 (1976); 2.000 (1980); 2.300 (1984)
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; APO; BFF; BGF; BGA; BSD; CER; DBF; DBL; IZF; OSI; PC(WL); SSA; SUFB; TAM; UMI

Was-tun-Hefte @ Redaktion Was tun @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1976 located
Issued by "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten"
Only no. 1 (undated) located @ probably ceased
Circulation: 2.000
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): APO; PC(WL); SUFB

Wednesday commentary @ Sydney University ALP Club; [later:] Sydney University Labor Club @ Sydney @ 1965 - 1969 located
Strongly influenced by Trotskyists who later launched the "International Marxist League"
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1965) - vol. 5, no. 11 (June 1969) located @ probably more issues publ. @ some extra newsheets publ. with title: "Special commentary"
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): DSP

The Week : a news analysis for socialists @ [International Group; later: International Marxist Group] @ Lenton, Nottinghamshire @ 1964 - 1968
 ISSN 0511-4160
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1964) - vol. 9, no. 13 (March 1968) publ.
Continues: International Group @ 1961: The bulletin <0692>
Continued by: International <0673>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BFF; CUL; HPS6; IC; LSE; NCL; NLS; UMI

Weekly workers news @ Central Committe of the Socialist Labour League @ Broadw ay, NSW @ 1973 - 1977
Totally no. 1 (Nov. 1973) - 159 (Nov. 1977) publ.
Incorporates: Labour press <0881> Continued by: Workers news <1847>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC3<3 Location(s): SLNSW

What is to be done? : joint internal discuion bulletin @ RWF [Revolutionary Workers Front] and RUL [Revolutionary Unity League] @ [San Francisco, Cal. ?] @ 1981 - 1982
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IWL
<1824> Wiederaufbau der 4. [Vierten] Internationalen @ IAK, Internationale Arbeiter-Korrespondenz (Trotzkisten) @ Berlin; [later:] Dortmund @ 1972 - 1977

Title: Reihe Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale
Totally no. 1 - 5 publ.
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): ICR
Location(s): BB; DBF; PC(WL); SBPK; SUBH

WIN
see: Workers' international news <1840>

<1825> Wissenschaft und Forschung @ --- @ Frankfurt a.M. @ 1987 -

Series issued by ISP-Verlag, a publishing house closely associated with "Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei"
Current in 1991
Address: ISP-Verlag, Postfach 111017, Frankfurt a.M., Germany
Price: varies
Language(s): Ger Country: DE Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): Berlin

<1826> Wochenbriefe @ AK der IKD [Auslands-komitee der Internationalen Kommunisten Deutschlands] @ Paris @ 1934 - 1935

Totally no. 1 - 16 located @ some issues missing
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): AAB

<1827> Women and revolution : the newspaper of women's liberation @ [From no. 4 (1973):] Women's Commission of the Spartacist League (Spartacist League Central Committee Commission for Work among Women) @ San Francisco, Calif.; [later:] New York, NY @ 1971 -

Subtitle varies
At the beginning publ. "by revolutionary women of the Bay Area"
Began with no. 1 (May/June 1971) @ current in 1991
Address: Spartacist Publ. Co., Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
Price: $ 3 - 73 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): APO; CSL; HIL; JFKI; MRL; PUL; UBFU; UC; UCL; UMI

<1828> Women's voice @ International Socialist Women; [later:] Socialist Workers Party @ London @ 1972 - 1976; [n.s.] 1977 - 1982

[First series] totally some 33 no. and [n.s.] some 65 no. publ.
Circulation: 10,000 (1974)
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): Bl; UMI

<1829> The Worker @ Socialist Workers' Movement @ Dublin @ 1972 - 1977; 1980 - 1983

1977-1979: Socialist workers review <1539>
Continued by: Socialist worker <1537>
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): IS

<1830> Worker and unemployed @ Committee for a Workers' League @ Broadw ay, NSW @ 1989 located

Only no. 1 (Feb/Apr, 1989) located @ uncertain whether ceased or not
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Location(s): PC(WL)

<1831> Workers' action @ Committee for a Labor Party [later dropped] @ [Emeryville, Cal.]; [later:] New York, NY @ 1968 - 1971

Totally no. 1 (July 1968) - 10 (Sept. 1971) publ.
Continued by: Workers vanguard <1875>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): BGA; CER; CUL; HIL; TL; UBM

<1832> Workers action : monthly paper @ Independent Socialists; [later:] International Socialists @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1975 - 1985

ISSN 0823-6038
Continued by: Socialist worker <1538>
Language(s): Eng Country: CA Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): NLC

<1833> Workers' action @ International-Communist League; [later:] Workers' Action @ London @ 1976 - 1981

Incorporated in: Socialist organiser <1153>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): CER; CUL; HPSS; NSUB

<1834> Workers anti-war bulletin @ League for a Revolutionary Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1939 - 1940

First issue publ. with title: War bulletin
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1939) - 5 (May 1940) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): HIL; NYPL; TL

<1835> Workers' diary : Workers' International League @ [London ?] @ 1939 - 1940

A daily handout
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 22, 1939) - 136 (Apr. 8, 1940) publ.
Later incorporated in: Workshop news [not included into the bibliogr.]
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL; BLUL; NCL; SP

<1836> Workers' fight : organ of revolutionary socialism @ Revolutionary Socialist League; [later:] Revolutionary Workers' League @ London @ 1939;

[n.s.] 1939; [n.s.] 1939 - 1940
[First series] totally no. 1 (March) - 4 (Sept.) and [n.s.] no. 1 - 2 (undated) and [n.s.] 1 (Dec. 1939) - 5 (May 1940) located
Tables of contents in: Buitenakt op.cit.
Continues: Fight <0510> ; Red flag <1306>
Incorporated in: Workers' international news <1840>
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.156-157
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): Bl

<1837> Workers' fight : [n.s.:] A Trotskyist journal for members of the IS group @ [W orkers' Fight Group] @ Manchester @ 1967 - 1968; [n.s.] 1972 - 1975

[First series] totally no. 1 (Oct. 1967) - 7 (June 1968) located
Tables of contents in: Buitenakt op.cit.
Continued by: International communist <0689>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): CER; CUL; HIL; HPSS; SP

<1838> Workers' fight : newsheet of members and supporters of the Movement for a Socialist Republic in the trade unions @ [Dublin ?] @ 1976 - 1977 located

Totally no. 1 (Aug. 1976) - 6 (Feb. 1977) located
Language(s): Eng Country: IR Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): HIL

<1839> Workers hammer @ Spartacist League, British Section of the International Spartacist Tendency; [later:] Spartacist League, British Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) @ London @ 1984 -

ISSN 0267-8721
Began with no. 61 (Sept. 1984), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Spartacist / Britain <1635>
Circulation: 1.000 (1990)
Address: Spartacist Publications, PO Box 1041, London NW5 3EJ, Great Britain
Price: £ 2.00 - 76 no.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): Bl; CUL; PC(WL); SP; UMI

Workers International League [South Africa]. Fourth International: Joint discussion bulletin
see: Fourth International Organisation of South Africa: Joint discussion bulletin <0549>

<1840> Workers' international news : theoretical organ @ Workers' International League, Fourth International; [later:] Revolutionary Communist Party (British Section of the Fourth International) @ London @ 1937 - 1949
Other title: WIN
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1937) - vol. 7, no. 7 (Jan./Feb. 1949) publ. @ some no. given twice @ contents of issues of Dec. 18, 1937 and of Jan. 1, 1938 are identical @ from vol. 5, no. 7 (Oct. 1944) partly designated as "new series"
Tables of contents in: Builekant op.cit.
From 1940 incorporates: Workers' fight <1836>
Literature: Penn op.cit. p.120-126
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): ABA; B; BLN1; CUC; CUL; HIL; I1SG; IC; LSE; MRC; NCL; NLS; PUL; SP; SSA; UMI; YUL

<1841> Workers international news @ Workers Internationalist League, British Section of The Trotskyist International Liaison Committee @ Leicester @ 1983
Totally no. 1 (Sept.) - 4 (Dec.) publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Affiliation(s): TILC
Location(s): SP

<1842> Workers' international review @ [International Secretariat of the Fourth International and Revolutionary Socialist League, British Section of the Fourth International] @ London @ 1956 - 1957
ISSN 0509-1438
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept./Oct. 1956) - vol. 2, no. 3 (May/June 1957) publ.
Tables of contents in: Builekant op.cit.
Continues: The Fourth International <0534>
Continued by: Fourth International <0535> ; Fourth International / International Secretariat: Information bulletin <0543>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): ABA; BL; NYPL; SP

<1843> Workers League [USA] : Bulletin @ Workers League; [later:] Centr al Committee of the Workers League @ New York, NY; [later:] Detroit, Mich. @ 1968 -
ISSN 0279-0165
Begun with vol. 4, no. 12=78 (March 1968), continuing predecessor's numbering @ issue numbering regular @ current in 1990
Continues: Bulletin of international socialism <0246>
Address: Labor Publications, PO Box 33023, Detroit, Mich. 48232, USA
Price: $ 20.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<2> ; IC<3>
Location(s): CER; CLI; C1S; HUL; TL

<1844> Workers' liberty @ [Socialist Organiser Alliance] @ London @ 1985 -
Began March 1985 @ numbering started with issue no. 6 @ first five issues being pamphlet editions [see Workers' liberty no. 9] @ current in 1990
Address: PO Box 823, London SE1 4 NA, Great Britain
Price: £ 5.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): CUL; PC(WL); SP

<1845> Workers' news @ Revolutionary Workers' Party of Australia @ Sydney @ 1943 - 1945 located
Totally Febur. 1943 - Febur. 1945 located
Continued by: The Militant <1033>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU
Location(s): SLNSW

<1846> Workers news @ Workers' League @ London @ 1975 - 1977
Continued by: Socialist voice <1529>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB
Location(s): BL

<1847> Workers news @ Central Committee of the Socialist Labour League, Australian Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ Broadway, NSW; [later:] Marrickville, NSW @ 1977 -
Began with no. 200 (Nov. 1977), continuing predecessor's numbering @ current in 1991
Continues: Weekly workers news <1822>
Address: PO Box 7, Marrickville, NSW, Australia
Price: Austr.$ 3.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): NLA; SLNSW

<1848> Workers news @ Workers International League; [later:] Workers International League (Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency/Britain) @ London @ 1987 -
Began with no. 1 (Apr. 1987) @ current in 1991
From no. 32 (1991) suppl.: Workers news / Theoretical supplement <1849>
Circulation: 500 (1990)
Address: 1/17 Meredith Street, London EC1R OAE, Great Britain
Price: £ 7.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): LTT
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<1849> Workers news / Theoretical supplement @ Workers International League (Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency/Britain) @ London @ 1991 -
Began July 1991 @ current in 1991
Suppl. to: Workers news <1848>
Price: included in "Workers news"
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): LTT
Location(s): PC(WL); SP

<1850> Workers' organizer @ International Socialist League (Fourth International) @ New York, NY @ 1985 -
Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1985) @ current in 1990
Continuing inverted Span. section entitled: Organizador obrero
Address: PO Box 831, New York, NY 10008, USA
Price: $ 3.00/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IWL
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1851> Workers Party [1934 - 1936]: Internal bulletin @ Workers Party of the United States @ New York, NY @ 1935 - 1936 located
Totally 1936, Apr. - 1936, Feb. located
Continues: Communist League of America (Left Opposition): Internal bulletin <0358>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): LSH; HIL; SHS

<1852> Workers Party [1934 - 1936]: International information bulletin @ National Committee of the Workers Party of the United States; [later:] National Committee of the Workers Party U.S. @ [New York, NY] @ 1935 - 1936
Totally no. 1 (March 1935) - 3 (Febur. 1936) publ.
Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.224-225
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; LSH; PC(WL); SHS

Workers Party [1940 - 1949]: Bulletin see: Bulletin of the Workers Party <0255>

<1853> Workers Party [1940 - 1949]: Internal bulletin @ Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1940 - 1945; [n.s.] 1945 - 1949 located
[First series] totally 1940 - 1945, July and [n.s.] vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1945) - vol. 4, no. 4 (March 1949) located
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): HIL; TL; UMI

<1854> Workers' Party of Canada: Internal bulletin @ [Ottawa, Ont. ?] @ 1940 located
Only no. 1 (Jan.) located
Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.173
Language(s): Eng Country: CA
Location(s): GUL

<1855> Workers' power : international socialist biweekly @ International Socialists @ Highland Park, Mich. @ 1970 - 1978
ISSN 0019-0535
Totally no. 21 (Sept. 1970) - 267 (Oct./Nov. 1978) & some suppl. publ., continuing predecessor's numbering
Continues: IS <0779>
Changed by: Changes <0298>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): BFP; CER; CSL; HIL; HUL; HU; JPKI; IC; NYPL; TL; UCL; ULI; UU; UMI
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<1856>  Workers power @ Workers Power Group; [later:] Workers Power Group, British Section of the Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International; [later:] Workers Power Group, British Section of the League for a Revolutionary Communist International @ London @ 1975 -
ISSN 0263-1121
Began with unnumbered issue (Nov. 1975) @ current in 1991
From Sept. 1990 incorporates: Class struggle <0390>.
Some issues accompanied by "Theoretical supplement"
Circulation: 1,000 (1990)
Address: BCM 7750, London WC1N 3XX, Great Britain
Price: £ 0,30/no.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): LRCI  Location(s): BL; CUL; HIL; HPS5; PC(WL); SP
Workers power / Theoretical supplement
see: Workers power <1856>

<1857>  Workers press @ Central Committee of the Socialist Labour League; [later:] Centr al Committee of the Workers Revolutionary Party @ London @ 1969 - 1976
Total no. 1 (Sept. 27, 1969) - 1922 (Feb. 14, 1976) publ. @ at the beginning publ. 5 times per week, from Sept. 1970 6 times per week
Continues: The Newsletter <1162>.
Continued by: News digest <1099>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IC<2>; IC<3>  Location(s): BL; BLNL; BLO; CER; CUL; LSE; NCL; NLS
Workers' struggle
see: Workers' struggle <1857>

<1858>  Workers press : weekly paper @ Workers Revolutionary Party @ London @ 1965 -
Began with no. 1 (Dec. 1965) @ current in 1991
Continues: The News line <1100>.
Address: PO Box 735, London SW8 1YB, Great Britain
Price: £ 23,50/yr.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): WIR  Location(s): BL; CUL
Workers' republic @ Revolutionary Socialist Party @ [Belfast?] @ 1947 located
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (May/June) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Location(s): NIL
Workers' republic newsletter @ League for a Workers' Republic @ Dublin @ 1979 - 1980
Total no. 1 (Sept. 1979) - 2 (Jan. 1980) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: IR  Affiliation(s): ICR  Location(s): CER; CUL; HIL
Workers' review : theoretical organ @ Socialist Workers Group @ [London] @ 1947 [?] - 1953
Total vol. 4, no. 3 (Oct./Dec. 1950) - vol. 7, no. 2 (June/Aug. 1953) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Location(s): NCL
Workers review @ Workers Socialist League @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1982 - 1989 [?]
Total no. 1 - 14 located @ perhaps ceased
Continues: Labor news <0887>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: US  Affiliation(s): TILC  Location(s): PC(WL)
Workers revolution @ Workers Revolution [Group] @ Melbourne, Vic. @ 1987 -
Began with no. 1 (May/June 1987) @ current in 1991
Address: Partisan Press, PO Box 1729P, Melbourne, Vic.3001, Australia
Price: Austr.$ 5, –/10 no.
Language(s): Eng  Country: AU
Workers revolution : a journal of revolution ary Marxism produced by an independent South African editorial group @ Glasgow @ 1989 -
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1989) @ current in 1989
Address: PO Box 549, Glasgow G41 2AR, Great Britain
Price: £ 2,50/no.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Location(s): PC(WL)
Workers Revolutionary Party [1973 - 1985]: Pamphlet @ London @ [1977] totaly no. 1 - 3 (undated) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IC<3>  Location(s): PC(WL); SP
Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)]: Internal bulletin @ [London] @ 1986 -
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): WIR
Workers Revolutionary Party pocket library @ London @ 1974 - 1975
Total no. 9 (May 1974) - [14] (Feb. 1975) located, continuing predecessor's numbering @ some issues undated
Continues: Socialist Labour League pocket library <1510>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): IC<3>  Location(s): SP
Workers Socialist League [Great Britain]: Internal bulletin @ Workers Socialist League @ London @ 1974 - 1976 located
Total no. 1 (Dec. 1974) - 9 (May 1976) located
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): TILC  Location(s): NIL
Workers Socialist League [Great Britain]: International discussion bulletin @ London @ 1979
Continues by: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee: International discussion bulletin <1738>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): TILC  Location(s): CER; HPS5; NSUB; PC(WL); SP
Workers' struggle
see: Fighting worker <0513>
Workers' struggle @ Central Committee of the Workers League @ Dublin @ 1972 - 1973
Incorporates: Youth bulletin <1914>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: IR  Affiliation(s): ICR  Location(s): NIL
Workers' unity : bulletin @ British Committee of the European Workers' Alliance, member of the Liaison Committee for a Workers' International @ London @ 1991 -
Current in 1991
Address: PO Box 146, London SE 213H, Great Britain
Price: £ 10,–/yr.
Language(s): Eng  Country: GB  Affiliation(s): ICR  Location(s): PC(WL)
Workers vanguard @ Socialist Educational League; [later:] League for Socialist Action @ T ortonto, Ont. @ 1955 - 1970
ISSN 0509-1454
Total vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1955) - vol. 14, no. 10=190 (Jan. 1970) published
Continued by: Labor challenge <0872>.
Language(s): Eng  Country: CA  Affiliation(s): USFI  Location(s): CER; MTLL; UML
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<1875> Workers vanguard : Marxist working-class biweekly @ Spartacist League of the U.S. @ New York, NY @ 1971 - 
ISSN 0276-0746
Subtitle varies 
Began with no. 1 (Oct. 1971) @ current in 1991 
Continues: Workers action <1821> 
From no. 404 (May 1986) incorporates: Young Spartacus <1913> 
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): ACR; BGA; BNL; CER; CSL; CUL; HUL; PC(WL); PRL; UBFU; UBM; UCL; UIU; UMI

<1876> Workers voice @ League for a Revolutionary Workers' Party @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1934 - 1939 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1934) - vol. 6, no. 4 (July 1939) publ. Language(s): Eng Country: CA 
Location(s): CER; NYPL; UMI

<1877> Workers voice @ Communist League of S.A.; [later:] Fourth International Organisation of South Africa @ Cape Town; [1943:] Johannesburg @ 1935 - 1936; 1942 - 1944 
Suppl. and continued by: Workers' voice / Theoretical supplement <1881> 
Language(s): Eng Country: SA 
Location(s): BL; PC(BM); SAPL

<1878> Workers' voice @ Newark, NJ @ 1938 located 
Local paper of "Socialist Workers Party" 
Totally no. 1 - 2 located Language(s): Eng Country: US 
Location(s): UMI

<1879> Workers' voice @ Workers Organisation for Socialist Action @ Mowbray av @ 1990 - 
Began with no. 1 (Aug. 1990) @ current in 1991 
Incorporates: Free Azania [not included into the bibliogr] Address: PO Box 13337, Mowbray 7705, South Africa Language(s): Eng Country: SA

<1880> Workers voice : occasional paper @ WOS A, Workers Organisation for Socialist Action @ Cape Town @ 1991 
Current in 1991 
Address: PO Box 491, Salt River 7925, Cape Town, South Africa Price: varies 
Language(s): Eng Country: SA

<1881> Workers voice / Theoretical supplement @ Fourth International Organisation of South Africa @ Cape Town @ 1944 - 1945 
Totally no. 1 (July 1944) - 3 (1945) suppl. 
Language(s): Eng Country: SA 
Location(s): BL

<1882> Workers' weekly : organising sheet @ Revolutionary Socialist Party; [n.s.:] Revolutionary Communist Party @ Edinburgh @ 1939 - 1943; [n.s.] 1944 - 1945 
Subtitle varies 
First series totally no. 1 (March 1939) - 113 (Oct. 1943) and [n.s.] no. 1 (Dec. 1944) - 7 (Apr. 1945) publ. @ some issues missing 
Literature: Penn op cit. p.173-174 Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Location(s): NCL; USS

<1883> Workers world @ Workers World Party @ New York, NY @ 1959 - 
ISSN 0043-809X 
With Spanish language section, titled: Mundo obrero @ other titles: WW; [from vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 3, no. 3]; Colored and white, unite and fight for a workers world; [from vol. 3, no. 7 - vol. 12, no. 21]; Black and white, unite and fight for a workers world 
Began with no. 1 (March 1959) @ current in 1991 
Circulation: 20,000 (1980); 12,000 (1991) 
Address: 46 W. 21 St., New York, NY 10010, USA 
Price: $ 15.-/yr. 
Language(s): Eng Country: US 
Location(s): BFB; BFI; CSL; IC; NYPL; SHS; TL

<1884> Working class opposition @ Revolutionary Unity League; [later:] Internationalist Workers Party [Fourth International]; [later:] Internationalist Workers Party (IWP), U.S. Sympathizing Section of the International Left Opposition [Fourth International] @ San Francisco, Cal. @ 1981 - 
From Jan. 1988 - Oct. 1989 added Span. title: Oposición obrera No. 33 - 68 not publ. @ publication suspended from Oct. 1989 (no. 80) to Oct. 1990 (no. 81) @ new numbering system beginning with no. 69 (Jan. 1988) combines the total issues of "Working class opposition" with those of "El Bolchevique" @ current in 1990 
Language(s): Eng; Spa Country: US Affiliation(s): IWL [-1984]; ILD 
Location(s): PC(WL)

<1885> Working papers of the International Institute for Research and Education @ Amsterdam @ 1988 - 
Some issues publ. in French with title: Documents de travail de l’Institut International de Recherche et de Formation ; some issues publ. in Spanish with title: Documentos del Instituto Internacional de Investigación y de Formación 
Began with no. 1 (Sept. 1988) @ current in 1991 
Address: UIRF/IIRF, Postbus 53290, 1007 RG Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Price: not for sale 
Language(s): Eng; Fre; Spa Country: NE Affiliation(s): USFI 
Location(s): PC(WL)

Workshop news 
see: Workers’ diary <1835>

<1886> World outlook = Perspective mondiale: a labor press service = un service de presse ouvrier @ [Unitated Secretariat of the Fourth International] @ Paris; [later:] New York, NY @ 1963 - 1968 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1963) - vol. 6, no. 16 (May 1968) publ. 
Continues: The Internationalist <0761> 
Continued by: Intercontinental press <0657> 
Literature: Pluton op cit. p.163-164 
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI 
Location(s): ABA; BDIC; BFF; BL; BM; CER; PKL; UMI

<1887> World politics : a review of the world’s Trotskyist and revolutionary movement @ --- @ London @ 1966 - 1967 located 
Issued by British adherents of the "Fourth International (United Secretariat)" 
Totally 4 unnumbered issues (Nov. 1966 - Apr. 1967) located @ probably ceased 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI 
Location(s): APO; HIL; PC(WL); SP

WP internal bulletin 
see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]: Internal bulletin <1851>

WW 
see: Workers world <1883>

<1888> Young chartist @ [Socialist Review Group] @ Ashford, Middlesex @ 1951 
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (March) - 2 (June) located 
Language(s): Eng Country: GB 
Location(s): BL

<1889> Young communist bulletin @ Revolutionary Communist Youth; [later:] Revolutionary Communist Youth (Section of the Spartacist League); [later:] Spartacist Youth League @ New York, NY @ 1973 - 1976
Socialists, Young

Young guard: the paper with the socialist programme for youth @ --- @ London @ 1961 - 1965
Subtitle varies: for socialism and freedom
Entryst youth organ, issued by members of the "International Socialists"
Totally no. 1 (Sept. 1961) - 34 (1965) located
Continues: Rebel @ <1299> 1965-1967 @ Rally for socialism @ <1294>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IS
Location(s): LSE; UMI

Young Marxist @ Socialist Workers Party @ New York, NY @ 1948
Only vol. 1, no. 1 (July/Aug.) located @ probably ceased
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): BDIC; TL

Young People's Socialist League [1950s]:
Joint discussion bulletin @ YPSL-SYL @ New York, NY @ 1953 - 1954 located
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1953) and 2 unnumbered issues (Jan. 1954) located @ vol. 1, no. 1 also designated as "Unity discussion issue"
Continued by: Young socialist review @ <1910>
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): TL

Young socialist: voice of American radical youth @ ---; [from 1960:] Young socialist Alliance [later dropped] @ New York, NY @ 1957 - 1970; 1972 - 1988
ISSN 0513-6113 - ISSN 0366-0157
Title varies: The Young socialist @ Subtitle varies: voice of America's future; later dropped
1970-1972: The young socialist organizer @ <1906>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>; USFI
Location(s): BFF; BFR; CER; CSL; HUL; IUL; JFKI; LC; NYPL; SHS; TL; UCL; UU; UMI

Young socialist @ --- @ Colombo @ 1961 - 1970; [n.s.] 1980 located
Publ. irregularly
Language(s): Eng Country: SL
Location(s): BFF; CER; CRIL; HUL; SOAS; UMI

Young socialist @ Young Socialists @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1970 - 1976/77
ISSN 0044-0884
Continues: Young Socialists forum @ <1905>
Continued by: Socialist voice @ <1130>
Language(s): Eng Country: CA
Location(s): DUH; NLC; NUL; SHS; UMI; UMO; UTL

Young socialist @ official monthly paper @ Young Socialists @ Detroit, Mich. @ 1972 -
Current in 1991
Address: Labor Publications Inc., PO Box 33023, Detroit, Mich. 48232, USA
Price: $ 3. -/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>

Young socialist @ official monthly paper @ Young Socialists, Youth Movement of the Socialist Labour League, Australian Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ Marrickville, NSW @ 1973 [?]
- Current in 1991
- At the beginning suppl. to: Labour press @ <0881>
Address: YS, PO Box 7, Marrickville NSW 2204, Australia
Price: Au$ 10. -/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): IC<3>

Young socialist @ Socialist Youth Alliance @ Glebe, NSW @ 1973 - 1974; [n.s.] 1975 - 1978
[First series] totally June 1973 - June 1974 (unnumbered issues) and [n.s.] no. 1 (July 1975) - 17 (March 1978) publ.
Continued by: Resistance @ <1325>
Language(s): Eng Country: AU Affiliation(s): ICL
Location(s): PRL

Young socialist @ Young Socialists @ London @ 1977 -
Current in 1990
Continues: Keep left @ <0816>
Therefrom originates: Young socialist @ <1747>
Address: 279 Alexandra Park, London N22 4BJ, Great Britain
Price: £ 20.28/yr.
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<3>; ICFI
Location(s): CUL

Young socialist: official paper @ Young Socialists, Youth Movement of the International Communist Party, British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International @ London @ 1991 -
Began with vol. 12, no. 1 (Autumn 1991) @ vol. 1 - 11 of "Young socialist" @ <1899> considered as precursor by the issuing group @ current in 1991
Originating from: Young socialist @ <179>
Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Subtitle v
see: The Young socialist organizer @ <1906>
Young Socialist Alliance: Discussion bulletin @ New York, NY @ 1959 - 1960 located
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IS<1>
Location(s): TL

Young socialist challenge @ Young Socialist Alliance @ New York, NY @ 1954 - 1958
Language(s): Eng Country: US
Location(s): TL

Young socialist discussion bulletin @ Young Socialist Alliance @ New York, NY @ 1968 - 1974
Totally vol. 12 - 18 publ.
Continued and continued by: TSA discussion bulletin @ <1923>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): IU; TL

The Young socialist forum: discussion bulletin @ [From 1960:] Young Socialist Alliance @ New York, NY @ 1957 - 1962 [?]
Continues: Young socialist review @ <1910>
Continued by: YSA discussion bulletin @ <1923>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>
Location(s): TL; UMI

Young socialist forum @ --- @ Toronto, Ont. @ 1963 - 1970
ISSN 0513-6121
Totally vol. 1, no. 1 - vol. 8, no. 40 publ.
Continued by: Young socialist @ <1895>
Language(s): Eng Country: CA
Location(s): BFF; NLC; UMO; UTL

The Young socialist organizer: a weekly action publication @ Young Socialist Alliance @ New York, NY @ 1970 - 1972
ISSN 0044-0892
Subtitle varies slightly
Totally [vol. 13, no. 1] (March 1970) - vol. 15, no. 18 (Aug. 1972) publ., continuing predecessor's numbering @ first issue lacking numbering @ totally 67 issues publ.
Continues and continued by: Young socialist @ <1893>
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): JFKI; LC; NUL; TL; UCL; UMI

Young socialist pamphlet @ Young Socialists @ New York, NY @ 1973
Totally no. 1 - 2 publ.
Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): IC<3>
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<1908> Young socialist partisan @ Socialist Youth League @ New York, NY @ 1945 located Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): TL

<1909> Young socialist review @ Young People's Socialist League (IVth International) @ [Chicago, Ill.] @ 1937 - 1939; [n.s.] 1940 - [?]; [n.s.] 1944 - 1947 located Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; TL; UMI

<1910> Young socialist review @ Young Socialist League @ New York, NY; [later:] Chicago, Ill. @ 1954 - 1957 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1954) - vol. 5, no. 4 (Aug. 1957) publ. Continues: Young People's Socialist League [1950s]: Joint discussion bulletin <1892> Continued by: Young socialist forum <1904> ; Young socialist review <1911> Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; TL

<1911> Young socialist review : discussion bulletin @ Young People's Socialist League @ Chicago, Ill. @ 1959 - 1967 located Subtitle varies: internal discussion bulletin Publ. irregularly @ some issues unnumbered @ partly with vol.-numbering Continues: Young socialist review <1910> Language(s): Eng Country: US Location(s): HIL; PRL; TL; UMI


<1913> Young Spartacus @ Revolutionary Communist Youth, YOUTH Section of the Spartacist League; [later:] Spartacus Youth League, Young Section of the Spartacist League @ New York, NY @ 1973 - 1986 ISSN 0162-2692 Other title: YSp Totally no. 19 (Sept./Oct. 1973) - 134 (March 1986) publ, continuing predecessor's numbering Continues: Revolutionary Communist Youth: newsletter <1374> From May 1986 incorporated in: Workers vanguard <1875> Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): ICL Location(s): CER; CSL; CUL; HUL; IUL; KSR; PRL; TL; UC; UCL; UMI

<1914> Youth bulletin @ Irish Young Socialists @ Dublin @ 1970 - 1972 Totally vol. 1 - 3 publ. Incorporated in: Worker's struggle <1872> Language(s): Eng Country: IE Affiliation(s): IC<2> Location(s): HIL; TCD

<1915> Youth Bureau of the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists): Bulletin international @ Bureau International des Jeunes pour la IVème Internationale @ [S.L.] @ 1936 - 1938 No. 1 publ. with title: Bulletin international du Bureau International des Jeunes pour la Quatrième Internationale No. [2] ed. by Secrétariat International des Jeunes pour la IVe Internationale Totally no. 1 (June 1936) - 4 (June 1938) publ. @ second issue unnumbered Tables of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.40-41 Language(s): Eng Location(s): ABA; HIL; IISG; PC(WL)

<1916> Youth Bureau of the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists): International Bulletin @ Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (B.-L.) @ Paris @ 1937 Only no. 1 (Aug.) publ. Table of contents in: Sinclair op.cit. p.42 Continued by: International youth bulletin <0728> Language(s): Eng Country: FR Location(s): HIL; PC(WL)

<1917> Youth for socialism @ Workers' International League, Fourth International @ London @ 1938 - 1941 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1938) - vol. 3, no. 8 (May 1941) publ. Tables of contents in: Bulletin op.cit. Continued by: Socialist appeal <1498> Literature: Penn op.cit. p.135-143 Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; MRC; NCL; SP

<1918> Youth for socialism @ [Revolutionary Socialist League?] @ Liv erpool @ 1936 - 1964 Totally 4 no. publ. Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): CUL

<1919> Youth for socialism @ London @ 1937 located Issued by supporters of the "Workers Revolutionary Party" Only no. 1 (Oct.) located Language(s): Eng Country: GB Affiliation(s): WIR Location(s): SP

<1920> Youth in revolt @ Workers' International League @ Johannesburg @ 1936 - 1937 Totally vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr.) - 3 (July) located Language(s): Eng Country: SA Location(s): BL; HIL; ICS; PC(BH); SAPL; SLSA

<1921> Youth militant @ Youth Militant Group in the Labour League of YOUTH @ London @ 1936 - 1937 Totally Jan. 1936 - June 1937 located Incorporated in: The Militant <1029> Circulation: 800 (1936); 2.000 (1937) Literature: Penn op.cit. p.99-103 Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BL; BLNL; NCL; SP

<1922> Youth militant @ Young Section of the Militant Labour League @ London @ 1939; [n.s.] 1939 - 1940 located Entryist organ [First series] totally no. 1 (Febr.) - 3 (May) publ.; [n.s.] totally no. 1 (Dec. 1939) - 5 (June 1940) located @ perhaps continued publication until 1941 Literature: Penn op.cit. p.153-155 Language(s): Eng Country: GB Location(s): BLNL; MAC

YPSL-SYL discussion bulletin see: Young People's Socialist League [1950s]: Joint discussion bulletin <1892>

<1923> YSA discussion bulletin @ Young Socialist Alliance @ New York, NY @ 1963 - 1968; 1975 - (?) Totally vol. 7 (1963) - 12 (1968) located @ doubtful whether being continued after 1975 Continues: Young socialist forum <1904> 1968 - 1974: Young socialist discussion bulletin <1903> Language(s): Eng Country: US Affiliation(s): USFI Location(s): BF; TL

YSp see: Young Spartacus <1913>

<1924> Zeitung für Soldat und Arbeiter im Westen @ [Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste, Section Francaise de la IVe Internationale] @ [Brest] @ 1943 Only no. 2 (Summer 1943 ?) located Reprint: Paris: EDI, 1978 [Repr. together with "La Vérité" and "Arbeiter und Soldat"] @ with French transl.
Literature: Pluet op.cit. p.95-96
Language(s): Ger Country: FR
Location(s): BDIC; PC(WL)

<1925> Zona metropolitana © [Liga Comunista, Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional]
@ [S.l.] @ 1977 located
Totally no. 1 (Feb 1977) - 11 located + some extra issues publ.
Language(s): Spa Country: SP Affiliation(s): USFI
Location(s): FVI

<1926> Zryw © Robotnicza Partia Rzeczpospolitej Samorządnej, Sekcja Polska IV Międzynarodówki @ [S.l.] @ 1986
Only no. 1 (May) publ.
Language(s): Pol Affiliation(s): USFI

Zürcher-Bresche
see: SAP <1447>
Index of Organizations
AC see: Acción Comunista

Acción Comunista [Note: A group of radical leftists emerging from "Frente de Liberación Popular" in 1964/65, strongly influenced by Trotskyists ideas but not affiliated to any of the Trotskyist international bodies] .... 0003

ACDLT see: American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky

ACFI see: American Committee for the Fourth International [*1940]

ACFI see: American Committee for the Fourth International [*1964]

ACMDC see: Association Looking for a New Path for the Democratic Movement in China

Action Socialiste Révolutionnaire [Note: A faction of Belgian Trotskyists joined ASR in 1934/36] .... 0007 0008

Administratives Sekretariat der Internationalen Linksopposition see: International Left Opposition / International Secretariat

AER see: Alliance des Etudiants Révolutionnaires

Æskulýðsfylkingin. Samband Ungra Sósialista .... 1081

Africa Club. Dublin University .... 0895

African Commission of the Fourth International .... 1581 1752

African Union of Internationalist Communist Workers see: Union Africaine des Travailleurs Communistes Internationalistes

AJR see: Alliance des Jeunes Révolutionnaires

AJS see: Alliance des Jeunes pour le Socialisme

AK der IKD see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Aktiegroep Proletaries Links .... 1208 1250

Alliance des Etudiants Révolutionnaires .... 1115

Alliance des Jeunes pour le Socialisme .... 0802 1125

Alliance des Jeunes Révolutionnaires .... 0493

Alliance for Socialist Action .... 1502

Alliance Marxiste Révolutionnaire .... 0734

ALSC see: Azania Liberation Support Committee

American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky .... 0022 1098

American Committee for the Fourth International [*1940] .... 0023

American Committee for the Fourth International [*1964] .... 0246

American Workers Party .... 0867

AMRI see: Association Marxiste Révolutionnaire Internationale

API see: Association Proletari Interlinguistic

Appeal Group .... 1496

AQI see: Associazione Quarta Internazionale

Arbeidermaktgruppa .... 0029

Arbeiterinternational für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale see: Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International

Arbeiterstandpunkt see: Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt

Arbeitsausschuß für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Jugendarbeit in Deutschland see: Arbeitsausschuß für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation in Deutschland

Arbeitsausschuß fuer den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation in Deutschland .... 1440
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Trotzkistischer Gewerkschafter .... 0094
Arbeitskreis der Freunde Algeriens .... 0558
Arbeitskreis für ArbeitnehmerInnenpolitik see: Arbeitskreise für Arbeitnehmerpolitik
Arbeitskreis "Internationale Küche" see: Spartacusbund
Arbeitskreis Selbstverwaltungs-Sozialismus .... 1465
Arbeitskreise für Arbeitnehmerpolitik .... 0556
ASA see: Alliance for Socialist Action
ASFI see: Australian Section of the Fourth International
ASR see: Action Socialiste Révolutionnaire
Association Chercher une Voie Nouvelle pour le Mouvement Démocratique en Chine see: Association Looking for a New Path for the Democratic Movement in China
Association des Jeunes des Brigades en Yougoslavie .... 0165
Association Looking for a New Path for the Democratic Movement in China .... 0814
Association Marxist Révolutionnaire Internationale .... 1581
Association Proletari Interlinguistic .... 1681
Associazione Politico-Culturale Quarta Internazionale see: Associazione Quarta Internazionale
Associazione Quarta Internazionale .... 0080 0081 0135 0137 1275
Associazione Terra e Liberazione .... 1230
Associazione Voce Operaia .... 0054 0723 1276 1795
AST see: Gruppe ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt
AST see: Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt
ATG see: Arbeitsgemeinschaft Trotzkistischer Gewerkschafter
Auslandsvertretung der Deutschen und Österreichischen Linken .... 0059 1017
Ausschuss der Initiativen für eine Sozialistische Jugendorganisation SJO .... 1616
Ausschuss für die Sozialistische Jugendorganisation SJO see: Ausschuss der Initiativen für eine Sozialistische Jugendorganisation SJO
Australian Section of the Fourth International .... 0672
AVO see: Associazione Voce Operaia
AWP see: American Workers Party
Azania Liberation Support Committee .... 0072 0073 0572
Azania (South Africa) Liberation Support Committee see: Azania Liberation Support Committee
Balham Group see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition
Baráttusamtöök Sósiálista .... 1081
Barrikade see: Barrikade-Jugendgruppen
Barrikade-Jugendgruppen .... 0087
Bay Area Spartacist Committee .... 1647
BBL see: British Bolshevik-Leninists (Trotskyists)
Bengal Committee of the Bolshevik-Leninist Party see: Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India
Berliner Komitee zur Unterstützung der Gemeinsamen Arbeit der Spartacist League (US) und der Österreichischen Bolschewiki-Leninisten in Deutschland .... 0851
Berliner Komitee zur Unterstützung der SL/ÖBL-Deklaration für Gemeinsame Arbeit in Deutschland .... 0851
Bewegung voor Arbeiders-Zelfbeheer .... 1563
Bewegung für die Vierte Internationale ... see: Movement for the Fourth International ...
Bewegung für eine Revolutionäre Komunistische Internationale ... see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Bezirk Westsachsen der Linken Opposition der KPD see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
B-L see: Bolschewiki-Leninisten
BLPI see: Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India
Bolschewiques Leninistas por la Construcción de la Cuarta Internacional .... 1121
Bolschevichi-Leninisti Italiani aderenti alla Quarta Internazionale .... 0139
Bolschewiki-Leninisten .... 0184 0723
Bolschewiki-Leninisten see: Bolschewiki-Leninisten Österreichs
Bolschewiki-Leninisten (B-L) see: Bolschewiki-Leninisten
Bolschewiki-Leninisten Österreichs .... 0466 1056
Bolschewistische Tendenz see: Bolshevik Tendency
Bolschewistisch-Leninistische Sektion Spaniens . Spanische Sektion der Vierten Internationale see: Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la Cuarta Internacional)
Bolschewistisch-Leninistische Sektion Spaniens (für die Vierte Internationale) see: Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la Cuarta Internacional)
Bolschewistisch-Leninsche Partei POI see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Bolsjevikfraktionen i Sverige .... 1572
Bolsjevikgruppen .... 0153
Bond van Communisten .... 0352
British Bolshevik-Leninists (Trotskyists) .... 0509 0663
British Committee for the Defence of Leon Trotsky .... 0166
British Committee of the European Workers’ Alliance .... 1873
British Section, International Left Opposition (Bolshevik-Leninists) see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition
British Section of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International

British Section of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956]. British Section of the Fourth International

British Section of the Fourth International (World Party of Revolutionary Socialism) see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International

British Section of the International Left Opposition see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition

British Section of the Left Opposition see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition

BRKI see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International

BSA see: Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter

BSILO see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition

BT see: Bolshevik Tendency

Bulletin Group .... 0216 0217 0982

Bund der Kommunisten-Internationalisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0032 1762

Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter .... 0577 0918 1010 1082 1320

Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter / Zentralkomitee see: Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter

Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter. Deutsche Sektion des Internationalen Komitees der Vierten Internationale see: Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter

Bureau Européen de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste see: Fourth International [Posadist] / European Bureau

Bureau Europeo del Segretariato Internazionale della Quarta Internazionale see: Fourth International [Posadist] / European Bureau

Bureau International des Jeunes pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists)

Bureau International des Organisations Révolutionnaires des Jeunes see: International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations

Buro Americano-Oriental see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau

Buro Americano-Oriental de la Cuarta Internacional see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau

Buro Americano-Oriental de la Cuarta Internacional (Departamento Latino-Americano) see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau

California Federation of the Socialist Party see: Socialist Party / California Federation

Campus Spartacist Club .... 0291

Canadian Committee of the International Spartacist Tendency .... 1739

Cape Debating Society .... 1215

CARPA see: Committee Against Repression in the Pacific and Asia

CCI see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale

CCI de la SECM pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale

CCIST see: Canadian Committee of the International Spartacist Tendency

CTTI see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee

CCUSOTC see: Coordinating Committee for a US Open Trotskyist Conference

CEI see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee

Cellula Trotskysta d'Italia .... 1161
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Cellula Trotskista d'Italia, Aderente al Comitato d'Organizzazione per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale see: Cellula Trotskista d'Italia

Cellule(s) ... du Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]

Cellules de Brest de la Ligue Communiste see: Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

The Center for United Labor Action [Note: Front Organization of Workers World Party; a semi-Trotskyist organization at the beginning, it later held third-worldist positions] .... 0295 1757

Central Committee of the Fourth International (Japan) see: Daiyon Intanashonal

Central Committee of the International Communist Party see: International Communist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International

Central Committee of the Socialist Labour League see: Socialist Labour League [Australia]

Central Committee of the Spartacist League of the US see: Spartacist League [USA]

Central Committee of the Workers League see: Workers' League [Ireland]

Central Committee of the Workers League see: Workers League [USA]

Central Committee of the Workers Revolutionary Party see: Workers Revolutionary Party [1973 - 1985]

Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches sur les Mouvements Trotskyste et Révolutionnaires Internationaux [Note: CERMTRI is sponsored by various groups of French Trotskyists] .... 0274

Centre pour le Rassemblement des Forces Révolutionnaires .... 0375

Centro Studi Pietro Tresso .... 0903 1271 1272

Centrum voor de Vierde Internationale ... see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat...

Cercle ... de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Cercle d’Etudes Marxistes de Paris .... 0495

Cercle La Taupe .... 1691

Cercle Léon Trotsky .... 0501 0960

Cercle Spartacus [Luxembourg] .... 1655

Cercle Spartacus [Switzerland] .... 1691

Cercles Ecoliers et Apprentis Sympathisants de la LMR .... 1691

Cercles JCR de Lyon see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Cercles Rouge de Nanterre .... 0195

CERMTRI see: Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches sur les Mouvements Trotskyste et Révolutionnaires Internationaux

CFQI see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale

CI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

CI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

CI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

CIQI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

CIQI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

CIQI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

CIR see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction

Circoli Giovanili Rivoluzione .... 1397

City Workers Committee see: League for the Revolutionary Party

CJS see: Comité de Jovenes por el Socialismo

CL see: Communist Left of New Zealand
CLA see: Communist League of America
CLA see: Communist League of America (Left Opposition)
CLA see: Communist League of Australia [1930s - 1940s]
CLA see: Communist League of Australia [*1986]
CLADO see: Comité de Liaison et d’Action pour la Démocratie Ouvrière
Class Struggle League .... 0308
CLER see: Comité de Liaison des Etudiants Révolutionnaires
CLETRA see: Comité de Liaison des Etudiants et Travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains
CLGB see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition
CLMRP see: Comité de Ligação dos Militantes Revolucionários Portugueses (para a Reconstrução da Cuarta Internacional)
CLNZ see: Communist Left of New Zealand
CLS see: Communist League of Struggle
CLT see: Collettivo Leone Trotsky
CLTA see: Comité de Liaison des Trotskystes Algériens
The Club [Note: Group of British Trotskyists led by G. Healy, active in the Labour Party, late 1940s] .... 0882 0996 1514
Club de Iniciativa Socialista .... 0642
Collettivo Giovani Fronte Rosso .... 0571
Collettivo Giovani Onda d’Urto di Foligno .... 1146
Collettivo Giovanile Taipa Rosso di Foligno see: Collettivo Giovanile Onda d’Urto di Foligno
Collettivo Leone Trotsky .... 1400
Collettivo Marxista di Lavoro Politico .... 1160
Collettivo Politico Fragalà .... 1117
Combat Communiste .... 0325
Combat Ouvrier .... 0328 0329 0947
Combate Organization see: Organización Combate
Comitato di Collegamento Trotskyista Internazionale see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee
Comitato d’Organizzazione per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
Comitato Giovani Fronte Rosso .... 0571
Comitato Giovventù in Lotta .... 1401
Comitato Italiano per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale .... 0898
Comité Central da Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores see: Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores
Comité Central de la Liga Obrera see: Workers League [USA]
Comité Central de l’Organisation Communiste Internationaliste see: Organisation Communiste Internationaliste
Comité Central del Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional) see: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción)
Comité Central du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Comité Central Provisoire de la Ligue Communiste see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l’Opposition de Gauche Internationale
Comité Central Unificado de las Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias see: Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias
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Comité Communiste Internationaliste see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale

Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0222 0343 1243 1470 1585 1596

Comité Communiste Internationaliste (Quatrième) see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale

Comité Communiste Internationaliste (Quatrième Internationale) see: Comité Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale

Comité de Jovenes por el Socialismo .... 0809

Comité de Liaison des Etudiants et Travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains .... 0455

Comité de Liaison des Etudiants Révolutionnaires .... 1335

Comité de Liaison des Trotskistes Algériens .... 0490 1717

Comité de Liaison et d'Action pour la Démocratie Ouvrière .... 0347

Comité de Liaison pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale au Canada see: Liaison Committee for Reconstruction of the Fourth International in Canada

Comité de Liaison (Provisoire) des Etudiants et Travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains see: Comité de Liaison des Etudiants et Travailleurs Révolutionnaires Africains

Comité de Luta dos Militantes Revolucionárias Portuguesas (para a Reconstrução da Cuarta Internacional) .... 1218 1338

Comité de Lutte Contre le Plan Fouchet .... 0206

Comité de Organización para la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

Comité de Organización por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

Comité de Préparation de l'Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse .... 0795

Comité Départemental ... see: Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs ...

Comité des Communistes Internationalistes de France .... 0344

Comité d'Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

Comité Ejecutivo de la Cuarta Internacional see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International / Executive Committee

Comité Ejecutivo Internacional de la Cuarta Internacional see: Fourth International [Posadist] / International Executive Committee

Comité Ejecutivo Internacional de la Tendencia Espartaquista Internacional see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Executive Committee

Comité Européen du Secrétariat International see: Fourth International / International Secretariat

Comité Exécutif de la Quatrième Internationale see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International / Executive Committee

Comité Exécutif Européen de la Quatrième Internationale see: Fourth International / European Executive Committee

Comité Exécutif International de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Quatrième-Internationaliste) see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) / International Executive Committee

Comité Exécutif International de la Quatrième Internationale see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee

Comité Exécutif International de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Executive Committee

Comité International de la Quatrième Internationale see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]
Comité International de la Quatrième Internationale see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]
Comité International de la Quatrième Internationale see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]
Comité International de Liaison pour la Construction de l’Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse .... 0793
Comité International pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
Comité Nacional de Jóvenes see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Comité National d’Initiative pour l’Envoi de Brigades de Travail en Yougoslavie .... 0165
Comité Paritaire see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International
Comité Paritaire pour la Réorganisation (Reconstruction) de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International
Comité Paritario por la Reorganización (Reconstrucción) de la Cuarta Internacional see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International
Comité pour la Construction du Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale) .... 0342
Comité pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale
Comité pour le Redressement Politique et Organisationnel du PCI .... 0342
Comité pour l’Enquête sur les Procès du Moscou et pour la Défense de la Liberté d’Opinion dans la Révolution .... 0245
Comité Provisoire des Jeunes de France-Yougoslavie .... 0165 0803
Comité Regional de Castilla la Nueva see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Comité Révolutionnaire Marxiste .... 1563
Comité Rouge St. Germain - Le Vésinet see: Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale
Comité van Revolutionaire Marxisten see: Comité van Revolutionnaire Marxisten. Sektie der Vierde Internationale
Comité van Revolutionnaire Marxisten. Sektie der Vierde Internationale .... 0859 1207 1360 1408
Comité voor Recht en Waarheid .... 0625
Comités de la Quatrième Internationale see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale
Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0209 0244 0258 0345 0481 0569 1282 1774
Comités Français pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale
Comités pour la Démocratie et l’Unité Syndicales .... 1754
Comités pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Comités Français de la Quatrième Internationale
Commission Africaine de la Quatrième Internationale see: African Commission of the Fourth International
Commission Afrique du Secrétariat International de la Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Commission d'Agitation et de Propagande du Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]
Commission Ouvrière du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Commission Syndical du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Committee Against Repression in the Pacific and Asia .... 0051 0292
Committee for a Labor Party .... 1831
Committee for a Workers' International .... 0418
Committee for a Workers' League .... 1830
Committee for an Appeal Left Wing .... 0302
Committee for the Regroupment of the British Section of the Fourth International .... 0534
Communist League [Australia] .... 0355 0667 1040 1545
*Communist League [Australia]. Sympathising Organisation of the Fourth International see: Communist League [Australia]*
Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition [Note: British section adopted denomination "Communist League" officially in 1933] .... 0351 0356 1306
Communist League [Great Britain, 1990s] .... 1509
Communist League [India]. Indian Section of the Fourth International .... 0357 1247 1313
Communist League [New Zealand] [Note: Disaffiliated from the Fourth International in 1990] .... 1486
Communist League of America .... 0680 1026
Communist League of America (Left Opposition) .... 0305 0358 0678 1026 1764 1912
*Communist League of America (Left Opposition) / National Committee see: Communist League of America (Left Opposition)*
Communist League of America (Opposition) see: Communist League of America (Left Opposition)
Communist League of Australia [1930s - 1940s] .... 1027
Communist League of Australia [*1986] .... 1690
Communist League of Great Britain see: Communist League [Great Britain, 1930s]. British Section of the International Left Opposition
Communist League of India see: Communist League [India]. Indian Section of the Fourth International
Communist League of SA see: Communist League of South Africa
Communist League of South Africa .... 1877
Communist League of Struggle .... 0307
Communist Left see: Communist Left of New Zealand
Communist Left in New Zealand see: Communist Left of New Zealand
Communist Left of New Zealand .... 1317
Communist Left Opposition ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Communistenbond Spartacus .... 1651 1652 1715
Communistes Internationalistes (adhérents au Parti Socialiste SFIO) .... 0203
Comunistas-Internacionalistas. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional
Conférence Mondiale Ouverte pour l’Internationale Ouvrière see: Open World Conference for the Workers International
Conseil Général de Quatrième Internationale (CIR) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Consejo General de la Cuarta Internacional (CIR) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Coordinamento Marxista Rivoluzionario .... 1052 1217
Coordinating Committee for a US Open Trotskyist Conference .... 0380
CORQI see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
CR de C la N y CN de J see: Izquierda Comunista de España
CR de Castilla la Nueva see: Izquierda Comunista de España
CRM see: Comité Revolutionnaire Marxisten
CRM see: Comité van Revolutionnaire Marxisten. Sektie der Vierde Internationale
CSL see: Class Struggle League
CSPT see: Centro Studi Pietro Tresso
Čtvrtá Internacionalá ... see: Fourth International ...
Cuarta Internacional ... see: Fourth International ...
Cuarta Internacional. Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Cuarta Internacional (CIR) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Cuarta Internacional Posadista ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...
CULA see: The Center for United Labor Action
CWI see: Committee for a Workers’ International
Czwarta Międzynarodówka ... see: Fourth International ...
Czwarta Międzynarodówka ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...
Daiyon Intanashonal .... 0537
Daiyon Intanashonal / Central Committee see: Daiyon Intanashonal
Deklaranten see: Kommunistische Opposition (Marxistisch-Leninistische Linke)
Délégation Internationale des Communistes Internationalistes pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale see: International Delegation of the Internationalist Communists for the Building Up of the Fourth International
Democratic Socialist Party [Note: DSP considers itself no longer Trotskyist; predecessor disaffiliated from the Fourth International in 1985] .... 0428 0433 1180 1536
Departamento Latino Americano del CEI de la Cuarta Internacional see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau
Deutsche Bolschewiki-Leninisten see: Bolschewiki-Leninisten
Deutsche Kommission des Internationalen Sekretariats der IKL see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat
Deutsche Kommission des Internationalen Sekretariats der Vierten Internationale see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
Deutsche Sektion der ILO see: Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition .... 0819 1761
DSP see: Democratic Socialist Party
DSVI see: Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale [1951 - 1969]
DSYG see: Dublin Spartacist Youth Group
Dublin Spartacist Youth Group .... 0610
Dviženie za Levuju Partiju .... 1331
Dviženie za Sozdanie Revoljucionnoj Rabočej Partii .... 1289
Entente des Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires .... 1342
Ergatikë Prötoperaia see: Workers Vanguard
Esquerra Comunista see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Etudiants Communistes Internationalistes .... 0799
Europäisches Büro des Internationalen Sekretariats der Vierten Internationale see: Fourth International [Posadist] / European Bureau
European Bureau for the Construction of the Fourth International .... 0763
European Executive Committee see: Fourth International / European Executive Committee
European Secretariat of the Fourth International see: Fourth International / European Secretariat
European Trotskyist Conference .... 0679
Executive Committee of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]
Executive Committee of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]
Executive Committee of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]
Executive Committee of the International League - Rebuilder of the Fourth International see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International / Executive Committee
Executive Committee of the International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International / Executive Committee
External Tendency of the IST .... 0249 1733
FCR see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale
Federación de Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias .... 0808
Federación de Juventudes Socialistas de Alava .... 1120
Federated Ironworkers' Association of Australia .... 0778
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia .... 0874
Fédération ... de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire
Fédération ... de la Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale
Fédération Bruxelloise des Jeunes Gardes Socialistes .... 0484
Fédération Bruxelloise du Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
Fédération de Lutte des Mineurs de Charleroi .... 1330
Fédération des Cercles Le Marxisme Aujourd'hui .... 0971
Fédération des Etudiants Révolutionnaires .... 0496
Fédération des Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires (Quatrième Internationale) .... 1342
FER see: Fédération des Etudiants Révolutionnaires
FIOSA see: Fourth International Organisation of South Africa
FIT see: Fourth Internationalist Tendency
Fjärde Internationalen (Posadistisk) ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...
Fjärde Internationalens Återuppbyggnadscentrum see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
FJCR see: Federación de Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias
Fjerde Internationale ... see: Fourth International ...
Fjerde Internationale (Internationalt Center for Genopbygning) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
FLL see: Fondation Léon Lesoil
FMR see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction
Förenade Socialister .... 0595 1123
Fondation Léon Lesoil .... 0280 0450 0451 0841a 0944 1222 1448 1449
Fonds Léon Lesoil see: Fondation Léon Lesoil
Forenede Sekretariat see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége .... 1080 1686
Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége. A Negyedik Internacionálé Magyar Szekciójának Lapja see: Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége
Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége. A Negyedik Internacionálé Újjáépítéséért Küzdő Magyar Trockisták Lapja see: Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége
Forum Club .... 0434
Fourth International / European Executive Committee .... 1282
Fourth International / European Secretariat .... 0210 1282
Fourth International / International Executive Committee .... 0413 0534 0535 0540 1265 1282
Fourth International / International Secretariat .... 0129 0179 0201 0438 0541 0542 0543 0544 0545 0665 0731 0761 1278 1550 1842
Fourth International / International Secretariat / German Commission see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
Fourth International / International Secretariat / Latin American Bureau see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau
Fourth International / Latin American Bureau .... 0115 0117 0127 0546
Fourth International / Provisional European Secretariat .... 1282
Fourth International / Secretariat see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
Fourth International / United Secretariat .... 0385 0386 0547 0548 0646 0647 0649 0651 0652 0653 0654 0657 0666 0694 0695 0702 0726 0750 0751 0772 1202 1282 1466 1550 1886
Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction .... 0180 0399 0721 1710 1711 1721 1769 1774 1778
Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction / General Council see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Fourth International [Posadist] / European Bureau .... 0193 0497 1393 1396
Fourth International [Posadist] / International Executive Committee .... 0412
Fourth International [Posadist] / International Secretariat .... 0120 0250 1067 1392
Fourth International Caucus see: Solidarity [USA]
Fourth International (ICR) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Fourth International (Japan) see: Daiyon Intanashional
Fourth International Organisation of South Africa .... 0549 0664 1877 1881
Fourth Internationalist Tendency .... 0219 0515 0516 0517 0616
Fracción Pública de la LCR see: Fracción Pública de la Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
Fracción Pública de la Liga Comunista Revolucionaria .... 0932
Fracción Trotskista del Grupo Comunismo .... 0058
Fracción Trotskista-Leninista de la Liga Obrera Marxista see: Fracción Trotskista-Leninista de la Liga Obrera Marxista (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional)
Fracción Trotskista-Leninista de la Liga Obrera Marxista (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional) .... 0319 0560
Fraction de Cockerill Ougrée du Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste
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Fraction Étudiante du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)

Fraction Étudiante du Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste

Fraction Internationale pour le Maintien et le Développement du Comité International du Comité d'Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...

Fraction Ligue International de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 1303

Fraction LIRQI de l'OCI see: Fraction Ligue International de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale

Fraction Marxiste-Révolutionnaire pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction

Fraction pour le Maintien et le Développement du Comité d'Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...

Fraction Trotskyiste de St. Denis see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)

Fraktion der Linken Opposition in der SAP .... 1142

Frazione Studentesca del Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista) see: Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista)

Frazione Marxista Rivoluzionaria della Quarta Internazionale see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction

Freedom Socialist Party .... 0553 0573

Frente Revolucionario de los Trabajadores see: Revolutionary Workers Front

Front Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

FS see: Förenade Socialister

FS see: Fourth International / United Secretariat

FSP see: Freedom Socialist Party

FTL de la LOM see: Fracción Trotskyista-Leninista de la Liga Obrera Marxista (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional)

Fundación Andreu Nin .... 0529

Funken-Gruppe see: Marxisten-Internationalisten Deutschlands (Funken-Gruppe)

Fylking Byttingsarsinnaðra Kommúnista. Stuðningsdeild Fjora Aljóðasambansins .... 1081

Fylkingin .... 1081

GAM see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht

GAM see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht (Ost)

GAO see: Groupe d’Action Ouvrière

Gauche Communiste [Note: See also under the English denomination "Socialist Challenge"] .... 0175 0360

Gauche Socialiste .... 0330 0582

Gauche Socialiste - Socialist Challenge see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste

Gaetzti Komunistaren Liga see: Liga de la Juventud Comunista

GBL see: Groep van Bolsjewiki-Leninisten

GBL see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO

GBL see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale

GBL see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale

GBL de la SFIO see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO

GBL d'Italia see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale

GBL d'Umbria see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
GBL (LCI) see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO
GC see: Gauche Communiste
GCC see: Groupe Contre le Courant
GCI see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico]
GCI see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional
GCR see: Groupe Communiste Révolutionnaire d’Algérie
GCR see: Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
GCRA see: Groupe Communiste Révolutionnaire d’Algérie
General Council of the Fourth International (ICR) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Gesellschaft für Forschung und Internationale Kooperation auf dem Gebiet der Publizistik .... 0502
GIM see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
GIM-Gruppe Berlin see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
GIS see: Groep Internationale Socialisten
GMI see: Groupe Marxiste Internationaliste. Quatrième Internationale
GMR see: Groupe Marxiste Révolutionnaire. Section Sympathisante de la Quatrième Internationale
GOC see: Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International
GOCQI see: Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International
GOR see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario
GRA see: Gruppe Roter Anfang
GRK(T) see: Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten)
GRM see: Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Groep Internationale Socialisten .... 0670
Groep van Bolsjewiki-Leninisten .... 0469
The Group [Note: Group of British Trotskyists led by G. Healy, active in the Labour Party, 1950s] .... 0592 0882 1514
Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International .... 0327 1304
Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche .... 0593 1800
Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche. Adhérent à l’Opposition Communiste Internationale de Gauche see: Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche
Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste Internationale de Gauche see: Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche
Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Internationale de Gauche see: Groupe Belge de l’Opposition Communiste de Gauche
Groupe BL de la SFIO see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO
Groupe Bolchévik-Léniniste .... 1729
Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO
Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste (anciennement Ligue Communiste) see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO
Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO .... 0231 1342 1772
Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO (anciennement Ligue Communiste) see: Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste de la SFIO
Groupe Bolchevik-Léniniste (Jeunes) .... 0232
Groupe Communiste Internationaliste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0376
Groupe Communiste (Quatrième Internationale) .... 0949
Groupe Communiste Révolutionnaire d'Algérie .... 1687
Groupe Communiste Révolutionnaire d'Algérie. Groupe Sympathisant de la Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Communiste Révolutionnaire d'Algérie
Groupe Communiste Trotskiste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Contre le Courant
Groupe Communiste Trotskyste pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Contre le Courant
Groupe Contre le Courant .... 0223 0377 0594 0613 0966 1225 1653
Groupe d'Action Ouvrière .... 0066
Groupe de Charleroi see: Groupe Belge de l'Opposition Communiste de Gauche
Groupe de la Gauche Communiste see: Gauche Communiste
Groupe de "La Lutte" .... 0937
Groupe de l'Opposition du PCB [Note: Flemish denomination: Opositiegroep der KPB] .... 0359 0845
Groupe de l'Opposition et de Continuité de la Quatrième Internationale see: Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International
Groupe de Rennes de la Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire
Groupe d'Opposition et de Continuité de la Quatrième Internationale see: Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International
Groupe Frank-Molinier see: Groupe "La Commune"
Groupe JCR d'Anthony see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire
Groupe "La Commune" .... 0221
Groupe "La Vérité" du Parti Socialiste Ouvrier et Paysan .... 0199
Groupe Marxiste Internationaliste. Quatrième Internationale .... 0157
Groupe Marxiste Révolutionnaire. Section Sympathisante de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the English denomination "Revolutionary Marxist Group"] .... 0331 1694
Groupe Quatrième Internationale. Section Algérienne de la Quatrième Internationale - Posadiste .... 1349
Groupe Quatrième Internationale Posadiste (Burkina Faso) .... 0941
Groupe Révolution Socialiste .... 0908 0940 1350 1351 1709
Groupe Révolution Socialiste. Section Antillaise de la Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Révolution Socialiste
Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [Canada] .... 1724
Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [Canada]. Comité International, Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [Canada]
Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [France] .... 1727
Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [France]. Quatrième Internationale see: Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [France]
Groupe Taupe Rouge PTT-RP .... 1697
Groupe Tribune Communiste .... 1719
Groupe Trotskyste Antillais .... 0017
Groupe Trotskyste Antillais. Quatrième Internationale, CIR see: Groupe Trotskyste Antillais
Groupe Trotskyste de Belgique pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Trotskistische Groep van België voor de Heropbouw van der Vierde Internationale"] .... 1336 1723 1799
Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse .... 0006 0242 0243
Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse. Section Suisse de Quatrième Internationale (Centre Internationale de Reconstruction) see: Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse
Groupe Trotskyste pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 1720
Groupe Trotskyste Vietnamienn de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0303
Groupe Trotskyste Vietnamiens en France .... 0303
Groupe Vereeken see: Groupe Contre le Courant
Groupe Vereeken see: Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge
GRP see: Gruppo Rivoluzione Permanente
GRS see: Groupe Révolution Socialiste
GRS see: Gruppe Revolutionäre SozialistInnen
GRS see: Gruppen Revolutionärer Studenten
Grupa Polskich Marksistów Rewolucyjnych .... 0099
Grupo Bolchевике-Ленинista de España. Cuarta Internacional .... 0366 0596 1811
Grupo Combate .... 1341
Grupo Combate / Núcleo Uruguaio see: Grupo Combate
Grupo Comunismo [Note: A group of radical leftists emerging from "Frente de Liberación Popular". "Grupo Comunismo" has been considered as a forerunner of the "Liga Comunista Revolucionaria"] .... 0367
Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico] .... 0076 0077 0155 0597 0659
Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional [Note: This exile group around G. Munis split from the Fourth International in 1948/49] .... 0366 0411 0598 0599 0926
Grupo Comunista-Internacionalista de España see: Grupo Comunista Internacionalista [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional
Grupo de Opposición y Continuidad de la Cuarta Internacional see: Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International
Grupo Español en México de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0372 0432 1339
Grupo Espartaquista de México. Liga Comunista Internacional (Cuartainternacionalista) .... 0478
Grupo Interlinguistic de Internationale Socialister see: Internationale Socialister. Tilsluttet Fjerde Internationale
Grupo Socialista Marxista de Oposición (PSOE) .... 1120
Grupo Socialista Obrero. Cuarta Internacional .... 0116 1714
Gruppe ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt .... 0033 0039 0425 0843 1020 1359 1680
Gruppe ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt, Vereinigt mit der SOAL Salzburg. Österreichische Sektion der Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale see: Gruppe ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt
Gruppe Arbeitermacht .... 0038 0039 0523 1020 1359 1452
Gruppe Arbeitermacht. Deutsche Sektion der LRKI see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht
Gruppe Arbeitermacht. Westdeutsche Sektion der Liga für eine Revolutionäre Kommunistische Internationale see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht
Gruppe Arbeitermacht (Ost) .... 0039
Gruppe Arbeiterstandpunkt .... 0040 0523 0843 1020
Gruppe Commune. Österreichische Sektion der Revolutionär-Marxistischen Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale see: Gruppe Commune. Österreichische Sektion der RMF
Gruppe Commune. Österreichische Sektion der RMF .... 0192 0348 0437 0853 1140
Gruppe Gegen den Strom .... 0583
Gruppe Horizonte .... 0611
Gruppe IAK see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland
Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland .... 0168 0739 0894 1011 1143 1155 1319 1824
Gruppe Internationale Marxisten see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Gruppe Internationale Marxisten in Westberlin see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Gruppe Internationales Sozialistisches Forum .... 0760
Gruppe "ISF" see: Gruppe Internationales Sozialistisches Forum
Gruppe "Kommunist" see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)
Gruppe Linke Kommunisten .... 1450
Gruppe Manifest .... 0760 0965
Gruppe Mauerspecht .... 1022
Gruppe Neuer Roter Turm .... 1086
Gruppe Neuer Spartakus (Vierte Internationale) .... 1087
Gruppe "Permanente Revolution" see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
Gruppe Proletarischer Internationalismus (Trotzkisten) .... 0471
Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten see: Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0437 0590 0591 0601 0731 0738 0757 0849 0913 1423 1427 1433 1435 1472
Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale / Schülergruppe see: Gruppe Revolutionäre Marxisten. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Gruppe Revolutionäre Sozialister see: Revolutionäre Socialister [*1939 (?)]
Gruppe Revolutionäre SozialistInnen .... 0069
Gruppe Revolutionäre SozialistInnen. Vierte Internationale see: Gruppe Revolutionäre SozialistInnen
Gruppe Revolutionärer Frauen .... 1436
Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten) .... 0042 0456 0457 0639 1012 1067
Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten), Deutsche Sektion der Posadistischen Vierten Internationale see: Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten)
Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten). Vierte Internationale see: Gruppe Revolutionärer Kommunisten (Trotzkisten)
Gruppe Roter Anfang .... 1425
Gruppe Sozialistische Aktion .... 0093 0437 1608 1699
Gruppe Spartakus. Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Bolschewistischen Tendenz .... 0148 1746
Gruppe Vierte Internationale .... 0602 0603
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Gruppen Revolutionärer Studenten .... 0811 1439
Gruppen Revolutionärer Studenten und Jugend see: Gruppen Revolutionärer Studenten
Gruppen Sozialistischer Jugend .... 0811 1439
Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari see: Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari (Quarta Internazionale) see: Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppi Comunisti Rivoluzionari. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale .... 0011 0080 0142 0393 0394 0442 0604 0605 1111 1273 1278 1279 1280 1589 1689
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista [GBL d'Italia] see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista [GBL d'Umbria] see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista della Quarta Internazionale see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale .... 0143 1052 1217 1269 1648
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale [GBL d'Umbria] see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale. Aderente al Comitato di Collegamento Trotzkista Internazionale (per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale) see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Quarta Internazionale see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Costruzione della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale see: Gruppo Bolscevico-Leninista per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
Gruppo di Sassari di Quarta Internazionale .... 0902 1688
Gruppo Nostra Parola .... 0141 1110
Gruppo Nostra Parola nel Partito Socialista Italiana see: Gruppo Nostra Parola
Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario .... 0368 0606 0679 0723 0903 1270 1296 1740 1795
Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario
Gruppo Rivoluzione Permanente .... 1399
Gruppo Trotzkijsta Internazzionalista .... 0922
Grylewicz-Gruppe see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
GS see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste
GSJ see: Gruppen Sozialistischer Jugend
GSO see: Grupo Socialista Obrero. Cuarta Internacional
GST see: Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [Canada]
GST see: Groupe Socialiste des Travailleurs [France]
GTA see: Groupe Trotskyste Antillais
GTB see: Groupe Trotskyste de Belgique pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale
GTS see: Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse
Healy Group see: The Club
Healy Group see: The Group
IAF(FI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

IAK see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

IAL(VI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

IBT see: International Bolshevik Tendency

IC see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

IC see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

IC see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

ICAR see: International Campaign against Repression

ICE see: Izquierda Comunista de España

ICFI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

ICFI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

ICFI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

ICFI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1985]

ICL see: Independent Communist League

ICL see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

ICL see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist)

I-CL see: International-Communist League

ICL (B-L) see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists)

ICL(FI) see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist)

ICP see: International Communist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International

ICO see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction

ICU see: Internationalist Communist Union

IEC see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee

IF see: Internationalist Faction [*1961]

IG see: International Group [*1961]

IG see: International Group [*1985]

IIFS see: International Institute for Research and Education

IIRE see: International Institute for Research and Education

IIRF see: International Institute for Research and Education

IK see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

IK see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

IK see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

IKB see: Internationale Kommunistenbond. Nederlandse Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale

IK see: Internationale Kommunisten der Óehoslowskei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

IK see: Internationale Kommunisten der Óehoslowskei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

IK see: Internationale Kommunisten der Óehoslowskei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

IK see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

IK see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1976]

IK see: Internationale Kommunisters Gruppe. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale (ICG)

IK see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat
IKL see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist)

IKL see: Internationale Kommunistische Liga

IKLB see: Internationale Kommunistische Liga in Belgien

IKÖ see: Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale

IKS see: Internationale Kommunisten der Schweiz. Schweizerische Sektion der Vierten Internationale

IKVI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]

IKVI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]

IKVI see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

ILO see: International Left Opposition

ILRFI see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

IMG see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International

Independent Communist League .... 0617

Independent Communist League of Australia .... 1186

Independent Socialist Clubs of America .... 0779

Independent Socialist League .... 0525 0869 1089

Independent Socialists [Canada] .... 1832

Indochina-Solidaritäts-Komitee .... 0785 1793

Initiatiegroep Platform .... 0917

Initiativausschuß für eine Kommunistische Jugendorganisation see: Initiativausschuß für eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation

Initiativausschuß fuer eine Revolutionäre Jugendorganisation .... 0643 1654

Initiative für eine Bewegung Aktiver Gewerkschaftsmitglieder .... 0644

Initiative Sozialistischer Umbruch .... 1622

Initiative Sozialistischer Umbruch. Leninistisch-Trotzkistische Tendenz see: Initiative Sozialistischer Umbruch

Inprekorr-Strömung see: Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei

Inquilabi Communist Sangathan .... 0994

Institut International de Recherche et de Formation see: International Institute for Research and Education

Institut Léon Trotsky .... 0277

Instituto Internacional de Investigación y de Formación see: International Institute for Research and Education

Interim International Secretariat see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat

Interimssekretariat der Internationalen Spartacist Tendenz see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat

Internacia Komunista Fracio de SAT (Trockista) .... 0866

Internacional'naja Komunisticheskaja Liga (Četvertaja Internacional'naja) ... see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) ...

Internacional'naja Levaja Oppozicija ... see: International Left Opposition...

Internacional'nyj Komitet Četvertogo Internacionala ... see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]...

Internacional'nyj Komitet Četvertogo Internacionala ... see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]...

Internasjonale Kommunister. Dansk Selskab af Fjerde Internasjonale see: Internationale Kommunisten

Internasjionale Sosialister .... 0668
International Secretariat for de Vierde Internationale see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

International Bolshevik Tendency .... 1106

International Bureau for the Fourth International see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations [Note: Organisation strongly influenced by Trotskyists] .... 0235 0682 0759

International Campaign against Repression .... 0683

International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963] [Note: Set up in 1953 by the followers of G. Healy and P. Lambert together with the American SWP and some other sections opposing the International Secretariat of the Fourth International led by E. Mandel and P. Frank. In 1963 the SWP together with several Latin American sections disaffiliated from the ICFI and together with the Mandelists/Frankists formed the United Secretariat of the Fourth International. The ICFI continued to exist; see under heading "International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971]"] .... 0197 0208 0684 0685


International Committee of the Fourth International [1963 - 1971] [Note: This was the international body maintained by the Healyist and Lambertist groups. In 1971 the followers of P. Lambert and G. Lor disaffiliated from the ICFI and in 1972 launched the "Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International". The ICFI continued to exist; see under heading "International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]"] .... 0536 0662 0686 0687 0688


International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972] [Note: This has been the international body maintained by the followers of G. Healy after the disaffiliation of the Lambertists. As a result of the disintegration and split of the British WRP, until then dominating the ICFI, the ICFI itself split, too. Thus from 1985 there have been two bodies, both claiming the denomination ICFI. Publications issued by the much smaller ICFI set up newly by G. Healy and S. Michael in 1985 are to be found under the heading "International Committee of the Fourth International [*1985]" whereas those issued by the ICFI led by D. North from 1985 are listed here.] .... 0101 0536 0972 1732 1792

International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972] / Executive Committee see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

International Committee of the Fourth International [*1985] .... 0979

International Committee of the Fourth International [*1987] .... 0539

International Communist League see: International-Communist League

International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) .... 0744 1467

International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat .... 0176 0178 0187 0188 0189 0190 0200 0225 0236 0444 0645 0678 0680

International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat / German Commission see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) .... 0103

International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) / International Executive Committee .... 1636 1638 1640

International Communist Left Opposition ... see: International Left Opposition ...

International Communist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International .... 0727

International Communist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International / Central Committee see: International Communist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International

International Conference of Trade Unionists .... 0690

International Delegation of the International Communists for the Building Up of the Fourth International .... 0384 0763

International Executive Committee of the Fourth International see: Fourth International / International Executive Committee

International Executive Committee of the Fourth International / International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) / International Executive Committee

International Executive Committee of the World's Party of Socialist Revolution (Fourth International) see: Fourth International

Contact: info@trotskyana.net

Web: http://www.trotskyana.net
**International / International Executive Committee**

International Group [*1961] .... 0526 0692 0693 1821

International Group [*1985] .... 0674

International Institute for Research and Education [Note: IIRE is sponsored by the Fourth International (United Secretariat)] .... 0272 1113 1679 1885

**International League - Rebuilder of the Fourth International**

see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International .... 0414 0538 0696 1303

International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International / Executive Committee .... 0414 0538 1284

International Left Opposition .... 0145 0678 0697 0758 1255

International Left Opposition / International Secretariat .... 0126 0234 0678 0758

International Left Opposition of Canada .... 1765

International Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency of the Fourth International .... 0760

**International Marxist Group**

see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International .... 0012 0089 0104 0350 0673 0698 0699 0700 0986 1004 1310 1311 1316 1458 1501 1533 1821

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International / African Commission see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International / Education Commission see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International

International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International / Women's Section see: International Marxist Group. British Section of the Fourth International

International Marxist League .... 1516

International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency [Note: IRMT was moving away from Fourth International and then from Trotskyism since 1972] .... 0035 0228 0449 0672 0701 0708 0901 1016 1019 1224 1266 1465 1581

International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency / Section Belge see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

International Secretariat for the Fourth International see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

International Secretariat of the Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International / International Secretariat

International Secretariat of the Posadist Fourth International see: Fourth International [Posadist] / International Secretariat

International Socialism (GB) see: International Socialists [Great Britain]

International Socialism Group see: International Socialists [Great Britain]


International Socialist Group [*1987] .... 1314 1515 1700

International Socialist League. British Section of the International Workers League .... 1532

International Socialist Organisation [Australia] .... 1483 1522

International Socialist Organization [USA] .... 1535

International Socialist Women .... 1828

International Socialists [Australia] .... 0090 0562 0713 0714 1483 1522

International Socialists [Australia] / Education Department see: International Socialists [Australia]

International Socialists [Canada] .... 1538 1832

International Socialists [Great Britain] .... 0324 0521 0620 0677 0709 0716 0780 0883 1295 1299 1534 1541 1828 1890

International Socialists [USA] .... 0298 0779 1855

International Socialists of South Africa .... 1484

International Spartacist Tendency / Interim International Secretariat see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat

International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat .... 0408 0718 1636 1637 1638

International Spartacist Tendency / International Executive Committee .... 0408 1636 1637 1638 1640

International Spartacist Tendency / International Secretariat .... 0719

International Trotskyist Committee see: International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International

International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International .... 0725

International Workers League (Fourth International) .... 0020 0108 0382 0391 0691 1214 1617 1749

International-Communist League .... 0689 0729 1188 1833

Internationale Abteilung des Zentralen Büros der Spartacist League see: Spartacist League [USA]

Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland, für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale) see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale) see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (Trotzkisten) see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz (Trotzkisten) für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale see: Gruppe Internationale Arbeiterkorrespondenz zum Aufbau der Trotzkistischen Organisation in ganz Deutschland

Internationale Arbeiterliga (Vierte Internationale) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

Internationale Arbeitsgemeinschaft Linksoppositioneller Gruppen in der Komintern .... 0756

Internationale Bolschewistische Tendenz see: International Bolshevik Tendency

Internationale Kommunisten der Čechoslowakei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) .... 0082 1085

Internationale Kommunisten der ČSR see: Internationale Kommunisten der Čechoslowakei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

Internationale Kommunisten der Schweiz. Schweizerische Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0467 0641

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951] .... 0062 0436 0557 0635 0640 0731 0745 0819 0976 1059 1060 1083 1758 1759 1761 1826


Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1969] .... 0092 0378 0746 1790


Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1976] .... 1791

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (früher Linke Opposition) see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands (Trotzkisten) see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [*1969]

Internationale Kommunisten in der ČSR see: Internationale Kommunisten der Čechoslowakei (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs see: Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Bolschewiki-Leninisten

Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs see: Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale

Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Bolschewiki-Leninisten .... 1061

Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0731 0748 0884 0896 1058 1063 1453 1606 1664


Internationale Kommunisten Westberlin .... 1141

Internationale Kommunistenbund see: Internationale Kommunistenbund. Nederlandse Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale

Internationale Kommunistenbund. Nederlandse Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale .... 0735 0747 0841 1208 1250


Internationale Kommunisten .... 0519 0822

Internationale Kommunisten. Tilslettet Fjerde Internationale see: Internationale Kommunisten

Internationale Kommunisters Gruppe. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale (ICG) .... 0755

Internationale Kommunistische Liga .... 0472 0473 0749 0828 1078 1189 1194 1196

Internationale Kommunistische Liga in België [Note: See also under the French denomination "Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Trotskyste) en Belgique"] .... 1669

Internationale Kommunistische Liga (Trotzkisten) see: Internationale Kommunistische Liga

Internationale Leninistisch-Trotzkistische Tendenz der Vierten Internationale see: International Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency of the Fourth International

Internationale Linksopposition ... see: International Left Opposition ...

Internationale Ouvrière pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International

Internationale Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse .... 0795

Internationale Socialister .... 0711 1246 1566

Internationale Socialister. Tilslettet Fjerde Internationale .... 0933 1122

Internationale Socialister. Tilslettet Fjerde Internationale / Grupo Interlinguistic see: Internationale Socialister. Tilslettet Fjerde Internationale

Internationale Socialister (Fjerde Internationale) see: Internationale Socialister. Tilslettet Fjerde Internationale

Internationale Sozialisten Deutschlands .... 1620

Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation .... 0555 0556 0739 0752 0811 1166 1612 1613
Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale (Internationales Komitee) see: Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation

Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale (Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wiederaufbau) see: Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation

Internationale Spartacist Tendenz ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...

Internationale Tendenz der Revolutionären Marxisten see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Internationale Tendenz der Revolutionären Marxisten / Österreichische Gruppe see: Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz

Internationaler Sozialistischer Kulturbund Humanitas .... 0467

Internationales Büro Revolutionärer Jugendorganisationen see: International Bureau of Revolutionary Youth Organisations

Internationales Exekutivkomitee der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Vierte Internationalisten) see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) / International Executive Committee

Internationales Exekutivkomitee der Internationalen Spartacist Tendenz see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Executive Committee

Internationales Institut für Forschung und Schulting see: International Institute for Research and Education

Internationales Komitee der Vierten Internationale see: International Committee of the Fourth International [1953 - 1963]


Internationales Komitee der Vierten Internationale see: International Committee of the Fourth International [*1972]

Internationales Sekretariat der Bewegung für die Vierte Internationale see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

Internationales Sekretariat der IKL see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

Internationales Sekretariat der Internationalen Spartacist Tendenz see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Secretariat


Internationales Sekretariat der Vierten Internationale see: Fourth International / International Secretariat


Internationales Sekretariat für die Vierte Internationale see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

Internationales Sekretariat IKL see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

Internationales Sekretariat LKI see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

Internationalist Communist Union .... 0947

Internationalist Faction [*1961] .... 0614

Internationalist Faction [*1987] .... 0764

Internationalist Faction, Workers Revolutionary Party see: Internationalist Faction [*1987]

Internationalist Socialist League (Fourth International) .... 1850

Internationalist Workers Party .... 0020 0108 0783 1884

Internationalist Workers Party. Fourth International see: Internationalist Workers Party

Internationalist Workers Party. US Sympathizing Section of the International Left Opposition (Fourth International) see: Internationalist Workers Party
Internationalistische Arbeiterpartei. Französische Sektion der Vierten Internationale see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
International-Revolutionäre Kommunisten .... 1741
International Kommunistisk Parti .... 0519
International Kommunistisk Parti. Sektion af den Fjerde Internationale see: International Kommunistisk Parti
Internationella Arbetarförbundet see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
Internationella Arbetarförbundet - Fjärde Internationalen see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
Internationella Gruppen .... 0595 0765
Internationella Socialister. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalens Återuppbyggnadscentrum .... 0213
Internationella Spartacist Tendensen ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
Irish Workers’ Group [*1965] .... 0774 0777 1573 1860
Irish Workers’ Group [*1976] .... 0309 0313
Irish Workers’ Group [*1976]. Irish Section of the League for a Revolutionary Communist International see: Irish Workers’ Group [*1976]
Irish Workers’ Group [*1976]. Irish Section of the Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International see: Irish Workers’ Group [*1976]
Irish Young Socialists .... 1914
IRJ see: Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse
IRK see: International-Revolutionäre Kommunisten
IRMT see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
IS see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
IS see: Internasjonale Socialister
IS see: International Socialists [Australia]
IS see: International Socialists [Canada]
IS see: International Socialists [Great Britain]
IS see: International Socialists [USA]
IS see: Internationale Socialister
IS see: Internationale Socialister. Tilsluttet Fjerde Internationale
IS see: Internationella Socialister. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationals Återuppbyggnadscentrum
IS see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat
IS International Department see: International Socialists [Great Britain]
ISA see: Internationale Sozialistische Arbeiterorganisation
ISCA see: Independent Socialist Clubs of America
ISD see: Internationale Sozialisten Deutschlands
ISF see: Gruppe Internationales Sozialistisches Forum
ISFI see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
ISG see: International Socialist Group [1950 - 1955]
ISG see: International Socialist Group [*1987]
ISGB see: International Socialists [Great Britain]
ISK see: Indochina-Solidaritäts-Komitee
ISL see: Independent Socialist League
ISL see: International Socialist League. British Section of the International Workers League
ISL(FI) see: Internationalist Socialist League (Fourth International)
ISO see: International Socialist Organisation [Australia]
ISO see: International Socialist Organization [USA]
ISRACA see: Israeli Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad
Israeli Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad .... 0788 0789
Israel Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad / Australian Branch see: Israeli Revolutionary Action Committee Abroad
ISSA see: International Socialists of South Africa
IST ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
ITC see: International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International
IWG see: Irish Workers’ Group [*1965]
IWG see: Irish Workers’ Group [*1976]
IWL(FI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
IWP see: Internationalist Workers Party
IWP(FI) see: Internationalist Workers Party
IZ see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Izquierda Comunista see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista de España .... 0027 0121 0122 0123 0124 0365 0479 1583
Izquierda Comunista de España / Comité Nacional de Jóvenes see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista de España / Comité Regional de Castilla la Nueva see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista de España. Sección Española de la Liga Comunista Internacionalista see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista de España. Sección Española de la Liga Comunista Internacionalista (Bolchevique-Leninista) see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista de España. Sección Española de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda Internacional see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista Española see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Izquierda Comunista Española. Sección Española de la Oposición Comunista Internacional see: Izquierda Comunista de España
JCI see: Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste
JCR see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire
JCR see: Jeunesse Communistes Révolutionnaires
JCR see: Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias
Jeune Garde Socialiste .... 0285 0286
Jeunes Gardes Socialistes .... 0484
Jeunes Gardes Socialistes / Fédération Bruxelloise see: Jeunes Gardes Socialistes
Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires see: Jeunesse Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]
Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires [Belgium] .... 1343
Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France] .... 0068
Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale des Jeunes see: Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]
Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste .... 0212 0294 0349 0790 0792 1584
Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste

Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste (pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire .... 0026 0028 0057 0067 0320 0321 0420 0485 0486 0487 0488 0489 0938 1038 1128 1129 1285 1671 1672

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire / Cercle ... see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire / Fédération ... see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire / Groupe ... see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire / Strasbourg see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire de Basse-Normandie see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire de Caen see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire de Dijon see: Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire

Jeunesse Léniniste adhérent à la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) .... 0326 0796 1130

Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaire .... 0524

Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaire see: Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]

Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale des Jeunes see: Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]

Jeunesses Communistes Internationalistes see: Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste

Jeunesses Communistes Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: Jeunesse Communiste Internationaliste

Jeunesses Communistes Révolutionnaires .... 0063 0064 0086 0465

Jeunesses Léninistes see: Jeunesse Léniniste adhérent à la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes)

Jeunesses Léninistes adhérentes à la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste see: Jeunesse Léniniste adhérent à la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes)

Jeunesses Ouvrières Révolutionnaires. Section Française de l'Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse .... 1136

Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France] .... 0797 0805

Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [Switzerland] .... 1691

JGS see: Jeune Garde Socialiste

JMR see: Juventud Marxista Revolucionaria

JOR see: Jeunesses Ouvrières Révolutionnaires. Section Française de l'Internationale Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse

JSR see: Jeunes Socialistes Révolutionnaires [Belgium]

JSR see: Jeunesse Socialiste Révolutionnaire

JSR see: Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [France]

JSR see: Jeunesses Socialistes Révolutionnaires [Switzerland]

Jugendkreis der Revolutionären Marxistischen Liga see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga

Jugendsympathisantenkreise der RML see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga

Junge Garde .... 0810 1440

Junge Garde für den Aufbau einer Revolutionären Organisation der Jugend in Deutschland see: Junge Garde

Junge Garde für die Revolutionäre Internationale der Jugend see: Junge Garde

Juventud Marxista Revolucionaria .... 1794
Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias .... 0084
Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias / Comité Central Unificado see: Juventudes Comunistas Revolucionarias
Juventudes de la Izquierda Comunista Española .... 0807
KAF see: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
KAF/SSFI see: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
Kampfbund zur Befreiung der Arbeiterklasse .... 0037
Karl-Liebknecht-Bund (Internationale Kommunisten) .... 1664
KJO Spartacus see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus
KKW see: Kommunistisches Kollektiv Wien
Komiteen for en Arbejderpolitik .... 0528
Komiteen for en Arbejderpolitik. Tilsattet den Europæiske Arbejdersammenslutning see: Komiteen for en Arbejderpolitik
Komitet Koordinacyjnegro Studentów Europy Wschodniej .... 0098
Komitet za Sovetskuju Sekciju Četvertogo Internacionala .... 1198
Kommission für Internationale Kontakte see: Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)
Kommunistenbund Proletaries Links .... 1250
Kommunistische Gruppe Kompass see: Kompaß-Gruppe
Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus .... 0092 0587 0847 0848 0850 1013 1014 1425 1654
Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus / Gruppe Bonn see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus
Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus / Ortsgruppe Frankfurt see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus
Kommunistische Liga [Austria]. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 1333
Kommunistische Liga [Germany]. Deutsche Sektion der Revolutionär-Marxistischen Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale see: Kommunistische Liga [Germany]. Deutsche Sektion der RMF
Kommunistische Liga [Germany]. Deutsche Sektion der RMF .... 0192 0348 0853 1346
Kommunistische Links-Opposition ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Kommunistische Oppostite see: Opposition Communiste [Belgium]
Kommunistische Opposition am Wedding und in der Pfalz (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) .... 1206
Kommunistische Opposition (Marxistisch-Leninistische Linke) .... 0829
Kommunistische Opposition Österreichs (Linke Kommunisten) .... 1084
Kommunistische Organisation Spartacus see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus
Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition) .... 0041 0044 0963 1075
Kommunistisches Kollektiv Wien .... 0198
Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen .... 0334 0518 0754 0856 0857 1416
Kommunistiscte Opposition. Sektion af Fjerde Internationale [Note: This group did not really exist but was "created" by Gestapo during Nazi occupation of Denmark in order to confuse the antifascist resistance] .... 1345
Kompaß-Gruppe Berlin .... 0860
Komunista Internacionalista Polski (b. Opozycja KPP) see: Związek Komunistów Internacjonalistów Polski
Komunistický Čtrnáctidenník .... 1244
Komunistiškær Lig fun Amerike (Opozitiez) see: Communist League of America (Left Opposition)
KPD (Linke Opposition) see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
KPOe (Opposition) see: Kommunistische Partei Österreichs (Opposition)
Labor Action Committee .... 0870
Labor Militant [Group] .... 0877
Labor Socialist Group .... 1481
Labour League of Youth / Birkenhead Central Branch .... 1292
Labour League of Youth / Paddington Branch .... 1460
LAL(QI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
Landau-Gruppe see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)
Lanka Sama Samaja Party .... 0886 1444
Lanka Sama Samaja Party . Ceylon Unit of the Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India, Section of the Fourth International see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party
Lanka Sama Samaja Party . Section of the Fourth International see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party
Lanka Sama Samaja Party (Revolutionary) see: Lanka Samasamaja Party (Revolutionary)
Lanka Samsamaja Party (Revolutionary) .... 0511 1445
Lanka Samasamaja Party (Revolutionary). Ceylon Section of the Fourth International see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party (Revolutionary)
Lanka Samasamaja Party (Revolutionary). Ceylon Unit of the Fourth International see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party (Revolutionary)
Latin American Bureau see: Fourth International / Latin American Bureau
LB see: Leninbund
LC see: Lega Comunista
LC see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale
LC see: Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale
LCI see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists)
LCI see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]
LCI see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, *1975]
LCI see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Portugal]
LCI see: Ligue Communiste Internationaliste. Quatrième Internationale
LCI see: Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Trotskyste) en Belgique
LCI(QI) see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist)
LCI(T) see: Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Trotskyste) en Belgique
LCR see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
LCR see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
LCR see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale
LCR see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [Luxemburg]. Section Luxembourgeoise de la Quatrième Internationale
LCR-ETA (VI Asamblea) see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
LCT see: Ligue Communiste des Travailleurs (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale)
League for a Revolutionary Communist International .... 0039 1290 1291 1359
League for a Revolutionary Communist International / International Secretariat .... 1734 1737
League for a Revolutionary Workers' Party [Canada] .... 1876
League for a Revolutionary Workers Party [USA] .... 0875 1091 1834
League for a Workers' Republic .... 0776 1376 1860 1861
League for a Workers' Republic / Central Committee see: League for a Workers' Republic
League for a Workers' Republic. Irish Section of the Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International see: League for a Workers' Republic
League for a Workers' Vanguard .... 1766
League for Socialist Action [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International [Note: See also under the French denomination "Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière"] .... 0872 0888 0912 1874
League for Socialist Action [Great Britain] .... 1487
League for the Revolutionary Party .... 1248 1249 1488 1528
League for the Revolutionary Party / City Workers Committee see: League for the Revolutionary Party
League of Communist Internationalists ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Leeds University Union Marxist Society .... 0977
Left Fraction .... 1030 1048 1049 1796
Left-Wing Caucus of the Young Socialist League see: Young Socialist League
Lega Comunista .... 0314
Lega Comunista Internazionale (Quartinternazionalista) ... see: International Communist League (Fourth International) ...
Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Quarta Internazionale see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale .... 0080 0136 0394 0648 0887 1223 1280 1397 1459 1689
Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale / Segreteria Nazionale see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale / Sezione di Campobello di Mazara see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Lega Comunista-Internazionalista (Bolschevichi-Leninisti) ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori. Quarta Internazionale see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
Lega Marxista Rivoluzionaria see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga
Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria .... 0140 1052 1217
Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana del Comitato di Collegamento Trotskista Internazionale (per la Ricostruzione della Quarta Internazionale) see: Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria
Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana del Comitato Trotskista Internazionale per la Rigenerazione della Quarta Internazionale see: Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria
Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana del TILC see: Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria
Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione della Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori - Quarta Internazionale .... 0071 0530 1259 1260 1267 1479
Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale (Comitato Internazionale) see: Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione della Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori - Quarta Internazionale
Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria (Quarta Internazionale) see: Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione della Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori - Quarta Internazionale
Lega Trotskista d'Italia .... 0138 1649
Lega Trotskista d'Italia. Lega Comunista Internazionale (Quartinternazionalista) see: Lega Trotskista d'Italia
Lega Trotskista d'Italia. Sezione Simpatizzante della Lega Comunista Internazionale (Quartinternazionalista) see: Lega Trotskista d'Italia
Lega Trotskista d’Italia. Sezione Simpatizzante della Tendenza Spartachista Internazionale see: Lega Trotskista d’Italia
Lega Trotskista d’Italia. Tendenza Spartachista Internazionale see: Lega Trotskista d’Italia
Lega Trotskysta d’Italia per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale .... 1270
Lega Trotzyksta see: Lega Trotskysta d’Italia per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
Leninbund .... 0505 1450
Lenin-Bund (Linke Kommunistinen) see: Leninbund
Leninist League [Australia] .... 1624
Leninist League [USA] .... 0615
Leninistische Jeugd Garde .... 0031 1419
Leninistisch-Trotzkiistische Partei .... 0782
Leninistisch-Trotskistische Tendenz see: Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency
Leninistisk Arbejdsgruppe. Tilsluttet Sekretariatet for Fjerde Internationale .... 0519
Leninistisk Trotskyist Fraktion (RSF) .... 0755
Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency .... 0606
Levaja Oppozicija see: Bol’sheviki-Lenincy (Oppozicija)
Léváta Marksícses Opozíció .... 1159
Levě Komunistické Oposice v ČSR see: Levě Oposice KPČ (Bolsheviki-Leninisté)
Levě Oposice KPČ (Bolsheviki-Leninisté) [Note: see also under German denomination “Linke Opposition der KPTsch (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)”] .... 0426 0771
Lewicowa Opozycja Komunistyczna ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Liaison Committee for Reconstruction of the Fourth International in Canada .... 0205 0904
Liaison Committee of Communists .... 0723
Liga Comunista see: Liga Comunista. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional
Liga Comunista. Cuarta Internacional see: Liga Comunista. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional
Liga Comunista. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0050 0070 0333 0373 0401 0403 0405 0470 0909 0910 0932 1252 1925
Liga Comunista. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional / Comité Regional see: Liga Comunista. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional
Liga Comunista en América (Oposición de Izquierda) see: Communist League of America (Left Opposition)
Liga Comunista Internacional (Cuartainternacionalista) ... see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) ...
Liga Comunista Internacionalista ... see: International Communist League (Bolchevik-Leninists) ...
Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s] [Note: There were several splits within the LCI at the end of the 1930s. After reestablishment of the LCI as the Mexican section of the Fourth International early in 1939 it soon was renamed in “Partido Obrero Internacionalista”, but a minority faction led by L. Galicia continued to use the denomination “LCI” until 1940] .... 0107 0410 0911 1118 1131
Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]. Sección Mexicana (Bolcheviques-Leninistas) see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]
Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]
Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Portugal] .... 0002 0109 0338 0935 0936
Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Portugal]. Organização Simpatizante de la Quarta Internacional see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Portugal]
Liga Comunista Internacionalista (Bolcheviques-Leninistas) see: Liga Comunista Internacionalista [Mexico, 1930s]
Liga Comunista Revolucionaria .... 0016 0111 0112 0130 0332 0337 0388 0400 0476 0650 0660 1202 1251 1253 1417 1713
Liga Comunista Revolucionaria / Comité Provincial de Madrid see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
Liga Comunista Revolucionaria / Fracción Pública see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
Liga Comunista Revolucionaria. Cuarta Internacional see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
Liga Comunista Revolucionaria. Organización Simpatizante de la Cuarta Internacional see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria
Liga da Xuventude Comunista see: Liga de la Juventud Comunista
Liga de la Juventud Comunista .... 0402 1132
Liga der Internationaal Kommunisten ... see: International Communist League (Bolchevik-Leninists) ...
Liga der Internationalen Kommunisten (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Liga der Kommunisten-Internationalisten ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Liga der Kommunisten-Internationalisten (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Liga für eine Revolutionär-Kommunistische Internationale ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Liga Internacional de la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...
Liga Internacional de los Trabajadores (Cuarta Internacional) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)
Liga Internacional (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional) ... see: Ligue Internationale de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ...
Liga Marxista Revolucionaria. Sección Suèca de la Cuarta Internacional see: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
Liga Obrera see: Workers League [USA]
Liga Obrera Comunista .... 0973 1231
Liga Obrera Comunista. Sección Suèca de la Cuarta Internacional see: Kommunistiska Arbetarförbundet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
Liga Obrera Marxista .... 0131 0929 1124
Liga Obrera Revolucionaria de los Estados Unidos see: Revolutionary Workers’ League [USA, *1935]
Liga por una Internacional Comunista Revolucionaria ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Liga Socialista .... 1559
Liga Socialista Internacionalista (Cuarta Internacional) see: Internationalist Socialist League (Fourth International)
Liga Socialista Revolucionaria [Panama] .... 1340
Liga Socialista Revolucionaria [Spain] .... 1768
Liga Spartacista de EEUU see: Spartacist League [USA]
Liga za Revolucijonnyj Kommunističeskij Internacional ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Liga za Revolucionarno-Komunističko Internationalu ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Liga za Revolucionarnu Komunističku Internationalu ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Ligue Antillaise des Travailleurs Communistes .... 0959

Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale .... 0175 0202 0204 0220 0226 0362 0363 0364 0494 0820 0948 1772


Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale / Comité Central Provisoire see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale / Région ... see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Francaise de l'Opposition Internationale de Gauche see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale


Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0010 0097 0182 0195 0196 0261 0269 0284 0285 0286 0316 0323 0398 0440 0804 0921 1213 1288 1437 1692 1693 1695

Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale / Cellules de Brest see: Ligue Communiste [1968 - 1974]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste des Travailleurs (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale) .... 1718 1728

Ligue Communiste Internationale ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...

Ligue Communiste Internationale (Quatrième-Internationaliste) ... see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) ...

Ligue Communiste Internationaliste. Quatrième Internationale .... 1725

Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léninistes) ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...

Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Trotskyste) en Belgique [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Internationale Kommunistische Liga in België"] .... 1650 1800

Ligue Communiste (Opposition) see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Ligue Communiste (Opposition) de Chaligny-Neuves-Maison see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Ligue Communiste (Opposition de Gauche) see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France] see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: Short-time denomination in 1974: Front Communiste Révolutionnaire] .... 0001 0064 0158 0195 0196 0270 0271 0275 0279 0281 0282 0303 0389 0390 0395 0396 0398 0424 0441 0452 0514 0647 0660 0899 0968 1074 1167 1205 1353 1574 1579 1696 1697 1702

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale / Alsace see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale / Fédération ... see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale / Groupe Taupe Rouge see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale / Groupe du Morbihan see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale

Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [Luxemburg] see: Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [Luxemburg]. Section Luxembourgeoise de la Quatrième Internationale
Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire [Luxemburg]. Section Luxembourgeoise de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0147 0285 0731 0738 0833 0854 0935 0950 1236 1456 1655

Ligue des Communistes Internationalistes .... 0177 0273

Ligue des Communistes-Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) ... see: International Communist League (Bolchevik-Leninists) ...

Ligue des Révolutionnaires Socialistes de Hongrie see: Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége

Ligue des Travailleurs [Note: See also under the English denomination "Workers League of Canada"] .... 0676 1235

Ligue des Travailleurs Canada see: Ligue des Travailleurs

Ligue Internationale de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...

Ligue Internationale des Travailleurs (Quatrième Internationale) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

Ligue Internationale pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...

Ligue Marxiste Révolutionnaire see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga

Ligue Marxiste Révolutionnaire, Section Suisse de la Quatrième Internationale see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium] .... 0945

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium] / Quatrième Internationale see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium]

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Canada] [Note: See also under the English denomination "Revolutionary Workers League". LOR disaffiliated from the Fourth International in 1990] .... 0958 1114

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France] .... 0492 1777

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France], Section Française de la Ligue Internationale (pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France]

Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France]

Ligue pour une Internationale Communiste Révolutionnaire ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...

Ligue Révolutionnaire des Travailleurs. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination “Revolutionaire Arbeiders Liga. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale”] .... 0278 0316 0580

Ligue Socialiste des Travailleurs. Section Française de la Ligue Internationale des Travailleurs (Quatrième Internationale) .... 0381 1727

Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière [Note: See also under the English denomination “League for Socialist Action [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International”] .... 0888 0906 0912 0958

Ligue Trotskyste de France .... 0106

Ligue Trotskyste de France. Section de la Ligue Communiste Internationale (Quatrième-Internationaliste) see: Ligue Trotskyste de France

Ligue Trotskyste de France. Section de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale see: Ligue Trotskyste de France

Ligue Trotskyste de France. Section Sympathisante de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale see: Ligue Trotskyste de France

LIL-QI see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

Linke Kommunistische Opposition in der ČSR .... 0575

Linke Opposition / Gruppe Paris see: Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition / Gruppe Paris see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Linke Opposition der Komintern (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Internationale Arbeitsgemeinschaft Linksoppositioneller Gruppen in der Komintern

Linke Opposition der Kommunistischen Partei der Schweiz see: Linke Opposition der KPS (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition
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Linke Opposition der KP Schweiz see: Linke Opposition der KPS (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPD .... 0914 1064 1220

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) (Note: This is one of the two groups resulting from the 1931 split of the German Trotskyist movement. It disaffiliated from the International Secretariat of the ILO and was led by K. Landau. Publications of the other group are indexed under "Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition") .... 0846 1062

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition (Note: This is one of the two groups resulting from the 1931 split of the German Trotskyist movement, becoming the official German section of the ILO. It was led by A. Grylewicz and R. Well. Publications of the other group are indexed under "Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)") .... 0812 0815 0827 0864 0915 1065 1066 1192 1424 1760

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition / Bezirk Sachsen see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten), Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition / Bezirk Wasserkante see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten), Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition / Bezirk Westsachsen see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition / Deutschland, Rhein-Ruhr see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition / Kreis Dinslaken und Umgebung see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPS see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linke Opposition der KPS (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition .... 0144 1057

Linke Opposition der KPTsch (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) (Note: see also under the Czech denomination "Levé Oposice KPČ (Boševiči-Leninisté)") .... 0767

Linke Partei friction innerhalb der KPD (Bezirk Sachsen) .... 1424

Linke Flügel der KPD (Marxisten-Internationalisten) .... 0576

Linksfraktion des Kampfbundes zur Befreiung der Arbeiterklasse .... 0583

Links kommunistische Fraktion see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

Linksopposition .... 0041 1076

Linksoppositionelle in der Komintern .... 1017

LIRCI see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

LIRQI see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International

LIT see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

LIT(CI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

LIT(QI) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

LJG see: Leninistische Jeugd Garde

LKI ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...

LKI see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria

Lliga Comunista Revolucionaria see: Liga Comunista Revolucionaria

Lliga de la Juventud Comunista see: Liga de la Juventud Comunista

LMR see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga

LO see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linken Opposition

LO see: Lutte Ouvrière
LOC see: Liga Obrera Comunista
LOM see: Liga Obrera Marxista
LOR see: Lega Operaia Rivoluzionaria
LOR see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium]
LOR see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Canada]
LOR see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [France]
LRCI ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
LRKI ... see: League for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
LRP see: League for the Revolutionary Party
LRT see: Ligue Révolutionnaire des Travailleurs. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
LRWP see: League for a Revolutionary Worker's Party [Canada]
LRWP see: League for a Revolutionary Workers Party [USA]
LS see: Liga Socialista
LSA see: League for Socialist Action [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International
LSA/LSO see: League for Socialist Action [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International
LSG see: Labor Socialist Group
LSO see: Ligue Socialiste Ouvrière
LSR see: Lega Socialista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione della Lega Internazionale dei Lavoratori - Quarta Internazionale
LSR see: Liga Socialista Revolucionaria [Spain]
LSSP see: Lanka Sama Samaja Party
LSSP(R) see: Lanka Samasamaja Party (Revolutionary)
LST see: Ligue Socialiste des Travailleurs. Section Française de la Ligue Internationale des Travailleurs (Quatrième Internationale)
LST(QI) see: Ligue Socialiste des Travailleurs. Section Française de la Ligue Internationale des Travailleurs (Quatrième Internationale)
LTd'I see: Lega Trotskista d’Italia
LTd'I see: Lega Trotskysta d’Italia per la Rinascita della Quarta Internazionale
LTF see: Leninistisk Trotskistisk Fraktion (RSF)
LTF see: Ligue Trotskyste de France
LTP see: Leninistisch-Trotzkistische Partei
LT see: Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency
Lutte Ouvrière ....: 0312 0501 0677 0946 0947 0960
Lutte Ouvrière (Union Communiste Internationaliste) see: Lutte Ouvrière
LWR see: League for a Workers' Republic
LWV see: League for a Workers' Vanguard
MA Schweiz see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz
MAB see: Marxistischer Arbeiterbund
MAG see: Marxistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Magyar Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége see: Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége
Magyar Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége. Lapja a Negyedik Internacionálé Újjaépítéséért see: Forradalmi Szocialisták Szövetsége
Mahnruf-Gruppe see: Kommunistische Opposition Österreichs (Linke Kommunisten)

Mahnruf-Gruppe see: Marxisten-Internationalisten Österreichs

Marxian League [Note: Semi-Trotskyist group led by F. Ridley at the beginning of the 1930s in London] ..... 1092

Marxist Group ..... 0509 0988

Marxist Group of the Independent Labour Party ..... 0251

Marxist Group (Trotskyist) for the Building of the Fourth International see: Marxist Group

Marxist League ..... 0980 0991 1306

Marxist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International ..... 0992

Marxist Policy Committee ..... 0252

Marxist Workers League ..... 1229 1627

Marxist Workers Party ..... 0969 0995

Marxist Workers’ Tendency of the African National Congress ..... 0370 0655

Marxist Workers’ Tendency of the ANC see: Marxist Workers’ Tendency of the African National Congress

Marxisten-Internationalisten see: Marxisten-Internationalisten Deutschlands (Funken-Gruppe)

Marxisten-Internationalisten Deutschlands (Funken-Gruppe) ..... 0576 1017 1785

Marxisten-Internationalisten (Funken-Gruppe) see: Marxisten-Internationalisten Deutschlands (Funken-Gruppe)

Marxisten-Internationalisten Österreichs ..... 1084

Marxistisch Jeugd Comité ..... 0858

Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz ..... 0467 0636 0638 0740 1005 1006 1741 1742

Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz. Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Linksopposition see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz

Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz . Sektion der Liga der Kommunisten-Internationalisten (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz

Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz

Marxistische Arbeitsgemeinschaft [Note: Name of a group of German Trotskyists doing entryist work in the shortliving "Unabhängige Arbeiter-Partei"] ..... 1008

Marxistischer Arbeiterbund ..... 0585

Marxistischer Kampfbund ..... 0830

Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens see: Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens. Afdeling België

Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens. Afdeling België [Note: See also under the French denomination "Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge"] ..... 0962

Marxist-Leninistiska Förbundet ..... 0595

Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front [Note: An underground resistance group set up by former RSAP members during German occupation of the Netherlands, joined by Dutch Trotskyists] ..... 0162 0163 0164 0266 1018 1394 1651 1670 1703

MAS see: Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz

Maulwurf ..... 0473 0606 0723 1024

Mazdoor Trotskyist Party of India ..... 0253 1344

Mezinárodní Komunisté v ČSR (Bolshevici-Leninci) ..... 0806

MFL see: Marxist-Leninistiska Förbundet

MG see: Marxist Group

MICR see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International
Międzynarodowa Liga Komunistów Internacjonalistów ... see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) ...
Międzynarodowa Liga Komunistyczna (Czwarto-Międzynarodówkowa) ... see: International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) ...
Międzynarodowa Liga Obudowy Czwartej Międzynarodówki ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...
Militant Group .... 1029 1032
Militant Group in the Labour Party see: Militant Group
Militant Labour League .... 1029 1922
Militant Labour League / Provisional Committee see: Militant Labour League
Militant Labour League / Youth Section see: Militant Labour League
Militant Tendency .... 0707 0890 0984 1003 1025 1037 1045 1046 1047 1050 1051 1163 1203 1551 1582 1630
MJC see: Marxistisch Jeugd Comité
ML see: Marxist League
MLL see: Militant Labour League
MLL-Front see: Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg-Front
Motor Transport and Allied Workers Industrial Union / Local 544 .... 0619 1109
Mouvement pour la Quatrième Internationale ... see: Movement for the Fourth International ...
Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs .... 0018 0019 0629 0633 0634
Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs / Comité Départemental ... see: Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs
Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs / Comités Départementaux ... see: Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs
Mouvement pour une Internationale Communiste Révolutionnaire ... see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
Mouvement Révolutionnaire de la Jeunesse .... 0800 1148
Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International .... 0125 0233 0724 1737
Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International / International Secretariat .... 1737
Movement for a Socialist Republic .... 1518 1838
Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat .... 0238 0467 0624 0658 0770 1069 1070 1071 1072 1234 1468 1469 1548
Movement for the Fourth International / Youth Bureau see: Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists)
Movimiento por una Internacional Comunista Revolucionaria ... see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International ...
MP see: Marxist Party. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International
MPPT see: Mouvement pour un Parti des Travailleurs
MRCI see: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International
MRT see: Marxistisch-Revolutionaire Tendens. Afdeling België
MSR see: Movement for a Socialist Republic
MT see: Militant Tendency
MWL see: Marxist Workers League
MWP see: Marxist Workers Party
MWTANC see: Marxist Workers’ Tendency of the African National Congress
**National Committee of the Workers Party of the United States** see: *Workers Party [1934 - 1936]*

**National Education Department of the Socialist Workers Party** see: *Socialist Workers Party [USA]*

**National Office of the Spartacus Youth League of America** see: *Spartacus Youth League*

Nava Sama Samaja Party (Note: For many years the NSSP was in sympathy with the British "Militant Tendency"; in 1991 it became Sri-Lankan affiliate of the "Fourth International (United Secretariat)"") .... 0885 1079

Nederlandse Sektie ... see: Nederlandse Sektie ...

Nederlandse Sektie van de Vierde Internationale .... 0732

Nederlandse Sektie van de Vierde Internationale (Revolutionair-Marxistische Tendens) .... 0732

Neljännänen Internaationalin Suomen Komitea .... 0671 1443

**NEUM** see: *Non-European Unity Movement*

**New Zealand Spartacist League** see: *Spartacist League [New Zealand]*

**NLR** see: *Nurt Lewicy Rewolucyjnjej*

**NOI** see: *Nuova Opposizione Italiana. Frazione del PCI, aderente all’Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale*

Non-European Unity Movement (Note: Broader left organization of non-white South Africans in which Trotskyists held leading positions for many years) .... 1705

**Nottingham Group** see: *International Group [*1961]*

**NRT** see: *Gruppe Neuer Roter Turm*

**NSdI** see: *Nucleo Spartacista d’Italia*

**NSSP** see: *Nava Sama Samaja Party*

Nuclei Comunisti Rivoluzionari .... 1586

Nucleo Spartacista d’Italia .... 1239 1639

Núcleo Uruguayo del Grupo Combate see: *Grupo Combate*

**OCI** see: *Organización Cuarta Internacional. Adherida al Comité de Organización por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional*

OCI (pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: *Organisation Communiste Internationaliste*

**OCRFI** see: *Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International*

**OCT** see: *Organisation Communiste des Travailleurs*

October Review Group .... 1471

Österreichische Bolschewiki-Leninisten. Sympathisierende Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist-Tendenz .... 0183

**Österreichische Gruppe der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz** see: *Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz*

**Österreichische Gruppe der Internationalen Tendenz der Revolutionären Marxisten** see: *Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz*

**Österreichische Gruppe der IRMT** see: *Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz*

Österreichkomitee der *IKD (Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale)* see: *Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]*

Offene Weltkonferenz für die Arbeiterinternationale see: *Open World Conference for the Workers International*
OGI see: International Left Opposition
OJR see: Organisation des Jeunesses Révolutionnaires
Oktogruppa .... 1139 1147 1415
OKWVI see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
Op. de Izq. ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Open World Conference for the Workers International .... 0173 0191 0254
Oposición Comunista .... 0118 0122
Oposición Comunista de Izquierda ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Oposición Comunista de Izquierda see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Oposición Comunista de Izquierda Española. Sección Española de la Oposición Comunista de Izquierda Internacional - Bolcheviques-Leninistas see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Oposición Comunista de Izquierda Internacional - Bolcheviques-Leninistas ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Oposición Comunista Española de Izquierda see: Izquierda Comunista de España
Oposición Comunista Internacional ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Oposición de Izquierda Cuarta Internacionalista en America Latina .... 0427
Oposición Internacional en España .... 0365
Oppositiegroep der KPB see: Groupe de l'Opposition du PCB
Opposition Communiste [Belgium] [Note: Flemish denomination: Kommunistische Opposite] .... 0181 0359 0845
Opposition Communiste [Belgium] / Groupe de Bruxelles see: Opposition Communiste [Belgium]
Opposition Communiste [France] .... 0095 0096 0374 0905 0948 1772
Opposition Communiste de Gauche ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition Communiste de Gauche Internationale ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition de Gauche ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition de Gauche (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition de Gauche Internationale ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition de Gauche Internationale (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposition der IKÖ see: Internationale Kommunisten Österreichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Opposition Group in the Communist Party of America .... 1026
Opposition Group in the Workers (Communist) Party of America .... 1026
Opposition im Leninbund (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) see: Linke Opposition der KPD
Opposition Juive de Gauche see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale
Opposizione Comunista Italiana (PCI) see: Nuova Opposizione Italiana. Frazione del PCI, aderente all'Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale
Opposizione Comunista Italiano (PCI) see: Nuova Opposizione Italiana. Frazione del PCI, aderente all'Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale
Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale ... see: International Left Opposition ...
Opposizione Italiana (Frazione del PCI). Aderente all'Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale see: Nuova Opposizione Italiana. Frazione del PCI, aderente all'Opposizione di Sinistra Internazionale
Opposizione nel Partito Comunista Italiano .... 0393
Opposizione nel PCI see: Opposizione nel Partito Comunista Italiano
Oppozicija (Bol'Seviki-Leninci) see: Bol'Seviki-Lenincy (Oppozicija)
Organisation Combat Socialiste [Note: See also under the English denomination "Socialist Challenge Organization"] .... 0330
Organisation Communiste des Travailleurs .... 0491
Organisation Communiste Internationale .... 1303 1780
Organisation Communiste Internationale. Fraction de la Ligue Internationale de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Organisation Communiste Internationale
Organisation Communiste Internationaliste .... 0268 0276 0296 0443 0622 0629 0630 0631 0632 0900 1125 1149 1150 1774
Organisation Communiste Internationaliste / Comité Central see: Organisation Communiste Internationaliste
Organisation Communiste Internationaliste / Fraction LIRQI see: Fraction Ligue International de Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale
Organisation Communiste Internationaliste. Adhérente du Comité d'Organisation de la Quatrième Internationale see: Organisation Communiste Internationaliste
Organisation des Jeunesses Révolutionnaires .... 0794
Organisation Proletarischer Revolutionäre .... 0781
Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Algeria]. Section de la Quatrième Internationale, CIR .... 1726
Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Algeria]. Section du Comité d’Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Algeria]. Section de la Quatrième Internationale, CIR
Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Switzerland] see: Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Switzerland]. Section Suisse de Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction)
Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Switzerland]. Section Suisse de Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction) .... 0006
Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs (OST ex-GST) see: Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Switzerland]. Section Suisse de Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction)
Organisation Socialiste Internationaliste .... 0004 1799
Organisation Socialiste Internationaliste. Section Belge de Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction) see: Organisation Socialiste Internationaliste
Organisation Socialiste Internationaliste. Section Belge de Quatrième Internationale, Comité International see: Organisation Socialiste Internationaliste
Organisation Trotskyste see: Organisation Communiste Internationaliste
Organisationskomitee für den Wiederaufbau der Vierten Internationale see: Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
Organising Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International .... 0207 0230 1153 1154 1155 1712
Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores .... 1054 1218 1338
Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores / Comité Central see: Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores
Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores. Secção Portuguesa do Comité de Organização para a Reconstrução da IV Internacional see: Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores
Organización Combate .... 0336
Organización Cuarta Internacional. Adherida al Comité de Organización por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0416
Organización por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0661
Organización Trotskista. Sección Española de la Liga de Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0058
Organizing Committee for the Socialist Party Convention .... 1158
Organizzazione Giovanile Rivoluzione .... 1398
OST see: Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Algeria]. Section de la Quatrième Internationale, CIR
OST see: Organisation Socialiste des Travailleurs [Switzerland]. Section Suisse de Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction)

OST see: Organização Socialista dos Trabalhadores

OT see: Organización Trotskysta. Sección Española de la Liga de Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional

PA see: Proletarische Aktion der Schweiz

Paddington Labour League of Youth see: Labour League of Youth / Paddington Branch

Pariser Gruppe der IKD see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Paritätisches Komitee für die Reorganisierung (den Wiederaufbau) der Vierten Internationale see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International

Parity Committee see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International

Parité Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International .... 0383 0387 1164 1165 1166

Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1965 (Lambertist)]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, *1982]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste, Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]

Parti Communiste Internationaliste [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0955

Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939] .... 0224 0229 0294 0346 0500 1241 1584 1773

Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]


Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)]
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale) see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (Trotskiste) see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Révolutionnaire Kommunistische Partij. Belgisch Sektie van der Vierde Internationale"] .... 0955 1171 1798
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [France] .... 0161
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [France] / Section de l'Ouest see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) .... 0939 0942 0943 0952
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) / Cellule Renault see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) / Fraction Etudiante see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste). Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)
Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste). Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale (Posadiste) see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)
Parti des Travailleurs .... 1726
Parti Mondial de la Révolution Socialiste ... see: Fourth International ...
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936] .... 0113 0171 0260 0263 0397 0498 0954 1172 1281 1421 1698 1797
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936] / Comité Central see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936] / Commission Syndical see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]. Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942] .... 0222 0482 0563 0564 0565 0566 0628 0791 0956 1031 1127 1173 1774 1924
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942] / Commission Ouvrière see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942] / Region ... see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]. Section Française de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Bolchevik-Léniniste) see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste (Trotskiste) see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste) see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyite. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste
Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyite. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste .... 0953 0957 0961
Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste / Fraction de Cockerill Ogrière see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste

Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste / Fraction Etudiante see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste

Parti Ouvrier Socialiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Socialistische Arbeiders Partij. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale"] .... 0280 0450 0580 0944 1222

Parti Ouvrier Socialiste des Travailleurs .... 0818

Parti Socialiste Ouvrier see: Sozialistische ArbeiterInnen-Partei

Parti Socialiste Ouvrier. Section Suisse de la Quatrième Internationale see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei

Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérent au Centre pour la Quatrième Internationale

Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérent au Centre pour la Quatrième Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Revolutionaire Socialistische Partij. Aangesloten bij het Centrum voor de Vierde Internationale"] .... 0955 1174

Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0005 0955 1798

Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale / Fédération Bruxelloise see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale

Parti Wallon des Travailleurs .... 0580

Partido de los Trabajadores Zapatistas .... 1560

Partido Obrero Internacionalista see: Partido Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]

Partido Obrero Internacionalista (Cuarta Internacional) see: Internationalist Workers Party

Partido Obrero Internacionalista (Cuarta Internacional) de los Estados Unidos see: Internationalist Workers Party

Partido Obrero Internacionalista. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0927

Partido Obrero Revolucionario de España. Sección de la Cuarta Internacional see: Partido Obrero Revolucionario Español. Sección Española de la Liga Internacional (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional)

Partido Obrero Revolucionario Español. Sección Española de la Liga Internacional (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional) .... 0058

Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista) [Mexico] .... 1812

Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista) [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0128 0925 0930

Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista-Posadista) see: Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskista) [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional

Partido Obrero Socialista .... 0020 1560

Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista see: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción)

Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción) .... 0110 0114 0341 0931 0932 0967

Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción) / Comité Central see: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción)

Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional see: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción)

Partido Operário de Unidade Socialista see: Partido Operário de Unidade Socialista. Secção Portuguesa de Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrução)

Partido Operário de Unidade Socialista. Secção Portuguesa de Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrução) .... 1054 1218

Partido Revolucionario de las y de los Trabajadores see: Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional
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Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional .... 0078 0079 0088 0392 0406 0415 0659 1175
Partido Revolucionário dos Trabalhadores .... 0340
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores .... 0382 1770
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores. Liga Internacional de los Trabajadores - Cuarta Internacional see: Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores. LIT (Cuarta Internacional) see: Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores
Partido Socialista dos Trabalhadores .... 0021 1813
Partido Socialista Revolucionária .... 0293 0335 0339
Partisan Defense Committee .... 0317
Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista) .... 0923 0924 1238
Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista) / Frazione Studentesca see: Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista)
Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista). Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale (Posadista) see: Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista)
Partito Operaio Comunista see: Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale
Partito Operaio Comunista - Bolscevico Leninista see: Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale
Partito Operaio Comunista della Quarta Internazionale see: Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale
Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale [Note: The POC was excluded from the Fourth International in 1948 by its 2nd World Congress, after the POC had been dominated by Bordigists at least from 1946/47] .... 0435 0766 1177 1277
Partito Socialista dei Lavoratori see: Sozialistische ArbeiterInnen-Partei
Partito Socialista dei Lavoratori. Sezione Svizzera della Quarta Internazionale see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1936 - 1939]
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1965 (Lambertist)]
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1952 - 1968 (Frankist)]
PCI see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, *1982]
PCI (Quatrième Internationale) see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]
PCICT see: Preparatory Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
PCR see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
PCR see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [France]
PCR(T) see: Preparatory Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
PCR(T) see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (Trotskiste)
PCRT see: Partito Comunista Rivoluzionario (Trotskista)
PD see: People’s Democracy
PDC see: Partisan Defense Committee
People’s Democracy [Note: At the beginning a New Left group, PD developed towards Trotskyism during the 1970s. After having merged with the “Movement for a Socialist Republic” it became the Irish section of the Fourth International (United Secretariat) in 1981] .... 0085 0552 1107 1108 1184 1185 1298 1324 1518 1753
POC see: Partito Operaio Comunista. Sezione d’Italia della Quarta Internazionale
POI see: Internationalist Workers Party
POI see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1936]
POI see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
POI see: Partido Obrero Internacionalista. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional
POI(CI) see: Internationalist Workers Party
Politische Arbeitervereinigung .... 0056
Politische Leitung der GIM see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Pompiers Communistes Internationales pour la Construction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 1603
PORE see: Partido Obrero Revolucionario Español. Sección Española de la Liga Internacional (por la Reconstrucción de la Cuarta Internacional)
PORT see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste
POR(T) see: Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskyista) [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional
PORT(P) see: Parti Ouvrier Révolutionnaire Trotskyiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale Posadiste
POR(T-P) see: Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskyista) [Spain]. Sección Española de la Cuarta Internacional
POS see: Parti Ouvrier Socialiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale
POS see: Partido Obrero Socialista
Posadist Fourth International ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...
Posadistische Kommunistische Partei. Deutsche Sektion der Posadistischen Vierten Internationale .... 0042 0457 0459 0974
Posadistische Vierte Internationale ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...
POSI see: Partido Obrero Socialista Internacionalista. Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrucción)
Postzelle der Ortsgruppe Frankfurt see: Spartacusbund
POUS see: Partido Operário de Unidade Socialista. Secção Portuguesa de Cuarta Internacional (Centro Internacional de Reconstrução)
Pouvoir Ouvrier .... 1228
Pouvoir Ouvrier. Section Française de la Ligue pour une Internationale Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Pouvoir Ouvrier
Pouvoir Ouvrier. Section Française du Mouvement pour une Internationale Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Pouvoir Ouvrier
Preparatory Committee for an International Conference of Trotskyists see: Preparatory Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International
Preparatory Committee for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International .... 1304 1690
PRL see: Prometheus Research Library
Proletarische Aktion der Schweiz [Note: Organization strongly controlled by "Marxistische Aktion der Schweiz"] .... 0043 0768 1254 1454
Proletarische Internationalisten .... 1806 1808
Proletarisk Socialistisk Arbejdsgruppe .... 1246
Prometheus Research Library [Note: Sponsored by Spartacist League/US] .... 1258
Provisional Committee of the Militant Labour League see: Militant Labour League
Provisional European Secretariat see: Fourth International / Provisional European Secretariat
Provisional International Contact Commission for the New Communist (Fourth) International .... 0705
Provisorisches Jugendsekretariat der IKL .... 0743
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PRT see: Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores. Sección Mexicana de la Cuarta Internacional

PRT see: Partido Revolucionário dos Trabalhadores

PSL see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei

PSO see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei

PSR see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérent au Centre pour la Quatrième Internationale

PSR see: Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale

PSR see: Partido Socialista Revolucionária

PST see: Parti Socialiste des Travailleurs

PST see: Partido Socialista los Trabajadores

PT see: Parti des Travailleurs

Quarta Internazionale ... see: Fourth International ...

Quarta Internazionale [Posadist] ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...

Quatrième Internationale ... see: Fourth International ...

Quatrième Internationale ... see: International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International ...

Quatrième Internationale. Centre Internationale de Reconstruction see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction

Quatrième Internationale Posadiste ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...

RA see: Revolutionäre Aktion

RAB see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium]

RAF see: Revolutionära Arbetares Förbund. Internationella Förbundet för Fjärde Internationalens Återuppbyggnad

RAF see: Sveriges Revolutionära Arbetarförbund. Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen

RAL see: Revolutionaire Arbeiders Liga. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale

RCB see: Revolutionair Communistische Bond

RCG see: Revolutionary Communist Group

RCJ Revolte see: Revolutionair-Communistes Jongerenorganisatie Revolte

RCL see: Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain]

RCL see: Revolutionary Communist League [Sri Lanka]

RCP see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International

RCP see: Revolutionary Communist Party [*1981]

RCP see: Revolucionnair-Communistische Partij

RCT see: Revolutionary Communist Tendency

RCY see: Revolutionary Communist Youth

RDG see: Revolutionary Democratic Group

Red Federation .... 1634

Redaktion Roter Maulwurf see: Revolutionär-Sozialistische Jugend [Germany]

Région ... du Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]

Région de l'Est de la Ligue Communiste (Opposition) see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale

Région du Nord de la Ligue Communiste (Opposition) see: Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale
Région Parisienne du Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste see: Parti Ouvrier Internationaliste [*1942]
Rückleitung der Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linke Opposition see: Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten). Sektion der Internationalen Linke Opposition
Republican Marxist .... 1321
Resistance .... 0433 1325 1326 1327 1328 1329
Revoltkreis .... 1333 1337
Revolution Youth .... 1347
Revolutionär Sozialistisch Partei see: Revolutionär-Sozialistisch Partei. Luxemburgische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Revolutionära Arbetares Förbund. Internationella Förbundet för Fjärde Internationalens Återuppbyggnad .... 1409
Revolutionära Kommunist see: Vallankumousseiset Kommunistit
Revolutionära Kommunistiska Grupper (Trotskistisk). Svenska Sektionen av den Fjärde Internationalen (Posadistisk) see: Revolutionära Kommunistiska Grupper (Trotskistisk-Posadistisk). Fjärde Internationalens Svenska Sektion
Revolutionära Kommunistiska Grupper (Trotskistisk-Posadistisk). Fjärde Internationalens Svenska Sektion .... 0855
Revolutionära Marxister .... 0518 1354 1410
Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund see: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen .... 0334 0409 0518 0754 1073 1355 1356 1410 1416
Revolutionära Socialister .... 0579
Revolutionära Socialister. Fjärde Internationalen .... 0753
Revolutionäre Aktion .... 0586
Revolutionære Jugendgruppe Neuer Roter Turm see: Gruppe Neuer Roter Turm
Revolutionære Kommunisten see: Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs
Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs .... 0146 0466 0467 0813
Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs / Auslandsorganisation see: Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs
Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs (Trotskisten). Sektion der Werdenden Vierten Internationale see: Revolutionære Kommunisten Österreichs
Revolutionære Kommunist see: Revolutionære Kommunister. Fjerde Internationale
Revolutionære Kommunister. Fjjerde Internationale .... 0049 1122
Revolutionäre Marxisten (Trotskisten) in Deutschland .... 0739
Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga [Note: French denomination: Ligue Marxiste Révolutionnaire; Italian denomination: Lega Marxista Rivoluzionaria] .... 0156 0159 0285 0286 0316 0476 0731 0738 1023 1417 1420
Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga / Jugendkreis see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga
Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga / Jugendsympathisantenkreise see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga
Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga. Schweizerische Sektion der Vierten Internationale see: Revolutionære Marxistische Liga
Revolutionære Realisten [Note: A group of Trotskyists who disaffiliated from IKD and KJO Spartacus in 1973/74 for entryist work in the SPD] .... 1219 1807
Revolutionære Socialister [*1939 (?)] .... 0046 0047 0821 0970 1474
Revolutionære Socialister [1960s] .... 1568
Revolutionære Socialister [1960s]. Sektion af Fjerde Internationale see: Revolutionære Socialister [1960s]
Revolutionære Socialister [*1985 (?)] .... 0045
Revolutionære Socialister i Venstresocialisterne .... 0742 1438
Revolutionære Socialister i VS see: Revolutionære Socialister i Venstresocialisterne
Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund .... 0503 0504 0520 0825 0826 1287 1358 1413 1475 1561
Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund / Haderslev see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund / Helsingør Afdeling see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
Revolutionære Socialister .... 1141
Revolutionære Sozialisten .... 1141
Revolutionære Sozialistische Jugendorganisation .... 1023 1263
Revolutionäre-Marxistische Tendens i Fjerde Internationale see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Fraktion in der PDS see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend [Austria] .... 1300 1301
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend [Germany] .... 0589 1007 1402 1403 1793 1818
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga .... 0473 0606 0723 0835 1451
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga / Betriebs- und Gewerkschaftszelle see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Fusion aus IKL und SOAL-Fraktion) see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (Trotzkisten) see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga
Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga (TrotzkistInnen) see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga
Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der Vierten Internationale see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der Vierten Internationale / Österreichische Sektion see: Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz .... 0034 0035 0036 1221
Revolutionär-Marxistische Fraktion see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction
Revolutionär-Marxistische Fraktion für die Vierte Internationale see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction
Revolutionär-Marxistische Tendenz der Vierten Internationale / Österreichische Sektion see: Revolutionär-Marxistische Allianz. Österreichische Sektion der Internationalen Revolutionär-Marxistischen Tendenz
Revolutionär-Socialistes Partei. Lëtzeburger Sektion von der Vierten Internationale see: Revolutionär-Socialistes Partei. Luxemburgische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Revolutionär-Socialistes Partei. Luxemburgische Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0507 1476 1607
Revolutionär-Socialistische Jugend [Germany] .... 1430 1431
Revolutionär-Socialistische Jugend [Switzerland] .... 1741
Revolutionair ... see also: Revolutionair ...
Revolutionair Communistische Bond .... 0735
Revolutionaire Communiste Partij see: Revolutionaire Communiste Partij
Revolutionaire-Communisties Jongerenorganisatie Revolte .... 1334
Revolutionaire Arbeiders Liga. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale [Note: See also under the French denomination "Ligue Révolutionnaire des Travailleurs. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"] .... 0735 1406 1418
Revolutionaire Arbeidersbond see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium]
Revolutionaire Socialisten .... 1418
Revolutionaire Socialistische Partij see: Revolutionnaire Socialistische Partij. Aangesloten bij het Centrum voor de Vierde Internationale
Revolutionair-Marxistische Tendens see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Revolutionair-Sozialistische Partij .... 1361
Revolutionary Communist Group [Note: RCG later moved away from Trotskyism] .... 0607 1364 1366
Revolutionary Communist League see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga
Revolutionary Communist League [Great Britain] .... 0299 0681 1367 1368
Revolutionary Communist League [Sri Lanka] .... 0052
Revolutionary Communist Party see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International
Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International .... 1032 1181 1371 1498 1575 1674 1840 1882
Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International (Trotskyist) see: Revolutionary Communist Party [1944 - 1949]. British Section of the Fourth International
Revolutionary Communist Party [*1981] .... 0369 0920 1103 1369 1370
Revolutionary Communist Tendency .... 1103 1297 1369 1370 1372
Revolutionary Communist Youth .... 1373 1374 1889 1913
Revolutionary Communist Youth. Spartacist League see: Revolutionary Communist Youth
Revolutionary Communist Youth. Youth Section of the Spartacist League see: Revolutionary Communist Youth
Revolutionary Democratic Group .... 1322
Revolutionary Democratic Group / Scottish Committee see: Revolutionary Democratic Group
Revolutionary Democratic Group. Faction of the SWP see: Revolutionary Democratic Group
Revolutionary Internationalist League. British Section of the International Trotskyist Committee .... 1377
Revolutionary Internationalist League. British Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Internationalist League. British Section of the International Trotskyist Committee
Revolutionary Marxist Caucus .... 1378 1379
Revolutionary Marxist Committee .... 1381
Revolutionary Marxist Current .... 1675
Revolutionary Marxist Fraction .... 0133 0174 0192 0314 0468
Revolutionary Marxist Fraction for the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Australia] .... 0672
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Australia]. Australian Section of the Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Australia]
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Canada] .... 1145
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland] .... 0775 0997 1212 1380 1518
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland] / Belfast Branch see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland]
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland]. Irish Supporters of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland]
Revolutionary Marxist Group [Sri Lanka] .... 1404
Revolutionary Marxist Group of the Ceylon Section of the Fourth International see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Sri Lanka]
Revolutionary Marxist League .... 1362
Revolutionary Marxist Tendency .... 0214 1382
Revolutionary Marxist Tendency see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International .... 0510 1383 1384 1836

Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International .... 0985 1385 1836

Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956]. British Section of the Fourth International .... 1152 1386 1503 1506 1842 1918

Revolutionary Socialist League [USA] .... 0445 0889 1706
Revolutionary Socialist Party [Great Britain] .... 0167 1882
Revolutionary Socialist Party [India] .... 0287

Revolutionary Socialist Party [India] / Central Committee see: Revolutionary Socialist Party [India]

Revolutionary Socialist Party [Ireland] .... 1859

Revolutionary Tendency. Expelled from the Socialist Workers Party .... 1640

Revolutionary Trotskyist Tendency .... 0722
Revolutionary Unity League .... 1823 1884
Revolutionary Workers Front .... 0108 1823

Revolutionary Workers’ Group for the Rebirth of the Fourth International see: Gruppo Operaio Rivoluzionario

Revolutionary Workers League [Canada] [Note: See also under the French denomination “Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire”. RWL disaffiliated from the Fourth International in 1990] .... 1090 1530

Revolutionary Workers’ League [Great Britain] .... 1836

Revolutionary Workers' League [USA, *1935] .... 0305 0512 0531 0703 0705 0975
Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1938] .... 1332

Revolutionary Workers' League [USA, *1938] / Central Committee see: Revolutionary Workers' League [USA, *1938]

Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1976]. Sympathizing Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International .... 0513

Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1976]. Sympathizing Section of the Trotskyist International Liaison Committee see: Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1976]. Sympathizing Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International

Revolutionary Workers’ League of the United States see: Revolutionary Workers’ League [USA, *1938]

Revolutionary Workers League of the US (Marxist-Internationalists) see: Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1976]. Sympathizing Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International

Revolutionary Workers’ Party [Australia] see: Revolutionary Workers’ Party of Australia

Revolutionary Workers Party [Canada]. Canadian Section of the Fourth International .... 0871 1388
Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist) .... 0497 1055 1307 1389

Revolutionary Workers’ Party [India] see: Revolutionary Workers’ Party of India

Revolutionary Workers Party [Sri Lanka] .... 0310 0606 0723

Revolutionary Workers’ Party (Fourth International) see: Revolutionary Workers' Party of Australia

Revolutionary Workers Party (Fourth Internationalist) see: Revolutionary Workers Party [Sri Lanka]

Revolutionary Workers’ Party of Australia .... 0533 1033 1845
Revolutionary Workers’ Party of India .... 1035

Revolutionary Workers Party (Trotskyist). British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist) see: Revolutionary Workers’ Party of India
Workers Party [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist) .... 1390

Revolutionary Youth League. Youth Section of the League for a Revolutionary Workers Party see: Revolutionary Youth League

Revolutionary Youth Organization. Youth Section of the International Socialists .... 1315

Revolutionair .... see also: Revolutionair ...

Revolutionair Communistische Partij see: Revolutionair-Communistische Partij

Revolutionair Socialistische Partij. Sectie van de Vierde Internationale .... 1789

Revolutionair-Communistische Partij .... 0859 1408 1716

Revolutionaire Kommunistische Partij. Belgisch Sektie van der Vierde Internationale [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination "Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"] .... 0464 0840

Revolutionnaire Communistische Partij (Trotskisten) see: Revolutionnaire Kommunistische Partij. Belgisch Sektie van der Vierde Internationale

Revolutionnaire Socialistische Partij. Aangesloten bij der Liga der Internationaal Kommunisten .... 0837

Revolutionnaire Socialistische Partij see: Revolutionnaire Socialistische Partij. Aangesloten bij het Centrum voor de Vierde Internationale

Revolutionnaire Socialistische Partij. Aangesloten bij het Centrum voor der Vierde Internationale [Note: See also under the French denomination "Parti Socialiste Révolutionnaire. Adhérent au Centre pour la Quatrième Internationale"] .... 0838 0839

Revolutionnaire-Socialistisch Comitee .... 1576

Revolutionnaire-Socialistisch Verbond see: Revolutionnaire-Socialistisch Verbond in Nederland

Revolutionnaire-Socialistisch Verbond in Nederland .... 1576

Revolutionnaire-Socialistische Arbeiders Partij [Note: The RSAP has been considered a semi-Trotskyist party. After several years of continued dissent between RSAP and Trotsky's International Secretariat, the RSAP definitively disaffiliated from the Trotskyist movement in 1937. Nevertheless some sympathisers of the Fourth International remained members of the RSAP] .... 1104 1391 1407 1788

Revolutionnaire-Socialistische Partij .... 0075 1576

Rewolucyjna Liga Robotnicza Polski. Sekcja Czwartej Mie\wzdzynar\dowki see: Rewolucyjna Liga Robotnicza Polski. Sekcja Mi\wzdzynar\dowa Ligii Obdudowy Czwartej Mie\wzdzynar\dowki

Rewolucyjna Liga Robotnicza Polski. Sekcja Mie\wzdzynar\dowa Ligii Obdudowy Czwartej Mie\wzdzynar\dowki .... 1817

RIL see: Revolutionairy Internationalist League. British Section of the International Trotskyist Committee

RK see: Revolutionaire Kommunister. Fjärde Internationale

RKG see: Revolutionåra Kommunistiska Grupper (Trotskistisk-Posadistisk). Fjärde Internationalens Svenska Sektion

RKJ see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend [Austria]

RKJ see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Jugend [Germany]

RKL see: Revolutionär-Kommunistische Liga

RKöe see: Revolutionäre Kommunisten Österreichs

RKP see: Revolutionnaire Kommunistische Partij. Belgisch Sektie van der Vierde Internationale

RKP(T) see: Revolutionnaire Kommunistische Partij. Belgisch Sektie van der Vierde Internationale

RM see: Revolutionära Marxister

RMC see: Revolutionary Marxist Caucus

RMC see: Revolutionary Marxist Committee

RMC see: Revolutionary Marxist Current

RMF see: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
RMF see: Revolutionary Marxist Faction
RMF/SSFI see: Revolutionära Marxisters Förbund. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
RMG see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Canada]
RMG see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Ireland]
RMG see: Revolutionary Marxist Group [Sri Lanka]
RML see: Revolutionäre Marxistische Liga
RML see: Revolutionary Marxist League
RML see: Ruch Młodnej Lewicy
RMT see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
RMT see: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
RMTFI see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Robotnicza Partia Rzeczpospolitej Samorządnej .... 1926
Rote Maulwurfzirkel .... 1427
Roter Maulwurf see: Revolutionär-Sozialistische Jugend [Germany]
ROTZEG Bonn .... 1425
RS see: Revolutionära Socialister
RS see: Revolutionära Socialister. Fjärde Internationalen
RS see: Revolutionære Socialister [*1939 (?)]
RS see: Revolutionære Socialister [*1985 (?)]
RS see: Revolutionäre Sozialisten
RSAP see: Revolutionair-Socialistische Arbeiders Partij
RSB see: Revolutionaire Socialistenbond. Aangesloten bij de Liga der Internationaal Kommunisten
RSF see: Revolutionære Socialister Fortbud
RSF/DSFI see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
RSJ see: Revolutionäre Sozialistische Jugendorganisation
RSJ see: Revolutionär-Sozialistische Jugend [Switzerland]
RSL see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1938]. Affiliated to the Bureau of the Fourth International
RSL see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International
RSL see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, *1956]. British Section of the Fourth International
RSL see: Revolutionary Socialist League [USA]
RSP see: Revolutionär-Sozialistesch Partei. Luxemburgische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
RSP see: Revolutionair-Socialistische Partij
RSP see: Revolutionary Socialist Party [India]
RSP see: Revolutionair-Socialistische Partij. Sectie van de Vierde Internationale
RSP see: Revolutionnaire Socialiste Partij. Aangesloten bij het Centrum voor de Vierde Internationale
RSP see: Revolutionair-Socialistische Partij
RTT see: Revolutionary Trotskyist Tendency
Ruch Młodej Lewicy .... 1209
RUL see: Revolutionary Unity League
RWF see: Revolutionary Workers Front
R WL see: Revolutionary Workers League [Canada]
R WL see: Revolutionary Workers’ League [Great Britain]
R WL see: Revolutionary Workers’ League [USA, *1935]
R WL see: Revolutionary Workers’ League [USA, *1938]
R WL see: Revolutionary Workers League [USA, *1976]. Sympathizing Section of the International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International
R WP see: Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist)
R WP see: Revolutionary Workers’ Party of Australia
R WP see: Revolutionary Workers’ Party of India
R WP(T) see: Revolutionary Workers Party [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International (Posadist)
S AB see: Sozialistischer Arbeiterbund
S AG see: Sozialistische Arbeitergruppe
S AJ see: Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend
S AJ S see: Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend
S AK see: Sozialistische Arbeiterkonferenz
S AL see: Socialist Action League
Samarbejdskomiteen for Venstresocialistisk Ungdom .... 0049
S AP see: Socialistiese Arbeiderspartij. Nederlandse Sektie van de Vierde Internationale
S AP see: Socialistische Arbeiders Partij. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale
S AP see: Socialistisk Arbejderparti. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale
S AP see: Sozialistische ArbeiterInnen-Partei
S AP see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei
Sapeurs Pompier du Parti Communiste Internationaliste see: Parti Communiste Internationaliste [France, 1944 - 1952]
S A QI see: Groupe Révolution Socialiste
S AU see: Socialistisk Arbejder Ungdom
S AW F see: Socialist Anti-War Front
S C see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste
S C-G S see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste
Schülerfront .... 1302
S DC see: Sociaaldemocratisch Centrum in de Partij van de Arbeid
S DF see: Socialistisk Debat Forum i SF
Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (Cuarta Internacional) .... 0119 0185
Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la Cuarta Internacional) .... 0215 0431 1810
Sección Danesa de Cuarta Internacional see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
Sección Danesa de la Cuarta Internacional see: Revolutionære Socialisters Forbund
Secretariado Administrativo de la Op. de Izd. see: International Left Opposition / International Secretariat
Secretariado Interino de la Tendencia Espartaquista Internacional see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat
Secretariado Internacional de la Cuarta Internacional Posadista see: Fourth International [Posadist] / International Secretariat
Secretariado Internacional de la Tendencia Espartaquista Internacional see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Secretariat

Secretariado Unificado de la Cuarta Internacional see: Fourth International / United Secretariat

Secrétariat Administratif International de l'Opposition de Gauche see: International Left Opposition / International Secretariat

Secrétariat de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

Secrétariat de la Quatrième Internationale (Parti Mondial de la Révolution Socialiste) see: Fourth International / International Secretariat

Secrétariat Européen de la Quatrième Internationale see: Fourth International / European Secretariat

Secrétariat Intérimaire de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale see: International Spartacist Tendency / Interim Secretariat

Secrétariat International de la Ligue des Communistes-Internationalistes (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) see: International Communist League (Bolshevik-Leninists) / International Secretariat

Secrétariat International de la Quatrième Internationale see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

Secrétariat International de la Quatrième Internationale (Centre International de Reconstruction) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction

Secrétariat International de la Quatrième Internationale Trotskyiste-Posadiste see: Fourth International [Posadist] / International Secretariat

Secrétariat International de la Tendance Spartaciste Internationale see: International Spartacist Tendency / International Secretariat

Secrétariat International de l'Opposition de Gauche (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) see: International Left Opposition / International Secretariat

Secrétariat International des Jeunes pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists)

Secrétariat International des Jeunes pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

Secrétariat of the Fourth International see: Fourth International / International Secretariat

Secrétariat of the Fourth International see: Movement for the Fourth International / International Secretariat

Secrétariat Provisoire Européen de la Quatrième Internationale see: Fourth International / Provisional European Secretariat

Secrétariat Unifié de la Quatrième Internationale see: Fourth International / United Secretariat

Section Belge de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste. Ancienne Opposition Communiste de Gauche .... 1462 1800

Section Belge de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste (Bolcheviks-Léninistes) see: Section Belge de la Ligue Communiste Internationaliste. Ancienne Opposition Communiste de Gauche

Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale .... 0580 0916 0944 1565

Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire [Belgium]. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale

Section Belge de la Tendance Léniniste-Trotskyste de la Quatrième Internationale see: Ligue Ouvrière Révolutionnaire [Belgium]

Section Belge de l'Opposition Communiste Internationale .... 1463

Section Bolchevique-Leniniste d'Espagne pour la Quatrième Internationale see: Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la Cuarta Internacional)

Section de l'Ouest du Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire see: Parti Communiste Révolutionnaire (France)

Section Emigration du Groupe Révolution Socialiste see: Groupe Révolution Socialiste

Segreteriato Internazionale della Quarta Internazionale see: Fourth International / International Secretariat

Segreteria Nazionale della LCR see: Lega Comunista Rivoluzionaria. Sezione Italiana della Quarta Internazionale
Sennacieca Asocio Tutmonda / Internacia Komunista Frakcio see: Internacia Komunista Frakcio de SAT (Trockista)
Sezione Italiana della Lega Comunista-Internazionalista (Bolscevichi-Leninisti) .... 1771
SF see: Socialistiska Förbundet. Svensk Sektion av Internationella Arbetarförbundet
SG see: Socialist Group
Shiyue-pinglun-bianji-weiyuanhui see: October Review Group
SI see: Fourth International / International Secretariat
SI see: Socialisme International [Belgium]
SI see: Socialisme International [France]
SJB see: Sozialistischer Jugendbund
Sjednoďený Sekretariat Ótvrté Internacionály see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
SL see: Socialist League [USA, *1974]
SL see: Sozialistische Liga
SL see: Spartacist League [Great Britain]
SL see: Spartacist League [USA]
SLANZ see: Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand
SL(DC) see: Socialist League [USA, *1974]
SLG see: Socialist Labour Group
SLL see: Socialist Labour League [Australia]
SLL see: Socialist Labour League [Great Britain]
SOA see: Socialist Organiser Alliance
SOAK see: Gruppe Sozialistische Aktion
SOAL see: Sozialistische Alternative. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Sociaal democratisch Centrum in de Partij van de Arbeid [Note: Shortliving Trotskyist faction within the PvDA, the Dutch affiliate of the Socialist International] .... 1199 1564
Socialisme International [Belgium] .... 1478
Socialisme International [France] .... 1477
Socialismo Rivoluzionario .... 1261 1262 1274 1479
Socialist Action [Australia] .... 1491
Socialist Action [USA] .... 1489 1493
Socialist Action Group .... 1490 1493a
Socialist Action League .... 1486
Socialist Alliance .... 1494
Socialist Anti-War Front .... 0288
Socialist Challenge see: Socialist Challenge Organization
Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste .... 0581 1502
Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste. Section of the Fourth International in the Canadian State see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste
Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste. Sympathizing Organisation of the Fourth International in the Canadian State see: Socialist Challenge - Gauche Socialiste
Socialist Challenge Organization [Note: See also under the French denomination "Organisation Combat Socialiste"] .... 1502
Socialist Challenge Organization. Sympathizing Organization of the Fourth International in the Canadian State see: Socialist Challenge Organization

Socialist Charter .... 0300 0301 0550

Socialist Club .... 0891

Socialist Club (Fourth International) .... 1626 1678

Socialist Club. University of Sussex .... 1630

Socialist Educational League .... 1874

Socialist Fight .... 1507

Socialist Fight [Group] see: Socialist Fight

Socialist Group .... 1527 1786

Socialist Labour Group .... 0256 0551 0721 1512

Socialist Labour Group. British Section of the Fourth International (ICR) see: Socialist Labour Group

Socialist Labour League [Australia] .... 0052 0881 0998 1822 1847

Socialist Labour League [Australia] / Central Committee see: Socialist Labour League [Australia]

Socialist Labour League [Australia]. Australian Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: Socialist Labour League [Australia]

Socialist Labour League [Great Britain] .... 0882 0977 1102 1510 1857

Socialist Labour League [Great Britain] / Central Committee see: Socialist Labour League [Great Britain]

Socialist Labour League [Great Britain]. British Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: Socialist Labour League [Great Britain]

Socialist Labour Movement .... 0009

Socialist Labour League [Great Britain]. British Section of the Fourth International .... 0461 0673 1490 1501


Socialist League (Democratic Centralist) see: Socialist League [US, *1974]

Socialist League of Africa .... 0025 0895 1629

Socialist Organiser see: Socialist Organiser Alliance

Socialist Organiser Alliance .... 1508 1513 1844

Socialist Organizer .... 1157


Socialist Party / California Federation .... 0868

Socialist Party / Western Federation .... 0868

Socialist Party of New York / Left Wing Branches .... 1497

Socialist Review see: Socialist Review Group [Australia]

Socialist Review Group [Australia] .... 1520 1523

Socialist Review Group [Great Britain] .... 1519 1888

Socialist Revolutionary Group of Ireland .... 0987

Socialist Union of America .... 0024 0463

Socialist Unity .... 1525

Socialist Viewpoint [Group] see: Socialist Group

Socialist Woman Groups .... 1533
Socialist Workers' Action Group .... 0090 0562
Socialist Workers' Group [1941 - 1943] .... 1505
Socialist Workers Group [1947 (?) - 1954] .... 1542 1862
Socialist Workers League [Australia] .... 0433 1520 1682 1683
Socialist Workers League [Canada] .... 0871
Socialist Workers' League [South Africa] .... 1492
Socialist Workers' League [South Africa]. Fourth International see: Socialist Workers' League [South Africa]
Socialist Workers' League [South Africa]. Section of the Fourth International see: Socialist Workers' League [South Africa]
Socialist Workers' Movement .... 1537 1829
Socialist Workers Party [Australia] [Note: SWP disaffiliated from the Fourth International in 1985] .... 0433 0706 0876 0964 1180 1182 1446 1536 1543 1544 1545 1685
Socialist Workers Party [Great Britain] .... 0324 0521 0709 0710 1295 1312 1521 1534 1540 1546 1548 1582 1583 1685
Socialist Workers Party [India] .... 0993 1313
Socialist Workers Party [USA] / Educational Committee see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
Socialist Workers Party [USA] / National Education Department see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
Socialist Workers Party [USA] / Ohio-Michigan District see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
Socialist Workers Party [USA]. Section of the Fourth International see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
Socialist Workers Party of the USA see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
Socialist Workers Tendency .... 1539
Socialist Youth Alliance .... 0433 1325 1552 1553 1554 1555 1632 1898
Socialist Youth Alliance Highland Group see: Socialist Youth Alliance
Socialist Youth League .... 1556 1557 1558 1892 1908
Socialistická/Rabočí Sozuz .... 1289 1814
Socialistische Arbeiderspartij. Nederlandse Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale see: Socialistische Arbeiderspartij. Nederlandse Sektie van de Vierde Internationale
Socialistische Arbeiderspartij. Nederlandse Sektie van de Vierde Internationale .... 0735 0841
Socialistische Arbeiderspartij. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale
Socialistische Arbeiders Partij. Belgische Afdeling van de Vierde Internationale [Note: See also under the French denomination "Parti Ouvrier Socialiste. Section Belge de la Quatrième Internationale"] .... 0451 0841a 1418 1448 1449
Socialistisk Arbejder Ungdom .... 0823
Socialistisk Arbejderparti see: Socialistisk Arbejderparti. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale
Socialistisk Arbejderparti. Dansk Sektion af Fjerde Internationale .... 0448 0825 1414 1569
Socialistisk Debat Forum i SF .... 1567
Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund .... 0423 0520 0824 0825 1411
Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund. Tilsullet Fjerde Internationale see: Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund
Socialistisk Ungdoms Forum [Note: Left-socialist youth organization, dominated by Trotskyists from 1969/70] .... 0422 1412
Socialistisk Ungdoms Forum / Københavnafdeling see: Socialistisk Ungdoms Forum
Socialistiska Förbundet. Svensk Sektion av Internationella Arbetarförbundet .... 1572
Socialistiska Partiet see: Socialistiska Partiet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
Socialistiska Partiet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen .... 0518 0754
Socijalistička Partija Hrvatske .... 0612
Solidaritetskomitee Freies Irland .... 0559
Solidarity [Australia] .... 0508 0717 1577
Solidarity [Australia]. A Regroupment Initiative of Revolutionary Socialists see: Solidarity [Australia]
Solidarity [Australia]. Supporters of the Fourth International in Australia see: Solidarity [Australia]
Solidarity [USA] [Note: Adherents of the Fourth International (United Secretariat) within "Solidarity" are known as the "Fourth International Caucus"] .... 0014 0892 1578
Sosialistiese Werkers Bond see: Socialist Workers' League [South Africa]
Sosialistisk Offensiv .... 1580
Sowjetunion- und Sozialismuswerkstatt .... 0637
Sozialistische Alternative see: Sozialistische Alternative. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Sozialistische Alternative. Österreichische Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0913
Sozialistische Arbeitergruppe .... 0832 1457 1611
Sozialistische Arbeitergruppen see: Sozialistische Arbeitergruppe
Sozialistische ArbeiterInnen-Partei [Note: French denomination: "Parti Socialiste Ouvrier"; Italian denomination: "Partito Socialista dei Lavoratori"] .... 0160 1609
Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend .... 0584
Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend der Schweiz see: Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend
Sozialistische Arbeiterkonferenz .... 0043
Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei [Note: French denomination: "Parti Socialiste Ouvrier"; Italian denomination: "Partito Socialista dei Lavoratori"] .... 0156 0159 0757 1420 1447
Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei. Schweizer Sektion der Vierten Internationale see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei
Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei. Vierte Internationale see: Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei
Sozialistische Liga .... 0015 0055 0784 1022
Sozialistische Liga. Deutsche Sektion der Internationalen Arbeiterliga (Vierte Internationale) see: Sozialistische Liga
Sozialistische Liga. Internationale Arbeiterliga - Vierte Internationale see: Sozialistische Liga
Sozialistischer Arbeiterbund .... 0043
Sozialistischer Jugendbund .... 0577 0918
Sozialistischer Jugendbund. Jugendorganisation des Bund [sic] Sozialistischer Arbeiter see: Sozialistischer Jugendbund
Sozialistisches Schülerkollektiv Westberlin .... 1429
SP see: Socialistiska Partiet. Svensk Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen
SpaBu see: Spartacusbund
SpAD see: Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands
Spanische Sektion der Vierten Internationale see: Sección Bolchevique-Leninista de España (por la Cuarta Internacional)
Spark .... 0311 0947 1633
Spartacist see: Spartacist League [USA]
Spartacist Club .... 1096
Spartacist Group see: Revolutionary Tendency. Expelled from the Socialist Workers Party

Spartacist League [Great Britain] .... 0610 1635 1839

Spartacist League [Great Britain]. British Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) see: Spartacist League [Great Britain]

Spartacist League [Great Britain]. British Section of the International Spartacist Tendency see: Spartacist League [Great Britain]

Spartacist League [Great Britain]. Section of the International Spartacist Tendency see: Spartacist League [Great Britain]

Spartacist League [New Zealand] .... 1097 1305 1365 1646

Spartacist League [USA] .... 0105 0291 0477 0588 0609 0718 0981 1000 1258 1636 1640 1642 1644 1645 1647 1827 1875

Spartacist League [USA] / Bay Area see: Spartacist League [USA]

Spartacist League [USA] / Central Committee see: Spartacist League [USA]

Spartacist League [USA] / Youth Section see: Revolutionary Communist Youth

Spartacist League [USA] / Youth Section see: Spartacus Youth League. Youth Section of the Spartacist League

Spartacist League of Australia. Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) .... 0060

Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand .... 0060 1365 1643

Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand / Central Committee see: Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand

Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand. Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) see: Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand

Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand. Section of the International Spartacist Tendency see: Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand

Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand see: Spartacist League of Australia and New Zealand

Spartacist League of the US see: Spartacist League [USA]

Spartacist Stockholm. Internationella Spartacist Tendensen .... 1666

Spartacus - IKD (Trotzkisten) see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus

Spartacus . Kommunistische Jugendorganisation see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus

Spartacus BL see: Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) .... 0475 0587 0769 1015 1656

Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) / Kommission für Internationale Kontakte see: Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) / Zentralkomitee see: Spartacus (Bolschewiki-Leninisten)

Spartacus IafeKJO see: Kommunistische Jugendorganisation Spartacus

Spartacus Youth Club .... 1126

Spartacus Youth Clubs of America .... 1912

Spartacus Youth League .... 0682 1623 1659 1660 1912

Spartacus Youth League / National Office see: Spartacus Youth League

Spartacus Youth League. Youth Section of the Spartacist League .... 1661 1889 1913

Spartacus Youth League of America see: Spartacus Youth League

Spartacusbund .... 0194 0472 0474 0834 1021 1189 1357 1426 1657 1662 1663

Spartacusbund / Arbeitskreis "Internationale Küche" see: Spartacusbund

Spartacusbund / Ortsgruppe Frankfurt am Main / Betriebs- und Gewerkschafts-Kommission see: Spartacusbund

Spartacusbund / Ortsgruppe Westberlin see: Spartacusbund

Spartacusbund / Postzelle der Ortsgruppe Frankfurt see: Spartacusbund
Spartacusbund / Zentralkomitee see: Spartacusbund
Spartacusbund für den Aufbau der Vierten Internationale see: Spartacusbund
Spartacusbund (Revolutionäre SozialistInnen) .... 1024
Spartacusbund (RS) see: Spartacusbund (Revolutionäre SozialistInnen)
Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands .... 1665 1667 1668 1744
Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands. Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Vierte Internationalisten) see: Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands
Spartakist-Gruppen .... 1667
Spartakus-Gruppe für die Vierte Internationale .... 1673
Spartakusowska Grupa Polski .... 1210 1211
Spartakusowska Grupa Polski. Sympatyzująca Sekcja Międzynarodowej Ligi Komunistycznej (Czwarto-Międzynaródowej) see: Spartakusowska Grupa Polski
SPH see: Socijalisti'cka Partija Hrvatske
SRG see: Socialist Review Group [Australia]
SRG see: Socialist Review Group [Great Britain]
SRGI see: Socialist Revolutionary Group of Ireland
SRS see: Socialisťdiščeskí Rabodaj Sojuz
SSK see: Sozialistisches Schülerkollektiv Westberlin
Steering Committee for the International Trade Union Solidarity Campaign .... 0720
Stichting Léon Lesoil see: Fondation Léon Lesoil
Studenti Bolscevichi-Leninisti .... 1688
Studenti Comunisti Rivoluzionari .... 1588
SUA see: Socialist Union of America
SUF see: Socialistisk Ungdoms Forbund
SUF see: Socialistisk Ungdoms Forum
SUQI see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
Sveriges Revolutionära Arbetarförbund. Sektion av Fjärde Internationalen .... 1240
SWAG see: Socialist Workers’ Action Group
SWG see: Socialist Workers’ Group [1941 - 1943]
SWG see: Socialist Workers Group [1947 (?) - 1954]
SWL see: Socialist Workers League [Australia]
SWL see: Socialist Workers’ League [South Africa]
SWM see: Socialist Workers’ Movement
SWP see: Socialist Workers Party [Australia]
SWP see: Socialist Workers Party [Great Britain]
SWP see: Socialist Workers’ Party [India]
SWP see: Socialist Workers Party [USA]
SWT see: Socialist Workers Tendency
Sydney Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International .... 0919
Sydney University Labor Club .... 1820
SYL see: Socialist Youth League
SYL see: Spartacus Youth League
SYL see: Spartacus Youth League. Youth Section of the Spartacist League
Syndicat Démocratique Renault see: Union Communiste Internationaliste
TAF see: Trotskistisk Arbejder Forbund. Tilslluttet Trotskistisk International Forbindelses Komite
TDCI see: Tendencia en Defensa de la Cuarta Internacional
Tendance Léniniste-Trotskyste .... 1348
Tendance Léniniste-Trotskyste de la Quatrième Internationale see: Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency
Tendance Marxiste R évolutionnaire see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire, Section Belge [Note: See also under the Flemish denomination “Marxistisch-Revolutio4

Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire de la Quatrième Internationale see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Tendance Marxiste-Révolutionnaire Internationale see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Tendance Révolutionnaire du Parti Communiste Français .... 0361
Tendance Spartaciste Internationale ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
Tendencia en Defensa de la Cuarta Internacional .... 1216
Tendencia Espartaquista Internacional ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
Tendencia Marxista Revolucionaria Internacional see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
Tendenza Spartachista Internazionale ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
TGB see: Trotskistische Groep van België voor de Heropbouw van der Vierde Internationale
TGÖ see: Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs
TIFK see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee
TILC see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee
TLC see: Trotskistische Liga Deutschlands
TLD see: Trotskistische Liga Deutschlands
TLT see: Tendance Léniniste-Trotskyste
TMR see: Tendance Marxiste Révolutionnaire. Section Belge
TMRI see: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency
TO see: Trotskyist Organization
TOC see: Trotskyist Organizing Committee
TOÖ see: Trotzkistische Organisation Österreichs. Sektion der Vierten Internationale
Torotsukōi-Kenkyūusho .... 1707
TOUS see: Trotskyist Organization
Trotskistische Groep van België voor de Heropbouw van der Vierde Internationale [Note; See also under the French
denomination "Groupe Trotskist de Belgique pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale"] .... 0897

Trotskistisk Arbejder Forbund. Tilslluttet Trotskistisk International Forbindelses Komite .... 1730
Trotsky Institute of Japan see: Torotsukōi-Kenkyūusho
Trotskyist Committee of Detroit .... 1747
Trotskyist International Liaison Committee .... 0140 1738
Trotskyist International Liaison Committee (for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International) see: Trotskyist International Liaison Committee
Trotskyist League see: Trotskyist League of Canada
Trotskyist League of Canada .... 1387 1641 1739
Trotskyist League of Canada. Canadian Sympathizing Section of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) see: Trotskyist League of Canada
Trotskyist League of Canada. Canadian Sympathizing Section of the International Spartacist Tendency see: Trotskyist League of Canada
Trotskyist League of Canada. Sympathizing Section of the International Spartacist Tendency see: Trotskyist League of Canada
Trotskyist Organization .... 0538 1747
Trotskyist Organization. Fraternal Section of the Fourth International see: Trotskyist Organization
Trotskyist Organization of the USA see: Trotskyist Organization
Trotskyist Organizing Committee .... 1499
Trotskyistes Tunisiens du Comité d’Organisation pour la Reconstruction de la Quatrième Internationale .... 1783
Trotzkistische Gruppe der Schweiz see: Groupe Trotskyste de Suisse
Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs .... 0578 0965
Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs. Sympathisierende Sektion der Vierten Internationale, Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wiederaufbau see: Trotzkistische Gruppe Österreichs
Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands .... 0842 0851 0852 1665 1667 1745
Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands. Internationale Kommunistische Liga (Vierete Internationalisten) see: Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands
Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands. Internationale Spartacist Tendenz see: Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands
Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands. Sektion der Internationalen Kommunistischen Liga (Vierete Internationalisten) see: Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands
Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands. Sektion der Internationalen Spartacist Tendenz see: Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands
Trotzkistische Organisation Österreichs .... 1333
Trotzkistische Tendenz in der PDS see: Gruppe Arbeitermacht
TSI ... see: International Spartacist Tendency ...
UATCI see: Union Africaine des Travailleurs Communistes Internationalistes
UCI see: Internationalist Communist Union
UGS see: Union de la Gauche Socialiste
Unabhängige Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands .... 0554
Ungsocialisterna .... 1068
Union Africaine des Travailleurs Communistes Internationalistes .... 0947 1227
Union Communiste Internationaliste .... 0211 0949 0960 1162 1801 1802
Union Communiste Internationaliste see: Internationalist Communist Union
Union Communiste Internationaliste (Quatrième Internationale) see: Union Communiste Internationaliste
Union Communiste (Trotskyste) see: Union Communiste Internationaliste
Unión Comunista Internacionalista see: Internationalist Communist Union
Union de la Gauche Socialiste .... 0580
United Revolutionary Socialist League see: Revolutionary Socialist League [Great Britain, 1939 - 1944]. British Section of the Fourth International
United Secretariat of the Fourth International see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
USFI see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
VAA see: Vereinigung der Arbeitskreise für Arbeitnehmerpolitik und Demokratie
Vallankumouseliiset Kommunistit .... 1088 1750
Vanguard Newsletter Group .... 1767
Verband Sozialistischer Mittelschüler .... 0371 1455
Verband Sozialistischer Studenten Österreichs .... 0437
Verein Internationale Wochenzeitung .... 0502
Vereinigte Linke Opposition der KPD (Bolschewiki-Leninisten) .... 0846
Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei [Note: VSP has been formed in 1986 by a merger of the Trotskyist "Gruppe Internationale Marxisten" and the ex-Maoist "Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands / Marxisten-Leninisten"; Trotskyists (members of the Fourth International (United Secretariat)) within VSP are known as "Inprekor-Strömung"] .... 0654 0786 1144 1621 1677 1815 1825
Vereinigtes Sekretariat der Vierten Internationale see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
Vereinigung der Arbeitskreise für Arbeitnehmerpolitik und Demokratie .... 0556
Vierde Internationale ... see: Fourth International ...
Vierte Internationale ... see: Fourth International ...
Vierte Internationale [Posadisten] ... see: Fourth International [Posadist] ...
Vierte Internationale (Internationales Komitee) see: Parity Committee for the Reorganisation (Reconstruction) of the Fourth International
Vierte Internationale (Internationales Zentrum für ihren Wiederaufbau) see: Fourth International. International Centre for Reconstruction
Vietnam-Komitee-Initiativausschuß .... 1793
Voce Operaia see: Associazione Voce Operaia
Voran-Gruppe .... 1009 1805
Vorbereitungskomitee für den Wiederaufbau der Deutschen Sektion der Vierten Internationale .... 0736
VS see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
VSM see: Verband Sozialistischer Mittelschüler
VSP see: Vereinigte Sozialistische Partei
VSStÖ see: Verband Sozialistischer Studenten Österreichs
Wellington Communist League .... 1305
Western Federation of the Socialist Party see: Socialist Party / Western Federation
WIL see: Workers International League [Great Britain, 1938 - 1944]. Fourth International
WIL see: Workers International League [Great Britain, *1987]
WIL see: Workers International League [South Africa]. Fourth International
WIL see: Workers Internationalist League. British Section of the Trotskyist International Liaison Committee
WIRFI see: Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International
WL see: Workers' League [Great Britain]
WL see: Workers League [USA]
Women’s Commission of the Spartacist League. (Spartacist League Central Committee Commission for Work among Women) see: Spartacist League [USA]

Workers’ Action .... 1833

Workers’ Fight see: Workers’ Fight Group

Workers’ Fight Group .... 1188 1837

Workers’ International League [Great Britain, 1938 - 1944]. Fourth International .... 1498 1835 1840 1917


Workers International League [South Africa]. Fourth International .... 0549 1363 1485 1920

Workers’ International League (Fourth International) see: International Workers League (Fourth International)

Workers International to Rebuild the Fourth International .... 0675 0690 1304

Workers Internationalist League. British Section of the Trotskyist International Liaison Committee .... 1841

Workers League. Canadian Section of the Fourth International see: Workers League of Canada

Workers’ League [Great Britain] .... 1529 1846

Workers’ League [Ireland] .... 0990 1872

Workers’ League [Ireland] / Central Committee see: Workers’ League [Ireland]

Workers League [USA] .... 0170 0237 0240 0241 0262 0266 1322 1843

Workers League [USA] / Central Committee see: Workers League [USA]

Workers League Canada see: Workers League of Canada

Workers League of Canada (Note: See also under the French denomination “Ligue des Travailleurs”) .... 0676 0879 1631

Workers League of Canada / Central Committee see: Workers League of Canada

Workers Organisation for Socialist Action .... 1816 1879 1880

Workers Party [1934 - 1936] .... 0704 1089 1093 1156 1851 1852

Workers Party [1934 - 1936] / Left Wing Group see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]


Workers Party [1940 - 1949] .... 0255 0462 0869 1089 1179 1853

Workers’ Party (Left Opposition) .... 1027

Workers’ Party of Australia .... 1027

Workers’ Party of Canada .... 1765 1854

Workers Party of South Africa .... 1625 1751

Workers Party of the United States see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]

Workers Party of the United States see: Workers Party [1940 - 1949]

Workers Party US see: Workers Party [1934 - 1936]

Workers Power .... 0014

Workers Power see: Workers Power Group

Workers Power [USA] see: Workers Power

Workers Power Group .... 1190 1228 1309 1736 1856

Workers Power Group. British Section of the League for a Revolutionary Communist International see: Workers Power Group
**Workers Power Group. British Section of the Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International** see: *Workers Power Group*

Workers Power (NZ) .... 1317

Workers Revolution [Group] .... 1864

Workers Revolutionary Party [1973 - 1985] [Note: As a result of sharp inner-party struggles in 1985 two groups emerged - among others - both maintaining the denomination “Workers Revolutionary Party”, the one led by Torrance, the other by Slaughter. See distinct headings] .... 0882 1099 1100 1464 1732 1857 1866 1868


Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)] .... 1690 1858 1867 1919

Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Torrance-WRP)] .... 0999 1101 1899

Workers Revolutionary Party ["News Line"] see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Torrance-WRP)]*

Workers Revolutionary Party ["Workers Press"] see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)]*

Workers Socialist League [Great Britain] .... 1517 1731 1869 1870 1871

Workers Socialist League [USA] .... 1863

Workers Vanguard .... 0762

Workers World Party [Note: Semi-Trotskyist party founded by SWP dissidents Sam Marcy, Vincent Copeland et al. in 1959; during the 1960s and 1970s the WWP abandoned adherence to Trotskyism taking Maoist or Third-Worldist points of view, nevertheless maintained some Trotskyist remnants] .... 0907 1883

World Party of Socialist Revolution (Fourth International) ... see: *Fourth International*

WOSA see: *Workers Organisation for Socialist Action*

WP see: *Workers Party [1934 - 1936]*

WP see: *Workers Party [1940 - 1949]*

WPA see: *Workers' Party of Australia*

WP(NZ) see: *Workers Power (NZ)*

WPUS see: *Workers Party [1934 - 1936]*

WR see: *Workers Revolution [Group]*

WRP see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [1973 - 1985]*

WRP see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)]*

WRP see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Torrance-WRP)]*

WRP ["News Line"] see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Torrance-WRP)]*

WRP ["Workers Press"] see: *Workers Revolutionary Party [*1985 (Slaughter-WRP)]*

WSL see: *Workers Socialist League [Great Britain]*

WSL see: *Workers Socialist League [USA]*

WWP see: *Workers World Party*

YAWF see: *Youth Against War and Fascism*

Yidishe Grupe bay der Linker Kom. Opozitsie see: *Ligue Communiste [1930 - 1934]. Section Française de l'Opposition de Gauche Internationale*

Young People's Socialist League / National Council see: *Young People's Socialist League [1950s]*

Young People's Socialist League [1930s] .... 0297 1909

Young People's Socialist League [1930s]. Youth Section of the Workers Party see: *Young People's Socialist League [1930s]*

Young People's Socialist League [1950s] .... 0869 1892 1911

Young People's Socialist League (Fourth Internationalist) see: *Young People's Socialist League [1930s]*
Index of Organizations

Young Socialist Alliance .... 1893 1901 1903 1904 1906 1923
Young Socialist League .... 0893 1902 1910
Young Socialists [Australia] .... 1897

Young Socialists [Australia]. Youth Movement of the Socialist Labour League, Australian Section of the International Committee of the Fourth International see: Young Socialists [Australia]

Young Socialists [Canada] .... 1895
Young Socialists [Great Britain, 1950s - 1970s] .... 0816 1899
Young Socialists [Great Britain, *1991] .... 1900


Young Socialists [USA] .... 1896 1907
Young Socialists Students Society .... 1524
Young Workers League .... 0289
Young Workers League. Formerly Left Wing, Spartacus Youth League see: Young Workers League

Youth Against War and Fascism .... 1176
Youth Bureau for the Fourth International (Bolshevik-Leninists) .... 0728 1915 1916
Youth Militant Group in the Labour League of Youth .... 1921

Youth Section of the Militant Labour League see: Militant Labour League

YPSL see: Young People's Socialist League [1930s]
YPSL see: Young People's Socialist League [1950s]
YS see: Young Socialists [Great Britain, 1950s - 1970s]
YS see: Young Socialist Alliance
YSL see: Young Socialist League

YSSS see: Young Socialists Students Society

Zelle International der IKD see: Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands [1933 - 1951]

Zentraler Ausschuß für Betriebs- und Gewerkschaftsarbeiten see: Gruppe Internationale Marxisten. Deutsche Sektion der Vierten Internationale

Zentralkomitee des Spartacusbundes see: Spartacusbund

Zjednoczony Sekretariat Czwarta Międzynarodówki see: Fourth International / United Secretariat
Zjednoczony Sekretariat Czwarta Międzynarodówki ... see: Fourth International / United Secretariat ...

ZKI see: Związek Komunistów Internacjonalistów Polski
Związek Komunistów Internacjonalistów Polski .... 0154 0865 1116

Związek Komunistów Internacjonalistów Polski (b. Opozycja KPP), Sekcja Międzynarodowej Ligi Komunistów Internacjonalistów see: Związek Komunistów Internacjonalistów Polski
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61 65 169 370 418 506 608 618 655 656 707 877 885 890 984 1003 1009
1025 1037 1039 1044 1045 1046 1047 1050 1051 1053 1055 1085 1120 1134
1135 1163 1203 1386 1504 1551 1562 1580 1582 1630 1803 1804 1805 1809

FI(P) Fourth International (International Secretariat) (*1962, probably dissolved) ["Posadists"]
42 120 128 193 250 412 456 457 459 497 923 924 930 939 941 943 947 952 953 957 961 974 1012 1055 1067 1077 1238 1307 1349 1392 1393 1396 1812

GOC Group of Opposition and Continuity of the Fourth International (1986 - 1989) ["Vargaists"]
327 1304

IBT International Bolshevik Tendency (*ca. 1990) [incl. its predecessors: Bolshevik Tendency and External Tendency of the IST]
148 150 249 602 603 1106 1733 1746

IC < 1 > International Committee of the Fourth international (1953-1963) ["Healyists", "Lambertists", and SWP (US)]
43 197 208 247 283 347 532 592 629 684 685 715 816 882 919 1026 1090 1102 1178 1482 1514 1547 1550 1684 1774 1893 1901 1904

IC < 2 > International Committee of the Fourth International (1963-1971) ["Healyists" and "Lambertists"]
43 168 170 237 240 246 259 262 264 265 495 536 629 662 676 686 687 688
739 801 802 810 816 870 977 1102 1245 1256 1335 1440 1631 1686 1704 1766 1774 1843 1857 1914

IC <3> International Committee of the Fourth International (*1972) ["Healyists"; from 1986: "Northists"]
52 68 101 237 240 241 259 262 264 536 577 676 727 816 879 881 882 918 972 973 990 998 1010 1082 1099 1100 1231 1232 1235 1320 1464 1510 1524 1531 1732 1792 1822 1843 1847 1857 1866 1868 1872 1896 1897 1899 1900 1907

ICFI International Committee of the Fourth International (*1985) [Not to confuse with IC < 3 >! Set up by G. Healy and his followers after exclusion from WRP and above-mentioned IC < 3 >]
979 992 1899
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   ["Spartacists"]
   60 103 105 106 138 183 291 317 408 474 478 588 609 610 718 719 835 1097
   1209 1210 1211 1258 1305 1365 1373 1374 1378 1379 1387 1635 1636 1637 1638 1639 1640
   1641 1642 1643 1644 1645 1646 1647 1649 1661 1665 1666 1667 1739 1744 1745 1827
   1831 1839 1875 1889 1913

   ["Lambertists"]
   4 6 13 17 18 19 71 98 108 110 114 131 149 173 180 191 205 207 213 216 217 230 242 243 254
   256 268 274 276 296 319 341 383 387 399 416 443 455 490 493 528 551 555 556 578 622 629
   630 631 632 633 634 661 683 721 739 752 755 760 776 794 802 810 811 840 894 897 898
   900 904 910 931 932 956 967 982 1011 1054 1115 1124 1149 1150 1153 1154 1155 1157
   1161 1164 1165 1166 1169 1178 1217 1218 1223 1256 1319 1336 1338 1376 1439 1499 1512
   1567 1610 1612 1613 1616 1623 1666 1710 1711 1712 1717 1718 1721 1723 1724 1725 1726
   1728 1768 1769 1778 1783 1799 1813 1814 1824 1860 1861 1873

ICU  International Communist Union ["Lutte Ouvrière Tendency"]
   311 312 328 329 501 677 922 947 949 959 960 1227 1633 1802

ILO  International Left Opposition (Fourth International) (*1990) [split from Morenist IWL]
   783 1884

ILRFI  International League for the Reconstruction of the Fourth International (*1973) ["Ramos-Assouline Tendency"]
   30 58 414 492 538 560 671 696 793 795 1043 1240 1303 1409 1443 1686 1747 1777 1780
   1817

IRMA  International Revolutionary Marxist Association (*1989) [incl. its predecessors: International Revolutionary Marxist Tendency (1972-1989) and: Revolutionary Marxist Tendency of the Fourth International (1965-1972)]
   ["Pabloists”]
   34 35 36 214 228 449 672 701 708 732 734 901 917 962 1001 1002 1016 1019 1221 1224 1226
   1230 1266 1465 1495 1563 1581 1752

IS  [International Socialist Tendency. Also known as "State Capitalists". Adherents of Tony Cliff and his SWP (GB). No international organizational structures, no official name]
   90 324 521 562 595 620 668 670 677 709 710 711 713 714 716 768 780 832 883 1246 1295
   1299 1312 1321 1457 1477 1478 1483 1484 1491 1519 1521 1522 1534 1535 1537 1538 1539
   1540 1541 1546 1566 1611 1828 1829 1832 1855 1890

ITC  International Trotskyist Committee for the Political Regeneration of the Fourth International (*1984) [emerging from TILC]
   513 725 1217 1377

IWL  International Workers League (Fourth International) (*1982) ["Morenists”]
   15 20 21 55 71 108 381 382 391 530 586 595 691 765 784 818 1022 1214 1259 1260 1261 1262
   1267 1274 1479 1532 1560 1572 1617 1727 1749 1770 1823 1850 1884

LCC  Liaison Committee of Communists (*1991)
   54 310 437 644 723 835 1024 1276 1795
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LRCI  League for a Revolutionary Communist International (*1989) [incl. its predecessor: Movement for a Revolutionary Communist International (1984-1989)]
       ["Workers Power Tendency"]
       33 38 39 40 125 233 309 313 425 522 523 722 724 843 1020 1190 1228 1290 1291
       1309 1317 1359 1452 1680 1734 1736 1737 1856

LIT  Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency (*1991) [set up by LTT (Germany/Belgium) and the Workers International League (Britain)]
       945 1268 1348 1622 1848 1849

RMF  Revolutionary Marxist Faction (ca. 1976-1982)
       133 174 192 314 348 468 853 1140 1346

TILC  Trotskyist International Liaison Committee (ca. 1975-1984) ["WSL/Thornett Tendency"]
       40 143 513 878 1052 1217 1317 1359 1361 1365 1366 1367 1368 1369 1370 1371 1856

USFI  United Secretariat of the Fourth International (*1963) [incl. its predecessor: International Secretariat of the Fourth International (1953-1963)] ["Mandelists"]
       1 2 10 11 12 14 16 24 26 28 29 50 57 63 64 67 69 70 76 77 78 79 80 81 84 85 86 87
       88 89 91 94 97 99 100 104 109 111 112 115 117 127 130 135 136 137 147 153 155
       156 158 159 160 182 195 196 219 261 269 270 271 272 275 278 279 280 281 282
       284 285 286 290 292 293 303 316 320 321 323 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337
       338 339 340 350 355 357 367 373 385 386 388 389 390 392 394 395 396 398 400
       401 403 407 409 413 419 420 421 422 423 424 429 430 433 440 441
       442 446 448 450 451 452 461 465 470 476 485 486 487 488 489 502 503 504
       507 508 511 514 515 516 517 518 520 524 526 534 535 542 543 547 548 552 558
       559 572 574 580 581 582 589 590 591 597 600 601 604 605 614 616 621 623 646
       647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 657 659 660 665 666 667 669 673 674 692 693
       694 695 698 699 700 702 706 715 717 726 731 732 733 735 737 738 740 741 750
       751 754 757 761 772 775 785 786 787 788 789 804 808 818 824 825 826 833 836
       841 844 849 854 856 857 862 872 876 887 888 891 892 899 906 908 909 910
       912 913 916 921 935 936 938 940 944 950 958 964 968 986 993 994 997 1004 1007
       1008 1023 1026 1038 1040 1041 1042 1068 1073 1074 1079 1081 1088 1090 1094
       1107 1108 1111 1113 1114 1122 1124 1128 1129 1132 1139 1144 1145 1147 1148
       1151 1152 1167 1170 1175 1178 1182 1183 1184 1185 1193 1195 1197 1199 1200
       1201 1202 1205 1208 1212 1213 1222 1223 1236 1237 1247 1250 1251 1252 1253
       1263 1273 1275 1279 1280 1282 1283 1285 1287 1288 1298 1302 1310 1311 1313
       1314 1316 1318 1324 1325 1326 1328 1333 1334 1337 1340 1341 1347 1350 1351
       1352 1353 1354 1355 1356 1358 1380 1386 1397 1398 1402 1403 1406 1410 1411
       1413 1414 1415 1416 1417 1418 1420 1422 1423 1427 1428 1429 1430 1431 1433
       1434 1435 1436 1437 1438 1441 1444 1445 1446 1447 1448 1449 1456 1458 1459
       1466 1471 1472 1475 1476 1486 1489 1490 1493 1493a 1501 1502 1506 1515 1516
       1518 1520 1523 1525 1530 1533 1536 1543 1544 1545 1549 1550 1552 1553 1554
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[ USFI continued:]

1555 1559 1561 1564 1565 1568 1569 1574 1577 1579 1588 1589 1607 1609 1614
1615 1618 1619 1621 1632 1655 1664 1671 1672 1677 1679 1682 1683 1684 1685
1687 1689 1691 1692 1693 1694 1695 1696 1697 1700 1702 1708 1709 1713 1750
1753 1781 1793 1794 1815 1818 1819 1821 1825 1834 1842 1885 1886 1887 1893
1898 1903 1906 1912 1923 1925 1926

675 690 720 736 987 1080 1191 1198 1289 1304 1690 1814 1858 1867 1919